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PREFACE.
IN the following pages have been epitomized the resulte of many
yeam of personal investigation into Tibetan mysteries. The unique
physical features, the geology, the botany, the zoology of the aountry,
also the characteristice, occupations, religion, and literature of the in.
habitants, are the subjects mainly treated of. Muoh of the matter
included here had been put in type before the oonclusion of the m n t
political Mission to Tibet. However, few new hots aonoerning Tibet
were revealed by this Mission. It is, moreover, a testimony to the
fulness of the information brought back in previous y a r e by the
eeowt native agents of the T d r o n t i e r Survey, that our own description of Lhssa in these pages (derived mainly from the private
reporta of these agents) tallies in most particulars with the accounts of
the city as now described by the English visitors of 1904. Only, the
native explorers in question seem on the whole to have been a little
more exact in their narratives then the English visitors.
GRAHAM SANDBERQ.
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January,1906.

NOTE.
WHEN death overtook Mr. Sandberg, this book was almast -ready
for publication. The bulk of the work-280 ~ages-had already been
revised in proof by him; and had he been spared for a few weeks
longer, he would have seen his book go forth into the world a s another
testimony to the ripe scholarship that he had strenuously gathered
through years of toil. Unhappily it was not to be. I n March of
this year he was taken away, and his book was denied the finishing
touches of the master's hand. At the request of Mrs. Sandberg, I
have accordingly revised the remaining sheets and added a list of contents.
The career that was thus cut short was one of singular devotion
to learning and religion. I n 1870 Samuel Louis Graham Sandberg
graduated at Triuity College, Dublin. Called to the Bar in 1874, he
practised for some years on the Northern Circuit, while at the same
time eagerly carrying on literary studies. His sympathies were extraordinarily wide, interesting him alike in science, natural,history, literature, and philology. I n 1879 he took orders, and in 1886 he entered
upon a chaplaincy in India. Here, as chaplain a t Dinapur, Dacca,
Jhansi, Cuttack, Subathn, Darjeeling, Barrackpore, and St. John's,
Calcutta, he mas able to give full scope to his manifold interests, and
speedily attained to acknowledged authority. I n particular the associations of Darjeeling inspired him to the study in which his life's
work culminated-the language, literature, and natural history of
Tibet. I n the Nineteenth Celttrtry of 1889 appeared his 6rst published
work on Tibet, soon followed by other articles in various magazines.
I n 1888 his linguistic studies bore fruit in a Manrtal of the Sikkim
Bh~btiaLa?tguage, of which a second edition appeared in 1895 ; and
in 1894 he published a most useful Handbook of Collopaial Tidetan.
An Itinerary
the Kotrte / r m Sikkipn to L h a appeared in 1901.
At that time he began his heaviest task, supervising the publication of
Sarat Chandra Dm's Tibetan Dictionary ; but even this labour could
not exhaust bis energies, for in 1904 appeared his Exploration of
Tidet, and lie was busied with the preparation of the present work.

But now bi Mth, always delicate, gave way entirely. In June
1904 he was seized with tuberonlar laryngitic, and in March of this
year, after sore mffering, the strenuous and noble life came to an end.
d i a n i h date ti& ptenb.

L. D. BARNETT.
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CHAF'TER I.
AT T H E THRESHOLD.
Nature by her own arrangements seems to have decreed that Tibet
should be the last country to be brought under the domain of modern
civilization, therein completely siding with the opinion of those who
actually hold the land. Intruders have not only to reckon with the
policy of the Tibetan authorities which prohibits entrance to all strangers; but they have also to get the better of the physical defences which
beset the portals of the forbidden regions on every quarter. Monstrous
walls of mountain, stupendous glaciers and snow-fields, unbridged rivers,
valleys of surpassing sterility, aid the inhospitable inhabitants in
shutting out the traveller.
Mountainous as the country is within its own confines, i t is enclosed
on the borders by ranges as a rule much loftier and more bulky then
those inside. Along the southern frontier, from long. 78" to long. 9t1°,
stretch the massive ranges, chain within chain, of the Indian Himalayas.
Turning up to the north we find on the western side the ganglion of mountains which, as a continuation of the EIimalayas, spread themselves out in
Kashmir, Ladak, and Nubra. Higher up and still forming the western
boundary, there run in from the west the buttress-ends of the mighty
Karakorams with K, , Gusherbrum, Masherbrum, and the other giant
summits which have been made in recent years so familiar to us by the
graphic writing and vivid pictures of Sir W.M. Conway. Barriers
equally gigantic in size (save in a few places where the lowness of the
bounding range does not mean accessibility because of the terrible wilderness of sand and ice behind) are disposed along the northern limits.
There, on the north, Tibet is shut in, as me pass from west to east, by the
Kuen Liin, the Akka Ta,q, and Altan Tag ranges in succession. I n the
Tsaidam and Koko Nor region is placed a north-eastern series of mountains which have proved less impregnable that1 the defences in other quarters. Through the easy defiles here and by way of the Hoang Ho, many
adventuroue spirita have penetrated. Nevertheless, the various parallel
1

lines of the Nan Shan, the European names of wliicl~ I~estowedby
Russian travellers read rather grotesquely, make a very substantial
boundary in this direction. Crossi~lgthe Hoang Flo and turning due
soutb, we have in the mysterious Xmdo country the numerous minor
mountain ranges which separate, very indefinikely, the various petty
states mhichown allegiance according to fancy, some to Tibet, axid some to
Chinn. While, further south, the eastern confines have, to guard them,
not merely row behind row of rocky battlements, but also the mighty
rivers running three and four abreast which pass from north to south
and out into the world beyond.
Such are the boundaries of Tibet on cursory view. They shall be
examined in detail later on.
As may be imagined, the tremendous portals of this mystic realm
form, a t every point, vestibules worthy of the marvels to be disclosed
beyond. Mountains, individually of colossal proportions, stand in
troops upon the threshold of the Forbidden Land, guarding as i t were
the Passes to be found a t intervals all round, and which Passes offer the
sole means of access within. Labyrinthi~~e
and dangerous are tlie pnthways which lead to these strange entrnnces into the country. There is
great similarity in the appearances about you on whichever side you
approach; except perhaps coming from the nortli by Charlik over the
Akka Tag, as did Bo~lvalotand the Littledales.
B u t take one of the more ordinary routes, by way of Sik kim, to some
Pass into Tibet from the south. First, you surmount by zigzag path
up, over, and down, the lower outer ridges of the Himalayas : then,
through deep valleys strewn with enormous boulders, gradually ascending; then, darkly penetrating along the bottom of a profound gorge. So
you go, ever striving to veer northwards; for northwards lies your goal.
Next, up and up and up again, keeping perhaps to a string-course
ledge which rounds the shoulders of the giant hills and creeps onwards
along the sheer face of precipitous cliff and chasm rent asunder.
The mountains are everywhere about you. They towcr above your
head and clusters of peaks are revealed a t tlie upper end of the valleys
which open in so many directions; while tlie great brawny breasts
of others lie far away with the mists rolling upon them. As you take
your course along the back of some lower ridge, you notice that i t is
flanked with spurs which advance to meet similar projections from another ridge parallel to yours but loftier. They do not meet; but there
and in between the protrudiug piers, in the depths belom you, the trees
are seen ixwked close together, an ocean of the darkest greens and
russets. About you and above you are the great pines, A6ies JYebliana
and Pingbe e;rcelsa ;but down there are the maples and rl~ododendrons
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and chestnuts and evergreen oaks peculiar to the Himalnyns, with hereand
there a quaint tree-fern. Tllu trees clothe completely the lower limbs
of the mountains, and then ascend in seried flounces far up the skirts of
the greater heights ;each different species of pine visibly keeping to its
own proper zone of altitude. And you know that in the remotest bottom-hidden by those weird throngs of trunk and leafy-crown - there
winds a secret stream brought direct from snow-field and glacier; and,
presently perhaps, an opening in the deep-down forest allolvs you a
gleam and a flash from tlie tumbling waters.
As you near the frontier of Tibet, the ravines-ful of trees gradually
disappear. The valleys soon become wider and very desolate, strewn
with large stones and blocks of rock; whilst yoti procession of huge
boulders marks the moraine of a glacier which some centuries ago travelled slowly downwards. The mountains, meanwhile, take a vaster
scale, quite different from the view they presented at a distance, forbidding and fearful to look upon. Such shattered fantastic monsters they
seem, holding themselves up ta heaven in boundless defiance of harmony
in size.
Then, in tlie fissures channelled on their great faces are perceived
the swollen glaciers bulging forth. Spurs and protuberances of rock
are connected by causeways of pure ice and the causeways bank up
fields of lately-fallen snow. These ice-bridges, which often span deep
gorges, allowing you to cross where otherwise it would be impassable,
are styled by the Tibetan traveller LRh-i Sanya "bridges of the gods."
I n these regions, mists and storms sweep up very swiftly and suddenly. As the coming night lets fall its shadows about you the sleet
and hail slant down in blinding showers and eye-sight is no longer of
any guidance. Your only escape from utter bewilderment and the deathly
cold is to creep to the southern lea of some rock which has been absorbing the sun's warmth throngl~the day ; and to wedge your form in
there, embedded in blankets.
Darkness dyes the twilight black. The storm increases ;and hark,
those sounds of falling rocky masses! The mountains are speaking to
one anot.her. These uncouth giants have a hoarse and monstrous language of their own.
I n this way and amidst such scenes, the traveller can approach to
the confines of the Forbidden Land. Saddles of rock sunk between
higher summits give access to the country beyond, and precarious paths
lead up to all such depressions in the guarding ranges. These are the
famous Passes wliich admit you into Tibet. A t the head or culminating point of the Pass is invariably to be seen a cairn of stones artifioially reared by native travellers. -4nd there your Tibetan guides give
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vent to their feelings of relief at the ascent surmounted and of awe at
the presence of the mystic spirits which guard the left-hand ride of
every Plus-top. Scattering two or three handfuls of their precious
kampa or parched barley-meal, they cry :
Lha' eollo, Ilia' sollo !Lhd gyallo, Mdgyallo !
Hail, hail, to the gods!
Victory, victory to the gods !
THE VIEW BEYOND THBI BABRIEBEI.

But what is to be seen beyond those bounding rsnges? The verge
of the mysterious country gained, does anything new, do any of its reported marvels, as yet greet the sight? Naturally in a mountainous
jumble such as that wllioh fences in Tibet one would hardly expect much
view from a Pass-summit, even though t 110summit lies cradled in the line
along wl~ichthe mountains reach their climax of height. Nevertheless
the prospect from many of these gate-mays into the land beyond is
something of a ~anorama-and from certain points a remarkably
striking and extensive one, too.
Now, many European ad venturers have actually travelled in the
country itself; whereas formerly few could do more than wistfully
gaze into regions whence they were irrevocably shut out from penetrating. However, whether he may be fortunate enough to go further or
not, no man of the least degree of sentimental susceptibility can ever
put away from his memory the recollection of his first glimpse into
the Great Beyond. The features of the view are always, moreover,
sufficiently distinctive to lie drawn upon the brain a9 an ineffaceable
mental landscape.
Let us listen to a few of those explorers who have recorded their
impressions of their first view into Tibet.
Sir Joseph Hooker, in 1849, having journeyed through Sikkim
reached the summit of the Dongkhya La, "the frozen yak pass," the
cairn on which stands a t a height of 18,100 feet above the level of the
sea; and he thus describes the view:The most remarkable features of this landscape were its enormous clevrttion and its colours and contrast to the black, rugged, and wowy Himalaya of
Sikkim. All the mountains between Donkia Pass and the Arun river were of
a yellowish-red colour, rising and falling in long u d h t i o n s like dunes and
perfectly bare of perpetual snow or glaciers. Rocks everywhere broke out on
their flanks and often along their tops; but the general contour of the whole
immense area waa very open and undulating. Still further northwards, the
mountains were rugged, often rising into peaks which from the angles I took
a n n o t be below 24,000 feet and are probably higher. The most lofty monnk i n a were on the range north of Nepal, not less than W milee distent

....

.

. . ..

Cholamoo lake lay in a broad scantily-passed sandy and stony valley;
snow-beds, rocks and glaciers dipped abruptly towards its head, and on its
west bank a lofty brick-red spur sloped upwards from it, conspicuously cut
into terraces for several hundred feet above its waters . . . . . . The
monarch of monntains (Kinchenjunga) looked quite small and low from this
point, and it was difficult to believe i t was more than 10,000feet more lofty
than my present position. I repeatedly looked from it to the high Tibetan
monntains in the extreme N.-W. distance ; and I was more than ever struck
with the apparently immense distance and consequent altitude of the latterI put, however, no reliance on such estimates. To the south the eye wandered
down the valley of the Lachoong . . . . . South-east the stupendous
snowy amphitheatre of Donkia was a magnificent spectacle.
I had been given to understand that from Donkia Pass the whole country
of Tibet sloped away in descending steppes to the Y ~ Nriver and was more
or less of a plain ; and, could I have trusted my eyes only, I should have confirmed this assertion so far as the slope was concerned, when, however, the
levelled theodolite was directed to the distance, the reverse was the case.
Unsnowed and thus, apparently, low mountains touched the horizon line of
the telescope; which proves that, if only 37 miles off, they must, from the
dip of the horizon, have been a t least 1,000 feet higher than the observer's
position.

..

. . .

Genersl Macintyre, V.C., who mas permitted to cross the Niti
Pass from Garhwal into Tibet early in June, gives n striking description of the appearance of the country just over the border at that time
of year before the new vegetation has begun to shorn. This part of
Tibet is the southern portion of the Guge district of Ngari Khomum,
due north of the great glaciers in the Niti and Milam valleys of the
Himalayas. He writes:A strange weird-looking land, to 811 appearance a desert, stretching
far end wide before us towarde distant ranges of barren undulating mountains,
tinted with every shade of red, yellow, purple, andblue, rising tier beyond tier,
and culminating in snow-clad ridges and peaks-all their f a t u r e s looking marvellously distinct through the clear rare atmosphere. Broad table-lnnds, averaging about 15,000 feet abore the sea-level, bare, brown, and monotonous,
sloping gradually d o m from the foot of the great snowy chain of the Himalayas behind us, and intersected by huge ravines growing deeper and wider
as they all trend northwards towards the river Sutlej flowing hidden among
their mighty labyrinths far ?way below us. The solemn waste diversified
here and there by low arid hills of a brick-red hue. In the dark snpphireblue firmament, a blazing sun shedding a cheerless dazzling glare on all
around us. Not a sound but the wailing of the wind to break the dead depressing silence, save perhaps the croak of a big raven or the snorting of a
troop of kiang (wild asses), as the startled animals stand for a few seconds
to gaze at the intruders ere they wheel simultaneously about and gallop
madly away over the rolling wind-swept slopes of shingle and sun-baked
earth.
Here in small flocks, few and far between, roams the ponderous-horned
OVM ever watahful and wery. A wolf may be occasionally detected slinking
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stealthily off. Sometimes a shy hare starts from the cover of a scrubby
tussock of the stunted herbagc that is sparsely scattered over the stony soil;
or a grey marmot may be seen sitting erect on some sandy knoll, disturbing
nature's silent repom? with its shrill chirping whistle ere it vanishes into its
burrow hard by. Even the Tibetan hamlets, which very rarely occur in these
dreary wilds, hare a decayed and forlorn look that is quite in keeping with
their desolate dream-like surroundings. Such rere my general impressiolls
of the country we were now in.
THE WAY INTO TIBET.

The country has been approached with a view to gain entrance
from every point of the compass. I n some regions access is comparatively speaking easy; a t other points the natural difficulties are so enhanced by accumulations of snow and ice that the way is open only
during a limited period of tlie year; but in no quarter of the extensive
border-line of this great territory is communication from without an
absolute impossibility. Although this secluded Tihetan world lies apparently so blockaded by physical b:~rriers--so fast-bound by mountain
and glacier and violent minds-it is, nevertheless, a fact that all round
the frontier there is constant intercourse of some kinci going on with the
countries outside except perhaps i l l the depth of winter.
With China this intercourse is in many districts abundant and continuous. So, too, is the traffic between Tibet and Rlongolia on tlie northeast. Communicatioli from the north-frorn Yarkand, Dznngaria, and
from Central Asia generally, a l t h o ~ i ~not
h considerable, is yet carried on
regularly, a t stated times, by caravans and small parties and does not
appear to he restricted by either political or fiscal conditions.
The admission of traffic into Tibct from the west and south seems
to be governed by regulations more or less complicated. Native traders
coming into the country from Ladak and from the petty states in the
Western and South-Western Himalayas are only allowed entrance
during the period from April to October each year. A Tibetan official
has to journey to most of the important Passes on the Ladak, Lahoul,
and Kuinaon frontier early in the spring to inspect each one and to declare whether or not it shall be regarded as open that season. Some
years smallpox or other severe sickness prevails in certain of the
valleys of tlie Western Himalayas, such ns tile Byans, the Milam, or the
Mana valley; and then the particular Pass leading out of such valley
into Tibet is said to be sealed or shut for that year by the official and no
traffic allowed to come over.
Furthermore, even the native denizens of every state actually touching Tibet are not all allowed general access during the period when
the Passes are free. The inhabitants of certain bordering districts are

suffered to proceed to only one or two trading centres within the Forbidden Land. Thus the Laliulis and Kulu folk may carry merchandise to such centres in the west of Ngari Khorsum as Gart'ok and
Totling but no further into the interior. The dwellers of most of the
valleys of Garhmal and Kumaon are limited to Gya-nyima, Dongpo,
and Tsa-parang. On the other hand the Bashaliri and Kunumari people,
living adjacent to these last, have by prescription freedom to go anywhere in Tibet and to penetrate even to Lhdsa and Eastern Tibet.
So, likewise, in the case of the frontier states further east. Tile
Assamese may not trade direct with the Tibetan provinces; but all
traffic must be carried on through the natives of the Tamang Raj who
receive merchandise either a t Tawang itself or bring it up from Assam
t:i& Odalguri. The Bhutan people appear to have secured unrestrictcbd
intercourse between themselves and the north, but a t the same time
heavy customs duties and personal bribes are extorted by certain officials
of Bhutan itself from every single paclcltman or pilgrim of their own
land whopasses into Tibet. The many rival jurisdictions in Bhutan offer
frequent opportunities for this kind of exaction. Between Nepal and
Tibet tliere is considerable liberty of communication; but Kirong and
Dingri are thought critical points for traders to get through unmolested
or unmulcted by the semi-autjlorised levellers of black mail. Nepali
subjects are not permitted openly to enter 'l'ibet by Takln-khar on the
Kumaon border.
The Indian Government has been a t much trouble to secure a certain degree of mercantile traffic between India and Tibet by way of
Sikkim. The natives of Silrkim have for many generations enjoyed
the fullest rights of entry beyond the frontier; but Hindu and Bengali
traders have usually fallen under the same ban which excludes Europeans. However, now, after considerable negotiation, a etation named
YQtung, situated within Tibetan territory in the Chhumbi valley, has
been opened as a centre of traffic; and Hindus and even Englishmen
may proceed there for trading purposes without let or hindrance, even
though the place is technically in the sacred land itself. The customs
officer placed there by the Chinese Government happens to be an
Englisl~man,but even lie may not pass the barrier mall Tibet-wards.
Many Tibetan pedlirrs undertake trips into India in the autumn
and winter months. A certain number may be observed in the Calcutta
bazars every Christmas-tirne. Some are from Bhutan only; but a few
come even from L116sa.
But all which we have said, so far, concerns but little the actual
p:rthways over the Tibetan border-line. Moreover, when we have detailed and pointed them cut as me wish to do, that information will
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hardly have made eaaier the p s a g e thither for us Europeans who are
so rigidly prohibited from entrance.
Lonely the Pass mny seem; beset by csscades of stones and beds
of snow; of unbreathable altitude; far away on either side from village
or outpost; nevertheless, when any English traveller hae set his mind
on making his way thither and quietly slipping over into some unfrequented corner of the territory, somehow by magic the news of his intentions is wafted over the mountains and sure enough a party of dirtyfaced Tibetans will reach the Pass before him. Then will follow the
usual result. First bluster and threats from the headman of the party;
next entreaties and miserable appeals as to tlie fate awaiting them all
if the traveller persists in pusliing on into the country. Finally the
latter becoming moved to magnanimity and contenting himself wit11 a
stroll on the northern face of the Pass just to say he has been i l l Tibct,
retraces his steps hardly knowing why he has so readily yielded. Sometimes, when eager determination over-rides the remonstrances of tlie
Tibetan officisl, and the young adventurer refuses to turn back, all
einettte is raised among the nearest inhabitants and the traveller is
seriously maltreated. That was the consequence when a young lieutenant, in 1896, made his way beyond Takla-khar in Purang, regardless of official protestations. Three hundred natives assembled and
s t o ~ ~ ehim.
d
There are, however, several v~ilnerablebits in the cordon encircling
these fsscinating regions where peaceful entry into the land may beatcomplislied and where many clays' march into the heart of the territory
could be stolen before information of the intruder's presence became
known. The entire length of the northern frontier-line of Tibet, we
believe, remains practically unguarded. So distant from any settled
d i s t , ~ cor
t even from any temporary pasturage of nomadic tribes are t l ~ e
Passes over the (so-called) Kuen Liin, Akka Tag, and Altan Tag ranges,
that no watch is kept by the Tibetan Government anywhere near that
region. Much the same might be said of the north-east boundary round
about Kako Nor. There, however, as a Chinese Amban is specially sLqtionedat Sining in order to match Chinese interests in tlie neiglihurhood,
there is some risk of interference. Nevertheless, as the streax11 of traders
of all sorts and conditions is unceasing through Sining, Lanchoo-f11,
Tankar, and other adjacent towns, the likelihood of recognition or
m c e is small. Moreover, the Koko Nor districts and Tsaidam, which
lie beyond Sining, are admittedly open to foreigners and are every
year visited by Russian and other European travellers. To pass further to the south-west, across the Burhan Bota range and into the D i
Chhu region, withoot exciting suspicion, is therefore comparatively
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a simple matter. I t was in this fashion and by tliis route that lIuc and
Gabet, Przhevalsky, Rockl~ill,and Kozlov gained nn easy entrance into
Tibet.
Of necessity tlie great factor in any snccessful incursion l ~ ytliese
unwatched doorways is the possession of ample funds mlieremitli to procure supplies of food, baggage, animals, and servants. The way into
Tibet by the passes over the Akka Tag ant1 Kuen Liin ranges which in'
volves previous lengthy journeys throng11 Asiatic Russia and C1llnese
Turkistan is practically closed to a11 1Surol)caii explorers save the very
rich. The parties of AIons. Bonvalot and of Mr. St. George Littledale who snccesfifully tapped 'l'ihet throuqh these savage and unpeopled
wilds mere provided with unlimited means for piirchasing resources of
every kind. Thus Mr. Littledale w ; ~ sin a position to buy a t Khoten
and Cherchen, previous to attempting tlie passage of tlie Ak1;a Tag,
120 mules, ponies, and asses, as well as to hire 130 more, bt.sides a r t s ,
tents, and enormous consignments of food. H c bought, he tells us, a t
these the last towns passed before entering the desert tracts along the
northern frontier of Tibet, "25,000 Ibs. of Indian corn for the animals
and six monthsJ provisions for ourselves and men."
By the Sining, Koko Nor, and Di Chhu route, such resources and
such an outlay are not certainly indispensable; and persons witli slender
means able to push their way and travel under tlie stress of hardships,
miglit with circumspection and wit11 gootl fort line find their way far
into untraversed districts of East Tibet. Mr. Rockhill, without excessive expenditure, has indeed broken far into these tracts. If
Chhamdo be evaded, ho\vever, sometlling miglit be done by such
undaunted spirits to unravel t l ~ em p t c r y of the upper waters of the
Salmin and the M e k h o ~ ~rivers,
g
the sources of wllicli still continue
absolutely unelucidakd-in
spite of the wild specul:ltions allti asseverations of Prince Henry of Orleans, and, later, of AIessrs. Kozlov and
Ladyghin.
Another pathway of access to the corintry left unprotected is the
difficult detour by way of Leh, the Changchenmo vallep, tlie soutlieast corner of Lingzhi T'ang, and over tlie Lanak La, into the districts
along the 34th parallel of latitude. This was the track of ingress
adopted I)y Captain Bomen witli Dr. Tliorold and Atma Itam, and,
subsequently, successfully follometl by Messrs. Wellby and Jlalcolm,
r i d 'l'angtse and eastand by Major Deasy. Admi~sionf ~ ~ r t l l soutl~
cr
wards along tlie Pangkong Lakc is generally out of thc question,
although the route this way into Central Tibet is physically tile easiest
of any save tllat tllro~~gliSikkini. The Dokpa slleplicrds around
the eastern end of the Panglrong Lake are ever on tlie alert to givo
S
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information of approaching travellers; and a messenger despatched from
Noh into Rudok a t once arouses the Jougpon of that fortress and his
retainers.
Finally, one of the most feasible entrances to the south-westeni
districts is, after all, the old route from Almora by the valleys of the
Alakananda and the Dauli and so into the pe:~kcountry east of the
Milam glacier region; whence one of the Purang Passes, preferably the
Lipu Lek La or tlie Mangshang La, gives ready access into the tracts
so~it11of lakea Map'ang and Lang-gak. It is near here tliat tlie
defensive station of Takla-Khar in P~irang is located, however; and
unless tlie out-look kept there iq either eluded or beguiled, admission
is not to be gaincd, the people of tlle place being hostile and turbulent
to a degree greater than is common with Tibetan folk. Travellers of
note have, in several instances, succeeded in entering ttie country by
this may for the past 100 years. Moorcroft was the first to try it, on
his journey to the lakes in 1818; Henry Stntchey following in his
tracks in 1846, Richard Stracliey in 1H4.8, and Dr. Tliomson a few
years later. This route was, furthermore, the path of access chosen by
Mr. Ityall in 1877, nnd by Mr. H. Savage Landor in 1896.

CHAPTER 11.
T I B E T I N ITS GENERAL ASPECTS.
We must a t once dispel from our minds the usual idea that Tibet
itself is one vast table-land, remarkallle only for lofty altitude tliroughout. Great uudulati1,g plains are a feature in certain parts, as we
shall presently see; but even these desolate expanses are, a t sliort intervals, crossed by loug ranges of mountains, carrying peaks which often
in heiglit nearly equal the average of the summits of the Himalayas.
Doubtless the immense elevation of the general level of the whole country detracts from the apparent height of Tibetan mountains; but, with
an actual attitude of 24 to 26 thousand feet above the level of the sea,
these raages of peaks are thusfrequently 10,000 feet and more above
the level even of such elevated plains and valleys as exist in Tibet. Interlocking lines of lofty mountains; mighty rivers; extensive plains,
sometimes undulating and fertile, sometimes rugged and of awe-striking sterility and desolation; together with many districts broken up iuto networks of ravine and gorge-all these featnres are comprised in the
physical conformation of this uplifted land.
Unquestionably the leading characteristic is the great elevation of
the entire territory. However, this elevation vai-ies markedly. The
average height of the surface varies with the latitude and not longitudinally. This seems to be a general rule governing the altitude througliout, but more uniformly so in that portion of Tibet lying westof longitude
92". The rule is that tliere is substantially one level or superficial plane,
independent of the traversing mountain rauges, running mostly in zones
or belts which mair~tainan uniform altitude along the same latitude.
'l'he greatest height of the general s~~perficies
of 'l'ibet is found in a
broad band from west to east occupying the northern tracts, and again
in a narrow belt from west to east running adjacent to the southern
frontier. Between these elevated areas, and also following
- in the main
this latitude, tliere occurs a long depression which is in fact the valley or
basinof theYeru Tsangp-the great arterial water-way of Tibet. Along
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the latitude of the main course of this river-in parts not more than 90
miles north of tlie line of our Indian border-the plane of elevation sinks
to an average of 11,150 feet above sea-level; and this depression of elevation coutinues along the same latitude (20' to 29" 30'), even where
further east the river leaves this parallel for its northward bend.
Tlie northern tracts of this territory, which, from the steppe-like
cllaracter of the more western parts, art! known as the Jang-t'ang
("Plains of t,he NorthJJ), or simply as the Clrm~gor Jhn~ig,attain the
loftiest general altitude. That portion skirtiug tlle base of the Kuen
Liin Diountains is uniforlnly lower than the desolate plains stretching
from west to east, some 51) miles further south. Ilere, keeping to the
parallel of latitude of 35" N., the Jang-t'anq reaches its highest level,
one of over 17,000 feet above the sea. Iu the Lingzhi 'I"a~ig,in this latitude, near the Karakorums, the altitude is 17,:300 feet; and 700 miles
further east (longitude 89" E.) me find the plains and a lake in exactly
the same latitude wit11 a reported altitude of 17,400 feet, said to have
been accurately measured. Again, take anotlier test case. Captain
Bower gives his altitude a t "Camp 30" as l(;,907 feet. We find his
latitude then was 38" 45' N. and his longitude circa 85" 15' E. Now,
after three months' time, lie is again in that very same latitude but much
further to the east, namely, 88" N', yet his altitude is practically the
same, namely, at "Camp 71," 16,838 feet. Further south of this parallel, the average elevation of the Jang-tJang decreases considentbly; and
the regions of Tibet lying between the 31st and 32" 30' parallels must be
placed a t an approximate altitude of 16,000 feet. Fnrther south again,
as we have seen, the level is much lower.
East of tlie 92nd meridian, however, our rule of latitrldinal zones of
elevation fails so far as tlie more northern districts are concerned. I n or
about that meridian, a decided drop in lleight occurs, the average altitude
of the genela1 plane of the country to the east being 13,500 to 14,200
feet in all latitudes N. of 30" and S. of 36". Further to the north-east
the decrease in elevation is still more marked; so that in the Tsaidam
plains, west of Kiiko Nor, and beyond the l'ibetan confines, 8,000 to
9,000 feet is the usual height. So again, in those parts of Tibet far to
the soutali-east,there is likewise a fall, the descent being much greater
and the valley-level between Z:~yuland BatJang being ordinarily under
8,000 feet. Indeed, the deep valleys in Zayul itself, bordering on the
ranges which wall off Burmah, have mostly an altitnde under 6,000 feet.
TEE HIGHEST COUNTBY ON EARTH.

Taken generally, the claim of Tibet to be deemed the loftiest country in the world cannot fail to be admitted. The great northern tracts
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for hundreds of miles, as we have seen, average an elevation of from
15,000 to 17,300 feet. I t s very valleys in themain territory scslt!
11,000 feet. I t s people live and breathe and dance and sing and pray
in towns and villages which rarely stand lower than 12,000 feet. The
monasteries sheltering large communities of men or women are, by
choice, erected on pict.iiresqne ledges a t an elevation as high as tlie summit of Mont Blanc. Shigatse, second city in Tibet and a great commercial mart, l~aabeen built 12,250 feet above the sea; and Lh&, the
capital, is laid out on an alluvial plain 11,60U feet above the same level.
Derge, the Tibetan Birmingham with a; population of 6,000, stands a t
12,700 feet; and Chhamdo, wit,h 11,000 inhabitants, scales 11,500 feet.
And all this only concerns the general superficies of the country; for, in
the regions where i t has been flung up into peaks a ~ mountain
d
ranges,
25,000 feet is reckoned in this land no extraordinary elevation ; mliiht
the Passes daily surmoiinted by man and beast scale anything u p t o
19,800 feet. Yet, in contrast to these immensities, me have one town
in the south-east corner of Tibet, Shikha, capital of the Zayul valley,
pitched a t only 4,650 feet.
FOUR CLASSES OF TERRITORY.

More or less, i t is mountainous everywhere in Tibet ; even the great
plains, of which so much has been written, being traversed a t intervals
by mountain chains cornplex though not lofty. Nevertheless tlie territory is not of one character throughout. Both climateand configuration vary in t,he different zones included within these regions. Speaking generally, Tibetans cl:~ssify their country as: divisible into four
sorts. They discriminate the T'ang districts, the Dok districts, the Ro~tg
districts, and the Gully districts; and this classification will be found a
very convenient one.
T'ANG DISTRICTS.

The P a n g collntry is the region of the plateaus or steppes, those
parts already alluded to under the specific name of Jangt'ang, and restricted almost exclusively to the north, and more especially characteristic of the western halt' of the northern trz~cts. Rising to the summit of a low ridge, you suddenly look athwart a n immense plai~iwhich
begins perhaps a few hundred feet below you and stretches without a
break, generally a distance of 15 or 1 6 miles to a bounding range of
hills, but sometimes uninterrupted to the horizon in a clear sweep of 30
or 40 miles. And this must be taken as the real feature of the country.
We have not level desert plains as in Russia or Mongolia; Tibetan plains
are more in the nature of wide shallow valleys running up on either side
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to bounding ridges. Moreover, the run a t right angles to that which me
have termed the sides is usually a slope up to some higher level where
lies a T'ang of similar configuration but a t a greater general elevation.
Many of these plateaus are bare and desolate to a degree hardly
realisable. Undulating slightly, the whole surface seetns strewn with
flaky f ragrnenta of brown calcareous biscuit-mud-hardened
and splintered by frost and by burning sun. I n places the ground may be brown
and white in alternate patches, according as the whitish clay, which in
western regions is the foundation soil of the whole, is exposed or is
overlaid with caked loatn and stones. Where the T a f t ghas any decided
slope, in the lower levels are pnerally found shallow lakes, usually illtensely d i n e , and with sodas and salts lying, a dirty wllite frilling, along
the margin. Certain plains, especially the great tracts extending frotn
west to east to the north of latitrtde 35" and between longitude SZo E
and the mountainous country north of Lllhsh, are distinct,ly salt deserts,
holding huge reservoirs of saline waters where the drainageof the land
has been massed into swamps and lakes. Large areas, moreover, dry
and waterless, are perfectly snow-white, being completely covered with
saltpetre. This is the case throughout vast tracts directly east of Itudok.' Much of this elevated region iu the N.-W. cotnprises sheer
arid flats nearly devoid of vegetation. A few scrubby bushes occur here
and there, but very little pasture, and that only i n the dips where water
has been lying.
However, south of latit,ude 33" N. and east of the 82nd meridian,
the Pang country assumes a very different aspect. Altl~oughthe broad
open valleys coutiuue, they are now covered everywhere with verdure,
and though the average altitude may be taken as 15,000 feet, the coarse
thick-growing grass affords sustenance to troops of wild asses and deer,
as well as to the tame flocks of tho Khampzsand Changpas-the only
denizens of the Jang-t'ang proper. This pasturage is most luxuriallt ill
a broad belt, some 40 miles from north to south, ~vliichstretches to the
east, running between latitude 32" and 33". Here, also, dandelion,
hawkweeds, and mild rhubarb, are met with.
North of the lake-district of those parallels, the lands seem dry
and saline but yield much grass. I n places the plains are covered wit11
1 "During the last three mflmhca to Dak-korkor no water of any kind was
met with, and the party werc furcod to carry a supply in akins. In this arid part of
the country the soil was of a dazzling w l ~ i ~ae ,peculiarity which extended aa far aa
the I'undit could see. Tho Pundit waa informed that five days' march to tile north
there was a large district oalled Juug Phaiyu.Pooyu, and that throughout its whole
exteut the earth wns of the same white kind na that thcy we1.e crossing ovcr, so white
indend ns to caurre people to suffer ua if from snow-blindt,errs."-(Pt~ndttu' Report8 for
16'69.)
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congealed lava, and slabs of pure salt stand in piles; but, in certain districts much further to the north-east, extensive savannahs of herbage
occur. Beyond the abundant grass up there, little else seems to grow; no
crops will seed, and a few bushes of " camel's thorn," tamarisk, Caragatta
furze, and Eurotia are tlre only shrubs, a ~ these
~ d are very rarely seen.
Herds of wild animals of large graminivorous species, which feed here
in the summer, supply manure for each season's growth as well as dungfuel (a~gols) to nomads alid travellers. East of tile meridian of Namts'o
Chhyidmo (i.e. Tengri Nor), tile Tang country narro~vsup to the north,
lying as a belt of some 150 miles along the base of the Akka Tag
mountains and reaching as far to the east as the 96th meridian. Here
the gl-ass-land is reported to be still more fertile, and the animal life
even more profuse than in the west. Frequent mounttiin ranges (such
ss the Kijkoshili) and many river-feeders, however, bring these eastern
regions, in most respects, o11t from the T'azg category into another
class.'
DOK 1)ISTRICTS.

The great upland pasture-grounds form the next featlire in Tibetan
cosmogony, and these are known as the Dok lands. These lie chiefly in
Southern Tibet; but not exclusively so. I n some respects they resemble the moors and heaths of Scotland and Yorkshire ; but, perhaps, a
closer nnalogy might be found in the trcndrm of Siberia. Bogs and
swamps and gullies, with much broken country running up into shaggy
ridges, also moss-covered knolls with a soft black p a t t y soil, are characteristic qualities. Low-growing barberry, blyricarin, and furze, are in
places intermingled with wiry herbage. Ijut all these lands lie lifted up
on the backs of mighty mountains, or are entrenched amid huge cradling hills mliich protrude spurs and forking buttresses into em211 basin of
moor or fen. Very wild and weird are these dark moors. But excellent
pastures indeed are all the Dok tracts-less frequented by large game,
save Ozls's Av.t?non and mild asses, because given up to the herds of tame
yak and sheep owned, patriarch-like, by the Dok-pa or semi-nomad i n b
bitants.
Doubtless, there is infinite variety under the geneml chalncteristics
of regions of this and other kinds in Tibet. In this Dok country you
may find yorlrself a t one time hemmed in by peak-crowned slopes as at
home in North Cornwall; whence, coming forth,you have the narrow val1 The T'ang country in a measure re-appears in the South in a portion of
temtory known as Ding-tsnm abutting on tho north of Eastern Nepal and Sikkim.
These tracts have a mean elevation of orel. 15,000 fcot, arc shrubless, but with plenty
of c o m e fescue p a s , and are charactoriued by the same broad flat valleys separated
by ridges of rounded hills which belong to the Jang-t'ang country of the north.
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ley8 merged into absolute plains, descending gently down to the bed of
some great river which has cut deep below the general level; the plains
thel-6, on either side, being broken up into narrow spurs separatd by
ravines. Here, again, is another <limpse of Dok scenery south of Yamclok lake, fro111the narrative of U.G. in the Survey Report :The pass was difficult and the ascent was rongh and trying, passing along
snow-covered slopes, flanked by deep gorges; but, after a descent on the
southern slopes of the pass of about 2,000 feet, we reached a beautiful flat
country which gently sloped up to the foot of mountains, cnrpetcd with exquisite verdure and lovely flowers, with bushes of different shrubs. A t the
hcnd of the lake is the monastery of Tong-txo Pndmn-ling, looking from which
t o the south-east the vicw eml~raccdthe c r j s t a l surface of thc thrice holy lake
flanked by a range of billowy mountains orertoppcd in t h e distance by the
lofty snows of K u l h s Kangri. The Kulhn Kangri, with tlicir snow clad peaks
standing in most picturesque array, resemble ( t o compnre great things with
smnll) the Buddhist prayer offerings called T o m . To the north is the domelike peak called Kulhai Chnm, "the wife of Kulha;" on her sides stand exalted
the sublime peaks of Chenresi, Chhijagshi, Lonchhen Lhat'oi Gar ("the hoary
hcadcd premier Gar "), Namgyal and others. After visiting a celehrated cave,
consocrated to Guru Pemn, rtnd surrounded on three sides by glaciers, we
started t o the south-east over this elevated plateau t o find our way back into
the Lhobrak Valley.

So pleasing au aapect of nature as this plain presented at an elev a t i o ~of~ nearly 15,000 feet is no uncommon sight in Tibet The time
of U.G.'s visit was early in September, when, iu these realms of snow,
vegetation has attained the climax of maturation.
It slro111d 11otbe supposed that the whole Dok country is peopled by
nomads. Small towns of stone-houses are to Le found in m o s t parts,
especially in the lower valleys where the altitude descends to 13,000 feet.
Here, too, on the valley-cliffs junipers and small fir grow, with willows
and poplars below near the river-side. I n Dok-de (to the far N.E. of
LhGsii, from 150 to 200 mile$ distant) the country developes into really
fine and pleasing scenery.' This part includes Tsogde, through
L After A. K's explorntion, the whole of these trncts north-east of LhLsb were,
by the unfounded theory of the gorrtleman who mado the details poblio, included a@
pa& of the Jsng-t'ang. Thst hlr. Honnesscy's view wae errotleons ia certain. The
only gmutld for classing this portion of the country with tho great ~ a l tplains to
the west in the same latitude, seems to have been the suppo~itionthat the lofty olev ~ t i o nof the west, in this parnllel was continued here in the e a ~ t e r nregions. However, the many mountain ranges, which are of p e a t intrioacy, and the oharacter of
the pastures on the tnble-lands, as u.ell a6 the lower nltitude, snfficiently distinguish
suoli districts from the T'ang country west and due north of Namta'o Chhyidmo.
bloreover, the very names given in a native geogrnphicnl work, "Deambnling Qyalshes," of Dok.ynl snd Dok-do, identify the tracts sn Dok (lit: nLt.og) or uplnnd
p a s t m a ; whilst in the aocount of A. K. himself the denizens are designated IJokpa
or " herdsmen.''
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which runs the upper waters of the Gyama-ngiil Chhu. Here are wide
valleys in which cultivation is carried on, with villages nestling on the
spurs and in nooks high up the steep slopes, and monasteries perched in
places inaccessible apparently to anything wanting wings. Moreover,
the rounded knolls of the Ivang mountains are replaced by bold crags
and sharp snow-capped peaks. Fine rivers, feeders to t,he Sok Chliu, are
seen a* short intervals, all flowing southwards. This is the kind of
country from Nag-chhu-kha, N.E. of Lhisa, to Chhamdo with intervals of bare upland moors.'
WINTER ASPECT OF T A N G AND DOK.

The prevailing tints of the loftier parts of Tibet, that is of the
greater ort ti on oE the whole territory, are red, purple, yellow and brown.
Where streams and swamps occur the bright emerald green growth of
grass and herb produces a wondrous contrsst. But only for four months
is tho natural colouring of the lnnd seen.
I n winter-time the appearance of both the T a n g and the Dok country is very different. The early falls of snow in October soon alter the
face of the landscape to one of utter desolation. After frost has succeeded frost, and the bitter hurricanes have swept up the Snow to be refrozen hard as rock in fantastic monuments, nothing save a few antelope^,
hares, and foxes, which " flee like shadows," remain to witness to the
moving life once there. But me had forgotten, these are not the sole
survivors. Large numbers of yak and wild asses still roam about; and
many may be seen perched on inaccessible C@
-S
rooting out herbee
from deep beneath the snow. Still all is silent and deat11-like. The Dok
herdsmen have retired to stone-huts in the sheltered valleys; the Golok
robbers from the east, who scour the JangtJang, have retreated to tile
lower plains of Amdo and the small towns on the Chinese borders.
One of the most distinctive accessories of the IDangcountry in Western
Tibet, north of lat. 33", is the many great fiheeta of water, all saline,
but some more illtensely so than others. It is a noteworthy fact that
in the depth of minter with the night temperature even 45" bel-om zero,
lakes holding more than saturated solr~tionsof salts never freeze. These
liquid pools and swamps upon the ice-bound plains are all the more
startling to behold, when rivers of the strongest current lie hard-by conI As to the ohief localities of the Dok landa, we ehonld enumerate : (1) &
region of Lake Msp'ang and the greater portion of the Provinoe of Dok-t'ol, border.
ing the north-east of Ngari Khorsnrn; ( 2 ) the country eonth and eonth-eaet of Lake
Yam-doli, including the tracta round Tign Ta'o and P'o-mo Jhanp-t'ang Ts'o; (3) the
vast atretch of territory north-east of L l l M and north of the Gyalmo Ngnl Chhn,
known as Dok-Ynl and Dok-De. The laet mentioned ie by far the moat extensive
Dok region in Tibet, reaching ae it doe8 northwards to the Dnngbara Rage.
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gealed and motionless, and even a goodly number of the geysers of hot
water, so common near lakes in Tibet, have been frozen into tall white
colomns. As M. ~ o n v a l o tremarks, the power of ejection of these
fountains of boiling water is not sufficient to cope with the frost.
~
the snow in January
Upon the mosses aud crags of the D G territory,
lies in mighty slleets of many feet in thickness; while in the lavastrewn plains of the verge of the Jangt'ang, due north of Namts'o
Chhyidmo, there seems to be less of snow. There flats and rocks and
the recurrent mountain ranges belonging to the Tibetan steppes are not
clothed in white, but are completely plated with pure ice, as though
rolled up in glossy armour which had somehow been put on when liquid,
and which thus holds them so tightly as to appear contorted and
quilted.
BONG DISTRICTS.

Certain parts of the country are much cut up with deep ravines
and rocky gorges, between the high cliffs of which rattle rapid effluents
of the larger rivers. These narrow valleys mostly contain considerable
raised beds of alluvial soil, especially where any conjunction of streams
occurs. On the ledges of such ravines numerous hamlets nnd gompas
are built everywhere; and the denizens industriously cultivate the strips
of alluvial accumulation. Much artificial ground, derived from the
river, is contrived, as well, on hollowed recesses in the cliff-sides. Indeed, these ravine or Rong districts are favourite spots for villages.
One recommendation is the abundaut water close a t hand, another is
the richness and softness of such soil as exists; and a third advantage
seems to be the general low altitude of the districts where this conformation is fouud. One of the chieE Rong districts, that one which lies
between Shigatse and Lake Yamdok, is a perfect net-work of defiles, but
literally swarms with villages and monastic establishments.
GANG DISTRICTS.

This conformation of country is peculiar to Khams the great province of Eastern Tibet. Khams holds both Rong and Gang districts,
but the latter class is its speciality. I n some respects this style tallies
with the Bok lands further west, and indeed here i t replaces them; only
the morose and desolate aspects of the other are here absent, and moorland is replaced by downs. Moreover the wl~oleelevation is much
lower, and consequently vegetation richer and more varied. Still we
me in the uplands, the Tibetan word Gang having that bearing.
Captain Gill, who viewed Tibetan swnery from the east in September, just over the frontier of Szecl~uen,gives this glowing picture :On passing the crest of Ch~h-toh-shan,the great upland country is at
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once entered. Standing on the summit of the pass, stretched below was a
fine valley, closed inon both sides by gently-sloping round-topped hills, all
covered with splendid pass. The richness of the paature was something astonishing ; the ground was yellow with buttercups and the air laden with the
perfume of wild-flowers of every description. Wild currents and gooseberries,
barberries, a sort of yew, with many other shrubs, grew in profusion. By
the side of a little tent some Tibetans were lying about ; their 6erce dogs tied
up to pegs in the ground, and great herds of sheep and cattle grazing round
them. The sheep are taken in vast flocks once a year from Lit'ang to Ta-chienlu, and thence to Chheng-tu for sale.

Neas Chhamdo, in the north of Khams, the landscape is of the
Gang character, this quality succeeding to the Dok features further
N.-W. and West. It is of La-gang, a little west of Chhamdo, that
Captain Bower is speaking when me read this entry in his diary :Through the most lovely country over which i t has ever been my lot to
travel. The path ran through a forest one or two hundred feet above the
river, with here and there open grassy patches with trees scattered about.
Each bend in the river disclosed to view a panorama of surpassing beauty.
I n no part of Kashmir does the beauty of the scenary excel that of this part
of Tibet. Game is plentiful, but shooting is forbidden in all the country
having any connection with the monastery of Riuchi.

Such scenery is not of tho description one mould expect to meet
with a t an elevat.ion of 12,500 feet. But it is only so in Tibet.
South of Chhamdo, the country presently becomes rugged and
sterile, and it is only in the main river v~~lley
that the smiling aspect
of nature is maintained. It is so, too, in the important Derge kingdom of Khams, 150 miles north-east of Chhamdo. At tllis height all
is forbidding and unproductive save in the great river-tracks. Mr.
Hockhill thus pictures the change from the Rot~gcountry of the Gyekiindo district to the Gang country further south, as Derge is entered
by way of the Dengo valley. We preserve in our quotation the writer's
orthography of names :The face of the country remained as we had seen it north of Jyekundo
bare and bleak; in some rocky nooks a few stunted juniper trees, but no
shrub or flower, no singing-bird or anything to relieve the awful stillness and
dreariness of the scene.
After a miserable night during which sleet had fallen continually, we
were off again by daylight; and entering the Dren-kou valley, which lea&
down to the Dr6 Ch'u, the scenery changed as if by magic. A brook flowed
down the glen, its banks covered with soft green grass powdered over with
little white and pink flowers. On the mountain sides grew juniper and pine
trees, and by the roadside were wild plum, gooseberry, honey-suckle, and
other shrubs, the fragrance of their blossoms filling the air. From cavities
in the tufa rock pended creepers and ferns from which the water fell in cryetd drops; and we heard the cuckoo's cry echoing across the valley.

... .. .
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About two miles below Lori we came once more on the Dr6 Ch'u, and the
scenery grew even finer as we wound along the steep mountains sides, some
600 feet above the blue river which went dashing by in eddying and seething
masses in its narrow bed. The mountains rose several thousand feet on
either hand, those on the left bank reaching to above the snow-lineand stretching as far aa the eye could reach along the river's sinuous course. Lamaseries
and villages, around which were little patches of cultivation, were numerous on
either side of the river ; end great droves of yak were grazing around the white
tents of parties of tam traders, whose goods were piled up under white cotton
awnings to protect them from the frequent showersof rain.
Of course, in discriminating the characteristics of the different
classes of country, it is impossible to do more than generalise as to the
leading features. Indeed, in Tibet, as in every land, we often find the
qualities of each class blended, so that it would be hard to distingnish to
which class the district should be assigned. It is enough, however, to
shew how various is the character of this territory, and yet how to
some extent it admits of systematic apportionment. Moreover, rts we
have mid, our classification is that of native Tibetan writers.
There are said to be six Gang districts in tho topographical sense,
namely; Mabja Zabmo, TsJa-wa, P o m p , Mar Khams, Minyag, and
Yarmo. These are sometimes separated from the province of Khams,
and the whole is designated Gang.

CHAPTER 111.
CLIMATE AND

METEOROLOGY.

One might reasonably look for eccentricities in the climatology of
Tibet. An extensive territory with a plane of elevation so exceptionally
lofty and yet so near to the tropics necessarily presents conditions unpaialleled elsewhere on this globe. To put the matter more strikingly
we have there in fact some 600,000 square miles of the earth's surface
raised in general altitude from 13,500 to 17,500 feet above the level of
the sea, traversed by numerous mountain-ranges varying from 19,000
to 20,000 feet, yet situated only from 5f to 14 degrees north of the
Tropic of Cancer. Accordingly, the meteorology of such a country
may well be unique. Moreover, the circumstances of the climate are
still further complicated by the rim of lofty mountains enclosing the
territory on three sides, those on the south cutting i t off by their excessive height almost completely from the moist currents of the ocean.
Probably, also, the great spinal column of plateau and dislocated mountain range, forming the main watershed of m many river basins,
stretching from Aksai Chin to Zayul, produces further eccentricities.
Now, the altitude of this enormous country would lead us to expect
terrific cold and its exclusion from the atmospherical effects of the
ocean great dryness. And that is so in the larger half of the territory.
We have in fact in those pnrb an Arctic climate, deprived to a considerable extent of that accessory in the shape of constant freshly-falling
snow which in the Arctic regions does much to temper the severity of
the cold. Deficiency of moisture causes the snow-£all in most parta to
be exceedingly small. I n the south-eastern districta adjoining Chinese
territory, certainly, where the southern barrier is much lower than elsewhere, immense quantities of snow are deposited every year, much of it
above the line of perpetual snow, much more below it, and which on
melting adds materially to the volume of the three great rivers that
quit Tibet in the S.-E. corner.
However, on the valleyed plateam of the N.-W., S.-W. and North-

Central regions, heavy falls of either snow or rain, though indeed occasionally occurring, are rare. In those parts, extreme dryness is the
l a d i n g feature. Only the round-topped ridges of very high mountain
ranges, such as the Aling Gang-ri and T'i-chliab Gang-ri, each scaling
over 23,000 feet in altitude, receive any regular aunual increment to
their hoary load; and that is generally not a considerable dole. Moreover, the height of the snow-line in Tibet causes the small lodgments
on the hill-sides and open valleys t o vanish with the return of summer.
Nevertheless, the sweeping assertions often made concerning the
utterly arid nature of the Tibetan climate need distinct qualification.
Because a t Leh in L d a k under 1 4 inches is the annual rain-fall, it has
been too lisstily assumed, on the theory of similarity of hydrometric
position, that the greater portion of Tibet receives no more. Now,
though this may be the case in the extreme western tracts, there is
actual proof that the deficiency in most other parts of Tibet is not in any
way so great. The concurrent testimony of all t,raders who visit Darjeeling from Sliigatse is that in that part of Tsang the rains of July
and Aogust are very heavy ; while, in winter, a t least 8 inches of snow
fall five or six times every season. Again, even in the great salt-lake
district, so far north as between the 3Znd and 34th parallels of latitude,
and so far west as between the 84th and 87th meridians, we have the
strongest evidence of a, considerable down-fall. Captain Bower and Dr.
Thorold traversed this portion of their route (where the elevation averages 16,000 feet) from July 25th to September 4th, 1891 ; when, out of
the 42 days therein comprised they record heavy storms with drenching
rain on 19 days ; and the implication from Captain Bower's narrative
is that it was wet on other days also. It is interesting to note that tliese
storms seemed to come mainly from the S. and S.-W. direction. Again,
Captain Wellby, travelling in the districts due N . of Lhasa in 1896,
noted in August only 11 fine days, rain or snow falling on 18 out of
the 31 days with several severe storms. Even in the far N.-W of
Tibet, supposed to be 60 arid, snow fell on 4 days in the first week of
June. In July 1896 rain or snow fell on 10 days or nights in N.-W.
Tibet. But we shall return to the subject later.
Furthermore, in connection wit11 this question, we may mention
the way in which native Tibetan authors constantly describe their
country as " the White Land ;" while their speech is styled by the
poets Gangs-chhe~z-kyiSknd I' the language of the great s~iows."
THE WATER-PUPPLY OF THE GREAT RIVERS.

of
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How comes it-it might be asked-that Tibet is the grand home
many mighty rivers ? Their sources lie in the very heart of this
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land where the benison of the heavens is not lavishly showered down.
Whence, therefore, do the follntains draw the great supplies necesssary
to feed the early reaches of all the waterLthoroughfares of India and
South-eastern Asia ?
Well, it is possible to make reasonable elociclation of the apparent
inconsistency. It is, after all, no great mystery. The truth seems to
be that the climate of Tibet has not always in the past been the same
as it is now ; and that the results and productions of that different
climate are by no means yet dissipated in tbnt country, but survive as
stupendous legacies-diminishing slowly it may be as time progresses,
yet still effective in the present benefits they confer.
Let us extract a passage from Sir J. D. Hooker in one of the
notes to his Himalayan Joamals: "Were the snow-level in Dingcham
as low as i t is in Sikkim, the whole of Tibet from Donkia almost to tlie
Yaru Tsanpu river would be everywliere intersected by glaciers and
other impassable barriers of snow and ice, for a breadth of 50 miles ;
and the country would liave no parallel for amount of snow beyond the
Polar circles. It is impossible to conjecture what would have been the
effects on the climate of Northern India and Central Asia under these
conditions. When, however, me reflect upon the evidences of glacial
phenomenon that abound in all the Himalayan valleys a t and above
9,000 feet elevation, i t is dificrilt to avoid tRe conclfiion that such a
sfnfe of things once eme8tetE,and at a comparatively aery recent period."
I n addition, we find Captain (now Colonel) H. H. Godwin-Austen
remarking in 1868 of tlie evident decrease in size of the Pangkong
lake in Western Tibet : " The only deduction to make from such comparatively recent changes is, that the level of its waters has been alternating with moist and dry periods of time, the slow process of which
may be even now going on almost imperceptible to man ; the water of
the Pangkong depending as i t does mainly on the winter snow and the
country passing through a period of diminishing falls-query : may
not the snowfall in this part of the Himalayas be much less now than
formerly ? "
The explanation, then, takes this form. A t the present day all the
loftier mountain-ranges in Tibet are well stocked with enormous protrudent glaciers ; and in concavities i l l elevated summits lie snow-fields,
may be, several hundred feet thick. Moreover, the moraines iu valleys
nnd the signs of glacial action in the basal ravines assure us that, large
as the glaciers still are, their bulk llas been formerly exceedingly larger.
The modern snow-fall and rain-fall at their current annual rate could in
no wise bring about such accumulations. It is most probable, therefore, that the climate, fio far as these discharges are concer~ied,has in
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later centuries undergone radical change, and the present fall of these
is infinitely less in quantity than in by-gone times. However, so huge
were these glaciers and other reservoirs of congealed water that, long
as they have been furnishing the main demands of the great outflon-ing rivers, they are still large enough to maintain an adequate supply
to them for an indefinite period to come. Nevertheless, the marked
diminution in the size of numerous lakes in Tibet, as noticed by various
travellers, which lakes depend to a large extent on glacial feeding,
affords evidence that the drainage into them is not so copious as
formerly. A certain falling-off in the supply is therefore betokened.
Although a theory such as the foregoing is worthy of all credence, one
point likewise must have due weight. W e would re-sssert our belief
that, while the falls of rain and snow in the west and north are i n s i ~ nificant, yet in Central Tibet the amount of these has been greatly
under-estimated. And it is through the region wliere a fair quantity of
dofh occar that the Yeru Tsangpo and a t least two other of the great
out-flowing rivers pass in n great portion of their respective courses.
Again, everywhere in Tibet, the annual renewal of neck to counterbalance in some degree glacial waste on the higher mountains, is an appreciable factor even now-a-days. Some fresh snow-though o~ilya
moderate quantity-is still added yearly to snow-field and peak and
does not melt,. Comparatively scanty moisture reaches Tibet in modern
times; and if this mere only rain, we allow that the contribution might
be hardly worth counting, as being nearly all lost by percolation into
the thirsty soil. But, as on the lofty ranges, it comes in the form of
mow and hail, on the contrary every atom is preserved and goes to increase those stores which replenish glaciers, and through glaciers-in
due process-the resultant rivers.
I n ways such as these we car) readily account for the vast body of
water brought from Tibet by the rivers which greet us in the plains of
India and China; and yet not be surlmised to learn that the amount of
snow and rain fa!ling in that Itidden land is certainly, by itself, totally
inadequate to produce such an out-flow.
T H E SEASONS I N TIRET.
Let us follow the round of the seasons to gain some idea of the
Tibetan climate in western and central district@.
SPRING CONDITIOSS.

Starting with spring, we shall find that season filom to show
itself, especially in northern and western regions. The end of April
arrives before the snow fallen in the winter-little though it may b e -
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begins to melt; the outer crust is so hard and frozen. Even the great
rivers, ice-bound to a considerable depth, are not unfettered before
April has commeuced ; and every night there is a temperature below
freezing point, in the moderately elevated tracts, right up to the end of
June. Indeed, in the salt-lake district, on what is called the high
plateau of Tibet, where the altitude ranges from 15,300 to 16,500 feet,
the average minimum temperature in August is 28" Fahr., and in July
P4.".6. So that we may my that in those regions the thermometer
registers below freezing-point every night throughout summer, and
therefore throughout the year.
Nevertheless the poor Tibetan, so hardly pressed by his inhospitable climate, endeavours in the earliest days of spring to turn over the
iron soil and to sow his sixty-day barley. He cannot, as is the custom
in the Tsaidam, begin his labours so early aa March 1st. Even where
no snow is lying on the ground, the frost holds it too tightly and the
manure is too hard where it haa been often laid ready through the minter on the surface.
At the end of March, Ibomever,the plough must be used and the
soil prepared. Snow is still lying in many fields, and the contrivance
to get rid of i t is curious. During summer and autumn in general the
people collect enrth and store it in their houses in large quantities.
I n the spring, when they fancy no further wow is likely to fall, and
when that already there has begun to me1t and cake the sun's rays, they
spread the soft earth over it, and that has the effect of melting the snow
underneath. Sometimes snow falls again and again after this procese,
and occasionally even tbree and four layers of earth have to be used
before the field is ready. I n April all seed is sown ; and early in May,
so mucl~care do they take, the green shoots are above-ground everywhere up to 14,000 feet.
VABT BANQE OF TEYPEB4TURE.

The air during April, May, and early June in Tsang, Ui, and all
Central Tibet, is so wonderfully clear and pure-as a rule so free from
the subtlest spiculae of moisture-that during the day the heat of the
direct ray# of the sun is intense. When a traveller is protected by the
north-thrown shadows of rocky heights he may feel, even a t mid-day,
chilled to the bones; but be rounds some corner and then, exposed to
the unchecked glare, he is instantly in dread of sun-stroke. Captain
Wellby, when in lat. 35" N., long. 83" E. in June, a t an altitude of nearly
16,000 feet, speaks of'the heat on a lake-side as insupportable, the
thermometer in the open registering 106". Even out of the direct rays
of the sun, the temperature of the air, in the middle of the day, a t great
4
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heights is often considerable. W e observe i t noted by Captain Wellby
that on June 22nd a t an altitude of 17,300 feet the thermometer inside
his tent rose to 78".
But the sun, which a t 2 P.M. shone down with a force of 125" in
t h e open, once slink to the horizon, the bitterest cold am follow in the
height of summer. On July 111th in North Central Tibet the reading
a t night was 0" Fahr. ; on August 18th in lat. 3.5" 10' long. 93" 1%'
E.,
the minimumat night-time shelved 16" Fahr., the altitude being 15,700
feet above the sea- However, there are a t night great variations of
temperature. Travelling a t an average elevation of 16,000 feet, Captain
Wellby records 33" as the warmest night temperature in June and 40"
as the maximum of the nights of August. I n Lhisa and even in
Shigatae the evenings of summer up to 8 or 9 P.M., are generally most
pleasr~ntlywarm. I n travelling after sundown those pathwirys skirting
lleat-absorbing rocks often yield the balmiest of atmospheres far into
the night.
Just a t daybreak seems to be the time of greatest cold during the
24 hours. The difference between the shade temperature a t 3 P.M., and
that in a tent in the same place a t 3 to 4 A.M., is often nearly if not
quite 60" degrees in the early part of May u t ordinary elevations. On
July 10th 1886, in North Central Tibet, 54' was registered by day i n
tAe shade, but in the succeeding night tho temperature sank to 6". A
quotation from Captain Wellby's diary must conclude our remarks upon
this point. He and Mr. Malcolm were camping in June in the lakedistrict of N. N.-W. Tibet (lat. 35" 12' N., long. 83" E.)at an altitude
of some 16,000 feet: "Bi~thing in the lake itself, although the lake
was partly frozen over with ice, the water was quite enjoyable, and we
could remain splsshing about in it for half-an-hour, and afterwards
A climate like this a t such a height
bask naked in the sun
struck us ss truly marvellous. After seventeen degrees of frost by
night, me found ourselves basking in the open in a temperature of 106",
shewing a variation of ninety degrees in the
hours. At 7 P.M.,
again, the thermometer registered as mucli as 48" Fahr.
W e were off before 6 o'clock, with a keen morning air in our faces, but
after a aouple of hours the heat became so unbirable that we would
fain have halted." Again, on July 18th) the same latitude, but a good
way further east : " At 7-30 P.M., a t a height of over 16,000 feet, the
temperature was 40" Fahr., and during the night there were nineteen
degrees of frost."

.....

. . . ..

THE SUMMEE SEASON.

The temperature and hygrometric conditions are of great interest
during the months of June, July, and August. As to the first, let a
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fern readings of the Fahrenheit thermometer in ~ h a d ebe extracted from
various source8 for each month :
Average minimnm temperature, N.-W. Tibet, a t
U,000-16,000 feet
...
...
...
Lowertt minimum, N.-W. Tibet, at circa 16,000 feet
...
...
(Captain Bower)
Lowest minimum, N. N-W.Tibet, as measured in
...
1896 by Captain Wellby ,
Lowest minimum at Batang (at 8,150 feet)
...
Average minimum at 12,000 feet in North Sikkim
Average temperature at noon in Eastern Tibet,
.,.
...
...
12,000-13,000feet
Highest maximum temperature, N.-W. Tibet, a t
ciroa 16,000 feet (June 29th)
...
...
Average maximum temperature a t Lh4sa (11,600
...
...
feet)
...
Highest maximum a t Lh4sa during June
Average maximum in Tsaidam plains (9,000 feet) ...
Temperature in Tsaidam, June 4th 1880, at 6 A.M. ...
Temperature in L h h a , June 8th 1879, at 6 A.M.
Temperature in Tsaidam, Jnne 4th 1880, at 3 P.M.
Temperature in Lhisa, June 5th 1879, at 3 P.M.
Temperature a t Mariam La, Purang, Jnne 11th
l866,8 P.M.
...
Temperature a t base Mt. Kailaa, Manasarowar, June
17th, 6 A.M.
...
...

...

...

...

...

50°

73O.5

...

...

930

...

... 530.5

a..

...

...

24O.5
21°
17"

60

.,

38O
71O.3
7704
51°.4
74O.4

...

570.5

...

...

7O
27"
33O.5

...

Average minimum, N.-W. Tibet, a t circa 17,400 feet
Average minimum, North Cental Tibet, in 1898 (alt.
16,500-17,000)
...
...
Lowest minimum, N.-W. Tibet a t 17,550 feet (July
4th) ...
...
...
...
Lowest minimum, same district, registered by Captain Wellby ...
...
...
...
Average minimum at 12,000 feet in North Sikkim
Average maximum at Lhisa (11,600 feet)
Highest maximum at L h h a during July
...
Temperature in Lhha, July 12th 1879, a t 6 a.m. ...
Temperature in Lhisa, July 12th 1879, at 3 P.m.
In Ngari Khorsum at 16,000 feet, July 30th, 1884,
at noon :
...

...

18

%
7'
770 4
71°
4F9
55O-4
69O.7
7P4

...

...

25O

Average minimum, North-Central Tibet, at &ma
16,000feet
...
280
Average minimum, North-Uentral Tibet, in 1896
...
3a0
(Captain Wellby)

...

...

.-

...

...
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Lowest minimum, North-Central Tibet, a t 16,600
feet (August 18th)
...
,..
Lowest minimum, same district, in 1896 (same day
...
...
...
...
of month)
Highest minimum, ditto, at 16,000 feet (August
10th) ...
...
...
...
...
Average maximum at Lhisa (11,600 feet)
Highest maximum at L h b a during August
...
I n shelter on Pass-top, near Gtart'ok, Went Tibet,
19,400 feet, in August at 9 A.M.
...
...
I n shelter on Pass-top, near Cfart'ok, Weet Tibet,
...
...
...
19,220 feet at 9 A.M.
In shelter on Pass-top, near Uart'ok, Woet Tibet,
17,650 feet at 9 P.M.
...
...
...
In shelter on Pass-top, above Upper Indus, W. T.,
...
...
...
18,750 feet at 3 P.M.
At TBling Gompa, Upper Sutlej, 12,280 feet, August
5th, 4 P.M.
...
...
...
...
On high plateau, West Tibet, 15,200 feet, August
...
...
...
...
llth, 5 P.M.
T'ok Jdlung gold-field,16,330feet, Aup;~ist29th, 3 P.M.
,,
,, Angust 27th, 7 A.M.

."
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19

8,

19O
18'
S5O
64'4
70'
810
4Q0

49O.25
530
69'
67O.5
55O

41°

As to the falls of rain and snow in summer-time, i t must be noted
that the monsoon-season of India makes itself felt to a cartain appreciable extent throughout
Tibet. I n Central districts rain-showers occur
on very many days in July and August, the monsoon effects not reaching the North-western Central region until about July 20th. From the
middle of June to the end of August, in the provinces of Tsang and
Ui, including Yarlung, Yarndok and Lhobrek, nearly every day the sky
is cloudy and frequently heavily overcast. I n Western Tibet, rain
falls in small quantities throughout July and August, but with a very
moderate aggregate for the two months, probably 4 to 5 inches. Thus,
Captain Godwin-Austen noted that, during the whole period of his wanderings in the Pang-kong Lake country, from July 22nd 1863 to the
middle of August, with a few solitary fine days, " t h e weather was
miserably cold-nothing
but cloud, sleet, and rain." In the far
north of West Tibet, as on Lingzhi T a n g , it seems, however, to
be much dryer and clearer with only three or four days rain in
August.
And now ss to that pheuomenon of Tibet, the not infrequent snowstorms in the height of summer. On the higher passes snow falls every
year in July and A~rgust-no large amount, but often 4 or 6 inches in
depth. It seldom lies longer than two or three days except in hollows
and behind north-faciug rocks, where, if the height be over 16,000
feet-though that is 4,000 fez: balo,v the p x p t u z l litbewit mntinuee
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on to the winter. Ocoasionally, however, heavy snow comes down in
Western Tibet in July, and remains for weeks upon regularly-used
tracka Thus on the road down on the Tibetan side of the Jhang L
1
leading out of Ladak there is generally a considerable fnll in the early
daye of July, and thus it lies two or three weeks in the full glare of the
summer sun, a stretch of several mile$ length. The Ts'omorang La
between the valley of the upper waters of the Indus and the Tibetan
gold-fields at Yok Jalung is another locality for heavy falls in August
which completely cover the Ts'omarang range from the ridge to the
base, the latter part being under 16,000 feet, while the summits do not
rise higher than 18,750 feet.
To us this seems so fascinating a subject-heavy mow falling in
localities only ten or eleven degrees north of the tropics, in a latitude
more southern than that of Greece or Sicily, in the months of July and
August, that we would fain enlarge upon it. A few striking quotations
from actual experience, however, will be more to the point. For instance, let a graphio word-picture from the hand of Godwin-Austen be
introduced.
Here it is. H e waa camping early in August in the Chang Cbhenmo valley on the bed of the Kyamgo Trag-kar stream; and he writes:#' It now began to snow hard, and we got under the lea of a low clifl
and sat there until the coolies came up, when we pitched our tents with
great difficulty, for the pegs would not hold in the gravelly bed of the
stream ; but by means of heavy boulder stones this was accomplished.
It mas a miserable evening, snow falling until sunset and lying on the
top of the tents and in high dry spots. When the clouds broke a t that
hoar, beautiful appeared the surrounding mountains with their white
cavering, and the fleecy clouds drifting up against their sides added
greatly to their apparent height ; the whole suffused with a lovely
rose colour, and the sun shining upon the met eurfaca of the manytinted rocks brought out their hues brighter than ever."
Captain Bower is not so descriptive in style ;but he records tersely
a aimilsr incident a t an altitude circa 16,500 feet in North-Central
Tibet, dated August 16th : " Just as it became too dark to go on any
further, a snow-squall struck us ; we soon had the tents pitched and
o kettle filled with snow was on the fire. Dr. Thorold, however, had
gone after some goa just before the snow set in, and had not rejoined
the caravan, so I fired several shots and, guided by these, he managed
to m c h the
Moreover, Atma Ram, one of the Bower party,
meations in his notes that from July 25th to August 3rd their
mute in N-W. Tikt was contiaually interrupted by repeated falls

d oaow.
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AUTUMN A N D W I N T E I ~ .

All crops throughout the Central 'districts are got in before the
middle oE September; the early grim or naked barley having to be cut
in July a t least. By the middle of September the frosts a t night, even
as low down as 12,000 feet, are too keen for the stability of anything
in the form of seed or flower yet remaining. Early in October the first
of the winter falls of snow occur, and these October descents seem
pretty general throughout Tibet.
I n order to exhibit conclusively the generality and wide extension
of the snow-fall in the early days of October, a few examples will
prove useful. A.K., travelling in Yagra-tod, the valley just south of
the Dang-la range, some 220 miles N. N.-E. of LhBsa, a t an altitude
of 14,800 feet, notes heavy snow on October 7th and 8th, 1879 ; and,
g night 3 feet of
when he had crossed the range, we read : c ' d ~ ~ r i nthe
snow fell." Again on the 15th and 16th he was detained a t one camp
by continuous falls; ant1 on the 17th he makes the entry : '(Our day's
march waa almost entirely over snow." So, too, Captain Bower camping with his party on the shores of Chargyut Ts'o experienced similar
weather from the middle of September to the 4th October 1891 : "Snow
off and on all day and night. What fell in the day-time melted a t once<
but that a t night lay till the sun rose and then quickly disappeared.
During October, in all localities that range above 13,000 feet, water
outside becomes strongly frozen every night, melting in exposed
situations during the day in the early part of the month ; but by the
end of the month the lake-shores begin to grow their permanent winterfringe of ice, which in November generally extends all over the surface.
Early in December the surface of Namts'o Chhi'mo or Tengri Nor,
1,200 square miles of water, haa become one deeply-frozen solid block
of ice. I n this month, also, the larger rivers are set fast, being congealed several feet deep in the upper portion of their courses west of
long. 96" E. East of that meridian and and south of lat. 32" N., the
great southernly-flowing rivers, though often partially surface-frozen in
January and blocked with ice, are rarely completely ice-hound. The
Yarlung, Penam-nyang, and Kyi Chhu which are situated for the most
part below an altitude of 12,500 feet, however, seem to be usually
solidified for two or three weeks during the winter, though they have
wide and strong currents.
Mons. Bonvalot and his friends must have experienced the severest
effects of minter in the highest tracts of Tibet. They were travelling
from December to March across the northernmost regions, from north
to south, a t an altitude generally over 16,000 and nearly always above
16,000 feet. Icicles 10 inches long clattering on their beards and
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frozen tears were regarded aa sheer trivialities apparently by these
sturdy travellers ; and each day they record with the lightest of hearts
readings of the thermometer anything from 12" to 40' below zero! And
this state of cold they complacently endure 2 months a t least a t one
stretch. W e have the piquant Frencllman repeatedly making entries
of this nature: ('The thermometer marked a minimum of 35" below
zero, and the morning was a lovely one." That entry is dated January
5th, 1890. The same evening Mons. Bonvalot goes a walk round a frozen
lake : " The night is magnificent, and as I walk along the shores of this
little lake, i t sparkles almost as much as the moon, having, besides, a
white halo of salt upon its banks
When I get back to
the tent the thermometer marks 29" below zero. Prince Heury reminds Father Dedeken that they had come upon the traces of a wolf
before turning in, and they suggest that, as I am up, I should g o in
Next morning, January 6th, he simply and cheerily
search of it."
records : '' The thermometer marks 40" below zero, the point a t which
the mercury freezes, and there is still the west mind."
Once more we
read on January 30th : " Although we get a little lower down each day,
the cold is still intense, the minimum of t o d a y being 31" below zero a t
an altitude of 14,200 feet."'
W e can only admire the verve of these charming Frenchmen, always
gay under circumstances so Arctic, while we envy their iron constitutions and presume the recording instruments they used were in good
working order. The minimum temperatures observed on the Bower
expedition were 15" below zero on October 31st 1891, in lat. 32" 43' N.
long. 89" 17' E. a t an altitude of 16,263 feet; and the same on the 2ud
and 3rd November a little further east. However, as the cold is
kaown to be more intense in January than a t these dates, there
is no improhbility in the more startling records of Mons. Bonvalot.
W e now proceed to give certain miscellaneous thermometric observations, derived as before from many SOU~cesand taken in various districts of Tibet. L e t it be premised, merely, that the figures represent
actual careful records and that the maximum aild minimum temperatures were taken in the shade and out of the wind :

.

.

SEPTEMBER.

Lowest minimum in N.-E. Tibet (1st. circa 36' N.)
5 A.M., ( ~ l t16,000
.
ft.)
...
... 10°*9
Average minimum in North-Central Tibet (circa lat.
31° 25' long. 8Q0)
...
...
... 27'

...

1 Our quotation8 ure from the translation nf B o ~ ~ v a l o nnrrative
t'~
in which tile
Celltigrade readings hrve been converted into Fnl~renheit.
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Lowest minimum during month, eame locality (slt.
15,500 feet)
.,.
.,,
...
...
Lowesf minimum during month, a t Mome Samdong,
...
N. Sikkim (alt. 15,300) ...
...
Lowest minimum during month in Tsaidam (alt.
...
14,000)
...
...
...
Maximum for month in Ngaei Khorsum (alt. c i r c a
...
14,500)
...
..,
...
Maximum at Lb6sa (September 4th, 1879)
...

.lQO

Average minimum in North-Central Tibet (eisca
Iat. 32' 50' N. long. 89'-90")
...
...
Lowest minimum during month, ditto, alt. 16,263
...
feet (October 31st)
...
...
Highest minimum, ditto, ditto, slt. 16,560 feet (Ooto...
ber 1st)
.
Ayerage minimum in Guge, Ngesi Khorsum (slt.
...
c i r c a 12,000 feet)
..,
...
Lowest minimum, same locality (October 9th)
Temperature taken by Lt. H. Strachey near Mt.
Kailas, October 4th, 1846, 6 A.M.
Temperature taken by Lt. H. Stracbey near Mt.
...
Kailas, October 5th 1846, 3 P.M.
Temperature a t Jenglatse, Tsang, alt. 13,800 feet,
...
...
October 25th, 1866, 6 P.M.

...

......

# a

...

...

31'

P
67'4
66O.4

9'
15'
21'
23'
12'

...

200

...

4@
54O

Average minimum, North-Central Tibet ( c i ~ c ulat.
32' N., long. 90'-93" E.)
...
...
Lowest minimum during month, ditto, alt. 16,113
feet (November 3rd)
...
...
Highest minimum during month, ditto, alt. 14,925
...
feet (November 18th)
...
Lowest minimum, a t Shigatse (indoors) alt. 12,100
...
feet (November 18th)
...
Highest minimum a t Shigatse (indoors) ditto (Nova
ember 14th)
...
Average maximum a t Shigatse (indoors) ditto
.,.
Highest maximum during month, a t Shigatse
(November 14th)
...
...
...
Average maximum a t Golmo, N.-E. Tibet (lat.
8,760 feet)
...
...
...
...

...

...

...

...

...

...

..,

CLIMATE OF LHKSA.

It wm Father Everiste Huc who first noticed the general mildness of the climate in Lhisa and its neighbourhood. Immediately he
entered the Pempo or Pembu dietrict just north of the capital, that
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ticm considerably higher than the summit of Mont Blanc. This extraordinary fact is doubtless to be chiefly ascribed to the extreme dryness
of the atmosphere, cut off as it is throughout the major portion of the
territory from the influence of the moist currellts driven up from the
Indian seas. The great wall of the Himalayas forms an impervious
screen against the ilitrusion of more than the scantiest drifts of the
monsoon vapolirs from the south. Such excessive dryness of the
rarefied air causes the general evaporation to take effect with wondrous rapidity; and that serves to dissipate large quantities of snow
without any process of ordinary melting. Another factor is certainly
to be found in the violence of the winds which, except during the night,
rage almost ceaselessly with immeasurable force across the plains and
mountain-sides of Tibet. Other aids to the disappearance of newlyfallen snow are the clearness and atteliuation of the atmosphere, almost
free as i t is from any rain-films, allowing, therefore, the sun's rays to
penetrate unrefracted and unsoftened; also the great radiation from
the sterile rocks unclothed with vegetation.
Thus we have the apparent anomaly that the southern and Indian
sides of the Himalayas are loaded with perpetual snow down to a
much lower limit than are the northern sides, exposed though they be
to the intense cold of the Tibetan climate. Accordingly, in central districts of Sikkim and Bhutan, say along the axis of lat. 27" 15' N.,
we find the snow-line ranging between 15,500 and 16,000 feet; and
approaching the northern border of those countries we find it rise on the
so~ithernface of the mountains to 17,500 feet; but cross the frontier
into Tibet, furtl~ernorth, and then, in the heights abutting on the
Arun valley or in the range lying north of Chomolhari, the line of perpetual snow is nowhere under 19,300 feet.
01 course, it must be understood that when the lowest limit of
~ e r p e t u asnow
l
is thus spoken of, the estimate concerns open mountainsides and places offering a fair exposure to the sun and winds. I n
narrow gullies and in sheltered hollows facing north, the same deep
beds of ice and frozen snow continue year after year even in Tibet a t
elevations of only 14,000 feet.
The tracts lying north of Eastern Nepal, which are among the
bleakest, coldest, and most elevated in Tibet, are said to have a
snow-line of 20,000 feet. This was also found to be the case west,
where, for example, Dr. Thomson in lat. 35" 30' estimated the
snow-line as a t the same height.. A t Lanak La, just a few miles N.-E.
of the Changchenmo valley, Captain Basevi, we believe, reckoned the
line below which all snow in properly exposed situations would melt,
during every save a few abnormal summers, as averaging 19,800 feet.
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Such e s f i i a h s contrast strangely with the fixture of the same line in
the European Alps which is only 8,500 feet.
East of the meridian of long. 92" E. the limit of perpetual wow
drops lower; and the further east you pass the lower the line falls,
especially in the southern regions, though in the tracts N. of lat. 31" N .
the plane of this limit does not sink so rapidly. Thus, in the ranges
about the sources of the Hoang Ho we find it adjusted by the Russian
authorities a t 16,000 feet. The estimate for Derge and Chhamdo is
set a t 15,800 feet. But much further south, as a t BatJang (in lat. 30"
2' N.) the level of perpetual snow is said to be under 16,000 feet;
while in the ranges of the DzByul district we believe this line ought
not to be set above 14,400 feet.
The cause of the comparatively low level of perpetual snow in
South-East Tibet is not an obscure one. Several of the great rivers
of Tibet make exit from the land just where the S.-E. provinces and
the Chinese provinces of Szechuan and Yunnan meet. The country in
these parts, which is exceedingly mountaillous and broken up, there
receives continuously voluminous supplies of humid air, whichare brought
up straight from the ocean along the courses of the mighty rivers.
Such southernly-flowing water-ways as the Salwin and Mekhong, which
quit Tibet a t this corner, form permanent funnels of ingress for the
m o i ~ tcurrents which rush up their valleys from the southern seas.
The result is not only an excessive snow-fall but also an atmosphere of
exceeding humidity, and which during many months of the year is
laden with rain-films and directly retards evaporation.
TEE WIND.

One of the greatest embarrassments of travel on the Tibetan highlands is the wind. It is incessant all the year round. It starts up
perhaps before 9 A.x., and at certain seasons earlier, and blows with great
violence the whole day until after sundown. At the loftier altitudes
in the winter montl~si u exposed situations these minds are murderous
and, unlessshelter beneath hill-side or boulders is found, death or frostbite is the result. I t is the same in all parts of Tibet ; a terrific wind
which chiefly blows from the west or north-west seems ever present.
Travellers in Ngari Khorsum in the S.-W., in the northern plains of
West and Central Tibet, on the iiplands and passes of Tsang, and
amid the mighty parallel mountain-ranges of N.-E. Tibet, all speak
of this wind with lamentable recollectioa. It is the same, although
with certain seasons of intermission, in the more elevated tracts of
Mongolia. South-East Tibet seems alone, of these central regions of
Asia, .to enjoy comparative immunity ; for, there, the moister and L e s
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continuous currents from the south and south-east prevail, displacing
the awful winds from the west.
The picture on the covers of Mons. Bonvalofs volumes of Tibetan adventure-+ picture repeated more clearly in the text of the bookgives one a most impressive sense of the life of the nomads of the windswept plains. It represents a party of natives cowering round a
tiny fire amid stones and trying to snatch a meal. A singular fact
concerning the strength and velocity of the wind deserves special record.
A t an altitude of over 18,500 feet the currents of wind seem, curiously
enough, to lose something of their force. On heights of 19,500 feet,
and a t loftier elevations on passes and ranges, there is a marked diminution of speed and streogth. The currents of greatest power and violence
are experienced in open tracts ranging between 15,000 and 18,000 feet.
I n fact, a t such elevations the westernly winds blow furiously from
about 8 A.M., acquiring the greatest speed, that of 35 to 38 miles per
hour, a t 2 P.M. or thereabouts. The temperature a t that hour generally
begins to fall, but the force of the wind does not abate for at least 2
hours further. As the sun lowers and the temperature falls, the velocity diminishes; but frequently the wind does not totally subside until
long after dark, only to recommence its vigour soon after sunrise the
next morning. The wind rushing over most of the Tibetan and H i m e
layan passes in the day-time is usually little short of a hurricane.
Strange to say, however, as already noted, in those passee which scale
nearly 20,000 feet there is only a smooth and fairly brisk current.
The late Mr. E. C. Ryall, who did much work for the Survey of
India on the Ngari Khorsum border, writes :-" Whirl-winds sometimes occur on the passes. I heard of a fatal accident on the Balchadhura pass. A Bhotia of Tola village in Johar, on arriving a t the top
of the pass, wau lifted off the ground, carried away some 100 yards or
so, and then dropping was dashed to pieces. I had always in Hundes
to take my observations in a very respectable kind of storm. The
only way to get on with the work was to shelter myself and my instruments as much as possible, by putting up a protecting k h n a t 6 feet
high, to keep which in position I had to get 10 or 12 men to lean
against i t and frequently 5 or 6 more."
These powerful and continuous winds must, also, exercise considerable effect in transforming the physical surface of the country. Sven
Hedin makes some pertinent observations as to the proceae : " I n these
high altitudes the abrasive power of the wind plays a very important
part. The west wind, which is said to be the prevuiling wind, sweeps
away all the finer materials, leaving the gravel behind and exposed,
uutil that in its turn becomes disintegrated and is swept away. The
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surface of the mountains was everywhere weathered and porous. It
was evident there was an enormous difference between the temperature
of the day and the temperature of the night; and this is the most
destructive of all the disintegrating agencies. Next after it ranks the
wind, which &es away all the fine particles of detritus."
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CHAPTER IV.
T H E SALT AND FRESH-WATER LAKES.
The great sheets of watersheld in the hollows of this uplifted land
now claim notice. Although several of these are almost lnrge enough
to be styled inland seas, the supply to nearly all of them is kept up
merely by the ordinary glacial drainage from the mountains inlwhich
each lies entrenched. Not one, as it appears, is fed by any coneiderable river. Two or three minor affluents meander into the larger lakes,
but they are hardly more than mountain-streams draining not very
dietant uplands.
Tibetan lakes have several peculiarities. First, the great altitude at
which they occur. Secondly, the excessively saliue nature of their
waters. With few exceptions they are emphatically salt lakes ;potash,
soda and borax being foulld in such extensive deposits encrusted round
the margin, and in the waters themselves, that most of the lakes north
of the central lateral chain are not denominated tu'o or "lake," but
tu'akha or "salt-pit."
Thirdly, few of the lakes seem to have any
important outflowing river, and in this way, doubtless, their great size
is maintained.' Fourthly, in the closest proximity to every Tibetan
lake rises up an extensive system of hot springs. These geysers in
Tibet, as they occur near lakes almost exclusively and not in other situationg suggest the tl~eoryof volcanic fires being near the surface and
exercising by conduits, the gases of which are in spasmodic play
through the heat, a syphonic action on the waters of the lake.
1 An far a8 my experience goes, no lake in the Himalayan hae two exits, nor
do I think that i t ia common elsewhere, and indeed I know of but one oaee of the
kind where a small pool has two exits. I t is obvious that, if there is any great Bow
of water, one exit will probably be cut quicker than the other, and eventually beoome the aole ohannel "-(the late) Coloml T. Q. Mmtgomerie, B.E. The earlieat
llource of the Sutlej is undoubtedly Ts'o Lagran ; but the outflow is intermittent,
during some periods ceaning altogether, the main feeders of the river being streams
from monntnins to the north and south of its enrly course. The great Di Chllu of
Ennt Tibet ia also aB~.rnedto etart from Chargyut Ts'o in North Central Tibet.
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Stupendous reservoirs of water lie in every quarter of the country.
to ManaFrom Koko Nor on the Mongol border in the extreme N.-E.
sarowar or Ma-p'ang in the S.-W., and from the lakes noticed by
Mons. Bonvalot along the base of the Kuen Lun range to the Kyema
T$o on the Nepal frontier and Tigu Ts'o near Bhutan, such masses of
.iquid held in bond are constantly recurring. They do not stand in the
course of the huge rivers of the land-if that were so they would prod
bably have never existed-but always on the higher grounds apart.
Sometimes in wide shallows on the flat desolate plains; sometimes
engulfed amid amphitheatres of mountains ;and again iu lengthy series,
the links of a mighty chain of many waters laid across ridges and mmfi
land for several hundred miles together.
Imagine, if we can, the height a t which the lakes of Tihet are
resting I No such elevated sheets of water are found throughout the
world. A few minor sheets are met with in the neighbouring Afghan
and Pamir regions at altitudes equalling those of the lower waters of
Tibet; but none even there a t all approaching the elevation of the
higher or the majority of the Tibetan lakes. I n truth these last seem
unapproachable, as to loftiness of situation, by any others in the world.
A short comparative table will a t once exhibit the fact of the great
superiority in altitude of Tibetan lakes to all others elsewhere :Name.

Situation.

Circumference.

Altitude abwe sea.

Horpa Te'o
T m 1 - o h h e TE'O;otherwiee I g e Nhmnr Nor
Yagmo TR'O
P'omo Jangt'ang Te'o
Tign Ts'o
Te'ugynd Ts'o
(Chargut
.
- Ts'o)
Panesarowrrr Lakes

N.- W. Tibet
N.-W. Tibet

36 miles
84 miles

17,930 feet.
17,160 feet.

Nortll-Cent. Tibet
South Tibet
Sonth Tibet

64 miles
61 miles

16,110 feet.
16,060 feet.
16,650 feet.

112 miles

16,526'feet.

Air6n Knl ; or Victoria a
Bnrknt Yaein
K m s Knl
Quatapuri Lakes

Wokhin in Great
65 miles
Pamir
Little Pnmira
16 milee
Kargoshi Pamir
48 miles
Colombia, 8. Amerioa
Aliohnr Pamir
68 milee
Nan-Shan Range
168 miles
Tsaidam, N.-E. Ti42 miles
bet
S e m i r y e ol~insk; 247 miles
Rose. Asia
Rocky Monntainm,
N. America

)

Yeshil E u l
K6Ko Nor
Tosnn Nor

Imyk Kol
Lnke Watertoll

]

North Tibet
8.-W. Tibet

)

96 milee
(together)

...

14,960 feet.
13,960 feet.
13,300 feet.
13,194 feet.
13,070 feet.
12,460 feet.
10,260 feet.
8,850 feet.
6,330 feet.
4,200 feet.
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Name.

Situation.

Circumference.

A l t i t w b abow. sea.

Victoria Nyanza : (in- Enat-Central Africa 860 miles
clnding Lake Bahringo)
East Central Africa 780 miles
Lake Tanganyika
80 miles
Dsangarin
Ulnngnr Nor
Lake Bniklrl
Siberia
928 miles
(Ozero Baikal)
61 miles
Switzerland
Lao de Nenfchntel
48 miles
Switzerland
Lao de Geneva
Rornn, West-Cent. 1,060miles
Lake Chad
Afrioa
680 miles
Semiryeohinek ;
Lake Bnlkhssh
BUM. Ads
Cnnada
1,126 miles
Lake Superior
Rriaain in Asia
706 miles
Sea of Am1
Canoasus
Cnnpian Selr
1,880miles
Dend Sea
Palestine
.,
Lakes Melgl~ik, Kebii, Algerian Sahara
snd Hajila
THE HIGHEST LAKIO I N THE WOBLD.

)

...

.

3,740 feet.

2,691 feet.

1,650 feet.
1,640 feet.
1,487 feet.
1,152 feet.
800 feet.
910 feet.

809 feet.
183 feet.
84 it. below eea.
1,809 ft. below sea.
1,826 it. below sea.

The lake in Tibet which may be accounted as the one situated a t
the highest altitude above the level of the sea is apparently that which
Bower marks in his map as Horpn Cho, and which in elevation nearly
approaches 18,000 feet. This is consequently the loftiest lake anywhere on the earth's surface. Bower describes i t as of considerable
length, running roughly N. and S. a t a height of 17,930 feet above
sea-level with several islets on it. Its area is about 118 square miles.
One or two small pieces of water near and upon the Lingzhi TJang or
Lingzhi plains, hard by Horpa Cho, approach this altitude ; whilst about
670 miles further east, but in exactly the same latitude, is the "Lacde
Montcalm 'I which Mons. Bonvalot estimated as scaling 17,404 feet
above the level of the sea.
SEX OF LAKES.

To peaks standing adjacent to lakes Tibetans assign masculine
appellations, a5xing the male particle p'o, or the honorific term for
tc father " yab ;whilst to the lakes themselves, titles of female import
are always given, or else to some other particular name a feminine
a& is annexed. Thus we have the Dangra Yum lake in the Dokthol
district, that is "the Mother Casket of Purity" lake; and beside i t
shoots up the Targot Yab mountain summit which is thought by intercourse with the lake to have bred many minor peaks. So, we have
likewisetheTdomo Tel-t'ung, nectr the Nepalese frontier, i.e., "the female
lake where the mules drink " ; and Ts'omo Mabang is the vulgar
designation of the eastern Manasarowar lake. Although yam, the
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honorific for "mother," is also an appendix to lake-names ; nevertheless
the frequent lacustrine appellation in books ywn-ts'o comes from gyumts'o, " turquoise-lake," and refers to the blue-green hue which seems
to be in an intense degree the characteristic colour of Tibetan waters.
THE SALT LAKE DIBTRICT.

I n the physical geography of Tibet there are surprises ever recurring ; but among the more distinctive of these may be singled out the
extraordinary natural deposits of soda, potash, and borax. Such
deposits take the form of lakes and swamps. The salt-lakes of Tibet
are unique and exist in remarkable numbers, whilst the size of many
of them is equally notable. They are confined to the vast tracts which
we have denominated the Tang districts; for the lakes of the Dok
regions in the south, such as Manasarowar, Yamdok, Ts'o-mo T'el-t'ung,
Palgo, and Tigu, are of fresh water, the adjacent soil there being black,
peaty, and non-saline.
W e have already indicated the salt-lalie country. It occupies
really a most extensive area-comprising,
roughly, the wllole of
Tibetan territory north of latitude 31' in the stretch eastward from
the 80th meridian to long. 91" 30' E. The chic£ series of salt-lakes as
yet discovered is that wonderful chain traversing a southernly-dipping
belt from Pang-kong Ts'o to Nam Ts'o Cl~hyid-mo,the latter lake being
only some 80 miles N.-W. of Lhfisa. They were first brought to our
knowledge by the travelling-surveyor Nain Singh; and in their course
from west to east drop g d u a l l y south from lat. 34" to lat. 30" 45' N.
The journey of Captain Bower and Dr. Thorold revealed another similar southernly-dipping series, running liltewise from west to east, almost
parallel to Nain Singh's chain and lying on the average about a degree
further to the north. This new series makes a drooping chain from
Lingzhi T'ang on the Ladak border to the immense sheet of water
desiguated Naksung Satu in Bower's map and placed by him 75 miles
N.-IV. of Nam Ts'o. Doubtless other series of lakes take up a somewhat analogo~~s
course from west to east, both north of Bower's chain
and south of Nain Singh's. Possibly Bonvalot's " Lac de Montcalm ')
is one of a northern series of the kind ; whilst the lakes discovered by
Captain Bower's party far to the north of Ts'a-gyut Ts'o, and thence
further east to the longitude of L h h a , would also form part of this
northern chain. But, indeed, after all, it is an arbitrary assumption on
our part to group any of these as chains or series; because it may be
provcd by fuller investigation hereafter that the whole tract concerned
is chequered everywhere with sets of large lakes without ally
6
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systematic grouping of them in latitudinal zones. However, whether
the theory of southernly-trending chains of lakes linked across country
from W. to E. be true or not, on the wliole i t may be assumed that
north of Iat. 31" and west of long. 91" 30'the whole of Tibet, even to the
very base of the Kuen Liin Mountains, is thickly strewn with lakes.
The whole of this northern region seems also to be salt-country.
I n the unexplored tracts north and north-west of Namts'o Chhyidmo
the vast natuial store of saline matter is positively phenomenal. Native
collectors of these salts relate curious accounts of their abundance or
rather redundance. I n some places pure chloride of sodium is found
piled in stacks of apparently artificial formation. However, the piles
are the work, not of man, but of nature. It must be supposed t h a t
floods from rivers, and the torrents of melted snow from the surrounding
hills, draw great quantities of salt from the soil, which they subseqnently deposit in thick beds. The succeeding terrible minds of these plains
sweep the layers up into huge mounds, which the intense frost of the
minter splits and separates into blocks and slabs resting one upon
another. Strangely symmetrical seems to be the power of cleavage
exercised in those bitter regions by cold upon the solid salt.
All the lakes hold the saline minerals in strong solution, and yet
some of these slieets of water, in the more northern latitudes, are of
large area; Ts'a-gyud Ts'o being reported to be 80 miles by 30 miles,
and M. Bonvalot assigning to his " Lac da Montcalm," 180 miles
further north, dimensions of 45 miles by 12. When the smaller lakes
dry up, as seems commonly to happen, they leave pits and sheet-like
deposits several feet in depth.' Indeed, i t appears to be the general
tendency of Tibetan lakes in modern times to dwindle. All show signs
of having been once considerably larger than they are now. Captain
Godwin-Austen when he surveyed the Pang-kong Lake 30 years ago
found unmistakeable traces that its old level was much above its level
then, and pointed out the probability of the two lakes of this name having
once formed a continuo~lssheet of water together with the Nyok Ts'o.
Cnptain Bower noted the same signs of rapid shrinkage in his series ; and
the thick far-reaching margins of saline crust encircling all these lakes
is evidence of a n evaporation which in the present day, for some un1 Most of the common aalt found encrnated round lagoons abutting on Tibetan
lakes oontaina some admixtnre of a aalt of mngneaia; bnt, though slightly bitter, i t is
consumed all over Ladak and Tibet. Dr. Frnnkland once mode an analysis of the
water of the Pang-kong Lake, and his examination shewed it to contain abont 1'3 per
cent. of salts. Nearly half of these waa chloride of sodiumj and the remainder oomprised anlphate of magnesia, chloride of potassium, and sulphate of soda. Ordinary
sea-water is abont twioe es mlt a.6 the Pang-kong waters, which at the western end
are probably a good fair sample of the quality of most of the salt-lskes of Tibet.
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explained reason, does not seem to be counterbalanced by any replenishing supply.
As we have stated, Tibetans discriminate the saltiest lakes as ts'k
kha (the cha'ka of the maps), the others as ts'o ; while some even in the
salt-country appear to be nearly free from saline matter, as are the great
DangraYum aud Captain Bower's sweet-water lake abutting on the
southern shore of NBksung Satu. Near certain ts'a' Aha, moreover, in
the most nitrous plains, springs of beautifully fresh water are found
gushing forth and flowing into these brine-pits. Writing of the PangIcong Lake, Colo~ielOodwin-Austen speaks of spriligs bubbling up for
some distance out in the lake rendering the water around quite fresh.
Explorers state how large is the trade in the salt products of these
waters, which is carried on by the Dokpa tribes inhabiting the Dok
regions south of the series. Here the salt (ts'a') soda (bhiil) and borax
(fs'ci-le) are principally collected from the thick deposits fringing such
lakes and, beil~gfilled into 201b. bags, the bags are placed in co~tpleson
the backs of sheep. Flocks of seven hundred sheep thus loaded are to
be encountered patiently bearing these products either west into Ladak,
or south to the markets of Nepal. Borax seems to occur most profusely on the plains of Majin, a district N.-E. of Ngari Khorsum near the
gold-fields. It lies there near the sorface in vast tracts, and any amount
may be had for the digging.' Some lakes yield likewise an impure
nitrate of potash which, under the name of shora, fetches a fair price,
being conveyed to Gyangtse and Lh6.a for use in the manufaclure of
gunpowder.
Hot springs, ss we have said, abound near salt lakes as well as
near fresh maters. Sometimes they also are strongly impregnated with
salts, chiefly the chlorides and sulphates of potash and magnesia; some,
too, contain iron. Often, however, they eject water quite pure and
sweet, which, in winter on the desolate plains, is of ineffable value to
travellers, who find eveu the ice not suficiently freed by the freezing
operation from its saline flavour. Tibetans attach considerable faith to
the curative virtues of these geysers, the only bath of their lives being
frequently a single week's coorse in the hot waters. I n severe weather,
nevertheless, natives have been known to take refuge from tlie cold by
squatting in the rock-hewn bzlsins ml~encethe warm fountain issues. a
1 As to borax, the Tibetan Gorernmer~texacts from the diggers a tnx of only two
kh6ghang or 2 t anuaa per mnnnd. Borax snfflcient to supply the potteries of Dres.
den, Stnffordel~ire and all Europe is here lying noosed, if the yield from l'uscer~y
should ever run short. In tho Tibetan fields, however, great slackness of demand
now prevails ; nevertheless, in oue borax field in the plains bordering on the easternmost sources of the Indus, one survey explorer noted 100 men at work.
8 See Sir J. 1). Hooker's H i n ~ a l c ~ y aJournals.
n
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But in the rigorous regions of h'. Tibet even the hot springs b e .
Says M. Bonvalot : ' l It is surprising to see in the midst of this plain
of hot springs, cones of ice, twenty feet or more in diameter, about the
height of a man, and speckled over on their surface-which is just
like crystal-with
grit and stones from the plain. These blocks,
moreover, have split perpendicularly like certain kinds of over-ripe
fruit. We have before us frozen geysers, which have become covered
with this solid headdress when their power of ejection grew insufficient
to cope with the frost."
The fertility in places of the salt-tracts has also to be referred to,
though it forms part of the general phenomenon of tbe comparative
fertility of a table-land so lofty and ice-bound as Tibet. Not only do
pasturage and such shrubs as Eurotia, tamarisk, Hippophae, and camelthorn rarely fail in these regions, but on the margin of certain lakes,
such as Dangra Yum a t 14,900 feet, barley is extensively cultivated.
" particularly
~
plentiful " in shallow nullahs
Captain Bower found g r a ~
near some of the loftiest lakes. H e mites of large grassy plains a t
17,600 feet, and notes, on t l ~ eshores above his big " Aru Cho" a t
17,5!76 feet, how he made his way "over a plain lying between the water
and the mountains covered wit11 grass and flowers."
3fons.
Bonvalot, who traversed the salt-country much further to the north,
remarks only on its fearful desolation and barrenness ; but his party
journeyed in the winter, Captain Bower's in July. W e now proceed to
refer to particular lakes in some considerable detail under separate
headings.
T H E KORTH-WESTERN BOWER SERIES.

Probably the most remarkable chain of lakes is that which wm
brought to our knowledge by Messrs. Bower and Thorold as existing
in the extreme N.-W. corner of the country. The most westernly of
the chain was already entered in our maps; and one or two of the others
appeared, though by no means in accurate position, under their Mongol
names as transmitted from the maps of the Chinese Survey of the 18th
century. But Captain Bower introduced us to a regular series.
The most notable characteristic of this lacustrine chain was the
marvellous altitude a t wllich i t lay, between 1 7 and 18 thousand feet
ahove the level of the sea ; while the very large dimensions of certain
members of the serie~rendered their occurrence a t sucli an elevation still
more extraordinary. Starting from the Lingzl~iT'ang (the great
saline plain abutting the easternmost roots of the Karakoram Himalayas), the series extends in almost regularly re-current links in an
E. S.-E. direction through several degrees of longitude. The most
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westernly of these lakes are comparatively small in size; but as the travellers proceeded eastwards they found the sheets of water in this direction
grow larger and larger the further to the east they lay. Some of the
eastern-placed members of the chain were found-as we shall presently
particularly indicate-to be even many miles incircumference. Another
remarkable feature of the series was the unanticipated fertility of the
lands surrounding the majority of the lakes, notwithstanding the tremendous general altitude. Not only grass of luxuriant growth occurred,
but the grass was variegated with gay-looking assemblages of flowerssmall-stalked i t may be, yet brightly coloured.
Taking the chain seriatim, me find the most western members in
the two fast-dwindling lakes of the Lingzhi Tang. These were not
visited by Captain Bower's party ; but they are of a certain degree of
importance in that they form the reservoirs which receive the entire
drainage-such
as i t is--of this extensive but sterile plain. No
grass or flowers would have been met with, here a t least, if these lakes
had lain in the travellers' line of march. Tso-T'ANGTs'o, the westernmost of the pair of lakes, has been passed by most of the European
explorers who have journeyed from Leh to Yarkand. It lies at an altitude of 17,250 feet, in lat. 34" 54' N., long. 79" 26' E. as to its central
axes. The other lake, the southern end of wllich is barely 1 0 miles
N. of Lanak La, is twice the size of the first-named, and is fed by a
river from the Log-zhung range to the north. This sheet of water
may be termed the SHUM-T'ANG
Ts'o.
Thirty-eight miles due east is the next considerable lake, one with
saline waters, the MARQTSA
Ts'o. It lies in a district where for a space
a temporary drop in the general elevation occurs, its altitude being
only 16,500 feet. The circumference is aboit 24 miles. The bordering grounds are noted in the neighbourhood for their fertility, or such as
is estimated fertility in legions so inhospitable : hence the name which
signifies Much-grass Lake."
Captain Bower describes it as a fine
sheet of water of a deep indigo-blue, and he notes the profusion of
grass. Carey and Dalgleish visited the lake en rozite to the Kuen Liins.
It has been since visited and surveyed by Major Deasy and Mr. Pike.
Two or three smaller lalies lie in the vicinity.
Passing some 2li miles further east, maintaining the same latitude,
we find in long. 81" to 81" 6' E. one of the most remarkal~lelakes of
the series The lofty plane of elevation has been not merely re-gained
here, but is carried to a point positively higher, so far as general plane
goes apart from i n t r u d i ~ ~mountain
g
ranges, than anywhere else iu Tibet.
Consequently this lake is veritably the highest placed of all in the
country; and not only that, but also the highest-lying lake in the whole
f

f
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world. The name of this sheet of water, thus to be regarded as unique
from its situation, is set down by Captain Bower as the HORPATs'o.
On Major DeasyJs map it has a different name-Uurmeu T$o. I t
is located a t the amazing altitude of 17,930 feet, and in its dimension seems to be a really magnificent lake. To this lake, however, we
have already alluded on a previous page.
W e now turn more decidedly to the S.-E.
; and, dropping S. S.-E.
from lat. 34" 30' to 34" N , we come into the region of two large
lakes which under other names and in positions far from accurate had
been often set forth in the larger maps of Central Asia. These lakes
NAMZ'H
appeared under the designations of BAKHANAMUR
NORand IKE
NOR.
It was strange that we should have had only the Mongol names
of such extensive pieces of water, and that the Tibetan names should
have been unknown. The Mongol appellations signify "Little Harvest
Lake " and " Big Harvest Lake "; and doubtless the Jesuit mappists
of the Chinese Survey denoted them by those names because their
assistants who did the survey work in Tibet were Mongols of Peking.
Their Tibetan titles we shall mention presently.
I n the maps published previously to Captain Bower's journey, the
location of these lakes was woefully out of place, both actually and relatively to each other. Tbe Bakha Namur mas marked half-a-degree
further t o the W. than i t really is ; while the I k e Namur mas placed
half-a-degree further to the E. than i t ought to have been. Thus
the distance between the two lakes was increased by a whole degree
above that which is actually correct. The given latitudes, though not
so far out, mere by no means accurate.
Captain Bower furnished us with only an approximately-correct
location as shown in the accompanying map. H e was also able to
exhibit in some measwe their genernl size and shape with the run of
their shore-line. From his observations we see that the two lakes are
not more than 35 miles apart, and that they lie in substantially
tlie same latitude. The size of them has not so great a disparity as
mas supposed ; though the more western, the Bakha Namur, is the
smaller of the two as its name indicates. W e may venture to adjust
approximately the circumference of the Bakha Namur a t 80 miles and
that of the I k e Namur a t 108 miles. However, the most remarkable
point of difference is that of the respective elevations a t which they lie.
Though so near to one another, one is full a thousand feet higher in
situation than tbe other. The Baklia Namur has been formed in a
very distinctive depression of large extent in the surrounding country,
its altitude being only 16,180 feet. A lofty range runs betwixt the
Horpa Ts'o and this lake, and on the southern slope a rapid descent in
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elevation occurs, the valley dipping 2,000 feet in 1 8 miles to the shores
of the Bakha Namur. East of the lake the elevation again ascends and
rapidly; for we find the I k e Namur, large though it is, perched on a
mountain-flanked plateau 17,150 feet above sea-level.
Captain Bower gives the names of the district in which the lakes
occur as Aru ; and assigns the name Aru Cho to the larger, the Ike
Namur Nor. Our own inquiries yield Tsarul or Tsarol as the correct
designation, a name which the traveller could readily have interpreted
ss Aru, the final I in Tibetan being always nearly inaudible. Now
Tsarol is in Tibetan the exact equivalent of the Mongol Namt~r; and
thence me get a t the most probable reading of the Tibetan appellations
of the lakes, of which the Mongol terms are doubtless only synonyms ;
namely, TSAROGCHHUNG
Tbo, i.e., " Little Harvest Lake " for the
western water, and TSAROL-CHHE
Ts'o, i.e., "Big Harvest LakeJ' for
that to the east. It is noteworthy that many of the lakes in this
region of Tibet have names bearing reference to the amount of verdure
in their vicinity--a most natural style of nomenclature when one remembers the importance and scarcity of good pasturage in these windswept and lofty wastes.
The neighbourhoods of both sheets of water seem to abound in
animal life. When in camp near Bakha Namur Nor or Tsarol-chhung
Ts'o, Captain Bower wrote: " This is a great country for game; in the
broken ground close to the river hares swarmed, antelopes were to be
seen in every direction, and Ot!is Arnniotl skulls lying about denoted
that the living animals were to be found in the neighbouring hills."
Again, he gives us this inviting picture of the Ike Namur Nor or
Tsarol-chhe Ts'o :-" Over n pass 17,876 feet, and then down a long,
narrow valley which suddenly debouches on Lake Aru Cho (17,150
feet), a fine sheet of water running north and south, salt like n a r l y all
the Tibetan lakes, and of a deep blue colour.' To the S.-W. and N.-W.
some fine snowy mountains rise up into the blue sky; while on the east
low undulating barren-looking hills are seen. I n every direction antelope and yak in incredible numbers mere seen-some grazing, some lying
down. No trees, no signs of man, and this peaceful-looking lake, never
before seen by a European eye, seemingly given over as a happy grazing ground to the wild animals. A sportsman's paradise."
We may add that i t waa in proximity to these lakes, notwithstending the elevated altitude, that Dr. Thorold made some of his best
botanical finds. Amongst these were Adonis carulea (at 17,200 feet),
Rununculus pulchellus (at 17,300 feet), Erysimum funictrloau~n (at
17,600 feet), Drnba canesceaa, Dra6a akina, Christolea crassqolia,
Ast.ragalzls Henderaoni, blicronda Benthami, and N g e t a longebracteata.

THE MANASAROWAR LAKES.1

(.4lCi/zlde alore sea-lecel :lt,2Wfee/.)
There is a fascination about the sheets of water comprised under
the above name, not only because of the sanctity which so long has
been attached to them, but also because of the fact that, notwithstandiug their proximity to our Indian frontier, we are politically shut out
from visiting or even seeing them.
I n Tibet the name Aianasarowar is qnite unknown ; the two lakes
embraced in our maps under that title being popularly styled, the
eastern one Ts'o-mo 116-pang, and the western one Ts'o Lang-gak.
I n Tibetan literature, however, where we find them occasionally intro4
duced, the lakes seem to he known as ~;T&';s(''+ Ts'o ~lin-p'arn and
4
q&'Hq4JJi
Ts'o La-gran respectively; while together they are designated

&@wq. dladroqa,

that wllich does not grow warm."

The name

.L&gan is also heard in common talk. As to the ordinary colloquial appellations they probably signify : JlG-paxg " tlie Peacock's Breast,"
and Lung-gak "the Bull's Throat."
I n Sanskrit works the name
Manasarozuara seems to he applied to Ma-pang only, the Lang-gak
lake being termed Ritcana-AlaatZ. Finally, a t the present day, the Hindus
of the Iiimalajas call the latter lake Rakas T'al.s
These twin waters, which lie almost immediately on tlle northenl
face of tlie Kumaon Himalayas, a few miles N. from the base of tlie
descent into Tibet, are well-known to have been of mytliological importance in both tlie Brahman and the Buddhist pantheons of India. I n
sacred literature they were held to be the sources of the Ganges, the
Indus, and other large rivers; althougli in reality the Sutlej alone has
any connection with the lakcs. A lion, a peacock, an elephant, a bull,
and a gigautic horse-like creature vomited tlie sources of these rivers
from their mouths laid open somewllere in these holy waters. Moreover, tlie lakes were reputed of enormous size, some 500 miles acrossa sea where Sita and the gods bathed and sported; whereas the
1 Mentioned by Pliny and Ctesina, the latter stating thnt a liquid matter like
oil found on the aurface wns valued nnd collected by the inhabitants. Mareo Polo
refers to one of the lakea but not by name, mentioning that pearls were t o be found
Purang-gir notes a sugar-loaf hill nnmed Khyem-lung a s rising a t the bnae
in it.
of " Cantaiah."
8 However, the Revd. A . W. Beyde, formerly AIoravian missionary in Lahoul,
informa me that the real name of tho lake ia Map'am not Mapnng, and that the
local tradition ia that it waa ao called because Milarnspa contended with a Bon priest
in miracle-working on its shores and was H'Z(IWma.pham " unconrjoered."
8 It irc also popularly styled l h r n a fi'o "niilk lake."
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greatest diameter of either in any part barely exceeds 20 mile^. Tibetan
writers of modern times endorse these legends; explaining, I~owever,
the disparity between such assertions and the present aspect of things
by the dire decrease of moral merit in the land in recent years. " It is
probably owing to the smallness of moral merit in us," writes Lama
Tagtse Cho-wo, "that we do not see these sacred places in their original
state as our ancestors beheld them. There is no other explanation,
except this, why great things should now look small."
Another circumstance enhancing the religious dignity of the
lakes is the fact that they lie a t the feet of the ever-sacred peak of
Kailas, the mountain whereon the 3 3 greater deities of Brahmanism
and Buddhism are enthroned. This indeed is Mount Meru, where the
four Dik Rajas protect the greater gods from intrusion, and down the
sides of which are ranged the spheres of the lesser deities who are ever
a t war with one another.
A few words as to the geographical situation of the lakes. They
may be placed as between the parallels of SO0 37' and 30" 53' 12" of
northern latitude, and between the longitudinal meridians of 81" 7'
E. (the westernmost reach of Ts'o Lang-gak) and 81" 38' E. Both
the lakes lie within these limits. The Pass out of British territory into
Tibet which is located nearest to them is the Mang-shang L a ("Rlany
Nose Pass ") giving exit from Garhmal, which Pass is distant as the
crow flies about 30 miles from the southern margin of Ts'o Langgak.
No English professional observer has actually seen the lakes since
Lieutenant Richard Strachey and Mr. Winterbottom visited them in
September 1848. The former, now General Sir R. Strachey, is still living and published his narrative only in 1900. His brother, then Lieutenant Henry Strachey, of t l ~ e66th Regiment Bengal Native Infantry,
had previously in 1846 made the same journey and reported on these
lakes after his trip to their sl~oresexactly 54 years ago. One or two
military officers, nevertheless, are said to have succeeded in penetrating
these forbidden wilds in quest of sport. The redoubtable Mr. Savage
Landor also came here in 1897. Previous to Mr. H. Strachey's visit in
October 1846, no European had reached here since Moorcroft who
journeyed to the same shores in 1812. Nain Singh, A. K. (then known
as "Pundit D."), and one or two others of our trained native explorers
have, however, taken Manasarowar in the course of their peregrinations.
I n 1868-69 one of these agents made a careful traverse round both
lakes; and tbis survey, coupled with the observations of Henry
Strachey, who compiled a map of the region, gave sufficient material
for the topographical delineation of this part included in Mr. RyallJs
map of 1879.
7
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The Himalayan hill-station nearest to the lakes, and from which
with care and rapid movements they might prove accessible, is Almom.
The route therefrom passes ?,idPitoragarh and the valley of the Kali
river, which is followed up to Kangwa, just above Garbyang, by the
right bank. Here the river separates into its two main feeders, the
northern one of which is taken, and thence the Lipu-lek Pass into Tibet
(altitude 16,800 feet) may be gained. It was by this route that
Colonel H. B. Tanner went in 1885, when by quick marching he was
able to get as far as Takla K11ar on the Karnali river before the
authorities were apprised of his movements. H e reached, thus, within
some 23 miles of the famous sheets of water. Strachey, however, does
not recomme~ldthis way, as it lies through country comparatively wellpeopled. H e approves of the route aid the Mang-shang La, which,
though a Pass much higher then Lipu-lek and heavily-snowed, leads in
Tibet through an uninhabited yet not diffic~iltregion, and is the shortest
road to the lakes. Strachey himself took a Pass near the Mangshang
but further north-the Lang-byang (or Lankpya) La, 18,150 feet in
height; but that caused a considerable detour when Tibetan ground
was reached. This, moreover, was the Pass by which Mr. Landor
entered Tibet. The route to both these Iast-named Passes strikes off
from the Kali 8 miles above Garbyang, turning N.-W. up the Kunti
Yangti valley.
Let us now try and realise the scenery around the lakes themselves.
It is worthy the fame of old attaching to the locality. Lang-gak Ts'o,
it must be remembered, lies to the left or west, and the more sacred
Ma-pang to the right or east. The two are separated from each other
by a low rocky isthmus named Tung-kaog which varies from 6 to 2
miles in breadt,h ; and together they are encradled amidst massive
mountains except to the S.-W.
The great Kailas, or Gang Tise as the Tibehns style it, stands
directly to the north of Lang-gak. It rears itself up rather to the
south of the main Gang-ri range from which it is partially detached,
and its buttress-like spurs protrude to within two or three miles of the
northern shore of the lake, the intervening valleys giving off considerable feeding streams. Mr. Ryall viewing i t from a distance compared
its blunt peak, which rises to a height of only 21,530 feet above sealevel, to a Hindu ?,raZR or Pandu temple with the top of the steeple
broken off.' Strachey, who beheld it close a t hand from the very marI The heretical Bonpo priest snye to hfilnraepa with some troth : " Snowy Tise
and thie Mapang Lake are like yourself. Only ~t a distance their fame ia great ;
but near at hand they are nothing remarkable." In those pages, however, it it implied that the waters of Mapang were really extensive nnd hence tho miracoloog
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gin of the Lang-gak lake lying there a l its feet, gives a striking and
enthusiastic description of its appearance there :
" The most remarkable object here was Kailas, now revealed in full
proportion to its very base, and rising opposite (northward) straight out
of the plain only two or three miles distant. The south-west front of
Kailaa is in a line with the adjacent range, but separated on either side
by a deep ravine ; the base of the mass thus isolated is two or three miles
in width. The general height of this I estimate to be .I,250 feet above
the plain ; but from the west end the peak rises some 1,500 feet higher
in a cone, or dome rather, of paraboloidal shape-the general figure
not unlike Nanda Devi as seen from Almora. The peak and the upper
part of the eastern ridge were well covered with snow, which contrasted
beautifully with the deep purple colour of the mass of mou~itainbelow.
The stratification of the rock is strongly marked in successive ridges
that catch the snow falliug from above, furming irregular Lands of alternate white and purple; one of tllese bands more marked than the
rest encircles the base of the peak, and this, according to Hindu tradition, is the mark of the cable with which the rakshasas attempted to
drag the throne of Siva from its place."
To the south of the basin of the lakes, but more i~nmediatelyto the
south of Ma-pang and away to the S.-E. of Lang-gak, rises the huge
mountain matrix known sometimes as Gurlha and sometimes as Nyimo
Namgyal, the highest peak o f , which touches 25,360 feet, i.e., 3,500
higher than Kailas.1 Mighty glaciers fill the upper hollows of these
summits which contribute to the maintenance of the waters of bla-pang
to the N. slid the Karnali river to the S. The rocky isthmus separating the lakes is in part a long spur from Gur-lha. A long ridge from
the same matrix running first east and then E. S.-E. forms eventually
the boundary between Tibetan and Nepalese territory.
W e must now take the lakes seriatim for detailed description;
nature of feats snoh a~ these. The heretio priest straddles aoross the lake, one foot
on either shore. Then Milaraspa sits down upon the waters ; and, though his body
does not become larger and Lake Nnpang doee not grow smaller, he covers the whole
surface of the lake. Agnin, Milarnapa holds Lake Mnpang on the tip of his thumb,
"and this he does without injuring the living creatures which dwelt in the
wntem." But see Milarsapa : Qurbum; folios 79 t o 84. (Nnrt'ang block-print
edition).
I There is some doubt na to the real designation of this cluster of peaks. Probably the whole mass bears the name of Nyi~no(or Nginmo).Nam~yal; while Q n r
Lha Mandl~atnis applied to the main summit. Strachey styles the mountnin Momonangli, which is possibly the denominntion of a aubordinate peak. Mr. E. J. Peyton,
the talented delineator of the intrioate mountain systems of Kumaon and Qarhwal,
was the first to ascertain a near version of the true name Nyima Nnmgyal. Colonel
Tanner's Nimo Namling is anotller approximation.
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and first TS'OLang-,oak or La-gran which, though the less sacred, is
tlie larger of the pair.
The greatest length of Lang-gak is from N.-W. to S.-E., and such
diameter may be reckoned at 21 miles. From W . to E. wliere in places
there is a tendency of the two opposite shores to approach one another
the diameter is barely 8 miles. The whole outline of the lake except
to the N. and N.-W. is complexedly indented, forming many creeks, inlets, and bays, which are fantastically termed fs'o-lak or the " lake's
hands."
W e find especially the south-easternmost corner recessed into
a deep bay ; while the waters are drawn far inland into a fine point on
the west side. Moreover, the coast-line is not only broken, but also in
places extremely precipitous. Several islets are seen off the western and
southern shores, and on one of these to the west is a small monastery.
I n contrast to the rugged margin of the south, tlie northern shore lies
low and flat with large stretches of heavy sand. It is in this quarter,
also, where the chief feeders el~terthe lake. A considerable number of
streams descend from the gorges of Kailas : these form one small river
known as the Sersho Chhu. But the two largest feeding streams come
from the ravines separating tlie western and eastern flanks respectively
of Kailas from the adjacent heights. These, the Khi-lap Chhu and
Jom Chhu, are each some 150 feet broad where they enter the lake ;
and much wider when abnormally swelled by the melting of the snows
in May and June.]
Another small river discharges into the Lang-gak about the middle of the western coast; while, according to the Strachey brothers,
there is yet another affluent in a stream of large volume which flows
from the N.-W. corner of Ma-pang and enters Lang-gak a t the N.-E.,
thus connecting the two lakes. But this question of communication
between the lakes must be taken later in the present article.
As to any out-flow from Ts'o Lang-gak, that point is of particular interest because in this lake the Sutlej is commonly believed to have
its earliest place of origin. A reference to the map shows the lake
narrowing to a horn in the extreme N.-W., and i t is thence that any
effluence into the bed of the Sutlej could only occur. Nain Singh,
who crossed the valley in which this bed would lie some two or three
miles from t.he north-western point of the horn, noted in his route-survey a stream there, proceeding from the direction of the lake. H e
designated it as tlie Sutlej. Does this famous river, then, make exit
from the lake, aud so there take the first start on its course? Henry
Strachey examined, in passing, the reputed outlet. H e found a swamp
with large puddles of standing water, and the inference from his
1

11. Stracbey designaten these rivers "La Chhu " and ' Barka Cblra."
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description is that the drainage from this m o m s presently masses into
a stream which, when joined by other feeders, both from the south and
from the western Kailas spurs, developes into the Sutlej. Probably, if
Strachey had visited the spot 4 or 5 months earlier iu the year, he
would have observed the undoubted efflux in more river-like form. A t
any rate, here, in this lengthened-out point a t the N.-W., the lake ends ;
and through a marshy channel in continuation, a drainage, which soon
becomes a stream, exudes into the Led of the combined feeders, and together with tliese forms the river in question. Moreover, the natives of
the locality designate this point as the c / l h ~ ~ - goro " river-door " ; while
the Himalayan traders style i t the nikds or outlet of tlie lake.
The intricate outline of Ts'o Lang-gak, with the abutting mountains, imparts a picturesque appearance to this lake, which is absent in
the case of the more sacred waters of Ma-pang. We must, however,
quote H. Strachey's description forthwith ; as he is the only European
who has referred to i t :" The western shore of the lake was undulating ground over which
we had been travelling this morning a t the foot of steep and lofty hills
there and here streaked with snow. The mater was of the clearest
brightest blue, reflecting with double intensity the colour of the sky
above; while the northern horn of the mater, overshadowed by the wall
of n~ountainrising above it, mas darkened into a deeper hue, partaking
of the fine purple colour that distinguishes the rocks of Gang-ri
Bright sunshine spread a warm glow over the whole landscap,
entirely divestirig it of the cold barren aspect that might be supposed
inseparable from these intemperate regions.
. The lake mas
beautiful; quite a little sea. Long rolling waves broke upon the shore
close under our feet, and as far as could be seen the whole face of the
water was freshened into the avr1prOpov ytXaura of old ocean."
Turning to the eastern one of the pair of lakes, namely to Ts'o-mo
Ma-pang, it is noticeable that the immediate shore all round (except
perhaps along the southern banks) lies in flat sandy reaches. There are
few cliffs and few indentations, which facts make the circumambulatiou
of the lake a comparatively easy performance to the hundreds of pilgrims
who journey hither for the purpose. The shape of Ma-pang is almost
artificially regular to look at, tlie general configi~rationbeing obloid or
an oblong with the corners rounded off, rendering i t nearly elliptic, the
major axis running east and west. Along the flattened litoral are the
remains of many disused gold-workings. These are said to have been
abandoned not because of the exhaustion of the precious metal, but on
account of the remonstrances of certain prominent lamas who declared
that the slrib-day or god of the soil was mortally offended by the ex-
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tracting of so many large nuggets from his property. The more sensible persons affirm that the head-lama of the Gyang-tJang Gompa, a t
Darchan, mas animated by a dog-in-the-manger kind of feeling that
the ground around the lake was being rendered somebow less valuable by
the gold-digging operations-which me suppose in one sense was trueand by his influence the work was finally prohibited.
The task of making the circuit of Ma-pang on foot is denomiuated
parkor, and including the requisite stoppages the journey is held to take
4, 5, or 6 days according to the length of such stoppages. To go
round both Gang Tise (i.e., M t . Kailas) and the lake a t one stretch is
styled pJi-ko~.chlrempo, the great outer circle," and is reckoned as a
week's business. To emphasize the sanctity of Ma-pang and the importance of the worlz of circumambulation, no fewer than eight gompas
or monasteries have been erected a t various points round the lake.
Thesc in the order in which they occur, passing as devotees do round
the lake from W. to E. to S. to N., are :J Lo-o Gompo
Jang-kyab G.
Langpo-nh G.
Band-dhe G .
Serlung G.
Pang-go G.
TJo-kar G.
Go-ts'ul G.

Tbe Lord's monastery.
Northern refuge m.
Elephant's trunk m.
Chinese monks m.
Golden valley m.
BeggarsJ m.
White head m .
The Way-out-of-the-door m.

All these are establishments belonging to the Lho Dukpa sect of
Buddhists and, curiously enough, are under the jurisdiction of the
Dharma Raja of Bhutan, who also governs the mouasteries standing
round Mt. Kailas. The head-lama of each is always a man ml~ohas
been a t one time an inmate of Tbshi-cl~hiidzong,the chief lamassery of
Bhutan ; and such of the members who desire to take priestly degrees
invariably proceed all the way to Bhutan for the purpose, a longer and
more difficult journey than i t is to Lhlsa. They are, however, all
very small monasteries; and several are said to be now ruined and
deserted.
Every pilgrim making tlie pnrkor of Ts'o-mo Ma-pang has to stop
at, and present offerings at, each one of the eight gompas built round
the lake. No one performs pnrkor round TsJo Lang-gak, and only one
monastery stands on the shores of that lake.
Although there is a belt of plaiu encircling the margin of Ma-pang,
lofty moulltains practically surround this lake also, except on the western
shore where lies the isthmus separating the two sheets of water. There
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i s a protuberant ridge from Gang-ri Gur-gyab which runs down from
the N. N.-E. almost to within 3 miles of the northern bank and which
carries peaks up to 19,500 feet. The main post-roacl between Gar-t'ok
and L h h a passes over the flat space lying between the lake-shore and
the foot of these peaks. But Gur Lha and its series of subsidiary peaks
abutting the southern shore are the dominant mountains of the
sacred lake. The two nearest summits are 22,850 and 22,670 feet respectively, the main peak rising up to the rear of these lesser heights.
Several river-like feeders supply Lake Ma-pang with its fluid contents. The two ~rincipalof these come from the Gang-ri Gur-gyab
range which forms the eastern continuation of Kailas. The Some Chhu
is the larger of the two and is fed by the Pempo-Kyi Chhu (River of Profit and Happiness) from the latter range, and by another branch stream
from the heights surrounding the head-waters of the Yeru Tsangpo.
Strachey believes that four affluents discharge into the lake. He, however, takes no account oE the undoubted l a q e supply of water which is
emitted from the glaciers and spurs of Gur Lha. I n fact four or five
glaciers are said to lie on the northern or lake side of this mountain
mass. The streams draining therefrom into Ria-pang are named fantastically chin, that is " urine " ; and so we have Langpo-chhempo Chin
['the mighty elephant's urine," Geng-ge Chin " the lion's urine," etc.,
as denominations of the various glacial feeders pouring into the sacred
lake from the flanks of Gur Lha, or rather Nyin-mo Namgyal Ri "the
It should be added
mountain that completely vanquishes the sun."
that no water comes to Ma-pang from Kailss.
With so large an affluence, i t might be well-expected that there
would exist some effluent streams from Lake Ma-pang. The lakes of
Tibet do not as a rule seem to require much tapping in the shape of ontflowing rivers to restrict them to a normal level. I n fact, not any large
lake in the land possesses a single considerable stream of exit from its
waters, yet shrinkage is the usual present-day process observable in these
lakes. The truth is that the loss through sub-soil filtration in most
Tibetan lakes is phenomenal, sand and porous gravels being the basal
setting of nearly all.
Moorcroft declared that there was no effluent river attached t o Riapang. But Henry Strachey brings forward his own ocular testimony
to the contrary. Moreover, his assertion is rendered of greater consequence when he states that the out-flowing river directly connects
the waters of the two lakes. Despite Rioorcroft (wbose observations
were not minute) we cannot refuse to credit Strachey when he saw with
his own eyes <' a large stream 100 feet wide and 3 deep running rapidl y from E. to W. through a well-defined channel." H e goes on to say :
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"This was the outlet of Manasarowar. It leaves that lake from the
northern quarter of its western shore, and winding t,hrough the isthmus
of low undulating groond, for 4 miles perhaps, falls into Rakas Tal."
The native surveyor who made the circuit of the lake in 1868-69 agrees
rather with Rloorcroft than Strachey ; but as his attention was not
called to the point before he made his traverse, but on his return home
afterwards, his opinion is not of much weight as against the plain averment of Strachey. Indeed, the latter traveller gives a cogent reason
why the outflow from Ma-pang might be easily overlooked by a superficial observer. The entrance of the effluent channel, which leaves
Ma-pang lake just ~ 0 ~ 1 of
t h the Jho-o Gompa, has a large bar of sand
and gravel cont,inuous with either shore of the lake, the out-going water
running in small streams which pierce the bar in many places. Pil.
grims, making parkor, traverse this broad sandy bank, and tbe point
where the streams combine to form a river is hidden behind a bluff upon
which Jho-o Gompa stands: Mr. Savage Landor, i t may be added,
denies the existence of any connecting river; but his aut1101:ity cannot
be accepted because he did not reach the northern part of the isthmus
between the lakes.
On the whole, admitting the definite evidence of the Strachey
brothers, it may be said that a small river quits the eastern lake a t its
N.-JV. angle, and after a 4 milesJ course enters the eastern side of the
western lake, but only intermittently ; so uniting, though in scanty
measure, the waters of Ria-pang and Lang-gak. As Ma-pang is so
well supplied with feeding streams, such overflow has been probably
rendered necessary notwithstanding the counter-operating processes of
filtration and evaporation ever actively a t work. That the two lakes
a t any previous period formed one, seems improbable in face of the
height (averaging 250 feet) and constituent material of tbe dividing
isthmus. However, the present connecting river runs through a valley
which a t one time may have been a channel of communication, not as a
river but as a neck between t l ~ elakes.
Finally, it should be stated that the waters of both lalres are
free from saline ingredients and perfectly drinkable. Certain deposits of soda a t two or three parts of the litoral are probably, therefore,
derived from the under-lying ground, not from the adjacent waters.
YAMDOK TS'O.

(Elez~ation:13,800feet above tWe sea.)
Perhaps the most remarkable sheet of water is that one which, for
quite 160 years, was figured as a perfect ring of water surrounding
a large island, the name given being Lake Palte. This name in
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the old maps is a misnomer, the real designation being Ts'o Yamdok;
whilst the supposed island is an island-like peninsula connected in a very
quaint fashion, on the western side, to the main shore by two narrow
strips of land. The natives aptly compare it to a large scorpion on the
waters, holding on to the land with its two nippema Between these
two claws is enclosed another smaller lake, 500 feet higher in level
than Yamdok iteelf, and bearing the wsrning name of Dii'mo T'so, the
She-Devil Lake.8 U. G.-with the single exception of A. K., the most
able of all the survey explorers-has the credit of having been the first
to investigate the physical features of the lake and its curious peninsula,
and from the information brought by him from over the Himalayas
the correct outline can be now delineated on our maps. Just a t the
point where one arm of the peninsula grasps the shore has been built
the famous Samding Monastery-a joint community of monks and
nuns both under the rule of a young woman of high family who is held
to be the incarnation of Dorje P'agmo '' the sow with the thunderbolt.'"
On the scorpion-shaped peninsula (named To-nang or Do*
nang) are lofty ranges of hills radiating from the centre, in tlie recesses
of which are four other .monasteries owning allegiance to the Great
Mother Sow ; and the mountains swarm with game which she strictly
preserves. Colonel H. R. Thuillier, reporting U. G.'s narrative, writes :
" Dumo Ts'o
(the inner lake) impressed him greatly; its deep still
waters, embosomed amongst mighty cliffs; the silence which hung over
the stupendous crags which encircled it, broken only by the hoarse roar
of falling- masses of mountain-associated in his mind with traditions of
demons and genii who inhabited the lake--struck his mind with unwonted awe. H e declares that he experienced sensations hitherto
strange to him." Yamdok Ts'o is 13,800 feet above sea-level, and
has a circumference of 109 miles. I t s deep blue waters are perfectly sweet aud non-saline, and i t lies softly and darkly amid
1 However, the Angnstinian monk, A. A. Oeorgius, the hietorian of the LhLsd mia.
sion, writing so f a r back ae 1762, gives the lake its proper designation, styling it
Yamdro or Pang-so. He adds, moreover, that so large is its size that a man travelling 20 miles a day takes 18 days t o go round it. So he estimate8 the circuit a t 360
miles-as we now know a wild exc~ggerationthere being no sigus of the lake having
dwindled iu area.
8 The statement of Colonel H. B. Tanner (in Survey Report 1883-84, appendix,
p. xlv.) that Yamdok Ts'o means "Scorpion lake" is quite a n error. I n Tibetan
dikpa is a scorpion ; and P a m d o k siguifies merely I ' upper postures!'
8 Barat Chandra Dae estiniates the Diimo lake as being 1,300 feet above the
Yamdok Ts'o, which seems hardly probable.
The woman who was the inoarnation of the goddew when the above waa written has siuoe died, and the present Dorje P'agmo and lady abbeas is a girl of 6 o r
6 year-' old.

8
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mountains which Tibetans poetically compare to the corolla of a
lotos.
It is separated on the north from the deep broad bed of the Yeru
river by a very narrow space of ground ; but what this barrier lacks
in breadth i t makes up in height, ruggedness, and solidity. These
northern ramparts which keep back the waters of the lake from draining off into the great Tsangpo form the lofty Khamba L a range, which
is the southern mall of the river-flats for many miles just here. The
mountains of the range bank up the lake so high that, although in
places the distance between it and the river is only 8 miles, yet the
level of the waters of the lake is 2,000 feet above that of the waters
of the river.
The southern shores of Yamdok are not mountainous, but low and
flat with extensive grassy sav~mnahsof the Bok or dark-soil character.
These form luxurious grazing for the flocks of Dokpa nomads ; and indeed the name Yamdok Ts'o or " lake of the upper pastures" is
founded on these famous feediug grounds. Here also dwell numerous
do@a or fishermen, who make a livelihood out of the fresh-water fish
which throng the shallows of the southern reaches.' To the east of the
lake, also, but separated therefrom by mountains, is another broad plain
utilised, as i t seems, for pony-grazing, and denominated Yamdok
K ~ r n a l i n g - ~the
~ Yamdok plain of stars."
Besides the semi-island of Tonsng, a large mountainous island
named Yambu occurs off the southern coasts. On this another branch
house of the Samding monastery has been erected; and the island is
noted, furtber, for a remarkable series of caverns. Not far from this
quarter a long lake adjoins Yamdok, but is walled off from the main
waters by a loop of rocky-cliffs most curiously disposed. It bears the
quaint appellation of Romh-dza Ts'o or " the Bottle of Corpse-worms
Lake "-a name said to have been bestowed because of the numerous
bodies of monks devoted as food to the fish of its waters. By this
observance the L u spirits inhabiting the lesser lake are propitiated,
and restrain its waters from being overflowed into by those of Yamdok
and so inundating valuable pastures. I n truth the whole regions round
1 Fieh in Tibetan lnkes are mostly of the genus Shiaopygopsis dBerentiated by
Bteindachuer as of the following species:-

8 . Btolinkae :

8.Prmhevalskii
8. leptocephalus
8,gracilis

Pangkong and western lukes
Koko Nor
II
99

Other genera are A~piorrhynchusPtychobarbus and Diptychus (Steindaohner).
All four genera are peculiar to Tibet.
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these shores are deemed by Tibetans enchanted ground, and the fantastic
style of scenery attunes itself naturally to the eeriest superstitions.
Mrhile the great snow-capped peaks near a t hand stand there, as i t were,
to yield assent to the wildest play of t h e imagination.
One river, the Rong N a g Chhu, has its uppermost source in Yamdok Ts'o, departing from the N.-W. corner and reaching eventually the
Yeru a few miles below Shigatse. However the outflow this way is
inconsiderable and by no means constant.' Three small rivers enter the
lake from the south and with the glacial drninage on the N.-E. maintain
i t a t its level.
~6K6
NOB.
(Elevation above eea-level: 10,320 feet.)2
I n the written Mongol language the spelling of the name of this
extensive inland sea runs : Kuke ATagur, meaning " Blue Lake," but the
ordinary pronunciation is as nbove. Among the Chinese the appellationis 3'sing Iiai with the same signification as the Mongol. Tibetan
-- .Y
4traders, also, bestow a similar t,itle, styling it
4 q6
Sokpo
TB'ONgon " the Mongol Blue Lake," or more tersely Ts'o Ngombo.
These waters are rolled out in the lap of a long elliptic plain-sandy
but verdant-formed in a wide open loop in the southern ranges of the
Nan Shan and east of the deserts and l~illyswamps of Tsaidam. The
and so extensive is i t that
run of the plain is from N.-W. to S.-E.;

f?T

7

1 Colonel H. B. Tanner (in the Survey Report 1883.84) atteches credenae to the
atntement of Lama U. Q. that t h e Rong Nag Chhn sometimes flows into the Yeru
Tsangpo and sometimes into the Yamdok lake, according to which lroppms to hove itr
waters the higher. If Colonel Tanner had recollected that the mean level of the
lake ia a t least 13,800 feet, while that of the Yeru Taangpo below Shigatse ia in
every plaoe always under 12,00Ofeet, he wonld hardly hsve expressed euoh an opinion.
The Peru wonld be n wonderful river indeed if ita waters oould ever rise 1,900, or
2,000 feet above their normal level !
s The height above sea-level oE K6k6 Nor ie hardly yet determined aoourately,
oonaidering the remnrkahle differences in the estimates of various travellers who
feet.
profess to hsve mensnred it. The chief aaaignments are :Q. E. Groom-Gnbimnylo
.., 11307
Count Szechenyi (1879)
10,934
W. W. Rockhill (1889)
10,900
N. Przhevalsky (1881)
...
... 10,700
...
Q. N. Potaniri (1886) ...
...
...
10,580
10,208
Captain Wellby (1896)
...
Dr. Sven Hedin (1897) ...
...
...
9,975

...
...

...

...

...

...

...

...

......

...

...
...

...

...

No doubt in different yonrs the wnter stands not always a t the same level, but
such level con never vary eo much a s even 50 feet. Dr. Bedin'sobaervation, taken in
1897, is unquestionably below the mark. The most probehle altitude of t l ~ e s ewrters
may be put nt 10,250-10,400 feet nbove sea-level
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from the N.-W. apex to the point in the S.-E. where the embracing
mountains again come together can hardly be estimated a t less than
150 miles, whilst the greatest widtli (N.-E. to S.-W.) to which t h e
valley opens is ahout 80 miles across. W e do not mean to assert tllat
the whole Koko Nor valley displays onelflat surface. Indeed a medial
range of hills skirts the southern banks of the Pouhain Go1 for some
40 miles, but the altitude being much lower than that of the bounding
ranges of the Nan Shan the idea of a vast mountain-locked enclosure
or ~ l a t e a uis hardly interfered with. The whole plain is by fnr the
largest of the many great valleys which lie between the various lines
of the Nan Shan ; and numerous rivers all drain into the famous lake
in the S.-E. portion of the plain.
The separated branches of the mountains circling the Koko Nor
valley and which run mainly pnrallel from N.-W. to 8.-E. are usl~ally
distinguished as the Northern and the Southern Kiikii N6r Ranges. As
the Northern Range is less continuous than the Southern, and a t
certain points changes its direction, different names have been sssigned
to the different lengths which make up the former. Thus the westernmost portion of the Northern Range bears the Mongol name oE Khorbarla Ger "the dwelling-place of Khorbana." To the next stretch the
Russian explorers have given the title Zussa Range ;and round to the
east, where a decided dip S. S.-E, occurfi in order to meet the Stuthern
Range, we have the Potanin portion. With the exception of the lastnamed portion (which is det,ached from and does not properly belong to
the main Northern Range) the better name for the whole series is the
Chinese one of Su-lei Nan-Shan. This Northern Range is considerably
loftier than the Southern Koliij Nor h n g e throughout; while the latter
averages 14,000 to 15,000 feet, the former in most parts reaches 20,000
and carries peaks up to Z2,000 feet, as measured by Obroochev. Moreover, the Su-lei Nan Shan stands in perpetual snow wherever it exceeds
the line of 16,000 feet. Such, then, are the mountainous surroundings
of the Koko N o r ; a notable feature of the plain thus enclosed is its
great elevation above the general level of the country just outside the
encompassing mountains, especially above that to t,he E. and S.-E.
The lake itself lies towards the S.-E. termination of the plain ;
the bounding ranges approximating but not quite meeting some a 0
miles or less S.-E. from the eastern head of the lake. I n size this large
sheet of water has been variously estimated to have a circumference of
from 166 to 180 miles, the shores being in no part deeply or much indented. The general flow of the waters goes from N. N.-W. to S.-E.,
and the greatest length along this the major axis does not exceed 68
miles ; while the width between the N.-E. aud $.-W. shores varies from
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40 miles towards the western end to 22 miles in the eastern section.
As to the geographical position of the lake, recent investigations have
placed both i t and the adjcent localities further to the east than they
are made to appear in the maps. I n fact the meridional situation is
now said to be 22' further E. than was till lately supposed. Accordingly the actual posit,ion of the centre of the lake, or the point of intersection of the major and minor axes, may be adjusted a t lat. 30" 56'N.,
long. 100" 32' E.
Mr. flockhill thus describes the approach to the lake :"As we went on, the valley grew wider and the adjacent hills lower.
The gronnd was well-covered with grass, and the water from numerous
springs trickled down the hill-sides or formed bits of bog through which we
picked our way. The few camps we saw were some of them Mongol, others
Tibetan, but the former seemed to predominate. They are a very poor
people, their flocks rarely exceeding 100 for each tent. They live in constant
dread of their Tibetan neighbours who rob and bully them shame full^. On
the third day from Tankar we reached the watershed between the Hsi-ho and
the Koko-nor, and from the top of a low pass of 12,248 feet we got our first
view of the great lake. It lay a gli~teringsheet of ice stretohing to the west
as far as the eye could reach and bounded to the south by a range of high
black mountains with snow-tipped peaks."

Along the northern shores of the lake are immense stretches of
undulating grassy savannahs affording luxuriant pasturage. I n fact
the greater portion of the Kiiko Nor lands comprises a series of fine
meadows passing over hillocks and hollows to the roots of the spurn of
the distant mountains.' Sand forms a considerable constituent of the
soil but with sufficient loam to produce a soft and nutrient herbage.
The shore line is clayey slate interpenetrated with gravel.
On the southern margin of the lake the tracts of pasture are very
narrow and the banks are steep and cliff-like. The mountain range
there runs within a very few miles of the shore, giving off spurn with
rounded glens between and hardly any rocky ravines. A scanty drain1 "The vaet plains whioh adjoin the Blue Sea are of very great fertility and of
a most agreeable aapeot, though entirely destitute of trees. The p e is of pro&
gions height, and the nnmerona etreame whioh fertilise the aoil afford ample mean0
to the herds of the desert for satiating their thiret. The Mongols nocordingly are
very fond of setting np their t e a k in these magnifloent pastures!'-Hno.
11. p. 99,
(Hazlitt's Edition).
Przhevnlaky described the lake aa " very beantifnl." He writes of it, aleo, thue:
In the middle of Mamh we reeohed the platean of KOkO Nor-the absolute height
of whioh is 10,800 feet. The foreeta of the Nan Sban had dieappeared and had hn
replaoed by meadow-like steppes, affording exoellent paetnre for domestio oattle,
alongaide of whioh roamed lerge herds of antelopea and wild seeem. The gronnd
honeyoombed with the innnmerable bnmws of marmote whioh both here nnd in
Tibet often lay waste large traota through devouring the roots of the grsee."
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age into the lake is contributed in the early summer months; but only
one stream deserving tlie name of river enters the Ialre from the south;
the Ara Go1 in the extreme S.-E. corner having hardly any access to
the lake. The southern shore is asserted to be the main stronghold of
the shepherd brigands ; but Gn. Obroochev is the only European who
has traversed the southern margin, and he encountered none. It is
noteworthy that, while the northern coast has been so well explored, the
way along the south side has been always neglected.
The waters of the K ~ k i iNor are not very deep, and those parts
adjoining the shore form shallows 4 or 5 feet in depth and in places even
less. The water itself is described as salt and undrinkable, and is
inhabited ill some plenty by three species of fish belonging to one
genus, that distinctively Tibetan genus SAizopygopsi8, none of which
exceed 9 inches in length. Obroochev, however, noted off tlie southern
shore large numbers of fish of another genus and of much larger size,
14 to 2 feet long. It must bc these fish which are spoken of with
commendation by the Chinese of Sining. The Amban of Sining is
said, when on tour, to be in the habit of halting his party for several
days on the verge of the lake for the fishing.
A beautiful deep blue coloiir which characterises the waters is
stated to be the result of excessive saltness and to be so distinctive as to
have suggested the name of the lake. Storms are common only in the
southern reaches ; but such a thing as a boat appears to be an unknown
sight on the lake. There are a few islets along the southern coast
where the water lies deeper than elsewhere. However there is one
rather large island almost in the middle of the lake in the western
quarter, some 20 miles S.-E. of the mouth of the Pouhain Go1 and 14
miles from tbe south bank of the lake. This island is known as Ts'o
Nying "the heart of the lalie ";the Chinese designating i t " dragon's
colt island " in acceptance of a legend that certain mares placed on the
rocks bred with a IIL or serpent-god of the adjacent waters. On these
lonely crags so far from the shore has been long established a small
gompn harbouring about a dozen gelongs. The inmates have no communication with the distant c o s t except during the winter months
when the intervening fipace is hard frozen.' I t is then the custom for
pilgrims from Kumbum to cross tlie ice to the islet and present offerings
of butter and cloth to the holy anchorites. Tradition accounts for the
island as having been originally a huge rock dropped into the rising
1 When Dr. Sven Hedin vi~itodthe lnke in the middle of November 1896, he
reports " there wne no ice on the snrface, and, though the temperntnre of the air wnm
3S0*4', the temperature of the water wns 44' Fahr." According to Przhevalsky the
ice breake np in April.
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flood by a Kllyurag bird to afford a refuge to fugitives from the waters
then fast filling the plain.
I n the N.-E. corner of the lake a ort ti on has been cut off from the
main body by a bar of sand now of great w i d ~ h ;and thus has been
formed a small detached piece of water known to Mongols as Nor~cn
Hubun "son of the lake." Again, in the extreme S.-E. corner, are
three lakelets in a chain which receive the waters of the Ara river and
discharge them eventually by an outlet into Kiiko Nor.
The rivers feeding the lake are commonly reckoned to be eight in
number; the majority coming in along the northern coast. Some of
these as they approach the lake display very broad beds abounding in
boulders and sandy flats. Perhaps the widest-mouthed feeder is the
Zikhe Ulang Hoshang Miiren entering about the centre of the northern
shore. But the most important and certainly the longest affluent is the
one flowing in on the west, mentioned by Huc and called by him POUhain Gol-really Bukha Go1 or " Bull Yak River."
The Pouhain or Bukha river is so decided a feature of the Koko
Nor plain as to deserve some further remarks. It rises in two largesized branches, one having its origin in the southern Kijkii Nor range
somewhere about 37" 18'N., long. 98" 12' E. and named Oring Gol.
The other, the more important branch, the Pouhain Gol proper, rises
either in the Khorbana Ger range or perhaps penetrates through a gap
in the latter from the long valley which separates the Ritter and Humboldt ranges. No traveller-not even the Russian Obroochev-had
followed its course down from the mountains to the point of entry into
the Kiiko Nor, until in 1893 Mr. and Mrs. St. George Littledale made
their famous joul-ney from Lob Nor to the latter lake. They seem to
have first seen the river after crossing the K.haltan Kiitiil or Katin La,
and passing down the valley of the river they noted no deep ravine
but a broad bed bounded by low grassy hills. I t s size is apparent from
t h e fact that when 6 days' journey (some 120 miles) from the mouth in
the lake, the river was too broad to ford. They also speak of a considerable stream from the north joining the Poiihain Go1 not many miles
below the Katin La. W e find in the narrative no observations as to the
direction from which the river was seen flowing when they first sighkd
it ; and comparing Mr. Littledale's map with that of Obroochev there
are radical discrepancies which weaken reliance on either. Thus, how
1 "We still continued to travel due esat s t about s mile or a mile-and-a-half
from the lake shore, which glittered a dazzling bright line on the south. A11 day
we had the rocky ialand in view, rising above the surface of the water like a dromedary's back, and thrown up in dark relief ngsinet the soarce perceptible mountains
o n t l ~ e~uth."-Bven Hedin.
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far to the west the source of the Pouhain lies is hnrdly yet determinable.

Its great size, which Huc had averred and which Przhevalsky had ridiculed, is confirmed by Messrs. Rockhill, Sven Hedin, and Littledale.
Mr. Rockhill's observations hew a number of slnall affluents in the lower
portion of the river and the names of whicli he ascertained. At the
point of discharge into the lake the whole bed of the river which is traversed by several separated streams measures two miles across.'
Other incoming rivers are the Aling Go1 and Balamat Go1 entering from the north. Then the Tsaidza is a considerable affluent draining in from the S.-E. However, the only stream entering really direct
from the sotith is the Ta-nyingma Chhu; unless we reckon the fitful inflow from the Am Go1 a t the S.-E. corner which reaches the Koko Nor
by way of the lakelets already referred to. The Rhirmo-Jong of Mr.
Rockhill's second journey does not, as we believe, ever arrive a t the
lake.
There exists no outlet from Kokii Nor a t the present day ; and,
unlike the majority of Tibetan and Mongolian lakes, its size seems
rather on the increase. The Russian explorer Obroochev who skirted
the southern shores in 1893 detected below the present surface of the
water two continuous terraces one benenth the other, which at different
previous periods had evidently formed the margin of the lake. The
upper terrace lay about 16 feet under the present level, and the lower
terrace lay some RO feet deeper still; while the run of both terraces
was traceable for at leaat 1 2 miles. As already mentioned, the southern
waters shew considerable depth. Possibly in earlier times there mas an
out-flow from the lake. If that was the case, the effluence took place
in the south-eastern apex vid the Ara Go1 which even now makes no
constant flow towards the lake. This idea is rendered all the more probable because a t the extreme S.-E. point of the Koko Nor valley, where
the Potanin range from the N.-W. approaches close to the southern
Koko Nor range to form the termination of the valley, there is a wide
passage between the two ranges. This passage gives an exit out from
the Koko Nor valley into the basin of the Hoang Ho which lies much
lower than the basin of the Koko Nor. Across this same paasage is a
low and very flat ridge, from the N.-W. side of which flows the Am
Go1 towards the lake, and from the S.-E. side of which rises a feeder
1 Dr. Sven Hedin notee of this river : " The stream waa 260 feet wide and had
a volume of 600 cubic feet in the second. Beautifully clear a ~ bright,
~ d and gliding
dong without a eonnd, like a river of oil the current travelled at the rate of 8 feet
i n the eeoond. Beyond the principal streamcame eix other arms, but they contained
nothing except frosen pool8 and fragments of ice. Beyo~rdwan yet-another arm with
a volulne of 140 cubic feet per second!'
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rilnning into the Hoang Ho. A t the present day the flat ridge is really tlie watershed between the basins of tlie Kiikii Nor and the Hoang
Ho; but probably in former days the rivers either side had not opposite
cotlrses but were connected and flowed as one stream down from the
lake into the Hoang Ho. The alluvial nature of the present watershed
demonstrates that it did not exist in times not very long gone by.
Siuing-fu (or Ziling, as Tibetans term it), the centre of Chinese
rule in these regions, though nominally the capital of the Koko Nor
district, lies distant 70 miles to the east of the lalce and separated by
the Potanin and another minor ridge from the plain. As shewing the
remarkable elevation of the plain and lake above the adjoining tracts, i t
may be noted that Sining-~II
(lat. 36" 33' 32" N., long. 102" 24' E.,
according to Mr. Easton) stands 3,000 feet lower than Kolto Nor. A
Chinese Amban resides there and the t o m has a considerable population. Tankar (or Dung-kor "shell-whorl," as the Tibetans name it) is
another commercial place, in altitude 8,760 feet, some 25 miles nearer
the lake than Sining ;and from thence the road to Koko Nor branches
.into two, one leading to the southern pastures of the lake, the other
carrying over a pass of 12,000 feet and on to the north shore. Other
towns are Hanchu to the N. of the lake, Mu-peshing-ta or " Mobaishen" (Chinese name Seng-Kwan) 1 0 miles N.N.-E. of Tankar, and
DB-tung.
Some flourishing monasteries are in the neighbourhood. The great
Kumbum, 18 miles S.S.-W. of Sining, is the principal establishment,
with 3,500 inmates. It stands in Tsong Kha valley and was built in
honour of Tsong-khapa 450 years ago.
The abundance of pastures in the vicinity has caused the plains
round Koko Nor to become a general rendezvoua where various caravans
assemble with the view of proceeding together for mutual protection
the remaining 900 miles to LhBsa. Both the local Panakha robbers
and the Golok marauders from the east and south-east make constant
raids on the weak and unguarded parties.
NAM T8'0 CHHYIDYO.

(Elevation above sea-level :16,190feet.)
The full name of this famous sheet of water is
1 or "The Frozen Lake of the Sky in the North." However,
it is commonly termed Nam Ts'o by Tibetans and Tengri Nor by
Mongols, each name meaning simply " Sky Lake " ; while the Chinese
apply, in their T'ien Hai, a kindred designation.
B l t l l o ~ ~ ~inl l ,truth, merely one i n the great, medial chain o t lakes

g~yqq&
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brought to our knowledge by Nain Singh, it has long had a distinctive interest to geographers from its large size and from its proximity to LhBsa, which city lies only some 80 miles distant to the S.S.-E.
Moreover, its whereabouts was substantially known previous to the discovery by Nain Singh of the chain of which it forms the easternmost
link. I t is marked in d'bnville's map which was compiled by the
lama mathematicians " in 1 7 17.
Most of the particulars ascertained concerning the lake and its
surroundings have been derived from the explorations of Pundit D.
(afterwards known as A. K.) and Nain Singh. The surveys of these
two were made in 1872 and 1874 respectively. However, since their
time, the lake has been reached by three fiet~
of European travellers. I n
1890 Mons. Bonvalot and his party traversed t l ~ eN.-E. litoral of these
waters. Notwitllstanding their good fortune, this is all the description
the sight called forth :"Although me are the first Europeans actually to behold it, it is
marked on the maps, thanks to the researches of the Pundit Nain Sin&
As we go southwards, the lake seems to open out in a S.-W.
direction; and so long as the mist prevents us from seeing the end
of it, we might take it to be a boundless sea. The evening sun, striking the ice, makes it sparkle like jewels ; and we can well appreciate
the origin of its name " the lake of the heavens."
With such poor platitudes do these travellers allude to the famous
Tengri Nor, notable since the days of Marco Polo-they "the first
Europeans actually to behold it." I n August, 1895, the region of the
lake was reached by Mr. and Mrs. Littledale and Mr. W. A. L. Fletcher.
Although this party had an excellent view of the lake from the surrounding heights, none of them descended to its shore : consequently the diligent and accurate observations of Mr. Littledale only indirectly touch
the lake itself and reveal little previously unknown.'
Accordingly, taking our details from Pandit D., whose notes were
much fuller than Nain Singh'g we learn that Nam-ts'o Cl~hyidmohas
an area of about 1,600 square miles, and is hemmed in on the northern
and the southern sides by lofty mountain ranges. The soutltern-bounding range, however, which runs parallel to the shore-line in an E.N.-E.
direction, is much the loftier and more striking. I t is said to display
ss many as 360 peaks, supposed to represent Chhakna Dorje, the king
of the mountain gods and his retinue. Both Pandit D. and Mr. Little
dale name the range Ninchen Tangla, which we suspect ought to read
Noi-jin T'angla-the
" Noi-jin " being the Tibetan mountain deities.

. ..

1 Meeue. Dutreail de Bhinn and Qrenard in 1894 also reaohed the lake bat hare
little to say of ib appeemnoe,
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The general height of these mountains over-passes 20,000 feet and the
peaks run up to 24,000 feet. The range along the northern litoral
must also be of considerable altitude, the Pass across i t being 17,400
feet.
The waters of Nam Ts'o are intensely salt, but plentifully upp plied
with fish, and from November to May they are thickly frozen over. A
number of small islands lie close to the shore in different parts, and on
all of these monasteries seem to have been established, one of which, as
a t Yamdok, is a joint community of gelong and ani sacred to Dorje
P'agmo.
As there are no boats on the lake, these lamaseries are only
accessible during the ice season. I t seems a singular fact that all the
shrines and gompas set up on the lake-shore and the island, should have
been endowed with names of which the word do "a stone" forms part.
Even the various islets are denominated do-bong or "round cairn."
Some extraordinary cones of hardened mud, of great height, each alleged
to be 600 feet in circumference, are situated near the Chhyak-dor
Gompa on the northern shore. There are numerous hot-springs in the
neighbourhood of the lake, and from some of these the hot water is
spouted up with force to a height of 35 feet. Sulphur is present in the
springs, and the heat of several of them touches boiling point, which a t
that altitude is reached a t about 183".
Glacial drainage must furnish the bulk of the water-supply of this
lake; for all travellers concur in noting the size and number of glaciers
along the northern slopes of the Noijin T'angla. However, several
d u e n t rivers have been observed. The Gya-kha or Chhoi-kha Chhu is
received from the S.-W.; and both this and the Ngag Lobzang Chhu,
which runs in on the eastern coast, are large rivers. One stream is reported to issue forth from the N.-W. corner of the lake-the Nag'
Chhu. It probably communicates with the series of small lakes lying
W.N.-W. of Nam Ts'o.
On the western and eastern sides the shores are rather flatter than
elsewhere; and on the east we have low-lying plains between the lake
and the mountains. The western hills, as observed by Mr. Littledale,
do not seem to rise more than 600 feet above the lake-level. Of course
the scenery varies much; not, however, being so grandly mysterious
and gloomy in character as others of the large Tibetan lakes. From the
northern and western sides, the panorama of the great southern range
is said to exhibit a magnificent spectacle.

CHAPTER V.
H O T S P R I N G S O F TIBET.
Among the natural phenomena characteristic of Tibet the springs of
hot water, so numerous and so remarkable, must certainly be inclnded.
Curiously enough those portions of the territory which have their general
plane a t the greatest altitude above the sea, and which are subjected to
the intensest forms of cold, are possessed of the most and the hottest
springs. Thus in the regions east of longitude 92" E., where the elevation of plains and valleys is commonly under 14,000 feet, these heated
waters are known to occur in only two or three localities and the temperature of them seems to be rather low. On the other hand, in the uplifted tracts stretching west oE that same longitude and the lofty altitude of which is carried as far to the west as the Lingzhi TJang and the
Karakorums, such springs are found n t frequent intervals. Now the
general level of those regions ranges from 15,000 to 17,400 feet ;
excepting in the S.-W., and there no hot springs are met with, i.e., in
Ngari Khorsum.
Furthermore, there appears to be a northern limit of occurrence
also. This may be adjusted as just beyond the 34th parallel of latitude,
north of mhich these springs have not been observed, although there ia
only a slight decrease in the average elevation. Accordingly, me may
fix the boundaries of the region wherein waters of abnormally-raised
temperature occur a s edged by long. 78" SO' and 92" E., and by the
Himalayan southern range and lat. 34" 30' N. ;a hiatus existing within
these limits, however (as me have said), in the 8.-W. quarter.
Nevertheless, having given the bounds just laid down, it must now
be pointed out that there is a certain portion of Tibetan territory which
deserves to be specially demarcated as pre-eminently the H o t Spring
Region.
I t lies immediately to the JV. of long. 92" E. and to the N.
of the Yeru Tsangpo. Tlie northern limit seems to be still Iat. 34" and
the western limit is probably long. 85" E. Within these lines the number of boiling springs is truly extraordinary ; while the higli tempera-
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ture and the force with which the water is expelled into the air are
equally notable. We shall enter into particulars presently ; but we
must first call attention to the fact that the part of the Tibetan plateau
which we have thus selected is that district where the majority of the
large salt-lakes are congregated. So the Salt Lake district is substantially one with the Region of Hot Springs ; and that in itself is a c i r
cumstance which leads to the point to be noticed.
The point in queetion is that in Tibet hot springs are found only
in the closest proximity to lakes or, though less commonly, near to some
large river. Nearly every important lake has more than one series of
jets Beat4 ciLar~debordering its banks. Many of the smaller lakes,
only a few acres in superficieg have attendant geysers as well; and,
within the limits of the region indicated above the adjacent hot springs
are almost always present. I n that district, also, several of the rivers
are similarly furnished ; and in these cases it frequently happens that
the heated waters are thrown up not from openings on the hanks hut
through valves situated in the midst of the river. I n such instances
the power of ejection is so strong aa to cause a continuous column t o
rise above the surface of the river. Thus the phenomenon resembles
the play of a hot water fountain in the midst of the stream, or perhaps
the spouting forth of some amphibious monster.
Within the region of thermal springs above-mentioned, there seems
to be an area where they are more specially concentrated ; and that part
lies to the S.-W. of the Namts'o Chhyidmo or Tengri Nor, between the
lake and the P'unts'o-ling district of the Yeru Tsangpo. Here some of
the hottest and most important examples occur.
Many of the springs simply bubble up quietly into basins naturally worn in the rock or soil. Others, however, are expelled into the air
with considerable force ; and in these cases they have generally the intermittent character of the Icelandic geysers. The height to which the
waters are ejected, in the instances as yet reported upon, does not appear to equal that of the greatest of the geysers of Iceland which
is mid to ascend to a height of 146 feet from the ground. Between
50 and 60 feet seems to be the extreme altitude to which these natural
fountains in Tibet spurt up their contents into the air. A t Peting
ChhutaJen on the banlts of the Lahu Chhu (an affluent of the Shang
Chhu of Tsang province) within a space under 50 yards in length eleven
columns of hot water are cast up. These all rise to a height of between
40 and 50 feet, and produce so much steam that the sky is generally
quite darkened with it, the noise being so deafening, moreover, as to
prevent anyone speaking mlien near them. Hard by, in the middle of
the Lahu river, are many similar jets which are shot up to the same
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height of 40 or 50 feet, as conjectured by the native explorer who
obsel-ved them.
With regard to the temperature of the water, it has been proved
to approach boiling point on issuing from the ground, in the case of
several in the central region where experiments have been made. A t
certain springs on the Lahu river, where from the extreme elevation
the boiling p i n t of water stands a t 183O.75 Fahr., the heat of the
ejected stream was found to be 183". A t Chhu-t'ang TsJBkaJabout 50
miles N. of Shigatse, on the river Shang, there occur 1 5 hot springs,
and the average temperature of these was ascertained to be 166", the
boiling temperature of water there being 186". A t Peting Chhu-ts'en,
referred to just now, the temperature reaches 176". All these examples
are only apparently much lower than the recorded heat of the Great
Geyser of Iceland, which is given a t 247", the enormous altitude above
sea-level of the Tibetan springs reducing the reading of the thermometer, while tlie elevation of the springs in Iceland being little, boiling
point shews nearly 60" higher than is the case in the H o t Spring Region of Tibet.
However, in other districts of the country, we find that the waters
are of considerably lower temperature than they are in the central region.
A few instances will shew this.
A t the Kyam thermal springs in the
Changchenmo valley, Godwin-Austen took the temperature of three
of them and found them 98", 102", and 103O.5 respectively. I n Sikkim
on the Tibetan border are many springs: that of the Yumt'ang Chhuts'en
is 112O.6 (at 12,000 feet), that of the spring a t the base of the Jhangokang glacier 116" (at 15,850 feet). However, the explorer R.N. who
visited the famous hot waters of Lhagpa Ts'Q-chhu in South Tibet near
the Bhutan frontier, and which are found at a n altitude of 15,200 feet,
mentions 50 hot springs a t that spot, stating their temperature to range
from tepid to boiling heat.
One remarkable characteristic of Tibetan geysers has yet to be referred to. As we have seen, the majority occur a t an extremely lofty
elevation where frost and ice reign supreme for nearly 8 months of each
year. I n the coldest months at altitudes over 16,000 feet above sealevel the atmospheric temperature sinks frequently 30" below zero,
sometimes even touching 40" below zero. On many of these frozen
plains a t the lake-side at these stupendous altitudes do the geysers
throw up their heated fountains. Nevertheless, although the waters on
issuing forth are boiling, in the course of their lofty summersault
through the air, so terrible is the cold that the falling stream congeals
into ice before returning to the ground. This rapid reduction of temperature in boiling water in the space of half-a-minute is wonderful
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enough; but still more astounding is the practical effect. The freezing
of the geyser in the act of falling produces, i t seems, an enormous cylindrical column of ice enclosing as in n funnel the spouting hot fountain.
On the banks of a river to thc north of the Sliang district are the
famous Naisum Chhu-ts'4, two remarkable springe which throw up jets
of boiling water over 60 feet in height. In the three coldest months the
water in dropping down again freezes and forms pillars of ice which are
nearly up to the full height of the jets. These twin pillars gradually
grow from 30 to 40 feet in circumference each, and are pierced in a
peculiar manner with holes like loop-holes, so that the general appearance
is that of a couple of artificial ice towers. Inside the towers the water
is thrown up with great violence and noise and the temperature touches
the boiling point a t that elevation. Mons. Bonvalot noticed similar
results near his " Armand David Lake " in the region just north of
Ts'B-gyud Ts'o (Chargut Ts'o). He writes :"It is surprising to see, in the midst of this plain of hot springs,
cones of ice, 20 feet or more in diameter, about the height of a man,
and speckled over on their surface-which is just like crystals-with
grit and stones from the plain ; these blocks have split perpendicularly
like certain kinds of over-ripe fruit. We have before us frozen geysers
which have become covered with this solid head-dress when their power
of ejection waa not sufficient to cope with the frost."
Again, further south, about 60 miles N.-W. of Namtdo Chhyidmo, he records rc a frozen geyser about 33 feet in diameter."
I n these cases, where the ejecting spring becomes gradually capped
with a heavier and heavier cowl of ice, mud, and stones, it is possible that,
in time and especially when i t may chance that the summer season is
prolonged sufficiently to melt the covering, the accumulation may eventually block up the spring permanently. Should that be the result, the
geyser probably is diverted and breaks forth in some new place not always close at hand. A curious formation reported from the shores
of the great Sky Lake (Namts'o Chhyidmo) suggests this idea. Near
the JBdor gompa there occur three lofty cones of apparently sun-dried
mud each (so i t is asserted) about 500 feet in circumference. The
mounds are partially hollow and one of them has an opening like a glass
furnace through the apex above. Probably these strange and gigantic
cones of solidified mire represent nothing more or less than extinct
geysers ;especially as they occur in such a realm of hot springs.
A marked constituent of these waters seems to be sulphur; and
where the heat is excessive large quantities of sulphuretted hydrogen
are evolved. There is likewise a considerable admixture of salts of
sodium and potassium and certain lithates.
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Averse though Tibetans as a nation are to bathing, there prevails
throughout the country a general belief in the medicinal virtues of the
outward application of these waters. Where any extensive series of
thermal springs exists in the more populated districts, baths are usually
constructed in connection threwith. Thus a t Dam Chhutden, about
60 miles N. of LhBsa, a large bathing establishment is attached to the
springs ; and most of the inhabitants of the neighbourhood are said to
repair twice a year to the place for a bath. 'l'here are three tanks 21
feet square, lined with sun-dried bricks and cemented, which are always
kept full of the sulphuretted waters. I n these the bathers continue
sometimes the whole day immersed to the neck. One of the main purposes of the bath is said to be the efficacy of t,he sulphur in the destruction of vermin with which all Tibetans are grievously affected ; and in
this way a clearance can be accomplished without any overt act of
slaughter.

CHAPTER VI.
T H E GREAT RIVER OF TIBET.
The great waterway of Tibet, which for nearly 1,300 miles makes
strsnge progress through that laud, is, me may say, a t length universally admitted to be the parent stream of the mighty Brahmaputra
of the Indian plains. Bit by bit, during some 38 years, have portions of
its secret course been elucidated by the trained native agents despatched
from India into Tibet. But the information ascertained in this and
other ways exists for the most part in piece-meal form only. What
we desire here to do is to collect and amalgamate the scattered facts
and to present them as a connected whole. This question of the Tibetan
river, and whether it eventually developed into the Brahmaputra or the
Irawadi, has proved one of the most romantic as well as one of the most
important problems of modern geography. As will be shewn later, the
matter is now regarded as practically settled. But the details of tile
course of this wonderful river are in themselves worth setting forth;
and we can here give not only a fnll summary of all that has been so
far brought to light on the subject, but have also many new facts to
add from native Tibetan sources.
Nearly the whole expanse, from west to east, of southern Tibet is
traversed by a remarkable valley, rarely deep, but chiefly progressing
as a broad depression in the lofty table-land a t the back of the Himalayas. This valley forms the bed of a leviathan watercourse, running
eastwards for several hundred miles, and draining large tracts of mountainous country to the north ant1 south of its margin. It is, indeed,
the gigantic gutter of the southern half of Tibetan territory ; for, into
its vortex, all the lesser rivers find their may at length.
The important fluvial artery, to which we are referring, is that so
long known to geographers as the " Sanpo;" and t,he discussion concerning its ultimate development to which we have already alluded, lias
added considerably to its notoriety. Strange, however, i t seems that
Englishmen should have been dwelling for several geuerations within
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100 miles of points a personal inspection of which could a t once have
ended controversy ; yet they were and are physically shut out from such
visits. Indeed, the question as to which southern river receives the
'' Sanpo," has to this day been determined rather by accumulative inference than by actual observation. Still (1904) do a few savage tribes
keep back Europeans from settling the problem with their own eyes.
And yet now a railway station actually stands only fifteen miles from
where the Tibetan river meets the Esetern Brahmaputra !
Quite apart from this discussion, the great river deserved special
investigation. It is unique, as we shall see, in so many ways. TO
mention, in passing, but one such singularity : When Rowing a t the
height of 13,700 feet above the level of the sea, i t is a river habitually
navigated by boats and made use of for the transit of merchandize.
This can be alleged of no other water a t such an altitude in the world.'
THE BIVICB'S NAME.

Fimt, as to the correct designation. This, of course, is not
"Sanpo."
That name came to be used only because the word teangpo
is the general Tibetan term for any large river ; chhu, another word in
common use, meaning merely " water," and being generally applied to
smaller rivers, though looself also to the larger. I n the different districts through which this the Tsangpo p a r excellevtce passe@,i t bears
different appellations. During the first ROO miles it still carries its
ancient title, Ta'mchhok Khn'bab, i.e., " the downflowing mouth of the
best horse "-the Ta'mchhok being a fabulous steed petrified in Lake
M6-pang from the rocky mouth of which creature the river is supposed
to gush forth. Lower down in ita course me hear the name NgtG
Tsangpo. Below Shigatse i t acquires the style most commonly employed in the civilised districts, that of Yeru T ~ a n g p o(really @as-rrc Gfsangpo) "the river of the right-hand banner;" and that denomination seems
to be maintained throughout Central and East Tibet and until, in the
Miri and Abor hills, it is yet again changed into that of Dihang or
llihong.
SOURCE OF THE TSANQP0.S

Despite the legend which has suggested the name for the early
2ourse of the river, it certainly does not rise, as alleged, in Lake Mi1 A smnll-steam lannch ie stated to ply on the waters of Lake Titicaca, on the
dividing line between Bolivia and I'eru, high up in the Cordilleras. Bnt the altitude
of this lake ie 12,760 feet above sea level, a thousand feet lower than the Teengpo in
Ngari Khomnrn snd Dokt'ol where there ie a boat service for length of 80 milee.
8 For convenience this tern1 can be employed, and in Tibet it in often loo8dy 60
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pang. The real place of origin is situated some 20 miles S. E. of that
lake-approximately in longitude 82" 10' E. I n fact the Yem TsangPO has its sources iu a long narrow valley cradled in a remarkable
manner between three separate ranges of mountains, each of which is
literally loaded with glaciers.
Into this womb of the Ice Mothers which, conjointly, breed the
mighty Brahmaputra, even Tibetans themselves have scarcely ventured.
The only entrance seems to be a t the S. E. extremity of this mountainlocked valley, a t the end where the river issues forth. No tracks pass
up the valley ; for tbe mountains a t the head of it, which separate the
valley from the lakes a t the base of Mount Tis6 Kailas, have no way
over them, and the whole terminates in a stupendous cul-de-sac. The
actual place where the river first forms is said to be a large gravelly
marsh, fed from the adjacent glaciers, and styled Chenra Yungdrung
"The Sands of the Mystic Wheel."
This lies a t an altitude of about
14,700 feet above the level of those plains of India wl~itherthe waters
are destined eventually to descend.
Lonely, impenetrable, unknown, it seems meet that the weird and
famous stream should thus be born in utter secrecy in this remote valley
so far to the west.
But the solitude must be one not of barrenness, but of grandeur.
N.-E., S.-W.-the
birthOn tbree sides, let us remember-N.-W.,
place is girt about by monster sentinels crowned with helmets of nevermelting snow and standing shoulder to shoulder with glaciers for each
epaulette.
SECTION: NO. 1.
(Paoar

THE

SOUBCB
TO CONJUNCTION
WITE

THE

CHHOBTA
TBANGPO.)

"The Sands of the Mystic Wheel," whence the river takes rise,
are closely hemmed in by parallel ranges trending south-eastmardly.
The northern range, Gang-ri Gur-gyab, shuts off the sources of the
Indus. The southern wall is a massive ridge developed from Gur Lha,
itself a stupendous mountain-matrix flung up to the south of Ts'o MBpang (i.e., " the Lake of the Peacock's BreastJ'). This ridge, bearing
the name of Nyimo Namgyal, " that which completely vanquishes the
sun," eventually makes to the S. S. E. to form the watershed lower
The parallel
down between the Tsangpo and the rivers of Nepal.
ranges accompany the river for 25 miles, throwing up peaks from 18 to
2a thousand feet altitude and supplying i t assiduously with glacial
drainage. About 18 miles from the start, the valley opens out into a
designated. The Capuchin Miaaionariee, who were reeident 150 yesre ago at Lhba,
writing circcr 17G, styled it, vnriously, Tzhangpo, Tsang-ciu, and Taanga.
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broad vale some 8 miles across ; and there the river is found, with a
swift current and deep waters, flowing in a rock-bound channel eaat by
south. At this point it is said to be 70 feet in breadth. The southern
bounding range here falls away south, though the glaciers and snowy
peaks upon i t continue and have still to contribute two or three feediug streams. And now, when the cradling valley expands and the
northern mountains drop lower, we find the first fixed geographical
point. For, into the river basin, from within an elevated ravine, there
creeps down along this northern wall a well-beaten pathway from the
much-used Mariam, or Mfir Yum La. This, the "Mother of the Lowlands Pass," has two main approaches or ascents from outer regions
which converge at its climax, or laptae, into this the descent on the
eastern side into the TBmclihok valley. One approach is from the
west, the direct official route from Gardok (Gart'ok) to Lhisa; the
other road is from the north and north-west, and ascends from the
valley of the Indus. The latter is the route from L e l ~via Rudok, and
is a well-used line of transit from Ladak both to Nepal and to Lh6sa
I t is stated that merchandise can be brought up by the Indus to within ten miles of the foot of the northern ascending road to Mariam La.
Thence the goods are transported over the Pass into the Tsangpo valley;
and, it is said, are often again launched in hide boats some fifty miles
lower down the stream, and so conveyed to Shigatse, which stands near
the Tsangpo over 500 miles from Mariam La.
The descent we are now traversing from the Mariam La does not
yet touch the great water-way. The combined route (comprising the
two highways from Ladak to LhBsa) at first keeps laterally along the
northern side of the valley and is accompanied by a small river formed
by streams from the heights abutting the Mariam Pass. This path has
to be traversed some thirty miles further before the merchants, packmen,
and pilgrims come in sight of the mighty TQmchhok (or TBmchhen)
Khabab travelling grandly eastwards. However, the banks are net
actually gained until the post-&age named Thmchhen TBzam has been
reached; and there, too, the branch-stream just mentioned falls into
the main river, which by this has travelled some fifty miles from its
source.
A word may here be interposed concerning these halting stages on
the post-track which forms such a feature along a great part of the
course of the Tsangpo. They are termed ta'zam or " horse-bridges,"
not because any bridge exisb a t them, but because the post-carriers to
LhSsa there change their horses, and so the long and difficult route to
that city is thus metaphorically "bridged" from TBzam t o TBzam.
A t each of thew stages is a large rest-house, where coolies and
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beasts of burden are always held in readiness, but only for official
use.1
From Timchhen TBzam down to the junction witb the Chhorta
river, a distance of 180 miles, the post-track follows the course of the
Tsangpo ; and thus it was'that the native surveyor, Nain Singh, was
able to report fully on this portion. A t first during that part the great
river has the southern snowy range only from twelve to twenty miles
distant, and it runs along the base of some low-lying hills which form
the northern bank. Beginning witb dark shaly-slate, these hills soon
pass into brown argillaceous clay, and eventually into actual red sandstone; they give off several small feeders into the main river. The first
large tributary falls in forty miles 5. E. of TBmchhen; it comes in
from the north, being styled the Chhu NQg-ku.
All this district is known as Purang ; and the Tsangpo flows near
the chief town YQ-tse Dzong, with its great gompa of ShingpJel Ling.
After the influx of the Chhu NBg-ku, the river continues S. E. until
where, about fifty miles further on, it is augmented by another tributary, much larger than the first, arriving also from the north. This
affluent, the TsJB-chhu Tsangpo, seems to be almost as large as the
TBmchhen Kh4bAb itself, being 600 feet wide, and only to be crossed
by means of ferry-boats.
On the transit being made, you approach the Tidurn r e s t - h o w ,
the largest set in that part of the ~ o u n t r y . ~
TBdum is a considerable vortex for trade, a fact to which the eight
or nine post-houses surrounding the gompa bear witness; routes to the
Panjab and Nepal being brought in here. And now the river deploys
s peculiar loop, first due south, then curving north a little, but eventually making off once again direct to the S. 3. Having absorbed
another small tributary, the Mingchu Tsangpo, or '' River of Ten
1

1 Between Qart'ok (near the Lidak border) and Lhlaa, a distance of 790 miles,
there are 22 ttfsam, and the special messengers of the Tibetan Government are expected to traverse the whole space in 22 days. Although the horses are changed a t
eaoh stage, the messenger is not : he goes the entire distance, travelling night and
day. These men are mid to hove their clothes stamped a t the faetenings with o5cial
meals to ensure their not undressing while m routs. When their garments are first
taken off, after the 800 miles' ride, the rider is always in a terrible state of exhanstion. There are similar despatch servioes between L h L a and Ba-tang, LhLa and
Peking and Lhbga and Phari Jong (near the Sikkim border).
5 Ordinary travellers m e the stage-houses a t a tdsam on payment, but cannot
olaim ponies and y a h . Government officials travelling are provided with free transit
of themselves and their effects, and invariably engage in extensive mercantile operotionn which have also to be given conveyance. Snoh wnveyanoe becomes a heavy
oharge on the inhnbitants of eaah dietriot, who have to keep the t h a m grataitonsly
supplied with beasta of burden.
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Names," it takeg a great bend some thirty-three miles below Thdum,
flowing southwards for nearly twenty-seven miles, and afterwards turning up N. E. At the southernmost elbow there comes in the first important d u e n t received from the south. This is quaintly styled
Shurt4 Tsangpo, " the River of the Horse that Sits Still," while again,
after a twenty-five miles run N. E., there joins the now majestic stream
a duplex tributary from the north, said to be the largest received during
the whole course of the Brahmaputra through Tibet. I n opposition to
the former contribution, this branch is known as the Chhort6 Tsangpo,
or "the River of the Horse that Runs Away "; and in size it fully
equals the main water-way.
So ends what we shall term the first section of the big river's
course ; and it will be convenient to realise the position reached. By
this time the number of miles traversed from the source may be
reckoned with fair precision a t 250. The progress throughout, with
the exceptibn of the loop just taken, has been S. E., and the longitudinal meridian arrived nt is approximately 85" E. ; but the latitude has
dropped from 30' 40' (at the source) to 29' 26' E. Although so many
affluents have been absorbed, the apparent size is hardly commensurate
to the quantity of water brought in by these. As in the parallel case
of the Indus, it is depth and rolli~lgforce which have been gained;
and below TBmchhen TBzam the river is never fordable, even where i t
spreads most widely. Not counting the early feeders from the glaciers
of the southern range, important as they are to the primeval formation,
all the tributary streams save one have come in from the North. The
Shurtk, just received, is of course noteworthy as being the first considerable southern tributary. I t rises in a wonderful realm of glaciers
on the Nepalese frontier a t the roots of the Ngo La or " Blue Pass,"
which leads over the southern bounding range so often alluded to. On
the other side of the Pass we are amid the early fountains of one of the
Oandak rivers of Nepal.
This southern bounding range (the Nyinmo Namgynl) is really of
great consequence. Lying far to the back of the main line of monster
Himalayan peaks, which line we have learnt long ago is not the actual
watershed of Indo-Himalayan streams, i t forms the true water-parting
between the Indian and Tibetan river-basins. And the fact, that,
during a course of 190 miles or so-from where its drainage supplies
the nucleus of the Tdmchhok Khabab down to the Ngo La where thc
Shurtd rises-no Tibetan river is given off from a range well-stocked
as this is known to be with snow-peak and glacier, is oE great interest.
It shows how cousiderable must be the supply to the Indian rivers of
the North- West, especially t-he Koei and Gandaks; for, after tbe T h -
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chhok ~ h a b a bhas left its flanks, the down-flow from the TibetoIndian watershed is almost exclusively Indian.
SEOTION: NO. 8.

(BBOYTB. OHXOBTA Tsrno~oTO HIO OAT BE.)

The rivers wllich debouch into the TBmchhok from the north ate
all of such considerable volume that they must have had a lengthy run
before reaching the point of junction. Accordingly we onght to set
baok the northern watershed of the T h c h h o k many miles further
north than the actual valley line wherein the channel runs. The incoming northern rivers cut through the low lines of hills bounding this
valley on the northern banks: whence, then, do they hail? One
would imagine that, in all probability, the massive mountain range,
practically a oontinuation of Mount Kailas, known to geographers os
the Gang-dis-ri wnge (really Gang Tise Ri) stretching east acroes
Tibet, gave birth to these feeders. This range passes eastward from
forty to seventy miles north of the general line of our river, and in the
main forms the southern watershed of the great lake plateau. HOWever, recent exploration shows that, in the case of several of the great
northern feeders of the TBmchhok, in the first and second sections, they
rise further north still than the Qang-dis-ri range, and even on the
lake-plateau itaelf. They pass through gorges between lofty peaks in
this range, much as do the Indian rivers in their course through the
Southern Himalayas. We interpolate these remarks here, beause the
Chhorta Tsangpo, which bounds our Second Section, is one of the great
feeders, whose early course has been 'traced back north beyond the
Qangdis-ri range; its primary sources being found in oertain lnkes to
the S. W. atid S. of Dangra Y urn Tdo.
East of the Chhorta tributary, the exact course of the Yeru Tsangp (or T h c h h o k ) ltsa been traced for about thirty miles. Then for
a length of, say, 150 miles, its line of progress is only conjectural.
A t that point the explorer, Nain Singh, left the river side, proceeding
,E. by N., while the river itself, as he observed, proceeded E. by S. Ita
course evidently takes the form of a shallow bow-like dip, first E. by S.,
then slowly slanting up again E. by N. ; for it was near the important
town of Jang LhBtse, 24 degrees further east from where he had left
it, and almost in the same latitude aa a t the point of his leaving it,
that Nain Singh again encountered the wonderful water-way. Of this
unknown portion of the river, we have personally ascertained that it first
passee over an extensive plain named La-wa Mon-fang. Here the
ohannel cuts deep down, evidently through soft alluvial soil. It
then enters the monntainoue distriot of Jong-nga, where glaoier-ohurged
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streams again feed it, as in its very early flow. During the whole of
this course, the river seems to bear the name of MeJ-bang Chhu, or
Lower Tsang waters " by which name it is still known a t Jang
Lh4-tse.
The exact point a t which Nain Singh beheld the river next again
wss at Nupsi, fifteen miles above Jang Lhi-he. This is classical ground
to Tibetan Buddhists. Here, north of the river, are numerous large
monasteries, notably Ngam-riug, a famous place of pilgrimage. Just
before Jang Lh&tse is reached, the river makes a sharp bend up northwards and then keeps N. N. E. for twenty-five miles. Jang Lhi-tse
is an ancient place with a number of monasteries within and around ita
walls. Here, too, is one of the great iron-chain bridges erected across
the Brahmaputra by Tang-tong Gyalpo, 230 years ago. Just where
the Rdka or Rtikpa Tsangpo, a mighty tributary from due west,
coalesces with it the river resumes its old S. E. direction. I n this
neighbourhood stands the lofty chhorteu built by the engineer-saint
T'ang-tong, or T'anang; and just below the apex of the river bend
is the town of P'iinta'o-ling, with its fort and the large monastery of the
heretical Jonangpa School built by the founder of the sect in the days
of Kublai Khan. Here, and again a little lower down, are other ironchain bridges. Four maasive chains, with links a foot in diameter,
run from pier to pier of masonry, thus spanning the wide deep bed of
the river. A precarious footway of wood and rope is supported between
the chains ; but all these bridges are now very little used.
From P'iints'o-ling Jong, and, indeed, from Jang LhLtRe, there
is a regular system of boat-traffic down to Shigatse, utilised for passengers as well as for goods and live-stock. Hide boats are the chief
navigable craft. Midway between PJiints'o-ling and Shigatse, the
second great tributary from the south-the Re or Shre Chhu-flows in.
I t is a considerable river. The port of call for Shigatse and Tashilhiimpo is Tungsum, about three miles from the former place which lies
away from the main river. Two miles or so below Tung-sum is the
mouth of the well-known Penam-nyang Chhu on the southern bank.
This is the river upon which Shigatse actually stands; and its size may
be estimated by the fact that a t Shigatae it is spanned by a bridge said
to be 380 feet in length. The Penam-nyang river drains the whole of
these parts of the southern Tibet that border on Sikkim and West
Bhutan, and its o m tributaries ramify through much of the mountainous district south of Lake Yamdok. But the Penam-nyang is itself
only a tributary of the Yeru Tsangpo, which therefore embraces within
its southern scope the whole of those border regions. Takiug the territory abutting Nepal drained by the Re Chhu, m may estimate with-
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in the basins of only two southern tributaries of the Tsangpo an area
of some 8,500 square miles.
SECTION: NO. 3.
Faom Sarorrse

TO

TBET'ANO.

Down to the point where the Penam-nyang Chhu joins the Yeru
Tsangpo, me may compute the distance traversed by the latter a t 545
miles. A t length it has assilmed the form of the larger Indian rivers.
It runs in several channels separated by long bars of sand, and often
spreads oat into broad shallow reaches a t least two miles across. A t
the mouth of the tributary flowing past Shigatse, the river widens in
this fashion. It mas exactly there that the Englishman, Samuel Turner,
gazed upon those unknown waters from a rock above Tashi-lhiimpo, in
1783. H e notes that he beheld "the Brahmaputra flowing in a
wide extended bed ; and, as though the soil gave i t an unwilling passage, i t has forced itself through many channels and formed a milltitude
of islands in its way. But though its bed appears so wide extended
from hence, I mas told that its principal channel is narrow, deep, and
never fordable."
Leaving the mouth of tlie Penam-nyang, the river is bordered on
the right bank by the Rong country, a district noted for its rocky
defiles and gorges; on the left lies the district of Shang. Although
bounding a district of ravines, so much of the right shore as lies adjacent to the river is an undulating fertile expanse most carefully cultivated. Numerous valleys from the interior open out along this side,
and these are neither wild nor rocky but are noted for their crops and
general fruitfulness. Many villages lie along tlle track, which is never
far from the river-side. A t places the bank is so low that floods penetrate inland. On the left or northern bank rnns a plain from three to
five miles in width covered with much sand blown in from the bed of
the river. Rounded Iiills, about 1,000 feet higher than the surrounding country, bound these plains to the north. About fifty miles from
Shigatse this rallge falls into the left bank of the river. Opposite this
promontory, on tlie right bank, is the point to whicll the stream is
navigable from Shigatse. The landing-place is styled Tag-sa dru-klra.
Paat this the river narrows and becomes too rough and shoaly for hideboats. Also it here bends south, and, after a four miles run, a lofty
offshoot from a mountain range to the south bears down to the riverside and stops from this paint the land-passage along the right bank.
Along the base of the range, also, there comes in from the south-east a
rapid river, the Rong Nag Clihu ; wherefore up the left bank of this
11
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tributary the road leaves the Brahmapiitra and makes for the shores of
Yamdok Ts'o wherein the Rong N a g Cliliu rises.
Beyond the junction of the tributary from the south-east, the main
river for the space of eighty miles, as far as the famous Chaksam Chhuwori (the bridge near the mouth of the Llliisa river), is a t present unreported upon. It enters a hilly country, and, it is said, falls over many
rapids. But where it has next been toliclled by our explorers is one of
the best known spots in its whole course. For there the great route
from tlie west, rid Sliigatse, Gyangtse and Palte Jong, climbs up from
Lake Yamdok over the Khamba L a range, and descends from the soiith
into the Yeru Tsangpo valley, the name under which the Brahmaputra
now travels. This route is tlie main one to Lhiisa; it passes over the
Cl~aksamChhuwori ferry (as the great iron-bridge is now unusable),
and up the valley of the Kyi Chhu to the sacred city.
Sarat Chandra DAs, in his exploration report, t l ~ u sdescribes the
scene which breaks upon you as you descend from the Kl~ambalaPass
into this part of the Yeru valley :The height we had reached was about a thousand feet above the lerel of
the lake, though much higher than that above the level of the great river
about to be seen. Passing the summit which faces tho lake, we proceeded
totverds the laptae, the rulrninating point of the Pnus. Here two large cairns
stood on either side of the road, where my companions, taking off their hats*
uttered mantras to invoke the mouutaiu dcities. . . . . . Adrancing a few
paces beyond tlie sacred a i r u s , I came to a poilit whence I saw one of t h e
grandest views in Tibet. I t mas that of the ralley of the far-famed Tsangpo
whose sublime scenery, the like of which I had never beheld before, quite
ravished my heart. My enchanted mind was made full with impressions of
the scenery, and I liked to enjoy it to satiety. The great Teangpo flowed a t
the base of a gigantic yawning chasm, which estcnded for miles between two
ranges of lofty dnrk mountains, whose flanks, o ~ e r h a n g i n gthe river from t h e
north, were covered with dnrk forests of fir-like trees. At the foot of these
lofty mountainu, but still in uplands above the river-brink, there were prettylooking villages with castle-like white-mashed houses, most of the larger
houses being surrounded with tall trees. A village on the other side of the
Tsangpo was conspicuous for the amazing depth in the valley a t which it was
seen from the lnptse of Khamha La, being surrounded by rugged and sombre
mountains.

The road to Lliiisa from the Khamba L a strikes the river some
seven miles north-west of tlie foot of the Pass, the point of contact
being a little to tlie west of tlie mouth of the Kyi Chliu, and this is
where the chain-bridge and ferry already alluded to are located. Great
reaches of sand lie tliere, but the waters are so broad that the violent
mind, very prevalent in the Tsangpo valley, raises frequent storms
which make the passage across dangerous. Across tlie river, on the
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western jaw of the open-mouthed Kyi, is the port of Chhu-shul, wit11
a gompa and 108 chhortens on a liill hard by, all said to have been
erected by the same engineer- saint who constructed the various chainbridges spanning the Yeru Tsangpo. From Chhu-shul there is a
systematic service of large hide-boats do\vn the main river towards
Tse-tJangJ the first stage or half-may port being the notable wool and
cloth mart of Kyi-desho Jong, some forty miles below Chhu-shul. I n
this course of the river the current is very sluggish, the bed in places
very wide, great expanses of sand intersecting the waters. The plain
bordering the north bank in these parts is from two to five miles in
width, full of villages and small convents, and bounded on the north by
a range of low hills which eventually culminate in a fine peak 3,000
feet above the river-surface. This peak is nearly opposite Kyi-desho,
and on its crags, an imposing spectacle, has been placed the great and
ancient monastery of Dorje-fag-an establishment still belonging to
tbe old Nyingma school of Buddhism with a staff expert in Tantrik
jugglery. A t this point the river is described as flowving in one stream
800 yards broad, excessively deep from the contracted passage, and as
teeming with fish. East of the T'ib Chbu, the soutliern affluent on
which the cloth mart and port is built, the Yeru flows directly E .
Here the enclosing valley is said to be grand and enchanting. I n
places it narrows into wild rock-walled gorges; elsewhere, and most
frequently, i t flattens out into great sandy reaches. Where wide and
open, the lower spurs thrust out from the bounding hills are covered
with verdure and scaling trees ; grain crops and even fruit-trees, such
as apricot, pear, and walnut, are made to flourish in every available
spot. Large white-washed monasteries shine gleamingly in fantastic
situations on the heights of the inner spurs; whilst many important
hamlets and market-centres lie within easy access from this useful
water highway.
T\yenty-four miles east of Kyi-desho, wliere the
northern bank has flattened out into an extensive sandy plain sloping
up inland, the mighty monastery of Samye is reached. I t s temples,
with golden and copper canopies within a great walled enclosure, are
prominent objects from the river.
Tse-t'ang, otherwise Che-tJang, lies forty-two miles further east,
elid here the Yarlung river disembogues its waters drawn from the
southren glaciers into the main stream. And thus terminates our third
division of the great Tsangpo's course, after a stretch of 240 miles
from Shigatse.
SECTION: NO. 4.

The large town of Tae-t'ang stands in long. 91" 43' 25" E., and
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from thence the river is seen trending away to the horizon in a wide
valley in a direction about E. N. E. A great siiow-capped range comi n g up from the south seems to meet the river in the far distance, end
cut off further view. A t Tse-t'ang low hills come close down both to
the sonthern and the nortliern banks, and across the former the road
continues along the right side of the river; but any passage that way
is said to become presently very dangerous, being beset by thieves, and
later on by the wild truculent tribes of the Tsari district. The best
method of advance appears to be to cross by a ferry named Nya-kodrukha, three miles below the town, and proceed along the northern
bank, through what is described as aumealthy district," full of opulent
monasteries and richly-cultivated slopes, with woods, gardens and good
road*. The chief monasteries on this side, mitliin a few miles of Tset'ang, are Ngari Tatsang, Sang-ri KhAngmar and Dansa T'il. Thence
the river, after its slight nortliern inclination, flows nearly due east ;
but, just before the 93rd meridian is crossed, it drops somewhat to the
south. Between Tse-t'ang and this meridian, i t receives several fine
branch-rivers from the north, the chief being the Mik Chhu, or Zingchi
Chhu. The districts on the left bank are Wo-kha, Nang-po, and eventually Kong-po, which latter district occupies both sides of the river.
I11 Kong-po, in long. 93" 12' or thereabouts, the Yeru Tsangpo
makes a sudden and extraordinary bend to the N. N. E., the direction
beiug about 23" east of N. The bend occurs just where the Khyimdong
Chhu from the south flows in. This run continues about seventy
miles, when it becomes rather more easternly, pursuing a N.-E. course
for some fifty miles further, until, in lat. 29" 66' N. and long. 94"4' E.,
its northernmost apex is gained.
This point in the river's course is the chief landmark in the whole
run through Tibet; for now i t starts on that great and sudden dive to
the south, which is destined to carry it out of the country. A t the
northernmost point, therefore, me have the Peru bending sharply on
itself, with an inner angle of 80")and proceeding first S. E. by S. then
S. S. E. A lofty mountain range from the S. runs up to the apex
within the bend, and, aided by another range above, or to the north of,
the bend, running N. N. W. to S. S. E., seems to be the mechanical
cause of this saddell southernly deflection. Passing now down the
stream, we soon reacli Gyalla Seng-dong, with the fort on one side and
the monastery on the otl~erside of the river, a t a distance of sixteen
miles from the northern climax above mentioned. From Tse-'tang to
this stage, it is difficult to estimate closely the length, including winds
and loopa, but 295 miles may be considered a fair approximation to the
truth.
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This section, from a few miles east of Tse-t'ang to Gyalla Sengdong, has not been subjected to very careful exploration. It has been
traversed by two native agents of the Survey of India, namely, by
G. M. N. in 1878 and by K. P. in 1886-87; but their surveying capabilities were only rudimentary. I n our map we have placed several
localities derived from other native sources, and have corrected the
spelling of names given by G. M. N. and K. P.
From Tse-t'aug eastwards, the Yeru is bordered on tlie south by a
couatry viewed with mixed horror and veneration by Tibetans of the
Central Provinces. Here, between the 92nd and 93rd meridians to the
south, lie the districts known as A-yal and J y a - ~ u l ,and then the mystic
TBkpo country (spelt Daag-po) is entered.' I n TBkpo is the famous
place of pilgrimage named TsBri TJugka, and nearly forty miles S.-E.
of this Tsbri is the great snowy peak of Pal Tsiiri, which is tile tlllirr~a
Thzrle of Tibetan pilgrimage, involving a fortnight of hard travel from
the banks of the Yeru Tsangpo. Ts6ri peak is said to be covered with
thick pine forests a t its base. The chief risk of journeys in Takpo and
Ts6ri arises from the savnge tribes dwelling across the ranges to the
south of these districts, who appear occasionally to make raids on pilgrim bands. It is significant that the rest-hoases, provided by the
Tlbetan Government in the country just here as well as in those tracts
within the northern loop of the great river, are designated Jik-kyop or
" fear-escapes."
Long ranges of hills radiate from the peak of Pal Tsliri; those
branching S. E. forming t,he water-partings between the head-streams
of the Kamla and the Subansiri, which eventually combine to make the
river kuown in Assam by the latter name. A lofty branch from Tsiri,
however, runs up N. E. within the loop of the Yeru Tsangpo, and that
range makes the southern watershed of the river, effectually shutting
its waters out from any conjunction with the feeders of ths Subansiri.
Another range running N. N. W. from the S. E. forms with the TsBri
range an inverted V-shaped angle right up within the northern apex
of the Yeru, and again keeps t,he waters from joiniug the Subansiri
stream during their great southern flight to the Abor country.
When, however, the river has turned the sharp northern angle,
just before Gyalla Seng-dong is reached, one unaccountable characteristic concerning it seems to be this-the comparative want of breadth of
the waters as reported by the two surveyors. I n places, indeed, from
so far back as the Trikpo (Dvag-po) district-before the northern bend
begins-the river is spoken of as being very narrow. A t Gyalla Seng1 It wae at tt place named Drong-nge in Takpo that the Capuchin friars onoe
had a branch hospice.
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dong, where the level above the sea has sunk to 8,000 feet, it is stated
to be only 150 paces or about 110 yards in width.
SECTION: NO. 6.

At Gyalla Seng-dong the river seems to prepare for its drop into
much lower regions than the Tibetan table-land. I t here runs in deep
gorges, probably more than one abreast-the explorer refers to two
a cascade of 100 feet in
other streams besides " the Tsangpo "-and
depth occurs a t this point. Politically and commercially the place is
an important centre. Trade routes from the Lhlsa-China high-road
through Kongpo, from Tsliri, Tawnng, Bhutan and the S.-W., from
the P'oba country and Yunnan, and from Assam, appear to culminate
here. Moreover, the barbarous border tribes to the south are not allowed to advance further than this in the traffic they carry on as middlemen in the commercial relations between Tibet and Assam. The
numelsous Jongs or forts presided over by representatives of the Central
Government, which closely dot the country round, attest that vigilant
supervision is deemed essential in these parts. From Gyalla Seng-dong
southwards, however, there is only one Jong in the space to the frontier
line 100 miles distant, the territory being of debateable ownership and
being practically under the domination of Lho-pa tribes, who are probably identical with those known in Assam as Miri, Migi, and Abar or
Abor.
The river from lat. 29' 35' seems substantially to take a southern
direction, making every now and then a slight advance to the east; but
i t does not assume a really eastern course until another degree to the
south has been traversed. Indeed, the longitude a t Puging in lat. 28"
35' is apparently almost identical with that of Gyalla Seng-dong. The
general level of the stream still continues to drop ; and waterfalls are
frequent. Some thirty miles beyond the last-named place, i t passes
over a cliff said to be 160 feet in height. Villages line the banks
closely, and the further south one proceeds the larger and more populous are these communities. As we progress further south, the characteristics and customs of the inhabitants undergo a radical change. No
monasteries are met with below lat. 29") and the Tibetan language is
no louger the vernacular. A t Shobang, in lat. 28" 37') that domestic
system so distinctive of the aboriginal tribes of India-the provision in
each village of a detached common sleeping place for the elder boys
and of another for the unmarried girls-is first found. I n the pleces
lower down on the Tsangpo, this usage everywhere prevails.
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At Shimong, in lat. 28" 26', tlie great river commences a determined course to the east by south, and after the confluence of the
Nyigrong Chhu from Dza-yul in long. 94' 34' the course becomes
almost due east. Below the latter point of junction, no agent of our
Survey Department has penetrated. K. P., who reached this point from
the north, mentions the name of tlie nest place, about four miles lower
down, as Miri Padam, and thence to the mountain gorges whence the
Dihang embrochure opens is all ferra ilrcogtlifa.' But a t the outside
tlie distance from Miri Padam to the highest point reached on t h e
Dillang from the south cannot exceed sixty-five miles. However, the
main run in that hiatus is evidently easternly, becttuse, ~vhilethe conjunction with the Nyhgrong occurs in long. 94' 34', tlie Dihang is first
seen issuing from the lower broken ranges in long. 95" 25'. From tlie
observed run of the valley and tlie " lie " of the mist-clouds above the
conjectured bed of the river, doubtless the turn of the river's course
from east to south, in order to cut through the last ranges of the
Himalayas, is very abrupt. Iforeover, a t Miri Padam i t has already
reached too far south to allow room for any gradual bend. I n a direct
line due south, Miri Padam (as may be seen from the map) is barely
twenty-five miles from our own territory. The river there, however,
cnrves due east, and traverses a distance of some seventy miles to reach
the known point where, turning abruptly S.S.E., it issues forth as the
Dihang.
T H E DIHANG A N D EASTERN BRAH3IAPUTRA.

But let our river now be considered in relation to the point where,
as the Dihang, or Dihong, it joins the main stream of the Brahmaputra,
which it meets sweeping in a broad cliannel from east to west. Now
letitbeborne in mind that tlie Brahmaputra is already fairly in existence
as adistinct river long before the Yeru Tsangpo (as the Diliang) joins it ;
and therefore it is inexact to speak of it-as
is the custom-as
being a continuation of the Tibetan river. Indeed, prior to the conjunction,it bas already been flowing in a noble expanse from the Brahmakund pool, the place where it freed itself, a turbulent mountain river,
from the Mishmi hills. Further up in tllose hills, moreover, i t llas had
a lengthy progress. The primary sollrces of the Eastern Brahmaputra
are in fact in Tibet itself, although much further east than the upper
waters of the Dihang. Those sources are the two rivers known as tlie
Dzhyul Clihu and the Rong TJod Chliu, which drain and flow from N.
1 M r . Needbam expresses hie doubts as to whether K. P. ever renohed so fnr 8.
as he clnimed ; and aays Miri Pndam is n fictitious nnme. Still, as it is the nolne of
a tribe, it might be 80 applied.
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to S. through the twin valleys of Dztiyul-med in S.E. Tibet. Coalescing before escaping from that mountain-locked district, the united
rivers cut through the southern range separating Dziiyul-med from the
IIishmi country and thence, as tlie tnrbulent mountain river above
mentioned, pass across the latter tract W.S.W. into Assam. Below
Brahmakund, the waters, having developed into a considerable river,
proceed from long. 96" 23' due west. Thence, during a course of 80
miles, to the first union with the Dihang, the Brahmaputl-a-here
sometimes styled the Taluka and sometimes the Lohit-receives no
fewer than ten affluent6 of large draught, the chief being the Digaru,
the Prenga, the Dhuli, the Dip'u, the Khundil, tlie Tenga-pani, the Noa
Dihing and the Dikrang. Near Sadiya---fifteen miles above the first
influx of the Dihaog-the river has grown so broad as to include several
large islands. Tlien the Diliaug and tlie Dibang (which has just been
augmented by the Sesiri) coalesce to meet the Brahmaputra in one
combined stream, coming from the north a t right angles to the Indian
river. The Dibang-cum-Sesiri from the east unites with the Dihang
about two miles previous to their general union with the Brahmaputra.
This forms the principal mouth of the Dihang.
Another and smaller branch of the great Tibetan river makes
entry about five miles lower down the Brahmaputra, the space between
the two mouths of the Dihang being really the bafie line of a tall delta,
the top angle of which lies far up the latter river.
I t s formation
evidently has been brought about by the vast volume of water and the
velocity with which that volume descends the steep gradients from the
hills. An enormous mass of silt in solution, borne down thus violently,
is suddenly checked, first by tlie Dibang stream meeting i t with its output of 27,200 cubic feet of water per second, and next, still more determiuedly, by the 33,800 cubic feet per second of the Upper or Eastern
Brahmaputra, cutting i t a t right angles. Tlie silt so checked has been
deposited and in the lapse of centuries built up the pear-shaped delta.
This second branch of tlie Dihang is much narrower tlian the main or
first branch, the discharge being usually under 5,000 cubic feet. The
bifurcation forming the delta occurs some fourteen miles up the stream;
and, while the main limb retains the name of Dihang, the smaller is
known as the Lali-pani. Above tlle point of bifurcation, the measure
of the discharge of t,he undividei river must be estimated a t about
60,000 cubic feet per second ; for we do not think the late C a p L ~ i ~ i
Harman included the Lali discharge in his measurement of 56,500 cubicfeet made in 1378 for the Dihang near its junction with the Dibang.2
a Admerisorement of the respective discharge of these rivers has been carefully
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Ascending the main stream of the Dihang, its appearance is majestic. Even where the waters exceed a mile in breadth they sweep on in
a deep swift flow. Some ten miles up, where in places they narrow to
500 yards, the enormous discharge being thus compressed, the current
developes into mighty rapids. Upward navigation consequently be
comes a laborious taak. Two or three Miri villages occur on the west
or delta-side of the river, which produces larger than mere jungle timber. The left-hand, or eastern, bank is occupied by the Abors, whose
villages, however, lie inland, the chief stronghold being Membu, some
twenty miles from the Dihang. Large numbers of deer frequent the
banks where the ground is low, and, notwithstanding the strong current,
even swim across stream. During the high summer rise in the waters,
which does not reach it9 climax until June, the breadth of the Dihang,
even above the point where the river parts in two, again approaches one
mile, and occasionally exceeds that width. Then, again, a mile or so
higher up, navigation, though it is still resorted to by the villagere on
the banks for short trips, is almost impracticable. Eight miles
above the delta-angle, the low broken hills of the outermost range of
the Himalaya begin to start up. Here and higher up the mighty
waters are in places parted into two or three deep channels eeparated by
vast reefs of rock, each channel with violent current chequered by several
falls twenty to forty feet high over which the streams drop with thunderous roar and clouds of vaporous spray.
The route up-country, aa followed by the Abor tribes who occupy
the banks of the Dihang above the delta, keeps mostly near the riverside (though the large villages lie 0% the river), for the banks along the
hills, though besetting and precipitous, are not a t all lofty. Colonel
R. G. Woodthorpe estimated the average altitude of the hills besetting
this portion of the river a t only 4,730 feet, and passes from the western
valleys into the valley of the Dihang a t 3,500 feet or under Even
higher up, nnd as far as the valley can be traced with the telescope, it has been observed that the contour of the country round the
river is lorn and undulating. Only a few isolated summits away to the
north rise to five and six thousand feet, and the river, which bends
abruptly in from the west, does not pass very near these northern peaks.
The river-banks, 25 miles up from the Brahmaputra, are all very
made more than onoe; Rrst by Wilcox in 1825-26 and again in 1878 by the late
Captain J. E. Harman. The c~lcalationstaken in Deoember 1825 were not r e p t e d
in a winter month by Harmsn ; so these stand alone W
I the reoord of the disobarge
of the rivers at that season. Bat measurements in spring were made both in 1826
and in 1878; and it is surprising how closely those estimates agree together, although taken fifty years apart. We have given above the spring reoord.
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steep ; but water is plentiful among lateral gorges ubove the banks on
each side. Looking across the valley to the slopes on the other side,
you descry waterfalls rushing down in every little ravine; and if you
travel along the circuitous path-way whicl~,a t varying height, leads
round each spur, torrents must be crossed a t frequent intervals. The
route to be traversed commonly follows upward the course of some
stream, and that without evading the boisterous cascades, through the
spray of which the traveller ascends with only such footing as is afforded by the wet moss-coated rocks, where the slightest slip would ensure
immersion in the water.
No traveller of European birth (save, perhaps, Wilcox) had before
the year 1885 ascended the Dihang river-side higher than within the
first lower ridge of hills. The Abors, with their poisoned arrows and
their murderous propensities, are t l ~ ewholesome deterrent to all such
enterprise. Such emissaries of the Abors as visited Sadiya to receive
the annual payment bestowed on the tribes as a bribe to refrain from
looting the cowardly Assamesc spoke in big terms of their own prowess and their numbers. Nevertheless, Colonel Woodthorpe, who had
good views from neighbouring heights of their principal villages, thinks
that the size of the villages, and therefore their numerical strength,
have been greatly over-estimated.l
Probably the furthest penetration in modern times into the Abor
c o u n t y has been made by Mr. J. I?. Needham, political officer a t Sadiya.
H e went first with some friends in 1885. They ascended the Dihang
quite 24 miles, their craft being drawn by ropes up several rapids, and
then landed on the eastern bank. Thence they pushed their way N.-E.
through difficult country, and by dint of pluck succeeded in reaching
the Abor village of Membu, or Mebor, quite within the mountains.
Since then Mr. Needham ascended still fi~rtlier; and in 1902 he despatched two Gurkha sepoys who had received special training. The
latter men met with much hostility and co~ildnot penetrate f a r ; but
reported seeing the Tsang-po flowing from the west due E. and as being one with the Dihanp;.
THE BRAEMAPUTRA I R A W A D I CONTROVERSY.

The Dihang, by reason of its noble size, is worthy to be the continuation of the great river of Tibet ; and that it is, in fact, one and
1 However, Colonel Woodthorpe'a deductions cannot be accepted couclusively.
For example, one of the plnces he viewed was Yebor, which was subseqneutly, in
1885, visited by Mr. Needham's party, w l ~ ob~.ougbtword that it contained about
300 dwellil~ge,wit11 n population which they pstirn~trrlat 3,000, e ~ c hdweillng hnrbouring a family of two or three generations.
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the same is now deemed a certainty. This was Wilcox's theory even
80 years' ago. An emissary of the Survey of India has traced the
Tibetan river almost down to the southern line of demarcation betwixt
Tibet and Assam-roughly, i t is true, but his narrative is circumstantial enough to enable our experts to assign tlie point he reached with
tolerable exactitude. From the south, moreover, the valley of the
Dihang has been followed up to the low hill ranges to a point 65 miles
E. S.-E. of the other point laid d o w ~on~ the Tibetan river. The question was--does the great river connect these two points thus brought
so close together? The Gurkhas of Mr. Needham report-yes.
Captain Harman reasonably thouglit that the most conclusive way
to prove the identity of the rivers without actual survey would be to
throw in the water a certain number of marked logs a t any place low
down on the Yeru Tsangpo accessible to some one of the survey exploring agents. If, then, these logs emerged below in the Dihang, the
problem was solved. I n fulfilment of this idea, the emissary mentioned
above, K. P., was sent into Tibet in 1880, with the injunction to make
his way to Gyalla Seng-dong, and there cast 500 logs of a defined shape
into the river. A t the same time Captain Harman had arranged that
watchers should be stationed a t the junctiot~of the Dihang and Brahmaputra to ascertain if any of the logs passed that may. Owing to the
bad faith of a Chinese lama accompanying K. P., who when in Tibet
sold him into slavery, the project for the time was not put into execution. Eventually, however, K. P. escaped, and after many vicissitudes,
he, with commendable trustiness, succeeded in performing his portion
of the scheme. H e secretly cut his wooden floats and launched the
whole 500 in a better place than that pre-arranged, namely a t Bepung,
about 35 miles lower down the stream, and nearer the frontier than
Gyalla Seng-dong. However, this wrts done in 1883, three years after
the time settled by Captain Harman, and when the watchers on the
Dihang had ceased to expect the logs. Thus, whether the logs came
down or not, the plan failed ; but, even if the watchers had been on the
alert, it must be remembered that the stretch of the river, with its currents and rapids, which the wooden messengers had to traverse from
Bepung, was over 160 miles in length.
The attempt a t ocular demonstration having miscarried, me may
now state the inferential proofs :1. The &st position is this. If the Yeru Tsangpo, brought down
to a point 65 miles distant from that part of the Dihang
daily visible in British territory, does not connect with that
river, whither then does it flow ? The southernmost place
to which i t h a s been fairly traced lies approximately in 1st.
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28" 18' N., long. 94" 36' E. Does it then suddenly turn
8.-W. and flow into the Subansiri? But three great feeding branches of the Subansiri, each draining vast mountainlocked valleys to the west, have been already scientifically
observed. If to their sources were superadded the watara
of the mighty Tibetan river, could the discharge of the
Subansiri in Assam by any possibility dwindle to 16,900
cubic feet per second, as meaeured by Captain Harman?
No, indeed, avers the French School, the Yeru Tsangpo
cannot flow S.-W. into the Subansiri; no, on the contrary,
i t turns and flows due east for some 100 miles or so, and
then, when the northern verge of the Mishmi country has
been reached just beyond the 96th meridian, it is diverted in
a 5.-E. direction to skirt the southern side of the mountains
walling in the TTpper Zayul valley to the north, whence it
enters the recognised basin of the Iramadi about lat 27" 40'
N. and long. 97" 25' E. However, a few glances a t the
revised map of these districts will demolish any such theory
as t,he foregoing one. The Yeru Tsangpo has been followed south to lat. 28" 18' N., and if we then carry it, aa prop o d , due a t from there, where are we to work in the
head-waters of the Dihang-the Dihang with its lowest
summer discharge of 66,000 cubic feet per second ? The
course of this river, presumably from the west, would have
to be pressed down, some miles at least, south of the parallel 28" 18' N., that it might not coalesce with the course
of the Ye1.u. Next, when we had traced i t back west, it
must somehow find its enormous water-supply amidst the
feeders of the Subansiri.
It was lately ~ r g u e dthat the northernmost of the valleys formed
by the ranges radiating from Tsari-that valley high up
within the loop of the Yeru Tsangpo in the Gipmochen
tract, might prove the feeding-ground of the Dihang ; i.e.,
one small valley to make the mighty Dihang, while three of
the same pattern further south are required for the Subansiri, which discharges one quarter the water of the Dihang !
2. Worse difficulties would occur from the east. The conjectured
course of the Yeru into the Irawadi valleys must be
manaeuvred so aa to avoid contact with the early course of
the Dibang and Sesiri rivers, which rise a t least as far north
as lat. 28' 35' N., so the Yeru ought to sweep up further
north than that latitude before turning again South-East.
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It would for this purpose have to mount to a district of
mucd higher gmeral level tdan thatfrom whicli it had$med,
most probably ascending from 5,000 to reach 8,000 feet,
the estimated level of the country north of the Dibang
sources! Moreover, as i t turned S.-E. and pessed within
the Mishmi country S.-W. of Lower Dzayul, the flow upward would be still steeper. An equally arduous task
would have yet to be attempted before the Irawadi mas
gained. The mother stream of the Eastern branch of the
Brahmaputra would be encountered in the Mishmi country
running from N.-E. to 5.-W. to enter N.-E. Assam.
Unless, then, one large river can neatly crow the course of
another, the Dztiyul Chhu (as the Upper Brahmapatra is
here styled) would effectually bar back the Yeru in further
progress to the Iramadi. Our map will show this clearly.
3. The exploration of A. K. proved that no great river from the
west entered Dzhyul-med (Lower Dzhyul) through its lofty
western barrier-mountains, to wit, the Ata Gang La range.
Thus the possibility of any round-about route further to
the north and thence into the Irawadi is put away.
4. By the later investigatio~lsof Colonel Woodthorpe and Major
Hobday, confirmed by the journey of Prince Henri
dlOrlkans, the whole argument is practically disposed of;
because the actual sources of the Irawadi have been almost
exactly located. The three primary feeders have been
traced nearly up to the base of the great Kha Karpo range,
which, to the north, walls them off inexorably from Lower
Dztiyul ; while, to the East and North-East, another range
clearly shuts off communication from ally Tibetan river
proceeding to the south vid the gorges of Western Yunnan.
But, again, let the reader consult our map.
The conclusion, therefore, is irresistible. It is the Yeru of Tibet
which passes south through the Assam-Himalayas, and which shows
itself, in about long. 95" 20' E., as the river known in Assam as the
Dihang and ultimately as the Brahmaputra. Thus is the old conclusion
of Rennell and, later, of Wilcox, confirmed.
1 That the general level of the treota lying eant of tlie traced sonthernly course
of the Yern (from Gyalla Seng-dong to Niri Padam) slopea npward as yon pass eastward to the bonnding rnnges of Deaynl, ia evident from the fact that nll the
observed rivere earit of long. 95' Bow determinedly weatwards. Thus the great
river which A. K. reported as leaving the Ate Gangla range in let. 29" 26' E., namely the Nyagrong Chhn, proceeds nnfaltaringly westward across the very district
through whioh the Yeru, to join the Irawadi, would be flowing eartward I
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As to length, our river may have assigned to it an extent of 1,308
miles up to its union with the Eastern, or Upper, Brahmaputm. Then,
adding the course onwards to the mouth of the Megna, in the Bay of
Bengal, we may put the full lineal measurement a t 1,920 English
miles from source to sea.
Again, the catchment-area of the river should be estimated. It
rises, as we have seen in the morass, fed by glaciers, of the Nyimo
Namgyal range, hard-by the Manasarowar lakes; and it drains the
whole of Southern Tibet slibstantially from long. 82" E. to long. 93"
30' E., its northern influence so far being limited to the south of lat.
31" N. However, further east its basin becomes more restricted, not
extending so far to the south as is the'case in the western parts. Having next abruptly curved up to the north as far as the 30th parallel of
latitude, it there receives a drainage from about a degree of territory
further north than that parallel. Then, as suddenly running down
S. S.-E. for about 170 miles, near but beyond the 94th meridiao, the
river absorbs the waters from the country lying to the east of this
southern course, even as far as to the 96th meridian. Thus, before the
Yeru Tsangpo enters Assam, its basin has extended through 14 degrees
from west to east with an average breadth, north and south, of 24
degrees throughout; with a drainage covering some 112,000 square
miles. Such i~ n rough estimate of the dimensions of the stupendous
superficial area over which the great water-artery of Tibet causes its
absorbent effects to be felt.
When the river rises in the Chyema Yungdrung springs, its bed
lies 14,700 feet above the level of the sea. After a course of 540 miles
to the neighbourhood of Shigatse, its elevation has fallen only 2,400
feet, giving a gradient of descent of nearly 43 feet to the mile, or 1
in 1187. East to Tse-fang the rate of descent continues almost
precisely the same, the fall being 1,000 feet in 242 miles. I n the next
250 miles of the river's course, however, the downward gradient inoreases amazingly ; the descent in that space being 3,300 feet or 1 3
feet per mile. South of Gyalla Seng-dong, where the altitude is 8,000
feet, we have no certain record; but the drop is believed to be very
rapid, as the general level north of the Assam Himalayas, taking the
height of the abutting peaks, can hardly exceed 3,600 feet. Then,
when, as the Dihang, it hae fairly cleared these mountains, the wvonderful river, once a water-way 14,700 feet above sea-level, is found floming a t an elevation of less than 800 feet. Finally, a t the tri-junction
with the Dihang and B1uhmaputra, the level is -la0 feet.

(,'HAPTER VII.
MONASTERIES A N D N U N N E R I E S .
One of the strangest features of t.hia fascinating country is the
religion of the inhabitant,s, and one of the curior~scircumstances of that
religion is the apparatus it possesses of religious communities greatly
akin to the monastic institutions of Europe. Indeed the conventual
idea is carried out to an extreme in Tibet. Everywhere throughout the
length
and breadth of the land are to be found establishments harbouring small bodies of men or women living under religious rules more or
less rigorous. As the Buddhist institution is in many respects not dissimilar to the Christian monastery, me may for convenience apply the
name to these establishments, and say that me meet with Buddhist
monasteries and nunneries in Tibet in every conceivable situation and
in extraordinary numbers. W e find them in the city and in tho desert;
we espy them perched on each available ledge among the stupendous
mountains and seated on the shores of the ice-bound lakes. There is no
confluence of rivers without its guardian monastic fortress placed a t the
junction ; no fertile valley without its six or eight such communities ;
no rocky islet on the large inland seas uncrowned by a hermitage holding a dozen inmates ; no village void of its Shigoa or small temple
fIanked with huts for three or four religious. Generally, lofty and picturesque situations are chosen ; and the buildings, sometimes massive
and castellated, sometimes square houses purely lime-washed and striped
with broad bands of red and blue or quaintly picked out with ambercoloured borders, and having protwding balconies painted bright chocolate, form a striking feature in Tibetan scenery. The rocky gorge;
the open valley with its silvery river parting the meadows along the
dividing line in the deep bottom; the dark mountains, red or yellow or
grey-black in body and outstretched limbs, but stainless dazzling white
upon head and shoulders-are all frequently relieved of the aspect of
desolation by the range of huts, the central temple, the inevitable appendants of cAil&tene, poles, a ~ i dflags.
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But when were these little social parties of religious folk living
each in their own isolation established in Tibet? W e do not ask when
were they introduced into Buddhist countries generally; because monasteries in the ordinary sense of the term are not found everywhere as an
intrinsic concomitant of Buddhism.
Monasteries as they exist and have long existed in Tibet, M o n g o l t
and the Chinese border-land, are really unique in constitution and
character so far as the East is concerned. I n Burmah, Ceylon, Siam,
Kambodia, and Japan-the other countries where Buddhism prevailsestablishments of this peculiar character are never found. Attached to
the larger temples in the last-named countries are indeed communities
of priests and mendicants who perform the services and live on the offerings of the devotees. But nothing analogous to the monastic system
as found in Europe and West Asia is found there. I n Tibet bodies of
men or women-large and small-are housed in isolated societies often
far apart from their fellow-creatures, much as in Christian convents.
They dwell and work and worship together, and often form a community of 600, 1,000, or even in rr fen. cases of 4,000 and 5,000 persons.
There is in general outline a strong similitude between the Cl~ristian
religious houses of primitive and medimval times and t,hese Tibetan
lamaseries. And from eastern Christian countries (such as ~ r m e n i a )
do we venture to suspect was the institution in its Tibetan form imported into Central Asia.
Orientalists are in the habit of speaking of the old Sanskrit Viham
of the days of Indian Buddhism as something like unto the mediaeval
monastery. General Cunningham in his elaborate re-construction of
t,he ruins st Budh Gaya expands the famous shrine into a mighty
monastic establishment. But, so far as the actual evidence of the remains and foundations go, this was not so. What was Budh Gaya and
what was the Buddhist Vihara of India? It was a school or college
with a few cells for professors and ascetics and with verandahs or corridors where pupils were instructed. The general herd of Buddhist
" hearers," such as they are made to appear in the Lalita Vistara, the
Abbinishkmlnana and other later Buddhist compilations, were not
housed together but lived more as the denizens of a modern Indian village. Moreover, with regard to the number of those who submitted to
live by rules and attended the monthly " confessions," there is much to
cause one to believe that these are instanced by the authors qua" ezempla
as to what might be, supposing their religious theories to be properly
carried into effect. Those acquainted with the fantasies of Indian
authorship know well with what an air of verisimilitude, as if they were
relating actual facts, such writers can record their speculations. The
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vast scheme of disciplinary machinery of the books was, we are every day
more and more inclined to believe, rather a well-built temple of fancy
placed by enthusiasts on paper than a system ever on any full scale put
into practical use.
As to the Tibetan form of monasticism-radically different even to
the shape which certain writers are accustom~dto assign to the Buddhist
communes of India-there is strong evidence as to whence i t was introduced. From the 6th to the 11th century A.D. was a period of remarkable activity on the part of the Nestorian Church in Asia. Christian missionaries were despatched under powerful organisation into the
remotest wilds of Mongolia. The borders of China were touched and
churches and conventual buildings erected. By the time of Jenghis
Khan, so learned and reputable were the Nestorian priests accounted,
that their Syriac alphabet mas adopted in a modified form 8s the written
character of the Mbngol-Tartar language in which it is thus used to the
present dag. Now it was about the 9th and 10th centuries that lamaism
and the general system of the northern Buddhist cult began to rnn i n
the channels which afterwards attained such distinctive development.
We do not propose to set forth any elaborate argument here ; but the
influence of Nestorianism a t that period taken in conjunction with the
extraordinary parallism observable between Tibetan Buddhist ceremonial
and the mediseval practices of the Eastern Christian Churches raises a
strong inference which mould be applicable likewise to the similarity in
their monastic systems.
Not accepting the statements of the books unless supported by accessory evidence, i t may be allowed that a large number of the monasteries in Tibet are of ancient foundntion. The oldest establishments
still existing may be set down as Samye on the Yeru (circa 830 A.D.),
Meru TB Chhoide in Lhssa, T'o-ling or TJo-ding on the Sutlej in Ngari
Khorsum, Rading to the N.-E. of Lhlsa, and Mind01 Ling. All these
date from times prior to 1050 A.D., while Sakya, Daipung, and many
others still flourishing mere founded only a little later. The great monasteries on the Chinese border arose between 1400 and 1650 A.D. It is
not chiefly in the more civilised and metropolitan districts of Tibet such
as the L h h region thnt the greatest number or the largest monasteries
have been set up. I n the border provinces of Amdo and Khams in the
N.-E. and E., as well as in Ladak in the extreme west,, these establishments are equally ni~mernusand important. The Amdoan foundations
are particularly wealthy and popular, and although they are located in
the heart of a land of notorious brigands, such devout Bilddhists are tllcse
dreaded marauders that the monasteries enjoy perfect immunity from
their depredations. Such famous establishments 8s Jambabnm Ling,
13

Serkl~angGompa, Labrang Tdshi-kyil, Gonlung Gompa, Tsoni Parkhang, and the great Kumbum monastery 18 miles 5.-W. of Sining,
exist in the remoter wilds of Amdo. Moreover, in later times, the
more noted Buddhist authors have hailed from those p r t s , as well as a
recent Dalai Lama of LliBsa.
With regaid to the number of lamaseries in Khams in the districts
adjoining the Chinese border, the statement of Mr. Rockhill may be
mentioned, that in travelling from Oye-kundo to Darchendo, a distance of 600 miles, lie passed forty, in the smallest of which there were
100 monks and in five of them from 2,000 to 4,000. S o also in Rudok
and Ngari Khorsum in Western Tibet, desolate regions though they are,
and occupied almost exclusively by a semi-nomadic laity, there are said
to be 104 of these establishments, large and small. I n Spiti, now under
British rule, with a population of only 2,862 inclusive of monks, there are
11 gompas, five of which are on a big scale. As a contrast, in the city
of LhBsa iteslf there are only 10 monasteries, with four others within a
radius of four miles ; but the inmates of the 14 reach a gross total of
18,500.
As to the power and influence of these mighty establishments all
over the country, such can hardly be exaggerated. Moreover, the fact
that the clerical fraternity draws recruits from all ranks and that every
family in the land contributes its quota, cements the union of monasteries and people. So it is natural to find the central government a t
Lh6m mainly in the bands of ecclesiastics. I n Tsang, the southern
province, the head of Tashi-lhiimpo is de facto the temporal sovereign.
I n the eastern province, Khnms, although the ostensible rule rests in
the bands of hereditary chieftains, the presiding lamas of all the great
monasteries, suchas Chhamdo, Rimochhe, and, Derge, are to a man either
appointed from Lhlsa or, being born locally as "incarnate lamag" have
been educated a t the capital. These, then, exercise authority not o111y
over the inmates but also over the houseliolders dwelling on the extensive landed estates attacliecl to each one of them. I n fact, in most dietricts of Khams the head lama of the principal monastery is the real
ruler of the district.
ARCHITECTURE A N D INTERNAL ARRANGEMENT.

As might be expected the architecture of the Tibetan monastery
varies with the different districts. I n Ladak we find fortress-like buildings with massive walls and protrnding bastions, portions being erected
on dif£erent levels and seeming to climb one above the other ; on one
ride the foundations may iise up from the edge of a sheer precipice of two
sr three thousand feet, of which the very walls of the monastery seem to
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be a part. I n these the interiors are a curious labyrinth of passages,
steps, cells, and halls, practically under one roof. Further east in Tibet
Proper, where the sites thougl~mountainous a n generally commalid some
portion of level ground, the buildings are not so crowded and heaped
up. I n such cases the plan of the smaller collegesat Cambridge mould
give the reader some idea of the Tibetan establishment. There is an
open courtyard surrounded by blocks of liouses two or three storeys in
height and often with arcaded prtssages or cloisters running in front
under the second storey. There are several nscents from beneath the
arcades ; sometimes stone-steps, very often inclined planes of mood, or
only ladders. Upstairs are many small rooms opening on to another
peor frequently on to a gallery. Each cell belongs to a ge-long or
fully fledged monk who hns generally a thpa or boy-learner as attendant
on him and occupying the same chamber.' I n these cells areto be seen
little furniture : a long padded cushion covered with dirty red material
for sleeping and sitting on (aim-ten or bolten), a mat for visitors ( s i u ' f e ~ ~ ) ,
a large wallet (khom) and a box (dam) as receptacles for utensils and other
property, and a shelf (palcgkha) for a long book or writing materials.
I n the centre of the courtynrd the temple (Ihd-khang = " godhouse ") is usually placed ; end adjoining it, as an ante-room or sidechamber, is the congregational hall or aesembly-place where the reading
of the sacred books in general concert by the gelongs is daily conducted.
This hall is called the dz1-khaltg ;i t varies in size ; and in the largest
monasteries is a separate buikling apart from the temple. I n ce&n
other places, the assembly-hall is below the temple where the images are.
At the larger gompa there are often more lhd-khang than one. Above
the chief temple and rEt~-kAattgare second floors where other shrines may
be and where, if there be enough to form a real library, the books are
kept; and leadiug out of the library is frequently the suite of little
rooms (not more than two or three) occupied by the head lama of the
monastery. Another erection in the courtyard is a long shed with pentroof where e row of big prayer-cylinders is ranged.
There is, moreover, always a long barn-like edifice usually built of
sundried bricks. This is the public kitchen, with the store rooms attached ; but it seems to be only brought into use on festival days, on
ordinary occasions all the denizens doing their own cooking in their respective rooms. While festivals are being celebrated and also during the
harvest season when the inmates have, most of tbem, to work in the
fields, the general kitchen is set going. All the monks mess together,
eating their full of meat, tsampa, butter, curds, and tea; not to menTrcipa or tcipa in oleo w e d as o general term for the all inmates of Nunus.
twriao.
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tion a plentiful supply of chhang which is drunk warm, causing great
hilarity. These " mang-ja or general teas take place in the duHang.
SOUROES OF REVENUE.

The wealth of the greater number of regular establishments, as
distinguished from the many small out-lying gompas, is derived mainly
from landed property. Upon these estates are usually numerous small
farmers and householders (mi-ser) who cultivate the land as hereditary
tenants. The occupiers pay no direct rent for their farms but are
bound to yield up a third of the produce or one-third of its value every
year to the over-lord which in these cases is the monastery. Such proportion is collected annually; sometimes by an agent who travels for
the purpose ; sometimes, where the monastery is the sole proprietor of
the district and appoints the governor or fort-master of the Jong, by
the Jong-piin (fort-master) himself. These amounts are paid in
butter, wool, or money; and the collector must be supported lavishly
during llis visits. Moreover, as a rule, a certain number of bricks of
tea and other commodities which he brings round must be purchased
by tenants, the profits on which are shared between the agent personally and the monastel*yor other owner. If the agent is the Jongpon he has unlimited facilities and powers for enforcing compulsory
purchases.
Again, the occupants of monastic lands must provide without
charge sheep, cattle, and ponies to carry borax, salt, or wool, through
their territory, if the monastery authorities trade as they often do in
such merchandize.
Individual gelongs are frequently money-lenders to both householders and their brother monks, charging large interest.
As to the general revenue of a gompa, it is not doled round to the
inmates. Some of the higher officialssecure their pickings nnd pcrqoisites therefrom ;but it is legally supposed to be devoted to three objects :
(1)Repairing and embellishing the fabric and purchasing new implements for the temple use; (2) Supplying butter for the sacrificial lights
before images ; (3) Providing meat, tea, and beer consumed by the inmates on festival days, which days are numerous.
Let i t then be understood that in general the dwellers in a monastery are not clothed and fed from monastic funds but have to support
themselves by their own earnings or from any other private source.
The principal means of his being able to subsist, if the man be an
ordinary member of tlie fraternity, is the produce which his family a t
home transmit him from a field which they set apart nnd call lama-ieAiirg " the lama's field." Again, if hc be a full gelong who has been
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ordained a t TBshilhiimpo or L h h , he can earn considerable sums by attending at persons' houses for marriages or in cases of sickness, and for
the casting of horoscopes a t birth and on other occasions. He may
also a t certain seasons hire himself out for field work.
There are, however, certain forms of income which the denizens of
a religious house receive in their corporate capacity which yet benefit
the individual members. These are the be-la or funeral fees, and the
alms contributed a t harvest-time. The first are derived from attending
a t the house of the deceased where a large body of monks go to read the
sacred books in the presence of the dead, and from similar readings in
the M6-kliang when the nearest relative comes to take part in the kangaha rites. Harvest alms are got in by parties of monks just after the
crops have been reaped. These go about the country on begging expeditions in gangs of five or six dressed in their best robes and chhoiski or religious hats. Passing from house to llouse they chant various
rhymes and collect grain at every door; for the response is never-failing. Each inmate of the gompa claims a share in all such sources
of income, receiving in proportion to his grade and position. I n eastern
districts certain monasteries obtain subsidies from the Chinese Goveinment, a part of which is distributed in food to the residents.
I n Tibet Proper all monastic institutions are exempted from taxation on land or other property belonging to them. Neither are they
liable to be-gar or forced-labour dues, nor to the supply of cattle to high
government officials for draught purposes or of horses for the postal
service. Such burdens, therefore, fall the more heavily on the laity.
GRADES OF RELIOIOUB HOUBES.

Monastic establishments are, of course, not all upon one level
There are different degrees of standing, and the rank depends on certain
recognized conditions. If the place ie the dwelling of an incarnate lama
of much sanctity, that is of count. But the grade of the bulk of houses
is really of more technical sort, resting on antiquity and ancient prestige
quite as much as upon the number of inmates and landed possessions;
though in many cases those qualities exist together. Indeed the oldest
institutions are often the richest.
A monastery of the highest rank is termed a LING;and is generally
governed by a gelong of learning and note styled a Khempo in Gelukpa
establishments and a Lo-pol~ (in Ladak Wtobon) in Red-cap institutions.
The word "ling" originally meant " an islandJJ and thence came to be
applied to spot5 separated by their sanctity from their surroundings;
testifying, moreover, to the distinction and isolated grandeur of the
edifices erected a t such places. Ouly the older establishments seem to
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be called Lings, and in those early days they were indeed as islands in
the desert-ocean of Tibet. Among the chief monasteries of this class are
the four Lings at LhCa ;also Siikya Ling, the heads of which formerly
governed the whole of Tibet; Sera Ling, with 3,000 inmates, near
Lhdsa ; P'un-tdo Ling on the Yeru Tsang-po where the great Jonangpa school of Buddhism originated ;and Mind01 Ling, the ruling abbey
of the Nyingma section. Many Lings, like our abbeys with their appendant priories, have smaller monasteries attached to them and which
pay to them a proportion of revenue. These branch houses may be
either in the same district or in some distant locality. Thus 'Po-ling
on the River Sutlej, the oldest establishment in Ngari Khorsum, has 25
minor appendencies.
--

--

(6fj.F) supposed

The next grade is the CHHOIDE

to be an

institution where special provision is made for study of doctrinal
works and Tantrik subtilties. These are in fact the theological colleges
of Tibetan Buddhism and have the piivilege of granting various degrees
and diplomas which qualify the holders for offices of position in other
monasteries. I n strictness no one can become a full gelong unless he
has resided a certain period a t a Chhoide and passed there the requisite
examinations. Two or three of these establishments have acquired
special fame and dignity. The principal of all is Tlishi-lhumpo in
Tsang which might pcrhaps be designated an University, granting as i t
does its ow11 peculiar degrees for special studies, and conferring also, it
is said, certain similar distinctions on lay-students of good family.
Other Chhoide of prestige are Tsi Nam-gyal ou Potala Hill a t L h b a
where the Grand Lama is the resident head ; Daipung with 7,000 inmates, an establishment particularly affected by Riongol and Kalmuk
students who come there even from Urga in Siberia to take their diplomas as gelong ; Sera Ling ; the P'alkhor Chhoide of Gyangtse ; TBshi
Gomang in Amdo ; and Ngam-ring on the Yeru Tsangpo west of
Jang-lh4tse. Certain others such as Dongtse Chhoide near Gyangtse
and Shel-kar Chhoide Lave no reputation and are barely recognised as
capable of granting lamaic rights.
A few of the larger Lings and all Chhoide have within their confines guilds or subordinate colleges known s.Ti-~s'axia(

~ d) fwhere

fully-qualified lamas enter as students in order to devote exclusive attention t o particular branches of doctrinal philosophy such as Tsannyid, Du-kyi Khorlo, Rladbyamika, and Tantrik lore. There are special
edifices belonging to the college and the memhers dwell together in
rooms apart from the other monastic residents. Endowed chairs with

professors, or learned experts, are attached to each Tit-fs'alig) much in
the manner of our own University professorships. Howevel; the professor is usually of the Khempo rank, sometimes even an incarnation of
some by-gone saint, and he manages his commnnity in semi-indepndence of the main monastery. Thus in Sera Ling we find three of these
establishments ; Daipung has four, one of them Gomang Ta-ts'eng being
the Mongol college ; while a t Tbshi-lhiimpo there are four of great note,
which seem to have the same relationship to the mother monastery that
our individual colleges bear to the University. Chhamdo Chhoide
in Eastern Tibet and Radeng possess well-known guilds for Tsan-nyid
philosophy ; while a t Tse-chen Chhoide in Tsang are several schools for
the s t ~ i d yof Prasanga and Diikyi Khorlo mysticism. But a t Gymgtse exists the hrgest number of Th-ts'ang; lor there we find no fewer
than eigliteen, each of which respectively is supposed to teach a separate
doctrinal syllabus, namely, one of those peculiar to the eighteen ancient
schools of Buddhism. Occasionally the fraternity is apart from any
monastery, as the Waidilrya Tb-ts'ang a t Lhrisa.
Tho members of a Ta-ts'ang generally bear the name of Kd-rani ;
because, prior to admission, each must have taken a sort of doctrinal
degree a t a Chhoide, either that oE hii-rhnn ("possessed of the preceptsJJ)
or that of Dhtbiy-ralqa, I n summer the liii-rrtnt often go for out-door
camp-meetings where under their Khempo tliey practise disputatiolis
and magical ceremonial exercises, reciting many folios of mystic
syllables.
Fourthly must be enumerated the general mass of monastic estabY
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lisbments known as GOMPA(
I' a desolate or unfrequented place.")
These seem to be upon every conceivable scale, from the edifice harbouring 8 or 1 0 up to the community of 2,000 or 3,000. Many of the
large settlements in N.-E. 'l'ibet, and over the Chinese frontier, with terrace above terrace of residences and often more than 2,000 regular
denizens are known merely as Gompas. The term is likewise employed loosely to designate monasteries of any rank; so that we hear of
Daipung Gompa, To-ling Gompa, Tishi-lhiimpo Gompa, etc. As to t h e
small temples to be seen in villages with a few huts adjacent for the three
or four ecclesiastics in charge, perhaps a single gelong with two or three

(v~T4)
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ge-tdul, these also may be styled Gompa, tllough SliigBn
is the correct and more usual appellation. Most of the big establishments bearing the general designation are of recent origin, comparatively.
I n Tibet are to be found, furthermore, communities of women,

vowed to religion and celibacy, and living in wsociation. Such arc
commonly known as ANI GOMPA
or as T ~ G N P O
but
, in Ladak and Western
Tibet JOMO-LING
is the proper term. However, the dwelling-place for
lluns can hardly be dignified with the name of convent or nunnery. It
is rather a small collection of huts forming a kind of settlement without any temple. Where the community belongs to the Gelukpa order,
i t is pitched more or less in isolation from all other dwellings or monasteries. Such is the Dzir-lung Nyi-gon, some few miles from Khamba
Jong, where is a settlement of 15 huts; and only one Ani Gompa is
perinittd within great towns like LhBsa on Shigat'se.1 I n these lonely
establishments the nuns or fsz~nn~o,a s they are styled, usually own
many sheep and goats which t,bey pasture themselves and keep in pens
built on to each dwelling. But with other sects, there are nun$ quarters
placed just outside the monastery of males, and they often have a room
within the latter place where they may sit if they desire. They are in
such eases mostly the concubines, more or less openly, of the monks.
A nun's hut is called ta'-shak; and sometimes two or three occupy one
hut.a
Lastly, must be mentioned the P'UKor caverns tenanted by hermits
or contemplative lamas. Sometimes the P z ~ kis a single cave with one
ascetic living- far apart from his fellow-creatures in a situation almost
inaccessible to intruders. An excavation high up on a ledge in the
mountains is a favourit. site. Commonly, however, the term indicates
a whole colony of such anchorites, who live in extensive ranges of caverns
such as are frequent in the mountain formations of Tibet. These
dwellers in caves are then styled Ri-foi-pa and, while supposed to pass
lives of sanctity and deep meditation, they are not forbidden considerable intercommunion with one another. However the solitary Ri-t'oipa or Ri-p't~k~a are most highly venerated. Some have lived many
years without any intercourse with their fellow-creatures, and are really
absorbed in that concentrated meditation which Buddhism enjoins. A t
Shalu near Painam Jong in Tsang, a hermit lives .in an underground
cave and shuts himself out from communication with the upper world
1 In Lh6aa the one anigompa is sitnated in the extreme S.-E. quarter of the oity
near the cemetery and the Kaahmiri mosque. It ie named the Tahang-knng Gompa.
9 It is related ill the Tibetan Dnlwa that Shakya-t'ubpa at first declined toallow
women to be admitted to membersliip of the religious ordera. His aunt and MX)
other women, however, persisted in following the Buddha about beaeeohing him to
receive them ; so at lellgth, at the request of his disciple Kungiwo, he permitted
them to take the religions vows aa Gelongma. Tibetan nuns at the present day
rlever bear that name, but are styled variously teiinmo, ani, or jomo. Women are
believed to be eligible to become both Bodhieattwan nnd Buddhns, and some nre said
to have become so already.
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for spaces of 12 yeam ; food being passed to him through a hole in the
gmund. Such men profess to acquire miraculous powers by dint of
lonely contemplation with breath held in.
MODERN RECTS IN TIBET.

When we epegk of Buddhism as representing the general religion
of the country, we must remember that here this Faith has no one model
form universally observed. There is not a really unified set of beliefs;
for Buddhism is full of sohisrnatic schools and dissents. In fact, there
are eighteen different sects or " schools" existing; and some of these
are bitterly oppoaed the one to the other.' But one of the eighteen is
singled out as the State Church of Buddhism in Tibet.
Primarily the sects are divided into two main claeses-the SAR-MA,
i.e., the Reformed, and the NYING-HA,the Old or Unreformed, classes.
There are only three sects or branches of the Sarma division, and one of
these Reformed branches is considered the national and established form
of religion.
This orthodox branch of the Faith is that which was framed and
embodied into a distinctive school of thought by the Reformer, Tsongkhapa, towards the close of the 14th century. The voluminous writings
of this hero have yet to be examined by the learned.However, the
school he set up is known to be founded on the Madhyamika system,
an offshoot of the Iveg-pa Chienpo or "Greater Vehicle." It is not improbable that much of the new ritual introduced by him into the temples
was an adaptation of that of the Nestorian Christians, who previously,
as wellae in the age of Tsongkhapa, sent, as we have mentioned, agents
of the Higher Faith as far into Central Asia as the borders of China, and
even gave to the Mongol Tartars tlle variety of the Syriac alphabet
used by the latter in Buddhist writings to the present day. So powerful
and popular a teacher was the worthy Tsongkhapa that he ranks as a
deity now ; whilst his followers are not only the strongest numerically,
but also bear rank in Tibet as the only orthodox sect. The designation
they take is tliat of the GE-LUK-PAor Gedenpa schoul; and they are
distinguished everywllere by their general propriety of conduct, as well
as by the peculiarity of their robes which ought to be mustard yellow in
colour but which are usually red, the church hat alone being yellow.
1 These 18 do not in any way correspoiid with the 18 schools of trnditional
Buddhism. Probably the nesertion of modern Tibetnn writers t l ~ a tthere are 18
eects in Tibet is only made in order to pretend a correspondence of this sort. We
believe, however, nearly 18 eects can be enumerated in Tibet.
9 The Lam-rim Chhrnmo of Taong-khapon has, it seems, been examined by
larat Chnndra Dm, who gives many references to it in his recently-issued Dictionary.
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All the other sects, and even the fol1omel.s of the Bou cult (who
profesv direct antagonism to Buddhism), are tolerated more or less ;the
chief practical restriction upon them being the probibition against settling in Lhhsa. I n other parts of the country they possess both large '
convents and well-fitted temples. The NYINQ-MA
sects have innumerable supporters ;and their establishments may frequently be recognised
by the broad blue and red stripes with which the outside walls of the
buildings are painted. The Government thus enjoins executive officers
on this subject :-" I n doctrine and principles, the Gelukpa school being
the purest, you should follow it. But although the Nyingmn school has
some alloy in it, yet, as i t is useful in religious eervices for removing certain diseases a d injuries, its followers should not be treated with
harshness. So also with the Sakga-pa school which is of the same source
with the Gelakpa. People should be freely allowed to observe their
funeral obsequies, and their services for the protection of the living, aecording to old custom. But although i t is unfair to treat unfavoumbly
the adherents of differing eects, yet the Karmapa and Duk-pa schools
having opposed with violence the orthodox fnith, and being heretical and
making many converts, it mill be your duty to put them down whenever
you have tlle power."
The religious orders of Sikkim belong to the Dzokchen school of
the Nyingma division ; while those of Bhutan are of the Duk-pa persuaeion ; and the famous monastery of Samding, on the peninsula in
Lake Yamdok, is a Karmapa establishment. The Sakya-pa school hae
many ancient monasteries, the great Sakya Ling, 50 miles due north of
Mount Everest, being the leading establishment ; others of that school
being the Gong-kar, Nalendra, Jti-yai, and Kyisho Rawana monasteries.
Mindolling is the chief Nyingma institution and the home of the more
intricate and mystic ceremonies belonging to Huddhist sorcery.
,
Reserving a description of the inmates of monasteries, their various
grades and occupations, until the next chapter, me proceed to a lengthy
appendix. I n effect, we mean now to select a few of the leading lamaic
establishments in Tibet; and to set forth all details concerning each that
we have been able to collect. From the archseological aud geographical
point of view such particulars will have a value of their own. Moreover, these great convents, being centres of tlle ~oliticalas well as of the
religious life of the conntry, mill assuredly assrime an important part
in any internal operations wllich may take our force8 in tlle near future
into Tibet. The value of such information is consequently proportioned
to its exactness. The first three of the following are so re-eminent
that in public documents they are generally mentioned in abbreviated
form thus :

c(
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OANDEN LING.

e4

~ " The Ling
~ of Completely
~
Vieq

brious Joyfulness.") (Lat. 29" 38' N. long. 91" 30' E. circa.)
This famous monastery which is the headquarters of the G e l ~ ~ k p a
a t - - t h e established church of Buddhists in Tibet-stands entlironed
upon the Wang-khor hill, about 25 miles E.N.-E. of Lhisa, from
which city it can be reached by proceeding along the banks of the
h r n feeder of the Kyi Chhu or LhBsa river.
It was founded, about 475 years ago, by the reformer Tsong-khap,
who raised the place to a high pitch of fame and filled the shrines with
costly images. The chief object of veneration is the grand tomb of
Tsong-khapa, which has been set up in the tsd-24-khang or principal
worshiphall. It assumes the form of a lofty canopied mausoleum constructed of marble and malachite with a gilded roof. Inside this outer
strllcture is to be observed a beautiful chhorten consisting of cube,
hemisphere, and surmounting cone, all stated to be of the purest gold,
though 5 feet in height. Within that golden casket, wrapped in embroidered clothing inscribed with sacred dharani syllables, are the embalmed remains of the great reformer himself, disposed in sitting
attitude. No one is permitted ocularly to view the actual mummy of
Tsong-khapaJs body, save the reigning Panchhen Lama of Tashilhiimpo who is believed to hold in his spirit the psychic essence of the
saint and who must proceed once during lifetime to Oalden for this
purpose.
Other notable objects here are a magnificent representation of
J h a m p , the Buddha to come, seated in European pose on a throne.
Beside him stands erect a life-sized effigy of Tsong-khapa in the cham:
ter of Jampal Nying-po, which is supposed to be his name in the Galden
heavens. A rock-hewn cell is also shewn as Tsong-khapa's, containing
a self-sprung image of the saint with impressions of hands and feet on
the ground averred to be his. A very old statue of Shinje, the lord of
death, with a circle of attendants, is greatly reverenced, as it is said to
have been designed by the same hero. The floor of the large central
nave of the worship-hall has been paved with brilliant enamelled tiles ;
whilst a side chapel holds yet another great image of the ubiquitous
Tsong-khapa with other figures representing his chief disciples, Kh4dub Chhoi-je, Sherab Seng-ge, kc. I n the library are to be seen the
Lam-rim Chhenpo and other works of the founder of Galden in their
original MS. form as written by the author, also his rosary, dorje, and
other relics.
The Khempo of this monastery is an important personage in Tibet
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ranking third highest in the kingdom and above the Gye-ts'ab or Regent of Lhlsa. He differs from other heads of the larger Lings in that
he is not a tulku or incarnate lama, being chosen by a conclave from
among the most scholarly of the monks of Sera and Daipung, generally
under Chinese allspices. So he is never a mere child as elsewhere is the
case. The late Khemyo of Galden, Khuro Gyalgo, held the office of
&gent in addition.
The number of inmates here is reckoned a t 3,300. There are two
Tats'ang or schools of philosophy, the Shar-tse and Jang-tse.
SERA LING.

(T

N ' T wF ~ ~ w ~ & rr The Ling of the Mighty Heart enclosed

in Gold.") (Lat. 29" PO' 50"N. long. 91" 5' 30" E. Alt. 11,800 feet.)
One of the three largest Gelukpa foundations in the province of Ui and
established in 1417 by Jam-chhen Chhoi-je. It is placed 2 miles due
north of L h k and is backed by some black barren hills, the nearest of
which is Do-de-pJu, famous for its extensive deposits of silver; and indeed
the monastery buildings run up the skirts of this hill.
Only two of the Survey agents seem to have penetrated the precincts
of Sera.' One was " K. P. " who went there in 1866. This was Nain
Singh, whose report merely refers to the idols iu the temples and comprises one terse sentence : "The images here differ in size and hideousness, some having horns ;but the lower parts of the figures are generally
those of men."
Father Huc gives a fuller description :-" The temples and housea
of Sera stand on a slope of the mountain-spur, planted with hollies
and cypresses. At a distance these buildings, ranged in the form of
an amphitheatre, one above the other, and standing out upon the green
base of the hill, present an attractive and picturesque sight. Here and
there, in the breaks of the mountain above this religious city, you see a
great number of cells inhabited by contemplative lamas, which you can
reach only with difficulty. The monastery of Sera is remarkable for
three large temples of several storeys in height, all the rooms of which
are gdded throughout. Hence the name ; from ser, 'the Thibetan for
" gold." I n the chief of these three temples is preserved the famous
tortchk which, having flown through tlie air from India, is the model
from which all others, large or portable, are copied. The twlchkof Sera
1 The London Morning Poet lately ( S e p t e m k 16tb, 1908) pnbliahed s highly
mnuntio deaoription by a Japauese prieat of a journey to L b h and hie resideom
at "The Univemity of 8erq" which he trmneonaly placae " 6 milea 8.W. of Lhire!'
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is the object of great veneration ;and is sometimes carried in procession
in Lhisa to receive the adoration of the people."
Besides the standard and original dorje of gold here mentioned by
Huc, Sera holds likewise the model pJurbzc or three-edged dagger of
exorcists, which was procured by one Dub-t'op Dli-chha from the floor
of his cave of meditation. I n the TsJolichhen hall is a huge image of
the Blessed Chenraisi with eleven heads piled on the neck in curious
fashion.
The gelongs and other inmates of Sera form an important community; but Huc's estimate of their number a t 15,000 is an exaggeration. Our latest informants with one consent put the number in the
monastery a t from 5,000 to 5,500. However, this is a multitude large
enough to render the monks of Sera a formidable body as a faction. A
notorious Regent during the Dalai Lama's minority in 1843 raised with
their assistance an insurrection against the ancient collstitution of Tibet,
having granted them certain privileges to induce them to join him.
Again in 1899-1890 the Tengyai-ling lama got their aid in his plot to
dethrone the present Dalai Lama. The ringleader was only imp~isoned
but eventually died January 1901.
There are three Ti-tdang for Tantrik studies, namely, the M4, the
Ngakpa, and the Je-pa, TB-tdang ;and in the worship-hall of the latter
college is a large image of one Pema Sang-takpo \vhich is reported to
have the power of performing miracles. The 9er-kyem sorcerers attached
to Ramochhe Temple a t Lhasa are trained in this Ta-tsJang.
DAIPUNQ OHHOIDE.

(TqW4TVWVEW

'I

.

The Glorious Heap of Rice.") (Lat. 29"

w

40' N., long. 91" 0' 30" E. Altitude 12,050 feet.)
This i's the largest-sized monastery in Tibet as well as the most
populo~isin the number of its denizens which sometimes exceed 7,000.l
It is situated high up on a hill-side about one mile to the north of the
main western roadway into Lh6sa from which city it is distant 3 to 4
miles.
A t the foot of the monastic buildings there stretches southwards
aud eastwards down to the LhLa roadway a sort of park well-planted
with small trees-walnuts,
maple, and willows, some of great age.
This ie known as the damra or "groveJ' of Daipung; and in a
1 The Cepuohin miesionary at Lhba, Oeseiano Beligatti, i n hk Journal ltitely
the number of inprinted in the Riuietu Geografica Ztaliana of Florenoe me~~tions
metes in hie time (1741) as being only 1400. He add8 that the monastery is under 4
lamu-heads and 10 rresistant Inmas or I' Piaars " aa he ohsrwterietically terms them.
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paddock of i t near the main road is always kept a fine specimen of the
Tibetan Slazl-r14-clu stag (Cervus Thoroldi), which species is believed to
have a propitiatory influence over the Shiddag or god of the soil. On
the eastern flank of the grove are the temple and premises belonging to
the Naichhung Chhoikyong, the chief oracle of Lhisa ; on the western
flank and just beneath the western buildings of Daipung is seated the
populous village of Daru, the de-sAoZ or " sadder bazaar " of the monastery.
The whole range of edifices presents a striking appearanm from a
little distance, the mass of them lying together on a t e r m but with
outrlying portions lodged on various ledges of the l~illand in some p l a w
overhung by higher porches of rock. I n the main part of the buildings
rises up a sort of citadel known as the Galdan P'odang crowned with a
fantastic gyeyi or square concave-sided dome. This head-piece is seen
to be decorated on the sides with vividly-painted deities and Ztc.
Inside the walls in the great central worship hall are ranged an unusually larger collection of images, the chief being a monster figure of
Jhampa, the Buddha to come, and one of Chenraisi. There were
formerly seven fa-ta'ang or colleges in Daipnng, but these have been reduced to four, styled respectively Gomang, De-yang, Loksal, and
Ngakpa, the last-namcd being devoted to the study of Tsan-nyid
. philosophy, i.e., Tantrik ceremonial and miracles. The heads of these
are each styled Khempo. Although Urgyen GyB-ts'o and others of our
native explorers have inspected the interior of this vast establishment
they allude to few details. One explorer, G-m-n., seems to have been
chiefly impressed with the enormous copper cauldrons in which on festival days the buttered tea, soup, and clhang are prepared for the monks.
These cauldrons measure 20 feet across and are 6 feet in depth, being
built up with massive masonry and having long planks laid over them
for the cooks to walk on, the more readily to stir up the contents and ladle
them out.
Mongol students resort in large numbers to Prai-bung, as they
call it, with a view to qualiffing there for full ordination ; and indeed
this huge and powerful monastery is held iu high repute throughout
Central and Northern Asia. However, the gelong of Daipung are in
ill-odour in and around LhBsa, where they are continually engaging in
uproars and, outside the city, indulging in amateur highway robbery.
Daipung was so called after a famous vihara of Indian fable which
bore the name of Sri Dl~anyaKataka, the Sanskrit rendering of
'' Glorious Heap of Rice." I t was founded in 1414 A.D. by Jam-yang
Chhoi-je;, but did not attain to any status until 1530 when Gedun
GyB-ta'o was transferred hither from Tashi-lhumpo where he hod been
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Panchhen Lama. He it was that erected tlie central palace of Galdan
P'odang whcrein the Gland Lamas always dwelt up to the period when
the fifth of the dynasty having built Potala removed there in l645,
Huc avers that the Dalai Lama still repairs to Daipung once a year in
order to expound to the inmates certain portions of the sacred writings,
residing when there in the old palace of the place.
It may be of interest to mention that the Mongol lama so promi,
nent in the secret negotiations with the Russian Government in the
years 1900-01, and whose name was given as Dorjief, is the Tan-nyid
or Ngag-pa professor here. Ilis real name is Ngag-wang D o j e
Rampa.
TEE FOUB LINGS OF LHA8A.'

This quartette of mouastic establishments belonging to the metropolis have a special standing in that the head of each is considered to
have a claim in the ordinary course to be elected to the office of Gyaltdab or Gyalpo, that is to nct as Regent of the kingdom during the
minority of the Dalai Lama and in any case to rank nett to that sacred
personage. However, the choice once or twice in recent times seems to
have fallen outside the chief lamas of the four Lhasa Lings, the last
Gyalpo having been the head of Radeng monastery ; wl~ilea t present the
office is said to be in abeyance owing to the unusual activity of the now
reigning Dalai Lama who will not brook a so-called " king" in his own
sovereignty.
Of the four monasteries in question, two, namely, Tengyai Ling

( ~ ~ T $ v @andc Tdomo
)
Ling (vulgarly Chhomo Ling), are situated in the town itself; the other two, Kundu Ling and Ts'e-chhog Ling,
stand outside the bounds, the former near the western entrance, the
latter across the Kyi Chhu to the south of the river. All are antique
in appearance and have not accommodation for more than 250 inmates
apiece. Nevertheless they are h:~ndsomely endowed with lands and
feudal tenants in different parts of Tibet, the major portion by far of
each endowment belonging to the Incarnate Lama a t the head of each
establishment. The head of Tengyai Ling is the richest, having considerable estates in Kongpo district : it was the just-lately deceased holder
of this office who for many years got up villanous conspiracies against
the present Dalai Lama. He was eventually detected and for punishment imprisoned for a period in a small brick hut with o111yan opening
in the roof. This incarceration is said to have induced his death which
took place in January 1901. The head of Tengyai Ling is supposed to
be always a re-incarnation of Sron-tsan Gampo's famous minister Gar
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head of Ts'omo Ling personates Ts'atur Noman-

khan, a Mongol saiut ; and he of Kundu Ling the

" Tats'ag

Lama."

TABHILHUM PO MONASTEBY.

( q q q ~ $ @the Mound

of Good Fortune.") (Lat. %0°
15' 40" N., long. 88' 54' 40" E. Alt. averaging 11,850 feet.)
This celebrated establishment, long known to European geographers
as "Teeshoo Loumbo," is the best-conducted monastery in Tibet, and is
also the seat of Government of the semi-autonomous Province of Tsang.
It has been built partly a t the foot, and partly on the lower declivities
of a rocky hill named Dolma-i Ri-the hill of the goddess Dolma. The
malls surrounding the extensive series of buildings are continued from
the sloping ground a t the base up to the southern face of the hill, meeting in apsidal form about one-third of the way up. From the base the
land shelves easily down eastwards to the left bank of the River Nyange
a t a point about four miles from the confluence of tliat stream with the
Yeru Tsang-po. On the opposite bank of the Nyang rise lofty cliffs, so
closely adjacent a s to seem to overshadow the monastery, though the
river flows between, and is here 120 feet in width. Across the river has
been thrown a substantial timber bridge on four stone piers. Tashilhiimpo may therefore be described ns situated a t the southern base of a
hill which protects i t from the bitter north winds, and as shut in to
the east and north-east by the lofty cliffs towering up across the river,
which serve to shield i t from the east winds also. On the top of
Dolmai-Ki is a lid-kRd, or stone cairn, where banners are always fluttering, and where, on high festivals, huge bonfires are set ablaze. The lay
capital of the province, Shigatse, lies on the upper ridges to the N.-E. of
this hill, hardly a mile from this, the ecclesiastical capital. Shigatse,
large town though it is, is deemed but an appurtenance to the great
monastery, and is technically the de-shod or sudder bazaar of TashiIhiimpo.
The lofty circuit malls, enclosing the town-like collection of buildings composing the nionastery, are pierced by five gateways. Over the
eastern gate has bee11 placed, in large carved letters, a prohibition
against smoking witl~inthe monastic precincts. The western gateway
seems to be regarded as the main entrance. So, entering the monastic
premises there, you find yourself in a sort of town with lanes lined by
lofty houses, open squares and temples. I n the centre of the place is
the grand court-yard of the Tsug.lag-khang of Tashi-ll~iimpo. This
open space, wliich is used by the monks for religio~~s
dances and other
cf

out-door ceremonies, is oblong in form and 900 feet long by 150 broad.
Round this spacc are rcared tlie lialls of the Tsug-lag-khang, four shreys
in height, provided with upper-floor balconies. North of these buildings
are set up in a line the huge tombs of d e c d Panchlien Lamas. The
body of each is embalmed and placed within a gold-plated pyramid
raised on a tall marble table ; and this struct~irestands within a stone
~nausoleum,high and decorated with gilt ganjira and small cylindershaped flnials rnade of blaok felt. One of these tornbs is much bigger
than the rest. I t is that of the Panchhen Erteni who died in 1779.
There are four conventual colleges attached to Tashi-lhiimpo, all of
which receive student.9 from every part of Tibet, who are instructed in
Tantrik ritual and learn large portions of the Gyut division of the
Kangyur and Tengyur. The names of these colleges are Shar-tse T4ts'ang, Ngag-pa Ta-ts'ang, T'oi-sam Ling and Kyil-kliang Ta-tdang.
Each of these institutions has an abbot or Kl~empo,who is the tat-ton
or avatiir of some by-gone saint ; and the four abbots have much to do
with the discovery of the infant successor to a deceased Panchhen or
liead of the monrtstery. From these abbots also, one is selected to act
as tlie prime minister or chief ecclesiasticnl adviser in the Government
of Tsang. The most imposing 1,uilding of the monastery is the temple
and hall of the Ngag-pa Ta-ts'ang, known as the " Ngag-khang,"
which is decidedly the chief college, and, indeed, is the principnl home
of occult ritual and mystic learning in Tibet.. Another college, the
T'd-sam Ling, stnnds at the extreme northern apex of t l ~ ewalls, some
way up the slope of Dolmai Ri.
Hard-by the 1st-named premises is to be observed a lofty building of rubblc-stone, reared to the amazing height of nine storeys. This
edifice, mliich forms a very remarkable object on the bill-side, is styled
Kiku Tamea, and is used as a store-house for the shoals of dried carcases
of sheep, goats, and yak, which are kept in stock for the feeding of the
inmates of the monastery. A wide walled yard fronts the Kiku Tamsa,
and this space is thronged by a motley crowd when (as is the custom in
June and November) the gigantic pictures of Buddhist deities are
brought out and hung high up on great s eets outside the walls of the
tall building. Turner, who visited Tashi- hiimpo 100 years ago, noticed
and made a drawing of Kiku Tamsa which, however, he style8
" Kuga-pa."
Tho number of ge-lol~gand ge-]&yengenerally in residence at Tashilhiimpo is said to be 3,800. Outside the malls have been erected certain
club and lodging halls, where monks and pilgrims from different parts
of the country reside during their stay here, each province having its
own club-house, and the residents forming themselves into a guild or
15
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khamfa'an. Thus, outside the eastern malls, are the Lhopa Kham-ts'an,
the Dong-tse Kliam-tdnn, kc.
The head'of the whole monadic establishment is the PANCHHEN
RIMPOCHHE,
who is likewise titular King of the Province of Tsnng.
Formerly his rule mas independent of all control from Ll~lsa. During
the last and the early part of the present century all British negotiations with Tibet were carried on with the ruler of Tsrtng. Now, though
taxes are levied in, and pass-ports issued in, the name of the Panchhen
Lama, yet in military and imperial affairs the nuthoritics a t L h h aro
paramount. Lately, however, the inhabitants of Tsang have several
times shown themselves impatient not merely of Tibetan, but also of
Chinese domination ; and any day, under an ambitious Panchhen, the
ancient autonomy of Tsang may be re-asserted.
The present ruler of T a n g and head of Tashi-lhumpo during
childhood resided with hie parents and a retinue of 300 ge-longs
a t a monastery on the Bhutanese frontier. Towards the close of
1889 he was installed with considerable pomp at Tashi-lhiimp, and
has already begun to hold his Court and Council at La-hrang Cfyalta'm T'onpo, the consistory-hall of the monastery. H e resides now in
his private monastic palace, styled Kun-khyab Ling, just without the
eastern walls of Tashi-lhiimp. His parents are comfortably housed
in R p a l m immersed in a plantation of trees, dignified with the name
of " Grove," and called Kiki Naga, not half-a-mile distant from the
domicile of their holy son from whom they are now parted. The Panchhen Lamas do not seem to have been subjected to the forced mortality
which has beset their brothers of L h h during the present century. I n
2882 the late Panchhen, named Paldan Chhos-kyi Gragspa, died of
small-pox, aged 28. He was the immediate successor of the little Lama
whom Turner saw in 1789, an infant prodigy of 18 months, who proved
an able governor. The present head of the monastery is named Geleg
Namgyal and has now (1904) reached his 22nd year of age.
Each successive Panchhen Rimpochhe is held to be an incarnation
of the fourth Dhyani Buddha Nang-wa T'6-Yai (Sansk. A/ttitahlra) otherwise called Yo-pok-me; and includes therewith the psychic essence of
Gedundub, the sage who, in 1446, founded Tashi-lhiimpo. Each fresh
incarnation is traced to some unknown infant, as in the case of the Dalai
h a s of LMsa ; but the Panclihen is by no means so great a sanctity
as is his brother of Lhhsa
THO-LING QOMPA.

(Lat. 31" 28' YO'' N., long. 79" 52' E. Altitude 12,200 feet above sea.)
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This, which is one of the oldest and most celebiated of the monastic
establishment8 of Tibet, is situated in Ngari Khorsum in the kAor or
circle of Gu-ge. It stands on a slight eminence on the left bank of
the River Sutlej, about 88 miles above Shipkyi where that river enters
British territory.
The buildings of TJo-ling--or Totling Math as it is styled by the
hillmen who visit it on pilgrimage or trade from the Himalayas-are
very ancient and very dilapidated and have been patched up from time
to time in a manner very discreditable to the Tibetan Government, considering the historical fame of the place. The whole is enclosed by a
wall about 300 yards in circumference which pilgrims have to make
circuit of crawling on hands and knees.
At present this once popular institution is peopled by not more than
60 inmates; but it is still ruled by a Khempo who is also a Skushok or
incarnate lama, being deemed a re-emljodiment of one Rinchhen Zangpo
a celebrated translator of Sanskrit treatises of the eleventh century, A.D.
The Khempo of TJo-ling has jurisdiction over 25 subordinate g o m p .
The monastery was founded 1025, A.D., by a King of Ngari known
to Tibetan history as Lh6 Lama Ye-shes-od. He was a great enthusiast in Buddhist literatare, and it was on his invitation that the eminent
Bengal pandit Atisha, or P'ul Jung as he is called, came on a mission to
Tibet. Atisha, however, did not arrive until Lb4 Lama mas dead ; but
took up his residence with his successor Lhd-Tsunpa who seems to have
had a palace a t T'o-ling. It mas here in T'o-ling Gompa that Atisha
resided some years (circa 1045, A.D.) and composed there several of his
best known writings, including the Bodhi Patha Pradipn. Subsequently
numerous authors dwelt here; and many treatises in the Tengyur and
Kg-gyur bear the superscription " a t To-ling Lhakhang."
SAKYALING (SA-skya Gling). "The Yellow Earth Ling," (Lat.
28" 53' N.,long. 86" 54' E.),a monastery of the semi-heretical Sa-kya
scliool of Buddhists-their headquartem now and for the p t eight
centuries-and an establishment which has played an important part in
the history of Tibet. Eight of the abbots, known aa the Sa-kya
hierarchs, were de faclo kings of Tibet, their dynasty continuing from
1270 to 1340 A.D. KungB Nyingpo, born 1090 A.D., aud Sa-kya Pan.
dita, born 1180, were famous lamas occupying the Sa-kya chair. The
foundation of the monastery and its future fame are related to have been
foretold by the Indian sage, Atisha, he, on his way into Tibet, having
passed a rock, on the present site of the monastery, on which he saw the
or "self-sprung " cha~wters.
Buddhist symbol 0111inscribed in Ru~rgjio~g
Afterwards this establishment became the seat of much learning.
Sakya Monastery stands some 50 miles N.N.-E. of Mount Everest.
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It contains a large temple and a spacious assembly-hall known as
" the White Hall of Worship." It is still famous for its magnificent
library, containing numerous unique treasures of Sanskrit and Tibetan
literature unobtainable elsewhere. Some of these have enormous pages
embossed tl~royahout in letters of gold and silver. The monastery,
though visited in 1872 by our exploring Pandit No. 9, and in 1882 by
Babu Sarat Chandra Dbs, remains undescribed a t present. Its inmates do not dress in dull-red, but in bright deep-red robes. The Sakya Lama is still held to be an incarnation of the Dhyani Bodhisattwa
Jarnyang (Sansk: Majlj~de'ri),and to carry la8 or karma derivable from
Sa-kya Pandita.
SAM-YE
LING (Bsam-yas Mi-agyur Lhun-gyis Grub-pai Tsug-lagkhang : " The Academy where unchanging Wisdom from above forms
itself into a mass.") (Lnt. 29" 20' N., long. 91" 26' E.) (Alt. 11,430
feet). Notable as being the most ancient of all monasteries existing a t
the present day in Tibet, and as the first Vihara or academics1 school
ever founded in this land. It was erected, as we read in native Tibetan
accounts, by King TJi-srong Deu-ban, circa 770 A.D., a t the instigation
of Padma Jungne and Santa, Rakshit:t. These Indian sages drew up
plans for Sam-ye, after the model of the Vihara of Uddaodapari a t
Maadha. Part of the original edifice remains in perfect preservation.
The monastery is well situated on a gentle incline, 35 miles from L h h ,
and some two miles from tlie north bank of the Yaru Tsangpo. The approaches to the place are deep in sand, which lies around in flats and
hillocks, clothed with miry herbage. A lofty circular wall, 1,700 yards
in circumference, surrounds the place, with gates facing to the four cardinal points. Along the top of this wall there have been erected a large
number of small chhortens and votive piles, built of burnt yellow bricks.
The exploring pandit, Nain Singh, counted 1,030 of these; and they
seem to be covered with ancient inscriptions in old Lan-ts'a characters,
aimilar to those found near Gaya in India. I n the centre of the enclosure stands the large T~nk-la-kiaj~~,
with radiating cloisters, leading
to four chapela, facing, at equal distances, the four sides of the larger
temple. The explorer found '(the idols ana images contained in these
temples of pure gold, richly ornamented with valuable cloths and jewels.
The candlesticks and vessels are nearly all m d e of gold and silver."
Another survey agent mentions a famous image of Sl~akyamuniin copper and gold 10 feet high. Round the temple walls are Chineae and
Lan-ts'a inscriptions in enormous characters.
Samy6 is used by the Tibetan Government as a bank, where reserve treasure in bullion is stored. Considerable sums are said to be
kept there.

SAM-DINGM O N A ~ T E(Bsam-lding
~Y
Chhoide: " The Island of
Thought College.") ( h t . Z8" 57' 15" N., long. 90" 28' E.) (hlt.
14,518 feet). An important establishment, noteworthy as a monastery
of monks presided over by a female abbot. I n adjacent buildings is a community of nuns, ruled by the same lady. This august woman is known
throughout Tibet as Dorje P'akmo, or "the Diamond Sow;" the abbesses of Samding being held to be successive appearances in mortal form
of the Tibetan goddess, Dorje P'akmo (Rdo-1.je P'ag-mo). I n 1889 the
.late incarnation of this goddess here was described as being 33 years' old;
and as being a clever and capable woman, with some claim to good looks,
and of noble birth.l She bore the name of N,q Dbang Rin-chhen
Kun-bzangmo Dbang-mo (pronounced Ngak Wang Rinchhen Kiinsangmo Wang mo, and signifying " The most Precious Power of
Speech, the Female Energy of all good "). She was a member of the
Phala family and sister-in law of one of the Privy Councillors or
k u l o t ~of LhLsa. Under this lady, the reputation which Samding
llas long enjoyed for the good morals of both monks and nuns
was always well maintained, the worthy Diamond Sow enforcing
a very rigorous dis~ipline.~However, this incarnation seems to have
died in the year 1898 ; and in 1899 a baby girl one year old was installed as lady abbess and incarnation of the goddess. The present Dorje
P'akmo is now therefore only 0 years old. Among other rules, the in.
mates are forbidden to lend out mouey or other valuables on interest to
the rural folk, usurious dealings being commonly resorted to by the
monastic orders. Samding is a Karmapa establishment of the Namgyal school, and consequently unorthodox in doctrine ; being muoh
akin in its ritual and literature to the unreformed Buddhism of the
Nyingma sect. The monastery was founded by one Je-tsun T'inle
1 When the pnrty of Capuchin friars, whom journey to Lhisa in 1740 is desorihb
ed by Cassiano Beligatti, reaohed f a m d o k lake, they found the lady-abbess had
gone on a visit to Lhlsn where they subsequently had an interview with her.
From the description of her appearanoe i t would seem that the incarnation of
the goddess of that date was anything but preponseesing in nppemnce. Beligatti
writes: " I n the present Tumhepamb nature herself seems to have been forced to
produce a body equnlly strange us is the chimerical spirit of Changohub which has
had to take shape in this way. This female lama, who had reached a t the time of
oar arrival the age of about 30 yearn, is a *oman leas than 4 feet high, with a very
huge head, n broad face, eyes and month disproportionately large. Bhe has the neck
sunk in her shoulders, her spine raised into a big hump, and the hands somewhat contracted-+ monetrona masa of l i m b in perfection ! '' (Relaaione inedita d i a n Viaggio
a2 Tibet per Alberto Magnughi, pp. 64, 85.)
a f n Beligatti's time we fear the lady-abbeas herself waa only 8 poor example
of morality; as he relates how that, a few years previona to his interview, she had
given birth to an infant-" a little Iamessina" 8 s he quaintly pnta i t b h e r e b y
cansing a eoendal whish 11eroourtiere had in vain endeavoured to prevent,

Ts'omo, a follower of the philosopl~yof Po-dong P'yog Legs Nam-gyal,
whose writings, to the amazing extent of 118 volumes, are treasured up
in the monastic library.
Yamdok Lake is remerkable for the grotesque shaped semi-island
anchored to the main shore by two necks of land. Samding is itself
placed on the main shore a t the juncture of the northern neck. Being
built on a conical hill, it appears to be guarding the sacred island from
intrusion. The monastery stands like a fortress on the summit of the
barren hill, some 300 feet above the level of tlie surrounding country.
Huge flags of stone are piled in ascending steps up this hill, and a long
low wall mounts beside them like a balustrade. At the top of the steps,
a narrow pathway conducts to the foot of the monastery, which io circled by a high wall. Samding Chhoide is finely placed. To the N.-E.
it fronts the dark and precipitous mountain spurs which radiate from
the lofty central peak of t l ~ i~lands.
e
To the 9.-E. it looks over the land
towards the illimitable waters of the weird and mighty Yamdok herself.
To the 5. it frowns down on the Dumo TsJo, the inner lake betwixt the
connecting necks of land above-mentioned, into which are cast the bodies
of the defunct nuns and monks as food for fishes.
On entering the gates of tlie monastery, you find yourself in an
extensive courtyard, flanked on three sides by the conventunl buildings.
Part of the fourth side of the parallelogram is occupied by a kind of
grand-stand silpported on pilasters of mood. Ladders with broad ~teps,
cased in brass, give admission to the first floor of the main building.
Here, in a long room, nre ranged the tombs of celebrities connected in
past times with Samding, including that of tlie founder, T'inle TsJomo.
The latter tomb is a richly ornamented piece of morkmansliip, plated
with gold and studded with jewels. A t the base, on a stone slab is
m ~ k e dthe reputed foot-print of the saint. I n a private strongly-barred chamber, hard-by, to which no one may be admitted, are laid the
dried mortal remains of all the former incarnations of Dorje P'akrno.
Here, in this melancholy apartment, mill be one day placed the body of
the present lady-abbess, after undergoing some embalming process. To
the grim charnel-house, it is considered the imperative duty of each incarnate abbess to repair once, while living, to gaze her fill on ller predecessors, and to make formal obeisance to their mouldering forms. She
mrtet enter once, but only once, during her lifetime.
Another hall in this monastery is the dn-khartg, on the walls of
which are frescoes illustrative of the career of tlie original Dorje P'akmo.
There, also, have been put up inscriptio~~s
recording how the goddess
miraculously defended Samding, when, in the year 1716, i t mas beset by
a Mongol warrior, one Jung Gar. Sarat Chandra Das relates the cir-

cnmstances somewhat thus : When tbe Mongol arrived in the vicinity
of Yamdok, hearing that tlie lady abbess had a pig's head ns an excrescence behind her ear, he mocked a t her in public, sending word to her
to come to him that he might see the pig's head for himself. Dorje
P'akmo returned no angry reply, only beseeching him to abandon his
designs on tbe monastery. Burning with \vrath, the warrior invaded
the place and destroyed the walls : but entering, he found the interior
utterly deserted. He only observed eighty pigs and eighty sows grunting in the dn-kliang under the lead of a bigger sow. He was startled
by this singular frustration of his project ; for he could hardly plunder a
place guarded only by hogs. When it was evident that t l ~ eMongol was
bent no longer on rapine, the pigs and sows mere suddenly transformed
into venerable-looking monks and nung beaded by the most reverend
Dorje P'akmo ! As a consequence, Jung Gar, instead of plundering,
enriched the lace with costly presents.
A certain amount of association is permitted between the male and
female inmatesof this convent, who together number less than 200.
Dorje P'akmo retains one side of the monastic premises as her private
residence. It is a s s e r t . by the inmates that the good woman never
suffers herself to sleep iu e reclining attitude. During the day she may
doze in a chair; during the night she must sit, hour after hour, tvrapt in
profound meditation. Occasionally this lady makes a royal progress to
LhBsn, where she is received with the deepest veneration.' Up in NorThis
thern Tibet is another sanctuary dedicated to Dorje P'akmo.
convent also stands on an islet situated off the west shore of the great
lake, 70 miles N.-W. of LhBsa, the Nam TsJo Chhyidmo, and is much
akiu to Samding, comprising a few monks and nuns under an abbess.
At Markula, in Lahul, is a third shrine of the goddess.
With Samding our descriptions may be brought to a close. Many
1 Georgi, writing in 1768, mentione this monastery and its lady-abbeee thus:" I n Austrnli eornm latere Monseterinm e t Bedea eat Magnre Bemtm Lhamieeae T w .
p m d . Eam Indi qnoqne Nekpallenees, tanqnam ipeiseimem Deam Baveni venemntnr
e t colnnt. Tibetani vero Ciangciubium, hot eat, Spiritnm qnendam aanotam a h n e
divinnm in hno deformi fmmina haad aliter qaam in Snpremo Lhema, renatnm pntant.
Neo domo, neo lnoa egreditnr, neqne vero iter fsoit nnqasm in Urbem Lhaese nisi
p o m p prmeat ; totaqne via thnribula dno s e m p r insenea a h n e fnmantia prmferentar.
Tnm venit Dee sub nmbella adveota throno ; illins lateri adhmret Asceta omninm
senior tanqnem spiritaalie vitm Beotor e t Institotor. Seqaitnr poetremo ordo reliqnae Ileligioeornm hominnm ferme triginta, qni comitatnm e t anlam oomponnnt.
Ubi cohore Lheseam pervenerit, Diram adennt veaemtnri onm Tmbm ipei, tam Laici
p m e r t i m , qni ter hnmi prostrati esm adorent, onmalantqne mnneribns. At ills
riescio quod eigilli genne bonis sdoretoribns osonlandnm pmbet, eoaqae divinitatis snm
particips faoit. Eadem porn Lhamiesa est, qnm regit Omnobia omnia, tam Virornm
tom Fromi~larnmin ejns leons insolis oollocnta," Alphabet1o)r Tibetanurn: p. 451.

other establishments might yet be referred t o - K u a r ~ u ~ ,with its 4,000
inmates, near Sining on the Chinese border, and R A D E N ~ , to tlie N . E.
of J~hfisa. Then, too, Gyang-tse Chhoide and Dong-tse Chhoide on the
River Nyang; Sam-tanzing, in Upper Tsang ; and Hemis and Hanle'
in Western Tibet, where several of tlie old classical treatiws were written 800 years ago, and still of fame in our own days. Again, in the far
east, R r w o c ~ aon~ the Ngul Chhu, governed by two incarnate abbots
or CHHAMDO
GOYPA,a famous
jointly ; and the grim great CHHAB-DO
printing establishment, with 2,000 monks. All of these deserve more
than mere mention. I n conclusion, let us add tliat the total number of
monasteries in Tibet is computed to exceed 3,100 !

CHAPTER VIII.
INMATES O F MONASTERIES ; T H E I R GRADES, DISCIPLINE AND OCCUPATION.
The general nppellation of all inmates of monasteries in Tibet is
or colloquially fmpa. Various attempts have been mnde to esti3
mate the proportion which the number of trapa or monastic personages
in Tibet bear to the whole population of the country. As a fact such
comparative reckoning would not hold good throughout the kingdom, as
the tendency to adopt the calling as well as the hereditary custom of the
district varies in different regions. I n the agricultural parts where are
many settled villages and farm-houses, every household may Le said to
contribute one member to the lamaic fraternity ; but in pastoral tracts
this custom is not so uniform. I n the latter class of life, as rt rule, those
families only in which the parents have more than three sons follow the
practice of devoting the number beyond the three to monasticism. However, most children left orphans, their
dying before they have
arrived a t man's estate, are sent into the monastery, and nearly all illegitimate off spring.
I n Khams and Amdo, the eastern and north-eastern provinces, the
predilection for the religious life is often a passion. The monasteries
there are huge, powerful, and popular; and every town is crowded witli
monks who wander about in idle vagabond groups. So, there, the proportion of full gelong and neophytes-the latter by far the larger body
-is great ns compared with other parts of Tibet. On the whole, it
would not be wide of the truth to estimate one-fourth of the male
population of Tibet as accreditable to the monkish section of the people.
But in adjusting this proportion we would reckon in our estimate the
considerable body of Nepalese and Chinese residing in the country, and
of whom we may remark they rarely form any items of this one-fourth
part that comprises ecclesiastics.
Now, let it be supposed that a n~iaer.or agricultural lionse-holder
determines to make one of his three or four boys a t r a p or Buddhist
monk; and if hc have four or even only three soils such is pretty sure
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to be his resolve. Moreover, we may remark that it is the eldest husband of the mother of the child, and l ~ o this younger brother or
brothers who are co-husbands with him, who makes the decision in such
matters. Well, suppose the determination come to ;-the lad is usually
entered in some monastery a t the age of nine to twelve. I n many districts the house-holder mill have some family connection with a particular establisliment and probably the boy's uncle mill be a member there.
I n tilot case he is sent to 11is-unclewho takes him in hand as a sort of
pupil, generally taking care to make use of him in a hundred ways
in the domestic economies of his abode. Should there be no relative in
any community of the neighbourhood, the lad is attached to some old
monk who teaches him and employs him in his room or rooms. It is
coneidered an advantage to despatch the little fellow to a distant, though
llot too distant, locality, in order that his training may not be frequently
interrupted by visits from his parents and friends. I n the jurisdiction
of the TBshi-llliimpo monastery,indeed, such arrangement is compulsory;
and no community of t.he Gelukpa order in the province of Tsang will
receive a boy or adult novice whose native home is within forty miles.
I n Spiti, on the contrary, the lad often divides his time between the
monastery and his parents' dwelling. There, in Spiti, every family appears to have its particular [(i-shak or set of two apartments or more in
the gompa to which it is by heredity attached; and in this all the
monastic members of the family-uncles, nephews, and brothers-may
be found living together.
O n being informally entered on the establishment in this way, the
youth undergoes a certain initiation. He is taken before the head lama,
a Klempo if there be one, who receives from him a small offering and a
scarf sent by his parents. The lama then seizes him by t.he hair and
cuts off a small tuft which he hangs up in a certain place in the deklang, and which is styled in Central Tibet Ira-p'ii and in Khams slitrap'wt or "hair first-fruits."
He is now namedilldeed a t r p o , but is not
permitted to sit with tile other inmates a t services in the worship-hall.
I n fact he is generally either running messages for his tutor or elsein
the chlo-la or school of the monastery learning to read, write, and recite.
And here it mill be convenient to mention that in all establishments
of any size there is an apartment reserved for the instruction of lads who
are intending to become monks. Boys and girls sometimes attend here
from t,he village if their parents have signified their intention to make
them afterwards ecclesiastics male and female. But in Tibet these
monastic schools are never, rts in Burmah, open to general attendance.
The teacher is styled Gergail.
In grent lno~lasteriessuch as Thshi-lhumpo, there are many Gergnn
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of considerable attainments who can bring their charges on rnpidly in
their studies. But in the smaller provincial places, there is one man so
entitled, and he hears the novices recite t.heir pages of the sacred books
which it is their main duty to get by heart. Nevertheless, nominally,
it is also the chief business of the monk to whom he has been apprenticed
to coach the novice in such mnemonic feats. But in most religious
houses save the larger ones, the master is nearly a s ignorant as his pupil,
and either the Khempo or the Gerglrft must take the lad in hand-which
they will do if he exhibits promise and comes of a well-to-do family,
but not otherwise.
The next stage to be attained above tt-apapotva or boy-monk is the
rank of G E - N Y E N ( ~). ~ To
~ $be~ granted this step does not involve
any degree of scholarship. I n most monasteries, and a t least in t.hose
of the Red-cap or Nyingma sects, an ordinary Khempo can confer the
grade. Attended by a circle of the inmates he hears the students recite
a few pages of tlie sacred text ; and great accuracy is not indispensable
provided fluency and the orthodox cadence characterise the recitation.
The novice is then shaved completely as to his head save for one tuft in
the centre of the crown ; after which he kneels and makes offering of
one ser-do, a golden coin worth perhaps 15v., to the Khempo, his Gergan
standing by as if presenting him. He next receives from the head 1um:r
a new name which is his chhoi-wing or doctrinal name and which he
generally uses as his personal appellation.
To proceed so far as this grade is deemed in the provinces consider,
able advance. Many remain simple trapa all their lives ; some attain a
further step when 25 or 30 years' old, and a few before they are 20.
But for such as begin their course in the great monasteries of the Central
Provinces, they appear for this upper degree about 3 years after admission. A t Thshi-lhiimpo the previous textual recitation is quite the
"little-go" of the curriculum. The number of pages to be said by
heart is fixed a t 125 ; and should he fail or the Qe-koi of the place in
whose presence he must recite them is in any way dissatisfied, the lad may
be turned out of the monastery. His tutor, moreover, a t once receives
ten strokes from the Ge-koi's staff and pays a fine of four bo of butter,
i.e., 30 lbs. Bat a t Thshi-lhiimpo, it must be remembered, the tutor is
always well-paid for his services by the parents of the youth, or if the
novice be an adult (as frequently is the case) he himself has been bound
to heavy tutorial fees which are made heavier still if he successfully
pwses the ordeal.'
1 Particnlara of the nsnge at TBehi-lhiimpo will be found iu an interesting
paper by Barat Chnndrr Dris in Journal of the Buddha Tezt society, part iv of 1893.
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Should any farther advance be desired, the neophyte may now bev
come a GE-TS'UL
This is usually a mere matter of form requiring no examination. It seems to be a a'ne quR nm,however, that
the admission be performed by an incarnate lama. For a t this stage the
man takes upon himself the vows of a religious life and of celibacy and
he obtains, as it were, deacons' orders (if we may use that as a comparative term j, being thereafter allowed to read the sacred writings in chorus
with the other monks.
A t prescribed periods the Kusho Tulku or incarnate lama, of which
order there is at least one in every district of Tibet, makes a tour of visitation to different monasteries round ;he himself being the head of one
establishment. Then may the candidate or candidates be presented to
him for the ordination rite. Generally it takes place a t one centre and
the opportunity is seized to turn the occasion into a feast or fair for
the surrounding district. Each candidate appears in a sort of doublet
without sleeves or large waistcoat known as to-yak which ought to be
yellow but is nearly always red and is richly embroidered; also a manypleated petticoat red in colour known as a s h a d up; and,over his left arm
and shoulders, a yellow or red cloak so folded round his body as to leave
his right arm and shoulder bare. Kneeling before the Tulku, the latter
functionary, calling him by his old ordinary personal name, puts a question asking if he is ready to be deprived of the one remaining tuft of hair
on his head. To this the candidate answers in the affirmative. Whereupon the Tulku snips off closely the large button of hair ;and, sprinkling
his head with water out of a silver teapot-like vessel, he pronounces his
new name or chhoi-ttlifig which he henceforth finally assumes.
However, the individual thus far advanced is not really a fullyfledged lama yet. One further stage has to be passed; and, though
considerable numbers in remote districts and in the petty states of the
Himalayas proceed no higher, without this additional step the monk
falls short of reaping the chief spiritual and temporal advantages of
his profession. If he look for promotion or to be considered of consequence in his circle or to be sent for in the affairs of life by the laity4he must yet be ordained a GE-LONG(
)-the equivalent of the
Bhikshu or "beggar of virtue" of Indian Buddhism.
Nevertheless, this is not a rank which with propriety can be won
in the monasteries of districts remote from the Central Provinces. To
have any title to respect the Ge-ts'ul must in some way contrive to leave
his own part of the country and ~roceedfor further study and ordination either to one of the three great suburban lamaseries of Lh4*
Sew, Daipung, or Galden, or else to that ~ u i s s a n establishment
t
the
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TBshi-lhiimpo Chhoide in T a n g . I n many parts of Tibet, especially in
Khams, Ngari Khorsum, and the Tsaidam principalities, the last-named
monastery is much preferred. I n order to reach these centres many aspirants undergo great privations and usually make the journey on foot.
Should the man have relatives or parents in passable circumstances he
appeals to them for aid and to this request they invariably accede. I n
fact it is held to be the bounden duty of the eldest brother, who has inherited the father's property probably before the father's death, to make
provision for his clerical brother proceeding to Lh4sa The kAa?tg
chliempa, as the holder of the family property is called, may possibly be
the uncle-rarely the father, who retires from his farmstead on his eldest
son's marriage-and he then must pay the lama-nephew's outgoings.
Young men arriving a t the great seats of learning from the provinces,
though endowed with the rank of Ge-tsul before coming, are yet not
admitted to the ~riesthoodunless they can first recite the necessary 125
pages of the Sher Chhyin text. Had the previous grades been passed
a t the metropolita~~
Chhoide, the recitation belongs to the earliest stage,
but the laxity of provincial houses is known and thus the new arrival is
not permitted to evade the test. It is there indeed that many fail, and a
large number are stated to be obliged after two or three years' residence
to g o home, as they arrived, only half-rank or kun-clihing monks, not
fully fledged gelongs. Other courses include the acquirement of the
pronunciation of Sanskrit syllables in Lants'ha charactel-s, termed gar,
and the orthodox fashion of a lama's gait, styled f ik ;also yang, the
mode of chanting when reading sacred books.
When qualified to be ordained, the chief Incarnate Lama of the
monsstery performs the ceremony-at Daipung the Dalai Lama or a
deputy, a t Tashi-lhiimpo the Panchhen Lama or the head of the Ngagpa Ta-tsJang, and so forth. The candidate first humbly presents to the
Lama a small collection of herbs of medicinal virtue in his gelong's
bowl (hlicng-ze) and the11squats before the reverend personage in the
manner of a suppliant. H e protests thrice the Buddhist creed to the effect
that he takes refuge in Sang-gye, in Chhoi, and in Gendun, i.e., in
Buddha, the sacred Doctrine, and the Priesti~ood. Whereupon the
Lama puts to him certain formal questions, inquiring whether he has
murdered his father or mother, whether his parents have ever acted as
smiths or butchers, whether he has ever thrown poisonous drugs in a
river or big stones down hillsides thereby endangering life. Among
these interrogations is the important one, said to have been sanctioned by
the Buddha Gautama on the request of his father (who never forgot his
son's flight from his own roof), as to whether or not his parents consent
to his entering the priesthood. But in the case of the illegitimate off-
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spring of nuns or monks this question is not put. The candidate t.hen
takes the vows of celibacy and to keep t.he disciplinary rules a s set forth
in the " Sutra of Gradual Emancipation." Then a silk-scarf as sungrlii' or " knot of preservation " having been tied round his neck and his
offering of ten silver tarrgka accepted, tbe admission rite is complete.
Above the rank of ge-long there is indeed a higher grade open to
T
aspirants; it is that of GE- HE 774qw dge-dshes. It is reserved,
4

however, to such as acquire a real knowledge of Buddhist literature
and philosophy.
DISCIPLINE A N D IOBALITY.

According to the code alleged to have been promulgated by Shakya
T'ub-pa, but in reality conceived and compiled a t a considerably later
date than his era, every gelong is bound to observe the 253 laws or t'im
(
laid down in the above-mentioned Sutra. This Sutra is styled
in Tibetan " So-sor Tarpai Do " and is none other than the famous
P~.atimokshaS ~ I - of
a Pali Buddhism. It comprises in Tibetan books
some 30 leaves containing 700 slokas, and may be found in the 5th
volume of the Dulwa section of the Kangyur. The succeeding pages of
this volume do not belong properly to the Sutra itself but-together
with tho three following volumes, comprising with them 1,733 leaves of
two sides each-are occupied with a vast series of explanations of the
rules, illustrated by innumerable stories of monks and nuns who ventured
to disregard them.
Among the 253 laws thus made binding on every gelong, the
primary ones are against marriage, immorality, destruction of animal life,
stealing and murder. Then follow rules is to general behaviour, manner
of walking, material of garments, mode of-eating and drinking and
kinds of food permitted. Washing of clothes by boiliug, the water
of which is afterwards to be deemed sacred, is enjoined; and the scratching of the body with t.iles, bricks, or fish-scales is specially forbidden !
Garlic may not be used with food, and umbrellas are not to have ornamented handles.
Weunderstand from inquiries that,in reality, little provision is made
for the rules being carefully attended to;and no examination on the subject or any public confession, as ordered in the books, is now practised in
the monasteries. Many gelong observe the minor ceremonial rules but a
less number are particular as to ~ u c hprimary prohibitions as those
against concubinage and theft.
However in the larger Gelukpa establishment a considerable maintenance of discipli~~e
prevails. During prescribed seasons regular at-
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tendance in the dtc-kirang a t readings is exacted; early rising occasionally required ; all outward violation of by-lams severely punished ; and
the sumptuary regulations of Buddhism enforced. I n such monasteries
immorality cannot be openly indulged i n ; and even in the smaller
Gelukpa institutions a scandal of this sort-though naturally by no
means rare-is always made the subject of some punishment. Sometimes the offender is scourged ; and expulsion is, in the graver casesJ
meted out.. Any inferior Gelukpa nun found with child would be most
certainly discharged from her order; besidcs receiving 100 stripes on
her back and having to pay a fine equal to 120 rupees. A nun thus
expelled i~ styled a joloi. Rut in the village convents belonging
to the Nyingma sects, such as those of Sikkim and East Tibet, even
public concubinage is passed over.
I n all the great gompas there seems to be a special officer named
4
Ge-koi
who exercises disciplinary functions. H e is on the
match for offenders, suppresses turbulence, keeps order a t public ceremonials, and administers castigations both casual and prescribed. When
any great festival is in progress, and the Ilea. lama makes solemn procession, the Ge-koi, with his assistant beadles, marches first clearing the
way wit.h a huge bamboo to which thongs are attached; and no scruple
is shewn in applying this formidable whip over the persons of spectators
both lay and clerical.
Both monks and nuns keep their heads always closely shorn if of
the orthodox sect. Nuns of the Nyingma and Dzokchen sects retain
their hair. A Gelukpa nun on occasions of ceremony wears on her
smooth-shaven head a large wig with rough curls of long brown sheep's
WOOL T l ~ eparty of nuns that visited the British Commiseion a t
Kamba Jong in September 1903 wore their brown woolly wigs.

-
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LAMAS OF THE HIGHER BANKS.

The term which has crept into general use in Europe to designate all
Tibetsn ecclesiastics is that of lama. Travellers in the country and visitors to the villages of Ladak and Sikkim persist in styling every member
of the religious orders nnd every doorkeeper and underling of the temples
by that name. Now this practice is utterly incorrect. I n Tibetthe
appellation is limited in its applicat,ion, and indeed comparatively few
can lay claim to the tit,Je. The general title for all is always trapa.
In truth the word lama
6la-ma)signifies " the upper " or " the
superior one "; and seldom are any monks in a monastery given t.he
name excepting the head of the house and in some of the larger
institutions those occupying specially honour;rble positions. Thus
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when we hear of "the T'up-gen Lama," " the Di-ohhung Lama,"
"the Rsdeng Lama," those indicate the Superiors or rulers of the
various establishments named. Monks of special learning often
receive this honorific style ; and in books the title occasionally occurs as
a general term. However, i t is an absurd mistake to denominate the
ordinary gelong of monasteries, large or small, 'I lamas." I n any case
no one under the grade of gelong may bear the appellation.
W e use the designation a t the head of this section because we
' are about to describe those gelongs who succeed in advancing above the
main multitude of their order.
Birth, particular abilities, and learning, each of these can be a
special factor in such progress. Of course good fortune, earnest determination, unscrupulousnessJ and friends in power, have in Tibet as elsewhere, their share also in bringing about distinction and promotion. . But
in Tibet, it must be granted in common fairness, that learning of the
peculiar style there cultivated and t.he principle of birth applied after a
novel fashion, are the two leading paths to ecclesiastical position. ~y
learning a monk may attain the grade of Ge-ahe already mentioned, or
bymagirstl studies a lucrative practice as a Ngagpa sorcerer; but
the greatest elevation depends on the system about to be explained.
INOARNATE LAMAS.

The application of the birth principle in singling out individuals
from among their fellows does not rest on any vulgar notion of physical or fleshly descent. That mould ill assort with Buddhist idealism.
It is the spiritual pedigree which is concerned and that is regulated by
the lofty speculations of metempyschosis or rather metasomatosis. And
this theory accounts for the veneration in which certain ecclesiastical
personages are held in Tibet who have not acquired their position by
zeal, learning or purchase, but who mere born to i t
Thus it comes to pass that in visiting Tibetan monasteries one is
every now and then confronted with individuals of transcendent pre-natal
antecedents for whom is claimed extraordinary rank and sanctity. These
beings a1 e linown as SKUSHOK
in Ladak and Ngari Khorsum, as KARYA
in Amdo, and as TUL~ 1 :in the Central provinces. They are in fact
INCARNATE
LAMAS;or, in trtlrer words, a personage of t.his kind is believed to be the bodily form in which some great saint or hero of past
history is continuing l ~ i searthly existence. Every Sknsl~okor Tul-ku
is the re-embodiment of the subtle pychic esscnce known MJthe kflrr~~a
of such by-gone person who persifits in returning to earth, of his own
good will to mankind, in a successive series of re-births. Thus the
Being before you is great indeed--either lie is the present shape of a
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saint or a warrior or else in a few instances he is the earthly counterpart of some Dhyani Buddha or Dhyani Bodhisattwa now existing contemporaneously in the Buddhist heavens. Moreover, it is the habit of
each of these to unite his spirit continuously with the holder of some one
particular office, so that whosoever may be born as the re-incarnation of
the hero must be nppointed to the office.
Soit isalways said that such-and-such a Dhyani Buddha orsuch-andsuch an historical personage has taken this or that headship of a monastery or this or that great office of state under his epecial protection.
Furthermore, he is not fickle, he rarely changes his patronage; once the
choice of appointment is made, to that appointment mill he cling a t least
during the current age of the world.
I n this way we have i t laid down that the occupant of the chair of the
famous SBkya Monastery (50 miles due N. of Mount Everest) can only
be the man in whom the Dbyani Bodhisattwa Jam-yang (i.e., the Sanskrit Maliju-ghosha) is now incarnate.l So, too, the human being chosen
to govern a t TBsiii-lhiimpo may be nobody else save the existing embodiment of the Dhyani Buddha Wo'pakme' (Sansk. Amitabha); and
he who presides over Radeng Chhoide must be a person animated and
shaped by the k a ~ m aof the reformer Bromston. Then, in like manner,
the incarnate lama of Pyi-tak eompa near Leh in L d a k is invariably
the current bodily form of WBkula (or Sre-mong), one of the sixteen
Nniten or " immovable saints " that aided Gautnma in promulgating his
religion 2,300 years ago ; the present holder of office being the 17th reembodiment. Again, near the lower end of the Kyi Chhu is a hermit's
cavern known as Tag-ts'ang-rawa P'uk, and the ascetic dwelling there
is the incarnation of Dawa Zanpo, the king of the fabillous city of
Shambhala in Central Asia where the Dii-kyi Khorlo or Adi-Buddha
theories were alleged to have been first proclaimed.
Feminine
in Tibet can also be earthly manifestations of
divine and other beings. Such are generally considered incarnations of
some great goddess of Buddhism. The lady-abbess of Samding on
Yamdok lake is an emanatisn of Doj e PJagmoJthe sow-goddess. There
is another incarnate abbess a t Jang Tag-lung monastery 40 miles N. of
Lh4sn ; she is head of all of those belonging to the Tag-lung sect.
Dolma, the mother of all the Tathgatas as she is termed, is a t present
dis-integrated into no fewer than 21 subordinate manifestations of her
spiritual energy. She was divided a t first into only two co-ordinate
emanations-Dol-kar and Dol-jang, the White Dolma and the Green
7r

\r

He is addressed ae Q ~ ~ ' ~ q 6 1 v & 6 j ' &the
w <Lord
r c ' Jam, king of the
dootrine." Vide Yig-kor Nam-ehag, by 8. 0. Das,C.I.E., page 11.
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Dolma--and these took shape in the two wives of king Srong-tsan
Gampo. Snbsequently, this primary bifurcated psychic essence of the
goddess was still fi~rtllersubdivided as above in order to enlarge her
sphere of influence over mortals, but several of these branch emanations
no longer manifest themselves in earthly guise. There is probably a scarcit,y of women of position as vehicles of such re-embodiments. This is
made evident from thc fact that the present incarnation of the Green
Dolma is a ht~Bilyaaor male incarnate lama in Mongolia, and that the
White Dolma who in the 18th century was proclaimed by the Buria
lamas to be incarnate first in the Empress Elizabeth of Russia and afterwards in Catherine 11, is currently believed (at least in Mongolia) to
have gone on being embodied not in any woman but in the successive
Tsars of Russia even to the present monarch.
One development of these quaint speci~lationsdeserves particular
mention. I n recent times they were brought to bear even upon Queen
Victoria of England who, though of course no Buddhist, was as sole
ruler of the vast cmpire of India regarded throughout Tibet with awe
and admiration. Many years ago several prints representing her late
Majesty as reviewing troops while seated on horseback found their way
into the snowy land ; and those pictures set afloat the theory that she
must be an incarnation of the goddess Palden Lhamo. Palden Lhamo,
otlierwise Pinden Makjorma, is the most blood-thirsty and warlike
female deity in the Buddhist pantheon ; and one of her characteristic
poses in Tantrik ceremonial is when represented riding on a chesnut
mule which was the offspring of a red ass and a winged mare. Thus
arose the idea current among Tibetans, which resulted in the installation
of Queen Victoria as a potent incarnation outside their country.
Innumerable curious instances of the re-embodiment theory, ns it
touches great personages in Tibet, might be specified. And it is necessary that a few expansions of the system as engrafted into the original
notion should be just mentioned. Occasionally the principle of physical
descent has been coupled with the general rilles affecting spiritual pedigree ; and the incarnation in these cases is allowed to be controlled
l y fleshly generation. At the great Red Cap monastery of Mind01 Ling
on the Yeru Tsangpo there are always two inc,lrnate lamas, one styled
tllc 'r'i (or " throne ") Lnma, the other the Dongpa Lama. The latter
ecclesiastic is bouud to break the celibate rule and to marry in order
to keep up the succession to tlle headship of the monastery which both
lamas rule conjointly. If a t least two sons are born to the Dongpa
Lama, the elder succeeds to the celibate chair on tlle death of the uncle,
while thc younger becomes Dongpa Lnma and marries to carry on the
sllccessio~l. However, should t,he married brother prove childless or have
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only one heir, then it is compulsory upon the celibate lama to marry
some woman in order to iaise up the requisite issne who shall be able to
maintain the ortl~odoxdescent. Moreover the original !ulzca, benring
the la8 or karma, invariably transmigrates in accordance with this
arrangement. I n one or two geaerations botli lamas have died without
children ; and then the twin incarnations have to be looked for from a
new stock, but such an eventuality leads to midespread woes-war,
famine, and general disaster. A t the famous Riwochhe lamasery on the
Gyi~maNgnl Chh11 in Eastern Tibet a similar scheme prevails. There
me find three Tzdkri with co-ordinate jurisdiction, two of them celibates
and one a lay lama. The lay lama takes a wife ; but if Ile have not
sufficient issue, the others, one after tlie other, marry the widow ; but
the main object in this instance appears to be to keep up the succession
of the lay incarnation, the two ecclesiastical lamas being always re.embodied in the ordinary way outside the family. So, too, tlie son of the
Sikkim Raja, though a tzilku, marries if necessary to keep up the royal
succession. Again a t Chhamdo Chhoide two incarnate ones preside
jointly over the 2,800 inmates and are known as P'akpa Lha the fatiler
and Sbi-wa Lha t.he son. They are not, however, connected by eartllly
relationship, the oi~lycondition being that the one shall ordain the other
into the priesthood and thus constitute him his spiritual offspriiig.
When the two visit LhBsa in company, they seem to be highly honoured.
At Derge in Kham are no fewer than 4 t ~ l k ulamas, one of whom must
be by birth a Khnmpa.
All Tulku, let it be here noted, do not n ~ n kalike. Tliere are said
to be three grades, the highest of which is confined to those only who
are incarnations of Dhyani Buddhas and Bodhisattwrts. This class is
named Ja~zg-cAAndK ~ s h o ;the lower ranks being termed Alak-teJalt and
Ser-kyi Jon9 pa respectively.
From the Buddhist point of view the self-denial of the original saint
in thus voluntarily llridertaking these repeated appearances upon earth
is of a sublime character. He was a being who might have gained
Nirvana a t once then ; but, out of philanthropic motives, he put aside
that boon when within his reach and offered to be re-born in order to
help on the geneial welfare of the world aud its inhabitants. And the
wlf-sacrifice of fiuch a decision is, we should fancy, enhanced by tlie
possibility that some of the bodies in whom i t may be his lot to be
lodged may hereafter lapse from liis own high standartl, and causing a
decline in the virtue of the transmitted karnia disqualify it from tlie
attainment of Nirvana for ages to come.
The responsibility of the successive incarllation of any saint or
Buddha, one would accordingly imagine to be tremendous ; and some
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consciousness of that ought to have considerable influence in causing
him to lead a life of strict morality and snnctity. Many Buddhist
authorities, however, contend that whenever an incarnate lama notoriously misbehaves, i t is in some unexplained way the present individual's
own evil disposition annihilating the spirit of the saint whose manifestation he is ; and that the saintly karlra does not deteriorate. The
punishment of such misconduct is that in the next re-birth the avatar
of the holy one is disintegrated from the spirit of the recent holder of
tlie office which henceforth alone takes re-embodiment, assuming
- some
degraded form suitable to his deserts ; while the astral spirit separates
itself for ever from the office on earth which it formerly patronised. As
any such explanation stultifies the whole theory of Buddhist metempyschosis based on the inexorable rule that present actions must shape
fut.ure karma for better or worse, it is evidently only a shuffling device
to preserve intact the moral standing and memory of a departed saint
or hero. More co~lsistentrather nre those who preserve his dignity by
boldly asserting that it is our lack of moral merit a t the present day
which causes us to be unable to see the really grand motives which are
underlying tLe apparent ignoble behaviour of the current representative
of t.lie astral spirit now in Dewachen.
For, i t must be always borne in mind that such Bodhisattvas and
saintly kings and holy lamas as consent to repeated incarnations upon
earth have obtained by virtue of sum-te?r or t.he highest form of meditation a dual existence. So it comes about that, in Galdan, Dewachen,
or any other of tlie Buddhist paradises in heaven, the astral or ineffable spirit is ever continuing, whilst its copy or counterpart undergoes earthly re-birth in indefinite succession.
W e must next explain the process whereby, on the death of an incarnate lama, discovery is made of the particular person in whom his
psychic essence has or will presently take refuge. And first it must
Le understood that no true Buddhist ever speaks of the d e d of the
holy man. H e has migrated hence, they say-he has A n y - l a p'ep
" gone to tlie field " ; while, of tlie ordinary man, they would affirm
sfid song re' " he lias died."
After a period not less than 49 days, during which pried the
spirit (as tlie commonality aver) or spiritual essence (as the philosophic
writers, whom our British authors quote from, prefer to put it) remains
in tlie Bardo-the Buddhist region of disembodied ghosts-the saintly
knrfita may take shape a t any time and in any place. As he will then
be absolutely re-bortt, he can only animate a human being a t the moment of birth ; and therefore the new incarnate lama must be some
infant. Occasionally the Tlilkrt himself, if co~isciousthat death was
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approaching, will have forecast the exact locality where his successor
was to be born, sett,ing forth perhaps certain circumstances that would
attend his birth and also the signs and prognostics which shall occur to
those who go in search of the new incarnation when they are near
the right spot. Frequently, however, the man has departed this life
without any testament of this sort; and then resort is hnd to some recognised oracle or to one or more lamas learned in Tantrik auguries.
W e believe that in the majority of cases there is not any trickery or
manoeuvring to get the infant of particular parents indicated. Few
persons seem to covet the appointment for their offepring ; although
when informed by those in quest of the new embodiment that a child
of theirs answers the requirements of forecast or oracle the verdict is
received with humble gratitude and complete resignat.ion.
An infant thus singled out remains with 11isparents until he reaches
four or five years of age. His identity must then be further confirmed
in this manner. The gelongs of the monastery where the late lama
died display before the child a number of religious apparatus and other
chattels that belonged to the departed person, intermingling them with
other articles of precisely the same kind in order to mislead if possible
his little successor. If the latter manages to pick out, more or less
correctly, those things which were the property of the late lama, he is
hailed as undoubtedly the veritable Tztlkrc. Any failure in this trial is
said to occur very rarely, and probably only when those concerned find,
subsequent to the first identification, t h a t an unwise selection of
parentage has been made. When approved, however, the child is a t
once despatched to the monastery over which in after years he will preside. Notwithstanding his tender years, there is no demur ; off he
goes in charge of his future subjects who bring him to their establishment with exceeding ceremonial and noise.
An incarnate lama, both when first brought in and afterwards in
later life, never resides actually within the monastery. H e possesses
a small l~ouseof his own generally adjoining the main buildings, and
there he dwells alone in a certain amount of state yet with a considerable display of austerity as well. He is not supposed to eat meat
and never anything in the presence of others, passing many hours in
study and systematic meditation. Whenever he attends functions in
the temple, he always sits on an altar as if he were a deity. Ascetic
rules are quite disregarded by some; but as a fact the majority
are said to approximate closely to the orthodox conditions. This, of
course, in adult life. So, a t Lit'ang the lama dwells in a cavern as a
Rit'oi-pa, seldom visiting his monastery. But so long as tile Tulktr
continues a child, there is greater liberty from restraint and his parents

make frequent visits, occasionally beiag accommodated hard by, though
not suffered actually to dwell beneat11 the same roof as that which shelters the young prodigy. The parents of a Dalai Lama are housed in a
palace and acquire large estates, however poor they may have been.
Cassiano Beligatti mentions in his journal the high position of the man
who in 17-41 was f:tther of tlie Dalai Lama.
A t the age of 12 or 14 tLe boy is sent off either to Llibsa or to
Tdslii-lhiimpo for etlucation,general training, and the all-important admisor priesthood. His travelling expenses and sojourn
sion to the ge1~r2n~z
in Lhdsa are no burtlen to his parents, everything being defriiyed out of
monastic funds. Usually tlie youth continues away from liis domain
for many years, o p to the agc of 23 or 24. He is retained by tlie
authorities of the capital or of '1'6shi-lhumpo until he llas beconle
thoroughly imbued with a sense of the omnipotence of the central lamaic
powers-that-be and has been quite weaned frorn provincial leanings
or any admiration for his local home. Then, when a t length
- he returns
to his splrere of duty, Ile comes as a ncw man and another order of
t s cornpaniotrs have forgotten the familiaribeing ; his old a t k n d a ~ ~and
ties of past days ; arid his educatiou and experience impart a bearing
of superiority which is nt once deferred to and even recognized as in dicative of supernatclral endowments. At. Lhtisa he has heen trained
in worldly-wisdom arid business attainments as well as in the mystic
side of liis spiritual character ; and thus he frequeutly assumes the
fullest control aud disposal of the monastic revenues.
The Lhdsa Qoverument surely exhibits great sagacity in enforcing
the condition of so many years residence in the capital in the case of
future rulers of the powerful establishments found in all corners of the
kingdom. I n the case of the mighty monasteries in Khams, Amdo,
Palri, and along the Chinese border-litre the State has in this way
partisan agents, with all the prestige of supernatural rights and temporal experience, placed in positions of authority in localities the distance
of which from the centre of Government mould otherwise cause
the inhabitants to grow disaffected or a prey to outside powers. Again
iu Ladak, which is no longer under tlie temporal rule of Tibet, the Lhbsa
Executive has practically a considerable share in the ordering of affairs,
because tlie heads of the four or five chief monasteries are incarnate
lamas specially trained in the Tibetan metropolis. I n furtherance
probably of some such policy, it has been managed during the last 50
or 60 years that the T I L I L I Lof the principal foundatioii in Ladak, the
wealtliy and potent lamasery of Hemis, shall not even return to his
native country after he has come to Lhdsa for training but continue in
that city the rest of his days. Accordingly the general control of the
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great Hamis blonastery with its extensive property in Ladak is largely
in the hands of tlle authorities a t &hiss. There is indeed a resident
Lopon or head a t Hemis but, though endowed with much yersonnl
power, he is deemed subordinate to the genuine incarnate lama living
in L h 4 ~ a .
The great lamnv of L h b a and Tashi-lhiimpo are not of course sent
away during their minority.
They dwell in their own monastery,
being provided with a special tutor who bears the title of Yougdzi11.l
Of course there are occasions when the r u l k u exhibits independence of character and action ;and i t has been observed that when such
individuality has proved obnoxious to the centrnl power a t Lhssa, death
through poisoning has been frequently the secret agent of his removal.
I n like manner where Chinese interests seem likely to suffer in Eastern
Tibet or Mongolia, the Imperial Government appears always able to
find, among the lnmaic community surrounding a T~tlktc,unscrupulous
tools ready to fulfil any underhand mission of this sort. I n fact, so
far as China is concerned, i t is said she haa found the incarnate system
not so amenable to .her mill as is agreeable, the stupendous influence of
these ghostly personages over a superstitious people being tlle strongest
counteragent. I t is believed to be due to Imperial dictation that a t
two such important political centres as Kumbum and Galdan monasteries the head lama is not a Kusho Tulku, but a mere Khempo? placed
there by tlle Government as a man of reliability and not chosen, as
would be the case otherwise, in infancy.

It should be remarked that several sects nominally of the Red Cap
or Shdlnh division of Buddhism have their head lamas, incnrnah or
non-incnrnate, educated in institutions of the Yellow Cap order. Nevertheless that is not the practice of tlle sects more strongly opposed to this the State communion. So, the Urgyen sect, known as
Dzokchhenpa, regard Mind01 Ling as their head station for training
atid ordination, and have no dealings with the Gelukpa centres of Lh4sct;
the Dukpa or Lhon-dukpa resort to Tlishi-chhoidzong, t,lre chief monastery of Bhutan where dwells the Dharma Gye'po; while the Nyingmapa
establishments own allegiance to Dorje-tag Gompa on the Yero
Tsangpo which is their seat of l e a r ~ i n g . ~

-

1 The tutor or Yong-dzin ( & V ' Q & ~ )of the present Dslai Lama w s s the
llend of the Ts'e-cl~hogLing mo~lnsteryin Lhisa. The frill designation seems to be

v

Urn.l y ~Y' V C ; Y ' Q ~
This title Klle~npo01. Klinl~po is not necessarily iudicntive of rank; it i~
eqnivaleut to oar D.D.
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The class distinguished as Tulku or Incarnate Lamas extends into
Mongolia and China.' A t Peking outside the malls, in the monastery
attached to the Hwang Ssu or " Yellow Temple," there is a celebrated
H+
Fo or "living Buddha " well-known as the Chang-kya Hutuktu,
So, ~
likewise,
who is the incarnation of ~ C Y T W
~ within the
walls of Peking are two others, one a t the Chan-t'an Ssii (" Sandal-mood
Temple "), the other a t the Yungho-kung Ssu-"the Temple of Unending Peace."
One of the most attractive of these mystics in
China, however, is probably the hubilgan located a t Wu-t'ai-shan in
the Shansi province-the
Dzasak Lamn enthroned in PJu-sa-t'ing

--.

I n Mongolia frorn Koko Nor to Lake Baikal in Siberia, both
Mongols and Buriats venerate immensely a large band of this supernatural order to whom they give the general title of Khubilgan (sounds
Hidilgan) As in Tibet there are three grades or classes recognized, the
steps of rank from highest to lowest being Khutuktu, Shaberon, Gegen,
and the Gegen are naturally the most plentiful. The principal individual of the kind, to whom, in some sort, all other Khubilgan dwelling
north of Tsaidam are subordinate, is the incarnate lama of Urga the
capital of North Mongolia on the river Tesla on the Siberian border.
H e bears rank a6 a Khutuktu and is held to be the current embodiment
of Taranatha, the author of a Tibetan history of Indian Buddhism, who
died in 1610 aged 70. I n Urga he seems to be usually styled ~ ~ u r e i r i
Bogda " the Holy Chief of the Enclosure " ; but in Tibet he is spoken
of as Taranath Lama, or Je-tsun Tampa Taranatha or even merely "Ta
Lama." The Taranath incarnations have not been seated a t Urga for
any length of time. They were indeed formerly attached to the T&bun
Tura monastery a t Khnei-hua-chheng in the Gobi desert. However,
about 160 years ago, one of the incarnations was murdered by a Chinaman on the occasion of a visit of the great Emperor Khang-hi, when the
Lama refused t o rise in the imperial presence because he was more

.

1 Nyingma is both a general nppellation for all the unreformed sects of Tibetan
Buddhism, and a particular designation for one of the unreformed bodiea with its
headquarters at Doje-tag.
s In Peking sind vierzehn " lebende Bnddhaa " ale feste Posten vorgesehen ;
davon weilt jetzt nnr einer in der Stadt, denn die iibrigen, welche alle in Tibet
wiedergeboren werden mibeen, erhnlten ear Reise nach Peking wedel die Erlanbnis,
nooh daa erforderliche Geld. Der wiohtigste unter ihnen, der 1Cl1ah akya Khutukn,
der einen etwa dem Gmssal-moeenier entsprecbenden Poaten versehen soil, i8t vor
etwa zwBlf Jahren zur weitern Ansbildung nach Tibet geaandt worden und dort
geatorben-Qriinwedel in his Ngthologie des Buddhismus in Tibet und d e r Mongolei,
pp. 929.
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sacred than the Chinese monarch. Thereafter the Khutuktn mas transferred to Urga as being more remote from Peking and destruction.'
The Khubilgan of Mongolia and China are mostly Tibetan by birth.
Being "discovered" in the usual may in Tibet, they are sent for a few
years to their sea& in Mongolia or China; but at 10 or 12 are returned
for training a t L h h , wl~encethey are llltimately sent again to their
respective monasteries.
1 The prenent Tsrannth Lame of Urgs, now 27 years old, is enid to be a diaeipnted character given to gambling nnd home-racing end irreeietibly fond of playing
nbenrd practical jokee on his worshippers, n hnbit which in one case mnaed lose of
life.

CHAPTER IX.
T H E INHABITANTS I N GENERAL.
As one might expect to find, the whole territory under consideration
is peopled by men of varying race and cnstoms. In family, doubtless,
; though certain Tibetan tribes exthere is a generic unity tl~rougho~it
hibit 8 facial contour strikingly unrelated to that belonging to the great
Mongolian stock nnder which the bulk of thc inhabitants may be c11b.ssified. Indeed the Grand Lama of Tibet at present reigning a t Lhhsa
is said to possess a distinctly Caucasian oast of countenance and Aryan
features. Mons. Bonvalot, also, gives a picture of a Tibetan mith tho
American Indian type of face. But if the stock of the Tibetan races be,
as it undoubtedly is, of Mongol origin, the language, on the other hand,
is singularly free from any Mongolian affinities. Spoken as it is
throughout the entire territory in slightly-varying dialects, and even
extending beyond the legitimate confines into parts of Western and
North-Western China, neither in vocabulary nor in construction is the
Tibetan language related to Chinese, Mongolian or Manchu Tartar.
I n most of the pi-ovinces of Tibet are to be found two distinct
classes of inhabitants, with iiistincts, domestic habits, and mode of
livelihood as much apart as if they represented different nationalities.
The denizens of the villages and towns, together mith the inmates of
the gompas or lamaseries, form apparently one race; while the pastoral
tribes, occupying the Dok uplands, and leading lives either semi-nomadic or nomadic according to the region where they dwell, are quite as
much a separate people.
RESIDENTS IN CENTRAL TIBET.

I n the t o m s of the Central Provinces of Ui and Tsang, me find a
quiet, orderly people, of domestic habits and warmly religious feelings.
With the exception of such large places as LhBsa, Shigatse, Tse-tJangJ
Gyangtse, and Pbari Jong, the towns are mostly communities gathered
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round some monastery, with the duties or interests of which all the residents are more or less connected. But there are hundreds of hamlets
and villages all over the country occupied wholly by agriculturalists ;
and although a small gompa with a few lamas may be located hard by,
still the majority of the residents would be laymen. But first a few
words concerning the dwellers in towns. Tibetans themselves are not
specially adepts a t commerce, liowever much they may love its rewards.
Accordingly, although in certain centres the smaller tradesmen are of
Tibetan race, their transactions are paltry indeed compared with the
enterprise of dealers and merchants who, belonging to other races,
have entered the country to trade, and now monopolise all the more
profitable departments. I n Lh6sa and Tse-t'ang nre large communities of Nepalese who carry on the goldsmith's and the jeweller's occupations, being also the chief metal-workers, chemists, and cloth-dyers.
Kashmiri merchatita are the cloth-dealers, woollen-yarn importers and
money-changers; and other lower class Kaal~mirisengage largely in
the business of butcbers-for, Buddhist though Tibetans may be, they
ere diligent consumers of beef, mutton, and even pork. As to the
Chinese who infest the country, they devote themselves to multifarious
pursuits, a great number of course being professional soldiers. Most
of the eating-houses and pastry-cook shops are in Chinese hands; and,
as the custom of dining a t restaurants is almost universal amongst pilgrims and merchants visiting the larger towns, the Celestial does a
stupendous business. A. K. mentioned places in Lh6sa where 200 can
dine together, men atid women sitting down a t the same tables. A
man from LhBsa, moreover, informed us of a huge restaurant near the
Chokhang temple styled satirically the Ani Sakhang or " nunsJ eating.
house," full all day.
The present expedition of armed forces into Tibet has revealed to
us many surprises concerning the character and capabilities of the
Tibetan people. One of these revelations haa been the skill in
mechanical arts and metal work of the inhabihuts of L h h , aa
evidenced in the small nrms which they have managed under pressure
of circunlstances to turn out. Having procured patterns from Russia
(as i t is to be supposed) of certain modern rifles, such as the MartiniHenry, they have succeeded in manofacturing them themselves in
large quantities. Hitherto the Tibetans had been accustomed only
to the old-fashioned muzzle-loding musket; but now some thousands
of breech-loadera of the latest patterns have been produced by artificers in Lhiiaa-probably under the supervisio~iand direction of the
Nepalese metal-workers. Such of these rifles as have fallen into our
hands are described as being, though rough in finish, creditable
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imitations of the European article and put together skillfully enough
to be of effective service in a fight.
Though the Tibetan is not by nature a shop-keeper, he does not
despise traffic when he has dolined the ecclesiastical garb, and many of
the immates of the larger monasteries do a profitable business through
being granted by the ahief lama concessions for the supply of tobacco,
butter and tea to their brothers in residence. By far the major portion
of better class folk in Tibet belong to the religious orders dwelling in
the numerous gompas which abound in town and desert. Certain laymen of the towns have private estates bringing in rents, and others
are employed in the civil service as dongpiin, or governors of forts and
district revenue collectors, and as D~ngkrllor or Government clerks
in L h h A number of the latter class are said to reside in the villas
built in the suburbs of the capital. The Jongpijn in a provincial
centre is a great personage with unlimited powers of extortion and
oppression. On the whole taking the denizens of the towns in the
bulk they belong to only two classes-ecclesiastics and tradesmen.
The inmates of the monasteries of Central Tibet hail from all
parts of Mongolia and Tibet. Though of heavy build, they are
athletic and healthy, most of them being not of sedentary habits but
engaging in wtive exercise and sometimes in field labour. A leading
characteristic is a love of broils and fighting; some to indulge this
predilection making up small predatory parties in imitation of the
more warlike bandit8 of the North aud North-East. These nlen of
the church are truly militant and they are often brave and patriotic to
a degree when banded against a common outside enemy. In recent
years moreover they have been regularly drilled.
It is asserted on the best authority that the majority of the most
ardent iighters who have been engaged against the British in the
present campaign in Tibet (1904) have belonged to the monkish
classes; and in general the captains and leaders of assaulting and
defending parties have been ecclesiastics. Indeed these Tibetan
braves or pa-o, as they characteristically call themselves, are admitted,
by General Macdonald, Captain Peterson, Colonel Brander, and others
of our officers who have done battle with them, to have shown themselves
real heroes albeit of a reckless type of the same. When figLting as soldiers
such monks are said to be designated officially as ~er-wzakvri" golden
soldiers." An instance of the deliberate heroism and patriotism of
these men came to light after the storming of the Kharu-La by the
Sikh Mounted Infantry, May 5th, 1904. A document \vaa found after
a r even touching chamcter. I t purported to
the fight of a ~ ~ c u l iand
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be an agreement in writing between three monks to band themselves
in common cause against the British invaders. It was headed
h h
rr Agreement of three Braves " ; and ran
as follows :-" The English, acting in an insolent and rapacious manner,
having entered our country, we are unable to sit silent under this infliction. Soldiers must be sent to fight, and the Dewa Zhu~tg(Tibetan Government) has given orders that the noble Kyi-me is to proceed
ae head of the army in place of the Lading Depon. With him are we
three responsible Braves. We have consulted together and made this
agreement, taking no accotint of our lives, fighting for honour only.
We have bound ourselves not to quarrel with other servants, to drink
no wine, not to gamble, not to lie, not to s h l : if we should do any
of these things me are prepared to suffer any punishment inflicted by
the Master. If me do well the Master mill reward us well. Each
man of us will receive a yearly gratuity of 30 ounces of silver.
Should me depart but little from what we have bound ourselves to do
me must pay a fine of three ounces of gold." Then followed the
names and seals.

74qFya~7a~9'1'9%4

The villagers of the provinces of Ui and Tsang, i.e., of the
central southern districts, are an ignorant, poor and not very interesting
community. They dwell in quaint stone huts having walls of great
thickness, well set in position, as means of defence against human
enemies as well as the cold. Their character is sordid and pusilanimous, arising doubtless from their deep poverty and the oppression of
the authorities. These inhabitants of the villages are (if layfolk ay
they usually are) all tillers of the soil. They are styled mieer
(" yellow men ") ; and are supposed to work on lands descending by
inheritance to them, but their om11 really to a very limited extent.
Though they hnve no direct rental, their liabilities to the feudal landlord are immense. This landlord may be the Tibetan Government, or
some large monastery, or else a private hereditary nobleman ; and the
dues claimed by the over-lord are made proportionate to the produce
of the land-not a fixed charge, but fluctuating according to the
amount yielded each year. The payments are in butter and barley ;
and, in addition, the vtiser is liable to supply basts of burden and
personal service whenever Government officials paas through the district. I t is this latter liability which in those districts where the
chief road-tracks pass presses so heavily on the Tibetan peasant. The
la-16 and rclak rights uf high 08icials, who thereby claim free carriage
uot only for themselves and their personal effects but also for a
vast quantity of merchandise which they seize the opportunity of
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transporting for other persons who have paid them to do so, has
become a grinding tyranny.
The village p a n t r y have little patriotism or love for the rulers
of their country. They look upon all the authorities-that-be naturally
as only so many oppressors. Their ready suhmission to our advance
of late into their land, when not forced to fight by the monks and the
Lhisa officials, shews how little they care for politics and how eagerly
they mould accept any regime which promised a yoke a little lighter
than that which a t present prevails.
Their whole interest is in the yield of their fields and their cattle.
And in the well-cultivated and fertile valleys of the Nyang, Yarlung,
Mikchhu and other rivers their labours as husbandmen are, to their
limited ambitions, profitable. A Tibetan poet has depicted, with a
certain dry humonr, the interests and ambitions of the farmers and
small-holders of these parts. I n the specimen we shall here introduce
we are almost taken back to the Bucolics or Georgia of Virgil :

-

At the time when Spring comes, it is then you observe
The power of the ocean's warm currents increasing.
Those foot-drinkers, the trees, full of branches,
Wax arrogant with youth ;
While their necks, towards the summit, gleam as with emeralds.
Such flowers as bear anthers seem about to vomit azure ;
As to those with pistils, they are full of laughter.
Moreover, each one--each with its own proper colourWhen it wishes to satisfy thirst, drams forth
Nectar, pure as the soul, from its eyes.
Then, too, does the Great Earth appear overflowing with sap ;
And the bluey-green of the dresma rush matches with malachite.
All rivers and streams, coming down, pour forth their chatter;
Whilst the mighty wind, though loud is the voice it utters,
Soothes the pains which the cold has engendered.
At a time such as this is husbandry prepared for.
The elders possessed of sense stand in groups :
They taste the nectar of gossiping speech ;
Estimating the sun, the cold, and the warmth, which the season will
bring.
" The tools required for spring must now," say they, " be collected ;
"Up there, what was planted in the upland is breaking forth into name;
" Down below, on slopes above the great river, it grows very warm ;
" 111between, where cool and shade make things equal, one receives
" Whatsoever one wishes."
Bar1 do they ever make chatter.
Of those three P'u,m',
Then, too, in longtsil, the seasons of flood in years both former and later;

---

1 Theee are special Tibela11 terms signifying the upper parts of a valley, the
lower portion, w d the central or medial traota.
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I n the Spring oould be done in old days the g r a t e r p ~ r oft ono's farming
And because it was in those days conspicuously fine,
It was splendid for all men.
After that, indeed, came the time when things were reversed ;
The seed got frozen; and, melting, its virtue had vanished forever.
Next, minutely must be discussed the condition of yon lower vnlley,
Down them it lies just where the damage last year had occurred !
For there the leaves and the corn remain unswelled with the moisture.
So, thence, would they start an inquiry into ell varieties of soil;
And as to the water three things-its distance, its quality, and how it
was to be carried.
Lnetly indeed is set forth the features of each village in order ;
While, beloved of all is this-+ comparison of different manures.1

The houses in which the peasantry and farmers of Central Tibet
and T a n g dwell are built of huge blocks of stone laid on each other
with little if any mortar. The malls, as me have said, are of vast
thickness, even G to 8 feet; and the buildings generally two or three
itoreys high. All rooms are small with loop-holes as windows. You
mount to the different floors by rude ladders composed of one pole
with il~egnlarpegs for steps. These dwcllings are dark inside and are
easily defended.
THE DOKPA OR NOMADIC PEOPLE.

Besides the dwellers in settled homes in towns and villages, thero
exists, in all parts of Tibet, a people of nomadic proclivities living on
the elevated moorlands or river-side uplauds and devoting their attention almost exalusively to sheep and cattle. I n Western Tibet, that
is in the provinces of Rudok, Ngari Khorsum aud Dok-t'ol, the whole
population-with the exception of the gelongs in the monasteries and
be fairly classed as herdsmen.
the few government officials-may
I n Central Tibet, that is in the provinces of Ui and Tsang, they are
found only on certain tracts where they wander around towns and
villages, pitching their encampments where pasturage offers. Here
their principal grounds lie to the south of Yamdok and along the lofty
territory adjacent to Bhutan and in Dingtsam which borders on
Eastern Nepal? Again, in extensive districts to the north and north1 We have made onr translation from a Tibetan text which we have found included in a collection of extracta put together by Sawt Chandra DBs for nee in the
Bhntia Boarding Sohool, Darjeeling.
a The Dokpa inhabiting the shores of the P'o-mo Jhang-t'ang lake, not r great
distance from the frontier of Bhutan, nre reputed to be immigrants of anotller day
from Mongolia, and are therefore styled 80k Dokpa and Hor Dokpa. So also are
the herdsmen of the Dam valley B.N.E. of L h h , who are descended from the
Konhot Mongole who were stationed there 260 yeare ago for the proteotion of the
Dalai Lama of that time.
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t LhBw, beginning some 160 miles from that city, wc once more
meet with the nomad shepherds as solo tenants of the land.
These pastoral folk, nanlecl Dokpa iu Wester~land Central Tibet,
(after the word abrog which is sounded "dok " ancl which means " an
rlpland pnsture " ) wherever they wander seem governed by similar rnlm
and traditions. They are divided into numemnR tribes ; and each tribr
confines itself to a separate de or district, never intruding on the
,m~mds belonging to neighbouring tribes. Every tribe is mrule up of
so many tents" or gur, one tent to every family, and the memberu
of the tribe do not usually roam about in a body but divide themselvefi
into several camps or d o h as they are often loosely termed. The
camps separate for the sammer, occupying difitinct pastures within the
tribal confines, but re-unite in winter when they generally entrench
themselves and their flocks in some natural stronghold. Each locomotive farm stays three or four months in one place, making about three
moves, including the retreat to winter qnarters, in the course of the year.
In Rudok and Ngari Khorsum the Dokpa are of more stationery
habits than the tribes living in Dok-ynl and Dok-de, the districh
N.E. of L h h . Some of them have a regular village of stone hnts
built round the fort of the Jong-yo18 or a t the bsse of a large monastery, whither they retire during the five winter months. Others set
up a sort of winter villagb of their own, excavating the ground deeply
and building stone defences and walls wherein they pitch their tents
to save them from the biting winds. Others again at this season have
a series of galleries or compartments which have been cut in the sides
of a cliff or below a plateau At Takl4 Khar iu Purang, near the
head-waters of the Karnali river, in the mound of the fort which is
800 feet high is quite a beehive of these subterranean dwellings. The
slope is very abrupt, and one above the other are excavated as it were
separate houses of one to three storeys. All the entrances into these
curious dens are low and narrow, but the compartments inside are lofty
and neatly cut, with eteps excavated within leading to all rooms belonging to each separate dwelling. The winter residence is styled
gfima, and the chief summer camping-ground yaran.
Throughout the length and breadth of Tibet, however, the typical
residence of the Dokpa is his black tent of coarse canvas spun from
yak's hair. The tent which, with its tentacle-like ropes, mas compared
by Huc to a huge black spider, is constructed of two pieces which
when pitched are put together so as to leave an opening of 6 inches
all along the top as a smoke-vent. Outside, little flags flutter from
the six corners, and the poles are decorated with yaks' tails. Inside,
there is room for 25 or even 30 people to sleep, so wide is the epan.
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I n the centre a large oven and stove of clay is erected; :while boxes,
churns, and canvas bags are ranged round the sides where the stores
and utensils are kept; but there are no compartments for separate
sleeping as in the Mongol felt tent. Near the entrance stands the
shrine with a rude image or two.
A Dokpa chief has often a more luxurious tent. One of these is
thus described :-The tent was made of the yak's black hair and was
pitched in a wide pit dug down some 7 or 8 feet below the surface of
the ground, and the descent to it was by means of steps. Outside,
fastened unpleasantly near the entrance nt the bottom of the pit, was
one of the gigantic black dogs of Lhhsa who wit11 great difficulty
was restrained from attacking visitors to the chief. Inside the tent
were bales of shawl-wool, leather packages of tea, strings of dried
beef, with a few other Tibetan luxuries such as dried apricots, raisins,
kc. The poles were garnished with several matchlocks and a sword.
The chief's seat was a cushion on the ground, beside a small box in
which there was a drawer containing paper, ink, pens, also a couple of
bowls, one for drinking tea, the other for chhang or arak. A shrine
was behind his seat where mere ranged on shelves images, tiny vases,
bms' bells, a butter lamp lighted, with a few books and pictures on
cloth to the right and left of the altar. The chief w a ~constantly
smokbg a silver-mounted Nepalese hookah ; while tea was forthcoming at all hours.
Dokpas sleep in a most curious attitude ; never on their lack or
sides but always with the face downwards. Drawing the knees close
up to the chin, they actually pass the night resting on their knees and
elbows and with every scrap of clothing they can muster huddled on
their back and round their sides. Stones and earth are generally arranged so as to make a slope of the ground from the face down to the toes;
and when out in the open they choose a sloping hill-side always.
Those who are well-to-do have indoors a small mattress under them
with a slant from the pillow-end ; but adopt the same awkward attitude in sleeping. Indoors they generally strip a t nights, sleeping
naked with the clot.hing and blankets ~ i l dabout them as mentioned.
Dokpa women do not work so much out of doors ae the women
of villages, notwitlistanding their nomadic life, and consequently
their faces seem fairer, though often with the ruddiest colour as well.
The men are of a dusky brown colour; and take a fuller share of dtlily
labour than husbandmen, relieving the women in many ways. Young
women, however, soon wrinkle and are rarely good-looking. The
19

dress of both sexes consists of a long robe of sheep-skin with the
wool on, the skins not being tanned but rendered pliable by continual
rubbing between the hands. This robe is bound a t the waist by a
girdle of yak-hair rope ;and the outside of t,he robe is often covered with
stout cotton-cloth or broad-cloth from Gyangtse sewn on to cover tho
inside of the raw skin mliich lies on the outer side. Women wear, besides the tunic, woollen petticoats ; also a curious piebald-looking shawl
made up of various-coloured strips of blanket and pinned to tlie tunic
over the breast with large brass skewers. Their head-dress varies with
the proviuce inhabited,-but is usually decorated with tnrquoise and
coral.
As to food, the nomadic people live fairly well excepting when on
journeys. Yak-beef and mutton are freely used, but are always boiled,
as they assert that roasted meat impedes the breathing. They dislike
fresh milk ; as a rule turning all first into curd?;,wllich are dried, or into butter, and drinking the butter-milk. Parched barley meal (tsampa)
made into soft balls with water or tea is the staple food as everywhere in Tibet. As meat in winter keeps frozen for mouths, several
yak and sheep are always killed in November and are preserved whole
for winter consumption, thus saving fodder when hard to procure.
Dokpas generally pride themselves on beiug superior to the
ordinary Tibetan of the towns and villages ; and indeed their possessions entitle them to the higher position. The flocks and herds belonging to a single tent are frequently from 1,200 to 1,500 head;
while the poorest may own perhaps 25 sheep witli a few jotno (yakcows) and goats and a couple of bulls. Taxation is levied on the
Dokpa both in the shape of cattle and ponies as draught beasts for
high functionaries travelling, also a money or butter levy on their
flocks, a charge sometimes repudiated by the more turbulent tribes.
I n Horde, north of Lliisa, are four Dokpa tribes that despise slieepkeeping and devote their time to the breeding of yak, tending mighty
herds said to reach as n total 20,000. I n Yatndok, in Dam, and in the
Tengri Nor district, the pastoral people devote many of their grazing
grounds to the rearing of ponies which are taken for sale to tlie markets of Sliigatse and Gyangtse aud even to Ditrjeeliug and Beliar.
These are lliglily prized, fetching often 600 and 700 rupees in India.'
However, tlie wealth of both nomads and semi-nomads mailily
consists of sheep and goats wliich are valuable to the owners in a
1 T l ~ eYamdok herdsmen also breed asses wllich f i ~ d
n ready sale at Shigntse
aa beaats of bnrden for travellers. Good nnimals call be bought thore at 25 rupees
and inferior ones coat only 18 or 20 rupees.
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double way. First, there is the yield of wool. That of the sheep is of
very long fleece, but is rarely exported beyond the hill districts of the
Himalayas and is much used in native manufactures in Tibet. But
with the inner wool of the longhaired goat it is very different; for that
is all exported. This goat wool is the celebrated shawl-wool styled
p a d m in Kashmir and India, but known to Tibetans as letla. It is a
peculiar soft down of exquisite thread, which grows at the root of the
hair or coarse wool of every animal in Tibet, save the horse and the tame
sheep, but chiefly, and in the best quality, beneath the outer covering of
goats. I n Tibet there are kept four kinds of sheep, none of which yield
the fine mossy wool, but they will thrive a t any height up to 18,000
feet, feeding on the poorest herbage. The yak grows lerta, and even
the ibex and keu antelope, when killed, supply quantities of the down,
that of the tsee being in special demand under the name of tseu k l z ~ t .
So universal in winter is this valuable undergrowth, that the very dogs
contribute their share.
The second use the Dokpa makes of his flocks is as beasts
of burden. The sheep carry the le~laimmense distances, chiefly to
Le, Shigatse, and Lhdsa; the tnll species called jlra~~ggl~ck,
travelling
12 miles of mountainous pathway per diem, loaded with 401bs. of
wool. As me have already noticed, tlie owners of herds do not restrict their trade to realising the produce of their flocks. Some engage
largely in the salt and borax traffic; whilst many Dokpa have resorted
to gold ~vashing,and in recent years colonies of the nomads have settled in the western lake district where the cliief gold deposits have
been found. Their sheep and yak still come in useful as carrying
animals; tlie former carrying the borax over the Himalayas and the
gold to LhBsa.
Again in the Dok districts N.E. of Lhhsa, the nomadic people
assume yet another and less commendable role, that of robbers and
brigands. Not forsaking their bucolic pursuits, the members of the
same tribe add to tlieir gains by organising themselves into mounted
predatory bands, which make annual excursions into distant parts and
return laden with spoil. Rut these tribes are to be described later
under a separate heading.
Dwellers in black tents are not only to be met with in the regular
Dok regions of Western and Central Tibet, but exist also in the districts of Kokij Nor, especially to the east of that lake, the valleys around
Sining and Kumbum monastery affording luxuriant feeding groundR
for cattle. There the Dokpg or " Kara Tangutans," as Przhevalsky
clumsily styles them, devote themselves solely to peaceful pastoriil
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pursuits; only their proximity to the dreaded Amdo robbers, whose
descent is both swift and sudden, causes them to lead lives of anxiety
to which the Yamdok and other tribes are generally strangers.
The Dokpa in the great districts of Khams, who form a large
part of the population there, fall under another section.
THE TRIBES NOBTH AND NORTH-EAST OF LHA'SA.

Any large and good map of Tibet mill indicate to those who
examine it that north and east of Lh6sa are extensive districts of
country where no places with the appendix word '' Jong " are to be
found. I n fact the major portion of Eastern Tibet has no Jong
towns, and this lack at once shews that the large tracts concerned are not under the ordinary regular government of Lhhsa, as
are the western provinces and the central parts of Tibet. We shall not
yet speak of the Kongpo and Nangpo provinces east of Lhlsa where
the Jong system prevails, nor of the great principalities of Khams
where the system is re-placed by other forms of administration. The
districts and people now to be described lie to the N. and N.E. of the
capital, at a considerable though not very great distance from it, and
are yet under a different system of government from that prevailing
elsewhere in Central Tibet. The inhabitants themselves are likewise
distinctive in many respects.
1. THEHORPAOR NORTHERN
ROBBER
TRIBES.-A number of districts will be observed in the map lying N. and N.N.E. of Lhhsa
along the southern base of the Dang-la mountains bearing such names
as Namru, At&, Amdo, JQmar or Dzamar, Yagra, etc. These names
really indicate geparate tribes inhabiting those districts, who are independent one of the other and often inimical to each other. They
are collectively known as the Hor De. They are not dwellers iu
villages but live in tents like the ordinary Dokpa of western and
southern regions, and form distinct tribes or clans each ruled by an
hereditary chief styled a Deba (@). These tribes are, nevertheless, mostly subordinate to L k , though without Jongs or Jongpone ;and the distance of the capital is from 8 to 15 day$ march.
Taxes on paatoral products are collected periodically by emissaries from
the Dewa Zhung or Tibetan Government who hold the Deba responsible for his tribesmen's deficits.
The Horpa are a bold fairly-athletic lot of people. Their ostensible and perhaps most productive means of living is the breeding and
tending of yak-cattle and horses. Large quantities of butter and
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curds (cAtrra) are yielded by their half-breed yaks and are despatched
through the medium of dealers (who come to buy) into Lhisa. Sheep,
goats, and the larger kind of dog are also reared for sale in a less
degree. These articles and animals are generally not sold to the
traders for money but bartered for tea, saddlery, gay-coloured cloths,
and other town-vendibles. But the better classes alone can deal thus.
A number of these tent-dwellers near Tengri Nor are excessively poor.
Their distorted noses, fang-like snags of teeth, deformed limbs, and
stunted bodies, bear witness to their herd life amid the boulders
on the ice-bound mind-stricken plains. Badly nourished, their intellects also seem of the lowest order.
However, the more popular occupation of the well-to-do tribes
is not pastoral but predatory. Except in the cattle-breeding season,
the men roam about in parties of from 20 to 'LOO bent on highway
robbery. They are well-armed and thoroughly well-mounted. Their
weapons consist of a long matchlock slung on the back, n sword in
wooden or leathern case a t the side, with generally a spear also, and
sometimes even bows and arrows. As c l a L ~ a sor marauders the tribal
bands waylay travellers of all sorts, even such as are proceeding in large
caravans. They also make expeditions to pluuder the inhabitants of
other districts. The distances to which a band will travel on these
occasions seems incredible. They roam far and wide, even penetrating
as far to tlie west as Rudok and the region north of tlie Manasarowar
lakes, but do not enter Gart'ok or Purang. An expedition to a point
sometimes six to seven hundred miles distant is occasionally planned
and undertaken. Some 250 start off together and deploy in small
companies. The band diive away with them whole herds of cattle
and pollies as booty from villages and tents. They are rarely resisted.
Travellers they strip of everything; often, however, on petition returning a few provisions, cookil~g-pots,and articles of clothing. They
do not care to enter the more settled districts where cultivation pre-vails; and these northern tribes, moreover, never hardly proceed far to
the N.E. or E., which parts are regarded as the field of robbery belonging to the Golok marauders. The latter claim tlie tracts N. of
the Dang-la.
The Cha~tg-giChakpu, as the tribes of JBmar, Y q r a , Amdo, etc., are
styled by Tibetans of the Ceutral provinces, revere the Dnlai Lama and
have shrines in tlieir tents, but contribute few if any of their number to
the lama fraternity. They have no monasteries or temples in tlieir
districts, and rob without scruple both monks and religious pilgrims.
Their dress is usually a robe, purple or perhaps violet in colour ;
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and they even wear petticoats or skirts, which on horseback are pulled
well up tl~roughthe belt to give freedom to the legs. Their arms and
horsehnrness are silver mounted. When they camp they heap up walls of
dried dung inside the tents to keep out mind and rain. If away from
their tents, they bivouac in the open round a fire, wrapped in their big
saddle blankets. On these expeditions they carry plenty of food or
else plunder it; they indulge a t times in dried mutton (slrnlrck), wheat
cakes, clotted milk (pit~la)and other Tibetan delicacies, but can also
content themselves with tea and f~avlbameal only.
Mr. 7V. W. Rockhill gives an account of a short journey made
in the company of members of the N l ~ m r utribe : "To add to our discomfort, there were violent storms of rain and hail daily, drenching
us and our belongiugs and malting i t most difficult to find a little fuel
with tvhich to boil our tea. The escort was worse off than we, for we
had a tent while they had nothing but their big blankets in which
they wrapped tllemselves on the approach of a storm, and supperless
went to sleep. When tlie weather was fine they fared sumptuously.
On reaching camp five or six went foraging for fuel, two others filled
the kettles, and others started the fires with big goatskin bellows.
The little troop was divided into two messes, each with its kettle and
bellows ; while every man carried his supply of tsamba, dried mutton,
tea, butter, clotted cream, and wheat-cakes; also a little earthenware
pot in which to boil his tea. While tlie tea was boiling they drank a
cup or two of clotted cream ; then, having well licked their wooden
bowls, they fell-to; tea and tsamba as first course, tsamba and tea as
second course, and buttered tea as dessert. When they had finished
eating, they sat till bed-time talking, twirling their prayer-wheels, and
twisting yarn-their only amusements, for games, with the exception
of knuckle-bones, are, I believe, unknown among them."
As evidencing the large bands in which the Horpa go marauding
and the amount of their booty, we read in the narrative of A.K. this
entry : " W e reached the direct road from Mane Khorchen. Here
we heard that a gang of mounted robbers from the Jama district,
about 300 in number, was returning by this road laden with booty
obtained from the Tengri Nur district. It consisted of 100 hill ponies,
300 yblrs, and 5,000 goats and sheep. '1'0 escape an attack we divergcd again towards the north-west. ... . . . . . . ..On the 9th we left the halting-place and proceeding 6 miles we met 5 mounted robbers. On
being questioned they said they were residents of the Yfigra district.
They followed us f o two
~ marches intending to carry off our beasts of
burden, but were unsuccessfal, as we gave them no opportunity."
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Polyandry does not prevail among the Horpa, yet the women
seem as influential and respected as in the village districts where it is
so prevalent. Brides before marriage go tl~rougha form of abduction
or forcible capture which in certain cases is said to have been a regularly planned carrying off of an unwilling beauty. A large fine is
given to tlie parents of the girl 011 marriage. Parents when aged are
often abando~~ed
to starve, and in many instances a son murders his
father without incurring punishment. It is considered a natural
action when the parent becomes old and a burden to maintain.
The Horpa are estimated to number 3,500 tents or rather more.
The Jiimar De (tribe) is said to be the largest of tlie robber clans and
to comprise 1,500 tents. Not more than 3 persons, sometimesonly 2,
and rarely as many as 4, are reckoned to each tent. If the people of
Nagchhukha are reckoned as Horpa, the estimate would be much
larger; but, it is questionable if the tent-dwellers of tliat district can
be deemed nomads or robbers. There are said to be 3,000 black
tents in Nagchhukha : these tents hold mostly a pacific and industrious population of herdsmen.
2. THE GYL-DE TRIBES OR KHYUNG-PO-PA.-Our knowledge
of the inhabitants of this portion of East or East Central Tibet
is mainly derived from Mr. Rockhill ;and he computes their number
so
a t quite 50,000. He calls the region occupied GYX-DE

-

(3qq),

styled from the fact tliat its people are placed under tlie more direct
rule of tlle Chinese Amban a t LhSsa. The limits of this country are
given as a broad band 60 miles from north to south, stretching eastwards from East Nagchl~ukhain ,long. 92'40' to the western confines
of the principality of Chhamdo, circa long. 9Gn25' E. By far the major
proportion of the people within tlie region profess the Bou or Pombo
creed, a branch of Shamanism said to be the primitive religion of
Tibet. It is deliberately antagonistic to Buddhism; and in these
points must be post-Buddhistic; for i t has incorporated in its
practice ceremonies and deities imitative in their express contrariety of Buddhist analogues. The Piimbo, accordingly, circumambulate
sacred objects, passing first to the right of the object and keeping
the object always on their left hand-the converse of the Buddhist
custom ; they eat fish and pork ;they have female priests ; they have
books expressly the counterpart of tlle chief Buddhist ritual books
with each direction reversed. As a leading deity of the Ron faith is
a KAjzng bird flying with wings inverted, the people of the GYP-de
erritvry are often known as K11yung-PO-paor Khyung-mi; and three
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of their tribes call themselves Khyung-kar the white Khyung, Khyutlgnag the black ditto, and Khy~lrcpan.the yellow ditto, respectively.
Notwithstanding the pre-eminent status given to the votaries
of the Bon religion throughout these North Central districts, there
are also orthodox Gelukpa monasteries in the Khyung or Gyi-de
region, a fact to which Mr. Rockhill does not allnde. There are eight
Gelukpa lamaseries in these parts, the chief of which is the great
Sok Sung-dong Gompa on the Sok Chhu. The chief Piimbo establishment is the Ting-chhen Gompa.
Gyl-de appears to he apportioned into 36 de or districts with a
chief nominated by the Amban over each district. Nearly the whole
of the country, a t least so much as the mountains and ravines permit
to be utilised, is occupied by pasture-lands, and there is little corn or
barley grown. I n the western part the people live in tents; these are
generally permanent camps, each tent being surrounded by a fence or
low mall. I n the east we find regular villages with houses built of
hewn stone. There are vast flocks of sheep and herds of ljomo or
milch-yak everywhere, but very few horses are reared.
Polygamy prevails in these districts, not polyandry. A noticeable
feature in the villages is the number of children playing about, so
different from what is observable in West Tibet, Tsang, and Ui, where
polyandry is rife and a scanty offspring the result. Little value,
however, is here attached to a girl's continence either before or after
marriage. Guests and even travelling lamas are sometimes pressed
by a host or landlord, as a mark of good-will, to take the company of
his wife for the night. I n the villages travellers putting up for
only a meek have various offers of temporary unions from respectable
girls who are said not to lose social caste or esteem by the transaction.
h c k h i l l describes the women as good-looking when young, but
disfigured by the application of a black juice (tuija) smearedon the face,
as indeed is the custom everywhere in Tibet.
The Khyung-po people wear the full heavy robe covering the
whole frame which is common throughout Tibet. It is belted up so
as to make the breast part very full and capacious and useable as a
receptacle for the eating-bowl, tinder-pouch, prayer-wheel and other
portable articles. I n colour this robe is distinctive in these districts,
in that it is violet for the men and blue for the women. There is e
high collar, often made of wolf or other skin; and the cuffs of the
sleeves are turned back either with the same skin or with white, red,
or brown cloth. This style of cuff is seen in Tsang and the L h h
district as well as here; also in Sikkim. Over this robe is morn as
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"best dress" a sleeved waist-coat oE smart green silk with a tall red
collar. Rockhill says : Kc The women wear their hair in a great
number of little plaits, falling over the shoulders like a cloak and
reaching below the waist. Down the middle of the back is fixed a
broad band of red, green, and other coloured stuffs, on wllicll they
sew ornaments OF silver, turquoise, corn], or any ornnmental knickknack they may own."
THE PEOPLE OF KONG.PO.

Contiguous to the metropolitan province of Ui in which Lhlisa
is placed, there stretches to the east the extensive province of KongPO. I t lies N.E. from the town of Chethang on the Yeru Tsang-po,
and south of the great caravan route between Lh6sa and Bathang.
It is divided into Kong-tii or Upper Kong-po, and Kong-me or Lower
Kongo ; also Nang-po.
The men of these districts are famous through t Tibet for their
athletic build and gigantic size. I n the fight on the Kharu-la on
May 5th, 1904, between our troops and the Tibetans, the press correspondents wrote of the latter as "a herd of giants." These giants
mere warriors from Kong-po, and they fought with great courage
until a general panic set in. They differ from the Khampas, further
east, not only in average height but also in their ready faithfulness
to the Lh6sa Government. The latter quality arises from the fact
that for many generations the large proportion of the lands have
been fiefdoms of the four Ling monasteries in Lh6sa; and the resideuts have been naturally used for centuries to ackriowledge fealty
to their monkish over-lords. Much of this land is fruitful, lying as
it does in the numerous valleys which debouch on the bed of the
Tsang-po ; and this character renders the lordship of the cultivators
a rich possession, for Tibet a t least.
The Kong-po people are not only agriculturalists. They are
great hunters and horse-breeders and engage in other branclles of cornmerce, collecting rhubarb for export to China and trading likewise
in lapis-lazuli and stags' horns.
Mons. Bonvalot and Prince Henry of Orleans in their rush across
Tibet met some Koug-po people engaged in transporting on yaks bags
of barley-meal from Sok Gompa to Lhhss. Tlle former in his lively
way thus describes the men in question :
' < As they approach we are struck by the breadth of their faces and
by the slant of their eyes which turn upwards at the corners. They
are dressed just like our drivers, but are much taller. At first sight
a new people presents n well-defined type ; but, on looking more
20
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closely and examining it well, this apparent uniformity is here found
to 'be qualified by considerable variety. W e are even astonished to
find a resemblance in these Tibetans to certain other nations, and
even to our friends and acquaintances a t home. For instance, here is
one wit11 a perfect Greek profile as shewn on the best cameos. His
peighbour, on the other hand, is of the American red-skin type, with
receding brow and arched nose like an eagle'e beak ; while he walks
with head slightly thrown back. By his side is a young lad singing
as he prepares some meat for sausages, cutting it on the pommel of his
saddle-with his dark eyes and regular features and hair falling over
his forehead, he might be an Italian.
" What we can affirm aa a fact is that we are in the presence of a
white race--one which has nothing in common with those of a yellow
complexion but the absence of a beard. This deficiency is, however,
amply compensated by the quantity of hair they have on their heads ;
iu fact, it is not unusual to see even old men with plaits as thick as a
cable."
K H A M 8 AND THE KHAMPAB.

The whole of East Tibet, or that huge region stretching east of
long. 9%" to the Chinese border, is loosely designated in Tibetan
geography as Khams or Khamdo; and to Tibetnns inhabiting other
parts of Tibet the people of the whole of this region are classified
together as Khampa. Khams, however, in reality comprises 13 principalities or sub-provinces and is inhabited by tribes of very diverse
characteristics and under varying forms of government. I n religion
all the Khampa tribes own fealty in a general way to the D& Lama
of L h h ; but, politically, certain of the sub-provinces accept China
aa suzerain ; others acknowledge in a measure the jurisdiction of the
Deton-zhang or L b h government.
The inhabitants of East Tibet are, however, an independent and
lawless set of folk, and are very loth to admit any jurisdiction save
that of their local rulers. Some of these states or principalities are
governed by lay chieftains who claim the title of gyaZpo or "king" ;
others have ecclesicatical princes with debaa or deputy governors
for the districts into which they are sub-divided The two leading
principalities of Khams are those of Chhamdo and Derge. Chhamdo
comprises a large territory lying along the northern banks of the
great river Gyama Ngul Chhu (the upper courae of the Salwin) and
solith of the Deng-la range. Acknowledging Lhisa as its suzerain,
it is practically an independent state ruled jointly by two ecclesiastics, tlie co-lemas of Chhamdo Gompa who are known as Phagpa
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Lha Yab and Phagpa Lha Shras, " his lordship Phagpa the father "
and "his lordship Phagpa the son."
Chhamdo, the capital of the
state, occupies an important strategic position on massive rocks
forming the tongue of land above the confluence of two great rivers,
the Dza Chhu and the Ngom Chhu, which, after coalescence, form the
upper waters of the Mekhong river. This town has been passed on
their respective journeys, but not entered, by Capt. Bower, by Mons.
Bonvalot and by Mr. Rockhill. These gentlemen were each begged
by the authorities to avoid entering the place itself, a s its denizens
were described as a turbulent set very hostile to foreigners. Father
Huc, nevertheless, stayed three days in peace in Chhamdo, and h&
left an uninviting description of the place. " Tsiamdo," he says,
"presents the appearence of an ancient town in decay; its large
houses constructed with frightful irregularity, are scattered confusedly
over a large tract, leaving on all sides unoccupied ground or heaps of
rubbish. ......The numerous population you see in the town are dirty,
uncombed, and wallow in ~rofound idleness. W e could not divine
what were the means of existence of the inhabitants of Tsiamdo;
they are without arts, industry, and we may add almost without agriculture. The environs of the town present, generally
speaking, nothing but sand, unfavourable to the cultivation of

..

corn."
Mr. Rockhill, however, informs us that the Chhamdo country
further afield from the town is much less inhospitable than Mons.
Huc thought. After leaving Chhamdo, his route lay, he says, a t first
over steep and high mountains, but then passed down a valley covered
with the most beautiful pine trees, their branches draped in long cobweblike moss of light yellow and blight orange : " There were many silver
pheasants in the thick under-mood; and the yak drivers told me that
bears, leopards and wolves were frequently found here. Leaving this
behind we passed into another valley of great beauty in which I
found nearly every variety of tree and wild fruit known to Tibetcedars, junipers, cypress, pines and maples, plum aud apple trees,
cherry and apricot, raspberries, both the orange and red varieties,
strawberries, and currants."
The Khampas of the principality of Chhamdo are, as elsewhere
in Tibet, properly divisable into two widely-different kinds of people.
The townsfolk, lay or clerical, are a mixed race, descendant from the
local tribe and from the herd of miscellaneous lamas hailing from
Mongolia, Tibet and China. These are stalwart in build, but in
character a blackguardly, low, dissipated and idle set. They are ever
ready for a broil, in which stone-throwing is a leading feature ; and
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when fighting a t close quarters do not scruple to use their finger-nails
and to h a n g on wit11 their teeth.
T h e country-folk, some of whom are pastoral dwelling in tents
and others agriculturalists living in villages, are of purer descent;
they are n o t so tall as the natives of Kongpo, b u t are strong and mellbuilt. Mons. Bonvalot in his narrative has given us some graphic
pictures of t h e rural Khampas of the Chhamdo province. We may
quote his account of a visit to a local deba or chief of a district, that
of Seresumdo :We had no sooner reached the platform, which borders a river of considerable width, than we aaw a number of natives who seemed to be expecting us. Several of them came forward, and, politely taking our horees by
the bridles, conducted us to this great chief, who WILE one of the very
stoutest of Thibetans that we had ever seen--quite a Vitellius. I n spite of,
or perhaps because of, his rotundity, he was very amiable, shaking our
hands most cordially and begging us to honour him by taking a seat 0x1 his
rug. On each side of him was a lama, one with a head like an actor, the
other with that of a faun. He himself carried on his bull-neck a splendid
well-shaped head-the head of a savage monarch with hair hanging down
his back. This specimen of a thick-set Goliath insisted on our tasting the
contents of three iron bottles cased in tin, of Chinese make, judging by
their shape; on the liquid lumps of butter were floating, having been added
to the decoction out of compliment to us .........When wo rose to leave, the
fat chief and all his followers insisted on conducting us; so they brought
him a splendid mule which, in spite of his weight, he mounted unaided; and
so we started. Having crossed the river, the crowd on foot tucking up their
skirts and displaying the sturdy though somewhat long legs of mountaineers, we climbed a narrow path on the edge of the chasm, pitching our
tent near a clump of houses built on the mountain-side. A crowd of idlers
of both sexes soon surrounded us ; the women being very ugly, while a few
of the young men had rather nice faces.
Here is another graphic sketch from the Chhamdo country which
has the advantage of referring to t h e style of abode i n t h e rural
districts. We have again a corpulent Deba :We saw the ambitious chief to-day. We had, however, to wait a very
long time for him in tho valley, his village being perched high up like an
eagle's nest and he himself being quite tipsy. As soon as he had recovered
the use of his legs he descended from his eyrie. He proved to be an enormous fellow with grey eyes ; but was pleasant in his cups, giving his orders
with great decision and setting everybody to work. He spent his leisure
moments sitting astride a bale and continuing his carouse, looking as he
drank like a clumsy Silenus. Every now and then there came forth from
his ponderous bosom shouts with which the whole valley rang, the outlet
of his great animal spirits. We left him with mutual expressions of good
will, after having bought from him a sheep for two shillings.
Hamlets and farms abound hereabouts. They are built of rough stones
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known town of Ba-fang as capital, n great grazing country with rich
forests on the hills; Mili, south-west of Bah; Kham Lhari, the
westernmost sub-division of Khams, lying west even of Chhamdo.
Hor-chhyok or Nyagrong comprises five petty sub-states, supposed to
be governed direct from L h b by an official known as the Chikyab of
Nyagrong. There is also Monyag or Lower Nyagrong; and further
snuth, Zayul, which district, however, does not form part of Khamyul.
The Zayuli folk are slave-owner$, procuring slaves from Assam through
the intermediary of the Mishmis.
Taking the Khampa generally, we may follow Rockhill in dividing them into Dokpa (his Dm-pa)or pastoral tribes and town or
village dwellers. The noble and chivalrous qualities which Father
Huc observed in these Tibetans is almost confined to the former. All
Khampas indeed are strong and brave ;but the dwellers in the Tibetan
towns near the Chinese borderland have the worst elements of the
European rough and blackguard in combination, i t is true, with much
animal courage. The oficials which the Chinese have placed rrs nominal representatives in all the towns and larger villages, from the
rank of .Liang-tai downwards, are on the whole a civilising influence;
but the control they exercise depends mainly on the power each happens to have acquired over the feara and avarice of tlie head of the
leading local lamasery.
THE ABORB OR ABARS.

The foremost of the tribes inhabiting the extreme S.E. of Tibet
may be said to be the Abors. These people, who speak a language
containing very little admixture of Tibetan words, occupy the low
monntain fastnesses situated from 30 to 40 miles north of the town
of Sadiya in East Assam. Their villages stand in difficult positions
on the hill-sides between the debouchments from the Himalayas of
the Rivers Dihang and Sessiri respectively, and also on the right or
western bank of the Dihang. The gorges of the Dihang and the
Sessiri are only 8 to 11 miles apart as the crow flies, so that including
a breadth of about 4 miles on the west bank of the Dihang, their
width of country from west to east is a restricted one. The Mishmis
now occupy a large slice of land east of the Sessiri which formerly
belonged to the Abors, and have even in recent years crossed the
Sessiri and taken possession oE much Abor land on the west of the
latter river in and about the Abor settlemellts of Siluk and Damhuk.
Northwards they do not live further than lat. 28"52' N.
The political constitation of the Abors is peculiar. Each village
seems to be independent of the others in its government and internal
laws, tlie latter being enacted by all male adlilts in open meeting held
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a t noon in the moarq~or assembly barrack. Some few of the viltagers
are elected as gum or elders to see that these enactments are obeyed,
and though these have great influence in the moetrip, the inhabitants
are alert in preserving their democratic rights. At the meetings there
is much speechifying and fine oratory is applauded. I n k r t a i s
matters affecting the whole Abor community, deputies from different
villages assemble a t Membu which may be regarded as the unacknowledged capital of the country.
I n the placing of their villages much care has been taken to
make them strongholds. The village is perched either on a shelf in a
mountain-side or on the top of some moderately-high table-peak.
The approaches are rugged and stony, and various gullies are artificially made in the way and have to be crossed by single planks easily
removable. Mr. J. F. Needham, the chief and almost sole authority
on the subject, has described the situation of Membu. He w r i k
"From the Siku up to Membu the distance is about two miles, and I
calculated that we ascended about 800 or 1,000 feet in that distance.
The village site has been marvellously well chosen. O n its southern
and western sides the hills rise perpendicularly from the bed of the Siku
to a height of about 800 feet, and they are quite bare, while to the
north and westward the hill-sides are cut up by deep ravines, and they
are likewise so perpendicular that it would be impossible to ascend them.
AB far as I could see the only possible way of getting into the village
would be by the path we were taking, vdz., from the southward, and
there are numerous deep, though narrow, artificially-made ravines to
be crossed, as well as several steep ascents to be made ere the village is
reached, each of which might, if necessary, be so defended in turn by
a resolute body of men as to make i t an exceedingly difficult matter
for any enemy to enter the village."
I n the centre of escl~settlement stan& the moaup or debatinghouse which is also especially the barrack and sleeping apartment of all
unmarried men above 14 years of age belongiug to the place. The
building affords accommodation for from 200 to 300 residents and
is constructed with many fire-places along each side. Guests and
travellers are located in the mosly. As to the dwelling-houses, they
are described as massive dignified buildings of barn-like contour from
60 to 80 feet long by 15 to 20 feet broad. I n front is a long
verandah covered by the overhanging roof, which roof slopes down
to within two feet of the outside ground. Inside, the houses are very
dark and having 4 or 5 open fire-hearths are also very warm. The
population of each village is always over 1,000, and Membu has about
2000 souls.
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The Abor men are savage and easily provoked ; the use of poisoned spears and arrows making them formidable foes. But Mr. Needham
considers them both exceedingly brave and always truthful, also d i ly conciliated by kind and soothing words. The men hunt but do not
work in the fields which are often situated 6 or 8 miles distant from
the village. Women and girls perform all the agricultural operations
but are escorted to and from the fields by bands of armed men who
remain on guard while they are labouring. These men bring home
the heads of many wild animals they kill and the houses are ornamented both inside and outside with these trophies of the chase.
. The girls are described as decidedly plain in looks but with jolly
laughing faces, the unmarried ones being allowed any amount of
moral latitude. All women seem to wear their hair cropped and have
the breasts bare; they are clad only in a short petticoat reaching not
quite to the knee. Their big heavy limbs are much exposed without
any delicaoy and arc tatooed under the bend of the knee. Of the
unmarried girls Mr. Needham remarks that they wear over the juncture of their legs, for decency's sake, five or six flat circular plates of
brass, one slightly overlapping the other, called boiop, fixed to a platted
band of thin cane under their petticoats, and while working in their
fields, or in the village on a hot day, it is the only article they have to
aover their nakedness; thcy also wear little gaiters of platted cane,
coloured, about six inches wide, on each ankle, called esaong in Abor.
They are excessiveIy fond of necklaces, earrings, and bracelets, in fnct,
of finery of all sort.. Their teeth are as black as a coal from continually
chewing aali, tobacco, and dun (the latter the Abors make themselves
out of a shell which they find in their river beds), and many of them
also smoke pipes like the men. They are very fond of singing and
dancing.
The Abor religion is a lower cult of the Sham6n series. Demons
inhabit caves, the under-soil, lakes, and trees, causing diseases and
untoward events. These spirits, termed qyu, can be propitiated and
rendered subservient by enchantments which vary with the species a t
issue. The Shaman priest is styled vnirii and exorcises the oyu much
in the same way as the Ngakpa sorcerers of Tibet proceed in such
rites; as the latter menace and metaphorically transfix demons with
thepiflrbu dagger, so does the Abor mirii vanquish them with his
yokkaka or magic knife. There seems no Buddhist colouring in the
Abor religion. According to Mr. Needham, the two most powerful
deities or demons are named Apom and Nyi-pong, and dwell in indiarubber trees which ere therefore considered sacred. On certain days
when a gena or festive celebration is observed no men may pass
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through fields where growing crops are, else the ire of the earth
gnomes is aroused.
There seem to be a t least four divisions of the Abor race; the
northernmost, or Abors proper, who extend as far north as lat. 29",
being styled Damlah Padam ; those to the west, Siluk Abor ; those
in the centre and east including the Membu folk Passi Miyong; and
those to the south, the Padu Abor. Among the chief strongholds are
Damlah, Membu, Romkang, Padu, Gina, Mongku, Balek, Siluk and
Dambuk. Our Government has lately permitted a settlement a t
Nizamghat near the gorge whence the Dibang river debouches.
THE MIRI TRIBES.

The Miris are a Tibetan race occupying the mountainous country
to the S.W. of that claimed by the Abors. The ranges they inhabit
are much higher than those in the Abor lands, being from 6,000 to
8,000 feet in general altitude. So far as can be nt present ascertained the Miri country lies between 1st. 27'30' and 28'80' N. and
stretcl~eswest and east between long. 93'44' and 94'45' E.-in fact
i t comprises the valleys and hill-sides besetting the lower waters of
the Subansiri river on both banks and passing N.W. to include the
basin of the Kamla river. Other villages are pitched on spurs above
the Seu and Sidang streams, tributaries of the Subansiri.
The
nearest plains station from which the Miri country can be reached
from Assam is Pathalipam in North Lakhimpur.
Roughly we may divide the Miri tribes into two great sections,
the Ghasi Miris occupying the lands both east and west of the lower
Subansiri after the latter river has been joined by the Kamla, and the
Kamla Miris who dwell in the side valleys of the Khru and Kamla
rivers and inhabiting the country far to the W. and N. of the Ghasi
tribes. North of lat. 28' N. in the upper valley of the Kamla are
other Miri tribes of wilder and more barbarous habits. The country
there is said to be much more open and tho pathways easy, the villages
of these more remote tribes being very numerous on the lower spurs
of hills overlooking the upper Kamla.
The Miris are described as of fair complexion, and in the m e of
the girls and youths ruddy cheeks are a noticeable trait. Though the
mouth is well cut, the face is Tartar in cast, flat in contour with snub
nose, high cheek-bones, eyes far apart aud slightly oblique. I n both
sexes the hair is allowed to grow long, though generally plaited and
worn turned up and fastened with bone pins. However, motlstaches
and beards are seldom seeu, very scauty hairs growing anywhere on
the face.
21
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As to dress, the Ghasi tribes are much better and more decently
clothed than those of the N.W. districts. The males both'old and
ydung invariably wear a peculiar head-gear of wicker-work, a sort of
helmet with a peak curving downwards behind on to the top of the
spine; feathers and grasses decorating it above the forehead. A coarse
cloth is tied crosswise over the slloulders hanging down behind, while
a small waist-cloth passes between the thighs. Rude skin jacketa are
also worn in very cold weather or when fighting. Cane rings are
always part of the body-attire, being placed one upon the other in
loose order about the waist.
The female attire is only a tight petticoat fastened round the
waist with, sometimes, a clot11 worn cross-wise over the bosom. They
have, also, a series of loose cane rings supported only by the buttocks,
and always ornamentally coloured. The late Colonel Woodthorpe,
who as Captain Woodthorpe visited the Miri country in 1877-78,
alluding in his Report to the women's dress, remarks : "Among tliese
canes is a curious belt of leather, a couple of inches broad, studded
with large and strong metal points, a most effectual safeguard against
the too tender pressure of tlie lover's arm. When working in tho
fields the petticoat is frequently discarded for a thick and long fringe
of grass, and in some places the men also wear a small grass apron in
lieu of the waist-cloth, enabling us fully to realise the appearance of
Adam and Eve when they first became alive to decency."
The Miri tribe to the N.W. in the valley of the upper Subansiri
go completely naked, save that the women wear the cane-rings already
mentioned about their loins.
Messrs. Woodthorpe and Robert found the Miri villages very
small, containing rarely more than 9 or 1 0 houses; but large families
dwell in each house, one visited giving shelter to 40 souls. The barrack system wherein the youths of the village live in a separate building does not prevail save in one or two of the larger villages of the
Ghasi Miris N.E. of the Subansiri. The houses are built on the slope
of a hill without any attempt to level a shelf on which to pitch them.
They are erected on a platform supported by posts with bamboo mattiog for walls. There is attached to every residence a piggery also
built on posts; and iu each village are several large granaries with
sloping floors.
The Kamla Miris are great trappers of both small animals and
fish, setting snares near every path. Each man has his own huntingground into which others may not intrude. Moreover, a curious point
is this-the various mountain-peaks take their names from those of
the d~fferentowners of the hunting-ground in which each happens to
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stand. The Gbasi Miris and the tribes N.E. of the Subansiri, on the
contrary, never set snares for animals, only for fish ; but they are expert trackers of big game such as Budoreas, leopards. and rhinoceros,
which they will follow for days through the most difficult jungle.
THE MIBHMIS.

Tribes bearing the general designation of Mishmi occupy the
mountainous tracts N.E. of Sadiya in Assam, from the left bank of
the Sessiri river eastwards above the Brahmakund district over the
Rong T'od chain into the valley of Lower Zayd. Mr. T. T. Cooper
mas tbe first traveller to have familiar dealings with them and found
them less murderous than they had been described. However their
bad reputaton was not without foundation, seeing that a few years
previously they had barbaroilsly slain two Jesuit missionaries (Fathers
Krick and Boury) who had ~enetratedfrom Zayul. In recent years
Mr. Needham has held much intercourse with the Mishmis of different districts and specially studied the dialects of the Taru and Mju
tribes.
I n 1899-1900 a British punitary expedition was despatched into
the Mishmi country, and advantage was taken of this expedition by
the Survey of India to make a reconnaissance of a portion of the
territory they inhabit. As a result, a report drawn up by Lieut.
U. L. S. Ward, field-intelligence officer, gives a full if tentative
account of the western districts of these people. It seems that the
tracts west of the Rong T'od Chhu comprise the main Mishmi country.
The mesternmost lands are drained by the Ithun, a big river which
joins the Dibang from the east. Between the Dibang and the Ithun,
north of the junction, lie the large villages belonging to the tribe
known as the Mdu Mishmi. East of the Mdus are the tribe of
Mthun Mishmi occupying lands east of the Ithun and north of lat.
28"18' N. Further east and north still of this latitude are the spurs
from the Atak Gangri range where stand the villages of the Taru or
Digaru Mishmi. Still more to the east come the Meju or Mju
Mishmi; and quite on the borders of Zayul dwells the NBhong tribe
whose lands reach even up to Sama and Rima.
Eacb of the five Mishmi tribes mentioned is subdivided into clans,
none of the members of each clan being allowed to marry save with
the members of another clan. However a man must marry within
his tribe; a Mdu, for example, not being permitted to marry a
Mthun. The Mdu Mishmis are now in a measure civilised; while
the Mthun or " outcast " Alishmi, reputed ferocious cannibals, seem
to be arrant cowards and untruly accused of man-eating.
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The dwellings vary in length from 40 to 200 feet, and each is
boarded off into compartments. There are no houses for bachelors or
debating-halls. The Mdu and Mthun tribes build stockades for
defewive purposes round and below the villages. This is not the case
in villages of the Mju tribe. Here each village, even each house, is
quite independent of all others; and no settled form of government
is in existence.
Mishmis belong to the Mongolian type, having flat noses and
almond-shaped eyes. They are small in stature, very active and
quick ;also very dirty. Their dress comprises a woollen tunic devoid
of all sleeve, having holes for the arms, with a sort of kilt or apron
below. The women are fully and neatly covered both in body and
limbs ; the married women wearing a band of thin silver round the
head. As is often the case among barbarous trihes, the men are much
vainer than the women; both sexes, however, distend the lobes of
their ears with enormous silver earrings. The men are armed with a
short sword, and either a bow or a spear; a few have flint-lock muskets.
A pouch of the skin of some wild animal is generally carried over
the shoulders, and contains a pipe, tobacco, flint and steel, also some
poison (aconite), to put on their arrow heads. The Mishmis exchange
poison and musk-deer pods with the Tibetans (whose neighbours they
are) for clothing, salt, and swords ; and they barter indiarubber, ivory,
beeswax, and ginger, for salt, opium, and clothing, with the inhabitants of Assam. Until very recently there was a regular slave traffic
carried on by the Mishmis with tlie Tibetans of Zayul. They kidnapped young people, chiefly boys and youths up to 20 years of age, in
Asslam and brought them into Znyul where they fetchcd a fair price.
This traffic, though curtailed by British vigilance in Assam, is not altogether extinct.

THE NATIVES OF LADAK.

As an appendix to this chapter, we venture to print some extracts
from an auonymoi~sarticle on the Ladaki Tibetan race, living outside
the confines of Tibet Proper. This article written as a letter from
Leh, the capital of L d a k , appeared in the columns of a well-known
Indian newspaper, The States?~tan,of November 26 th, 1895 :The Ladakhis are good-tempered and cheerful, friendly and grateful,
hardworking and plodding. To hear them singing and laughing over their
labour, and to see them performing it with energy and good-will, is a real
treat to the traveller from lower lands, wherc existence is so much less stern.
As to their mental endowments, a short acquaintanoe doe8 not qualify
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the observer to say much. I t strikes a stranger, however, that some
degree of natural aptitude for music must be one, not only because of the
characteristic lama music, but also from the simple songs of the people and
their apparent fondness for singing; and, again, from the way in which the
Christians have picked up the German chorales taught them by the Iforavian
missionaries, and the pleasure with which strangers voluntarily come in and
sit a t the door and listen to the weekly hymn-singing pmctice. But as a
race they have had little intellectual opportunity. Yet one cannot but be
impressed with the thought that a people whose fathers, by sheer industry
and hard work, turned large tracts of wilderness into a fruitful field, and
won a living from the barren valleys of their native land, and who themselves exist only by keeping up the system of irrigation thus bequeathed to
them, must possess great latent possibilities, if only they could be developed.
Physically the Ladakhis are a fine race, that is to say, the men are ; but
the women are generally small and insignificant, therein comparing most
unfavourably with the neighbouring Cashmiris. They are also far inferior
to the Cashmiris in beauty of feature ; one rarely, if ever, sees a handsome
face in either man or woman. Their features approach the Mongolian type,
which to European taste is not beantiful. Some of the men even sear the
pigtail, differing, however, from the Chinese in this, that the rest of the hair
is not shaved off, but more or less loose hair is left a t the sides. Those who
do not sport the pigtail wear their hair in long loose locks. Their hair is
black, and their complexions of about the same degree of fairness as that of
the Cashmiris, but not of the yellow tingo characteristic of the Mongolian.
The dress of the men consists of a long loose coat reaching considerably
below the knees, made of undyed sheep's wool, and confined a t the waist by
a broad loose black or coloured cloth girdle, wound repeatedly round the
body, in which are stuck a knife and a tinder-box and sundry other handy
articles. On the head is a circular cloth cap, of almost any colour, lined
either with red cotton or with black lambskin. I t is cut long a t the
sides and back, and this part is usually worn turned up, making a very
picturesque headdreas; and the handsomer ones have a border of gold
embroidery in front round the face. On the feet are woollen boots, sometimes of the whitey -grey undyed wool, sometimes of many colours ; some
of them reaohing to the knee, some only a little way above the ankle.
The women wear a decent costume-a woollen gown, generally of dark-brown
or dark-claret or dark-blue, with triangnlar red and yellow spots--consisting
of body and skirt. Round the waist is wound a dark cloth girdle similar to
that worn by the men, from which on the left side hangs a sort of "chatelnine"
composed of narrow strips of leather suspended from a circular shield of
braes-work, and bearing sundry useful articles such as a small brass spoon,
leather purse, etc., and some bunches of white shells. Their boots resemble
those worn by the men. From the shoulders a sheepskin, R-ith the wool inwards and the leather side outwards, hangs down behind; and sometimes
instead of this is worn a square scarlet chudder or shawl with a coloured
border, carried under the left arm, and fastened by its two upper corners
o n the right shoulder. The characteristic head-dress is the "perak," a stifP
construction of scarlet cloth, pointed over the forehead, widening as it
passes backward over tho crown of the head, and hanging down the back.
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This is coverd with turquoises in longitudinal rows--one, two, three, four,
five, or even six-the number and value of the turquoises being dependent
on, and indicative of, the wealth of the wearer, and the handsomest
turquoise forming a centre-piece over the forehead. The value of a per&
sometimes amounts to several hundred rupees, or on the other hand it may
be very trifling. Under this head-dress the hair is worn in a number of
small plaits on either side, beneath which are fastened some circular earpieces of black lambskin, coming forward on either side of the face. The
plaits are collected into one central one, which hangs down the back, and
is terminated by a large woollen tassel that nearly reaahes the ground and
is banged about by the heels as the owner walks.
#

#

#

#

#

The lnmas met in Leh and its neighbourhood are of the sect called the
Red Lamas. They wear a long, loose gown, reaching nearly to the ground,
and leaving the arms bare, of dark-red cloth, and a girdle of the same
colour; a chudder or shawl of a lighter shade of red; and a cap of red or
yellow, of the same shape as that worn by ordinary men, except that the
crown instead of being flat is pointed. The chief lamas remain for the
most part in their gompas; but lamas of lower degree are seen about freely,
sometimes engaged in ordinary pursuits, sometimes apparently idling about
and sustaining their reputation for sanctity by twirling their " prayer mills."
These are small cylinders of copper or silver mounted on a handle and
enclosing rolls of paper inscribed with numerous repetitions of the Buddhist prayer formula, " Om mani padma hum," which being swung round
and round in the hand, as many prayers are reckoned to the credit of the
bearer as the sum of the repetition of the formula multiplied by the number
of rotations performed by the mill.
The large majority of the Ladakhis are Buddhists, but there icl also a
Mahomedan minority, who, contrary to the state of things prevailing in
Cashmere, constitute the more educated and intelligent portion of the community. The official class wear a modification of the national costume, consisting of a long coat of black or dark-coloured cloth reaching nearly to the
ankles, with the usual cloth girdle wound round the waist, and a white
turban. Among the Buddhists prevails the custom of polyandry, and the
offspring of these unions speak of their "great father" and "little father."
There is besides a small Christian community of between twenty and thirty
persons, including children; but Ladakhi law is stringent against Christianity, and no Christian, native or European, is allowed to possess land or
house property.
But Ladnkhis are not the only people who attract our interested attention
in Leh nor even their congeners, thc Lahoulis, Baltis, and others, from up
and down the river, a ~ i doyer the neighbouring passes. For Leh is n great
trade centre, and in its serai and bazaar representatives of many races meet,
and drive their bargains, and part again. The commissiol~erwho has this
year represented British authority there, Captain Trench, established a
weekly informal durbar for strangers under tho shade of the Residency
trees, with tea and chupatties and friendly talk by way of entertainmentfor the denizens of these parts of the world have no bigoted antipathy to
sharing the social h a r d with Christians or Europeans-and his guests came
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together from far and wide. Russian subjects from all parts of Central
Asia, Chinese subjects from as far awey as Hongkong, subjects of the Shah of
Persia, and subjects of the Ameer of Afghanistan, met in friendlywise to
pay their respects to the British representative, and to share his hospitality
I n Leh during the busy months of August and September may be seen
Yarkandis, Chinese, Thibetans from Lhesa, Persians, Afghans, Pathsns,
Hindoostsnees, Punjabis, and Cashmeri6,-all busy and orderly and wellbehaved. You see them in the serai solemnly transacting their business ;
in the bazar making small bargaius with the shop-keepers, or driving their
laden animals into or out of the city; in the stableyards tending their patient
ponies, or shoeing them in preparation for the next march northward or
southward ; beside the streams watering them, or applying hydropathic
treatment to grievously sore backs, in the vain hope that they may soon be
fit again to bear Weir burdens. And not only merchants, but Hadjis or
Mahomedan pilgrims bound for Mecca from Central Asia pass through Leh
in hnndreds during the travelling season.
The Yarkandis are the most numerous and perhaps also the most picturesque figures with their round fur-bordered caps, their high broq-n
leather boots, and their long coats shaped something like a European dressing gown, either lined with fur or thickly wadded and covered with some
dark or bright-coloured cotton stuff outside, and lined with some other
bright and contrasting colour inside, and opening in front to show an inner
short coat of a third colour, and this again, sometimes displaying a white
undergarment. Sometimes they are accompanied by their-lady-folk, who
may be seen riding astride through the bazaar behind their lords and
masters, dressed like them, high boots and all, except forthe little white
cotton veil before their faces with transparent spaces in front of the eyes to
allow of their seeing the world that may not see them.
But I must not be t e m ~ t e dinto too elaborate a descriotion of the interesting figures to be seen in the Leh bazaar, but must close for this time, in
the hope of another day concluding this series of letters with some account
of Leh in its commercial and political aspects.

CHAPTER X.

LHBSA; T H E

CAPITAL OF' TIBET,

S I T U A T I O N A N D OENEBAL ASPECT.

LhLsa, or " the place of the gods," stands in latitude 29" 39' 12''
N., and in longitude 91" 5' 30" E. ; and althougli in actual situation
it is a degree-and-a-half furtier south than Lahore in India, i t has
in the summer montlis an average temperature just half that usually
measured in the Punjnb city.' I n large measure this is due to its
height above the level of tlie sea; tlie altitude varying from 11,700 ft.
in the general plane of the streets to 11,986 ft. for tlie Grand Lama's
palace on the summit of Potaln. A t such an elevation as that do
the denizens of the place digest their food, dance, and sing, and pray,
and transact commercial affairs; so that indeed they are unable to
live a t lower heights.
The world-renowned capital of Tibet, the Rome of the northern
cults of Buddhism, is seated on a broad marshy fertile plain on t,he
northern bank of tlie Kyi Clihu or "waters of happiness," n river
mbich a t this part measures some 600 yards in width. Around it lie
gardens and meadows with curious walled enclosures closely packed
with stunted-looking trees, the latter chiefly in the soutliern
suburbs. There is much marsh-land on the W. and N.W. sides
of the city, the great track which approaches the city from the west
being beset by drain.channels, dykes, and water-courses, many of
which run across the road. The marsh on t1his western side is
termed Dam-lsho and on the N.W. Kyang-thaug Naga. I n the
environs to the S., lying between tbe city and the river is also
1 Thus on July 22nd, 1879, the thermometer in L h b a a t 6 A.M.registered 4
8'8
exposed in shade, rising to 69' by noon. I n winter, however, the cold is not so
severe ae might he expected. When one of our seoret explorers visited the place
in 1866, he took frequent readings of the thermometer throughout every day in
February, and only onoe during that month does the temperatnre between 10 A.M.
i n a room without are seem to have sunk below freezing point. The loweet temperaature he registered was 26' a t 7 A.M. on Febronry 14th, the highest 45" nt 6 P.M. on
February 26th.
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a tract of water-logged grounds, although here is the fashionable
quarter where on embanked plots are many pleasant housea each in a
a grove of trees-the suburban villss where the better class trttt~ykhor or Government clerks reside. A series of canals intersects these
southern lands carrying the drainage of the city to the river. There
are said to be several effluent springs in the heart of Lh4sa which
feed the canals and flush the drainage. The canals, moreover, are in
request for irrigation purposes; for everywhere in the suburbs stretcl~
long narrow fields (shiny-kla) in which beans, wheat, barley, mille<l
rape, and especially radishes, are cultivated.
To the N. of LhBsa, some four miles distant, are the nearest
hills; a low sandy range styled To-de-phu or Dog-de-pllu rising up
abruptly there. These are reputed to abound in silver, lapis lazuli
and malachite, which however, it is said, are forbidden to be sought
for. To the E. and S., much further off, loftier mountains appear;
but the vicinity of the city is singularly level for Tibet, the Kyi river
winding in from the E. through a series of flats the most part of which
is under close cultivation.
Approaching Lhasa from the west by the main road, after the
Daipung Monastery is passed, suddenly the wondrous vista of the
Buddhist capital opens out. To your right, on the south, enclosed in
heavy malls is a dark mass of thickly-planted trees, well-foliaged
poplars, walnuts, and willows. Half hidden amidst them is a grotesque-shaped building not unrelated to the Brighton Pavilion in style.

(*~Bs/)

That is Norbu Linga
the winter domicile of the
Dalai Lama when the exposed temples on Potala become too cold for
residence. More in front of you, but still to the right, and beyond
Norbu Linga are two hills, Chakpo Ri and Pama Ri respectively,
on the more southern of which a t a height of eome 250 feet stands
a quaint dome-capped edifice-the Waidurya Tatshang or " Lapis-lazuli
College, the central medial monastery of the kingdom. On Pama
Ri is the Kesar Lha-khang, a big temple for the Chinese. To your
left hand, ahead of you, within the confines of the outer portions
of the city, a broad hill stands up, rising out of a basement of scattered houses interspersed with walnuts and poplars. Buildings of
many tiers and extensive arcades range up and down the hill-side, and
the whole is crowned by temple-like structures bearing up a t intervals
five low gilded domes cubical in shape and with concave sides. As tho
sun touches these domes they shew as if they were of pure ~olished
gold. This hill with its temples is the famous Potala (to be described
in detail hereafter) where dwells the Iucarnation of the Bodhisattwa

aa
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Chenraisi, in other words the Dalai Lama or priest-emperor of Tibet.
Far ahead in the midst of the city before you, start up many turrets
and towers mostly with glittering head-pieces. The most prominent
of these, rising nbove all the rest, are the gilt-plated cupolas' of the
Jho-khang which is as it were the cathedral or metropolitan temple
of L h b a .
To reach from t l ~ ewestern road tbe outer or suburban city mherein are located Potala, Pama Ri and Chakpo Ri, we must first traverse a
lengthy bridge which spans a big canal or affluent river (crossing the
road from the north, skirtiug the Norbu Linga and then joining the
Kyi Chhu). This bridge, the Chara Sampn, lands us on the Lingkor
Road,a thoroughfare here running from north to south but mbich really
completely girdles the metropolis, enclosing both the inner and the
outer cities. The main purpose of this thoroughfare is to enable the
religious to perform that essential act of Buddhistic worship-the
rite of circumambulation ; and to be given facilities for circling round
the whole of sacred Lhfisa in one morning and again, perhaps, a t
sun-down is an advantage greatly prized and largely utilised.
Passing under Pargo Killing, the western gateway just mentioned, and skirting a gigantic and grotesque cikorten,8 built on four
buttresses as if it were some four-legged monster, you soon find
yourself in a broad street lined on each side with aged walnut and
willow trees, mostly mere stumps, the venerableness of which is
cherished.
Here a t once begin rows of lofty houses, apparently exceedingly
solid though built of only sun-dried bricks. They are lime-washed
beautifully white and are roofed in fantastic curves covered with
highly-glazed blue tiles. Every house here has windows curiously
tall and narrow and deeply-recessed, the window-ledges fringed below
with strips of cherry-red and amber-yellow cloth; and each house,
1 The Tibetan name for the huge gold-plated cubes, which crown temples and
other sacred buildings mnch ss domes and lanthorns snrmonnt cathedrals in Europe,
~'
gye-p'i. Xeither " cube" nor any siugle word properly exis B Q I ' ~ sounded
presses the shape. I t is a large hollow structure. The top is square and rained in
the centre where a gold boss a foot in height protrudes. From the edges of the
square top depend the sides bulging inwards in graceful cresceut or concave form
and reaohing ontwards to the edges of the bottom of the structure which is square
in shape like tlle top but in size three times as large. The whole shape-top, sides
and bottom-is oonstructed of oopper sheathing thickly overlnid with gold. Varions
figares of dragons, lions and tigers cast in metal ornament the lower cornera ; also
balls and oolonred silk streamers.
9 A mseonry structure of peculiar allape holding the s s l ~ e sof a lama or other
relics, equivalel~tto the Sanskrit ' I chaitya."
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moreover, has a turret, nnd across the street from turret to turret are
stretched ropes strung with bits of coloured cloth inscribed with invocations. I n the present thoroughfare are a number of shops ; but
you are not held to be in Lhrisn proper until an inner gateway further
east in this same roadway has been passed. As you proceed eastwards
approaching the inner city, or L h b Thil as the citizens term it, you
still have Potaln towering up on your left, but between you and those
sacred heights lies a quarter of the outer-city known as Potala Shol,
or "the Sho," which is technically the lay-town lor sudder bazaar
appendant to Potala.
Arrived a t the gate admitting to Lhlisa Thil, you find it a covered postern built upon a stone-bridge which spans one of the largest
of the natural or deep rivulets which thread their way through the
city and discharge into the River of Happiness. This canal b a r e
CMIL "the stream of female fish," while the
the name of N~L~?ILo
postern is known as the Turquoise-roofed Bridge (Yu-to'k Sampa) and
is regarded as a critical rubicon by travellers; for, here is the customs
station where all that enter or quit the citadel of L h b are scrutinized
by the korcdhakpa~orpolice guard.
The outer parts of the capital which we have been traversing is
not enclosed by malls, even though it contains the Grand Lama's residence; but the Inner city is walled in portions, the space i t covers
being somewhat under 29 miles in circumference and it of a mile
across.
THE INNEB OB ENCLOSED CITY.^

The Tnrquoise Bridge having been passed, you now behold, away
to your left, the massive buildings of the two chief monasteries of
LhBsa, the Ts'omo Ling and Tengyai Ling, and aa you turn to progress along the street of shops before you, which closes the view, you
notice far to your right the ~ent-roofedtowers of the Chinese Residency-the palace where are lodged the ambans, the two puissant
representatives of the mighty emperor of China whose duty it ie to
watch Tibet so keenly.
Then, entering the busy but rather narrow street before you, you
can see at the end of it the great glittering gye-p'k, f o b in number,
on the chief temple of the place now in full sight. Here in this
street one notices the shops closely packed together, although they
are frequently interrupted by the long front of some private dwelling.
The shops comprise Chinese pastry-cooks, rug and carpet stores, secondhand clothes' dealers, cup and bowl shops, magazines of European goods
I Only in plecee doen the remnant of t l ~ eold walls eriat.
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and trifles (chiefly of Russian brand) and evcn small emporiums for t.he
sale of kerosine oil, which commodity has a t length reached L h h ,
brought from Caspian ports by Yarkandi traders, yet too expensive to
be commo~~ly
used.
I n front of each store, excepting the few which belong to the
Khachhc Musalmans, stands in the gutter a pedestal of dried clay.
Upon this little altar are burnt, after dinner and a t night-fall, oblations in the shape of remains of the food eaten. These are offered to
propitiate the Drisa, aerial sprites which feed upon odours, including,
it is said, the perfume of lilies, the smell of roast beef, and the stenches of the privy.
The thoroughfare we have now entered inclines from the gateway slightly to the south until it is terminated in a wide open space
formed by another road which, running due north and south, cuts it
almost a t right angles. Here, on the opposite side of the space, rise
the outer malls of the great Cao-KHANG,the principal temple of
LhAsa, which shall be described in detail later on. I n a lane hard-by
is the famous Do-RING.
This is an obelisk, said to be 1,000 years'
old, upon which are inscribed, in the Chinese and Tibetan languages,
records of certain victories of a Tibetan general. Copies of the inscriptions, aa found .in an old Chinese work by Dr. Bushell, have been
already published by him with a translation in the Journal of the
Royal Asiatic Society.
THE CHO-KHANG SQUARE.

We are now in the very heart of the Tibetan metropolis; and
this central axis takes the shape of a great wheel or circle of fairly
broad roadway surrounding the Cho-khang (Jo-khang) temple and
other official buildings which stand together in a block in the middle.
It is in fact a sort of central square known ss Par-khor-nnng. Round
the sides are the chief shopa, whilst other shops stand clustered in the
centre built up against the official edifices and against the walls of the
temple itself.
On a pavement in the extreme west oE this space stands a curious
Y-r
old tree known as Jo-o U-lro ( E 4
reputed to have sprung
from a hair belonging to the head of Shakya-thubpa himself. An
abutment of this temple built on a t the N.W. corner of the central
block of buildings is styled Kyap-g6n Sim-chhurag ;and it. is so called
because here during the Monlam season the Dalai Lama comes to
reside for meditation and to take part in the various public functions.
I
1
1 the N.W. quarter of the great wheel or square may be seen a
quaint-shnped tower or ch11iirtt.n with a passage or thoroughfare
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beneath or passing through it in four directions ;i t is called Kal~iB08fi.
On the south front of the temple is a space styled ~ K * ' T T ~ N
which seems to be a preaching station. The Samduk palace is a
building on the southern outer line of the square almost opposite the
preacl~ingcourt.
The Nepalese shops line the northern quadrant of the Par-khornang; Chinese and Tibetan bazaar-sheds are erected against the central
official buildings on their N.E. and S.E. malls. From the southeastern segment of the outer circle tbere passes off a thoroughfare to
the E.S.E. known as Thal-chhi, in the first portion of which on the
northern side of the thoroughfare is the chief meat or butchers' market
in Lhhsa-rather in close proximity to the great Buddhist fane. It
is in tliis street there stands the largest restaurant of the city-the
A-kbong Sakhang. Anotlier well-known mnrtfull of shops and stores
starts from the N.E. quarter of the Temple circle and makes to the
north-this is Thom-si-gang

(EV~~C)

As we are here in the centre of the mercantile quarter, a few
words may be introduced concerning the trading communities. Tibetans themselves, though leading a life of much hardness with scanty
food, and therefore naturally of a grasping disposition, have little real
mercantile aptitude or talent. Thus the trade of the country lies
mainly in the hands of immigrant settlers and their descendants.
Few of the leading merchants are pure Tibetans; and the greater part
of the commerce of the capital, wholesale and retail, is wielded by
Nepalese, Chinamen, and Kashmiri. The Nepalese or Palpo tradesmen stand first. The artificers in bronze and brass, the goldsmitlis,
chemists, jewellers, dyers and ironmongers, are all of tliat race. Some
of their metal work is done on a large scale. The monster copper
cauldrons used in Dai-pung lamasery for cooking the food of tlie
7,000 inmates, and reported to be 20 feet in diameter and 6 feet in
depth, mere cast by Nepali founders. They also turn out large bells
of peculiarly rich tone wvhicli would do no discredit to Messrs. M a r s
and Stainbank, our Whitechapel bell founders-the size, however,
rarely exceeding 21 inches in height and 13 inches in mouthdiameter. The huge concave cubes or gye-p'i, made of immense goldplated sheets to adorn tlie roofs of Buddhist temples, are likewise
constructed by these artificers. As to the Kashmiri and Chinamen,
they are merchants not manufacturers. The former deal in silk,
linen, and broadcloth goods ;and are, moreover, the money-cltangers of
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Lhiisa. There are, besides, a few Musalmans belonging to Pat~iain
India who have opened stores in the Tibetan capital. Many of these
last are birds of passage, arriving in December and leaving in March
every year. Their movements, however, are strictly watched, atid on
returning from India each year the frontier officials seem to exact
from them considerable blackmail.
Both Nepalese and Kashmiri
residents are allowed a local ruler in Lhisa, each dwelling
- in en official
mansion near the Chinese Ampan's embassy-house. They seem to
exercise judicial as well as diplomatic jurisdiction.'
Here, then, in the circular space surrounding the Cho-khang, as
well as in Wangdu-Shingkha market further east, are the chief shops
and stores. They are, however, mostly in the cellarage of the tall
houses in those areas. Steps descend to each dark workshop or goods
dep6t; and, if the owner be a faithful Buddhist, there will be placed
the nyi-da mark of the sun and moon over his doorway. IfTomenare
the chief servers in the shops.
DWELLING LIOUSES.

Before referring to the notable edifices of the city, mention should
be made of the houses in general. They are, for the most part, very
large and rambling in construction, and even the mansions of the
upper classes are situated with no sort of frontage in the by-lanes and
narrower streets. Those occupied by the pooi and by travelling
ecclesiastics and transitory merchants, accommodate many families,
sometimes containing 40 or 50 rooms. An arched-way gives access to
the residence, and there is generally a courtyard of circular shape beyond-the
fs'om-kol; round which area the storeys of the house rise
up. All the rooms on the ground-floor-styled the wo-kiragtg-are
used as stables or store-places for grain and wood, and sometimes are
let out to merchants. By a side-door within the arched-entrance you
can mount by a rude staircase (kenza) to the sets of residential apartments above.
So far most of the dwelling-houses follow one plan. Upstairs the
establishments of the gentle-folk are arranged with a fair aim a t comfort, but always with a greater love for tawdry ornament than of real
1 The Kashmiri governor, who is chosen by the Tibetan Qye-po from among
the Kaehmiri residents of Lhiaa, decides all disputes between his own wnntrymen j
whibt the Kepnlese governor exercises tho same powers over the Nepalese inh~tbitants. But when the parties are of different nationalities, the onae goes before the
Tibetan authorities who adjudicate npon i t ; and in criniinul caaes they assign the
punishment hut deliver the offender to his own governor to oarry out the sentence,
excepting where a Tibetrt~liaa been mordered, when the Tibetans punish the culprit
by death or imprisonment
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convenience 01. luxury. I n tlie reception-room the ceiling mill be
covered with flowered satin, and bright-hued daubs of sacred edifices
and oE noted places of pilgrimage are hung on the walls ; but there is
little in the way of furniture-three or four low tables from 10 inches
to 2 feet in height, a lacquered cabinet and a few stuffed mats to sit
on. I n fact these cushioned mats (sin-ten) and the quaint diminutive tables (clrogtse) comprise the whole furniture even in better-class
houses. Sucli dwellings, however, invariably inclode a worship-chamber fitted with altar and a range of shelves holding various metal
effigies of deities. A modern feature in the houses of the rich, we are
tol& is the custom of papering the room-walls with pictures from
English illustrated journals-especially coloured fashion-plates from
The Queen, etc.-large quantities of rvliich are imported from Darjeeling
specially for this purpose.
Huc refers to the poorer dwellings, where travellers put up,
thus :-" Our humble abode mas a t the top of the house, and to reach
i t we had to ascend 26 wooden stairs without railing, and so steep and
narrow that in order to prevent breaking our necks we always found it
prudent to use our hnnds as well as our feet. Our suite of apartments
consisted of one great square room and one small closet. The larger
room was lighted, north-east, by a narrow window provided with three
thick bars, and above by a small round sky-light. To protect themselves from cold the Tibetans place in the centre of their rooms a small
glazed vessel in which they burn argols (i.e., dried cakes of dung).
As this combustible is extremely addicted to diffuse considerably more
smoke than heat, it is of infinite advantage to have this hole in the
ceiling as exit for the smoke. You do, indeed, undergo tlie inconvenience of receiving from time to time a fall of snow or rain on your
back ; but such are trifles. The furniture of our room embraced two
goat-skins spread right and left of the fire-dish, two saddles, our
tent, two dilapidated trunks and a supply of argols in a corner. W e
were thus put a t once on the full level of Tibetan civilisation."
The lower classes, both lay and ecclesiastic, whether visitors or
residents, take their principal meals dot a t their homes but in social
assemblages a t some given house or a t one of the large eating restaurants wl~ichthe Chinese seem to have introduced. These sd-kirangs,
-as they are termed, have in recent years become so popular that some of
them, it is stated, afford room for 200 diners a t one sitting. The
most notable restaurant is said to be thc A?ri Sa-kRnng "ntin's eatinghouse," situated a t the corner of a street leading from the S.E.
quarter of the Chokhang square, and adjoining the principal meat
market.

'
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DENIZENS A N D VISITORS.

Dining establishments such as these as well as the large lodginghouses are specially suitable to the inhabitants of a place like LhBsa.
The popnlation is principally a floating one. Everyday gelongs and
lay-pilgrims from every part of Tibet, and from Ladak, Mongol,
Tartary, and Southern Siberia, are arriving in the city and departing
thence. Their business is perhaps to gain admission to one of the
large lamaseries in the place or, if pilgrims, to visit the shrines and
probably obtain a $1-&la or interview with the Grand Lama himself.
Traders and pedlars, too, either Nepalese or Bhutanese ever come and
go ;and a number of native Tibetans make annual business excursions
to Calcutta (where tlie author has frequently seen and spoken to them)
travelling cia" Sikkim. Each nationality has its own common lodginghouse, often large rambling buildings in filthy by-lanes. Some of the
larger monasteries of Tibet have also.tom hostelries here,
As there is a considerable surplus of unmarried females in I'ibet
and morality is only prized theoretically, most foreign visitors, both
traders and religious and particularly Chinese officials and soldiers,
take temporary wives whether their stay in the capital is to endure
two years or two weeks. Passing travellers find a plentiful supply
of concubines. For the time being, therefore, all men appear to
assume the Tibetan nationality as a result of their association with
Tibetan women.' All would seem to form one vast social community,
indulging in much joviality as well as religious festivity which likewise includes incessant recourse to the consumption of arak and barleybeer. A t the approach of the great religious celebrations iu February
and June, LhAsa becomes very full and, in spite of pious exercises, the
city is the scene of infinite disorder in which property and life find
small security. The New Year festivities, wherein the goverument of
the place is literally handed over to a lord of misrule and his myrmidons, brings to a climax a general madness and dissoluteness which
nowhere else in the world mould gain the sanction of both Isw and religion. These practices are described in another chapter.
All our native agents who have visited Lhisa agree in asserting
that there are little law and order a t any time in the place. Robberies
of the most daring type are frequent and usually go unpunislied ;
1 I t is stated that a oensns of the Iny-residents in Lhisa exolnding all travellers, temporary vieitors, and the inmates of monasteries, revealed R result of 8,000
females and 6,000 males. However, those not reokoned in this oalonlation must
generally equal in numbers the permanent populnoe. And if we add the 12,000
monks of Daipung and Sew, just outaide the city, we might put this total at
40,000.
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and the Nepalese merchants openly purchase the booty. Broils and
murder are perpetually occurring, especially a t festive seasons; the
lamas of Daipung monastery particillarly distinguishix~gthemselves
in outrages of all kinds. When Khampas visit the city, they commit
much violence and theft ; and these men being of althletic build, the
citizene generally give way to them.
Apart from all special celebrations, however, the denizens of
Llidsa are much given to amusement. Drnmatic representations in
the open-air and feats of rope-walking are common. A general freeand-easy tone prevails. New-comers are remarked upon openly by
the loungers in the streets ; and, wllenever the opportunity of a pause
in their progress occurs, are usually accosted and cross-examined by
the curious.
But what we again wish to lay stress on as the main feature of
the Tibetan capital is the unceasing influx and departure of visitors.
The traversers of the streets on ordinary days are chiefly of this class.
A point to be noticed, moreover, is the freedom with which
women of all grades go about; in the shops, in tlie streets, in the
vaulted entries which give access to every dwelling-house. Higher
class Tibetan females are seen on small white horses, sitting astride
the animal's back. They generally possess intellectual faces and in
trut.h are often highly educated and even learned. I n Lhssa, women
of every station, with a few exceptions-said, however, now to be on
tlie increase-follow the custom of staining the face with blotches of
mahogany-coloured dye known as tui-ja. This disfigurement, founded ou a law enacted 280 years ago with the view of reducing the
natural attractiveness of the female face to the other sex, forms almost
a complete disguise to the countenance. Within doors the paint is not
deemed col~itnei l f n 1d.1
But the principal business of the Tibetan capital is held to be
religion not trade; and therefore it is high time we hastened to enlarge
upon the religioiis edifices. Some of these are naturally the oldest
and most famous in the kingdom. However, there are not so many
1 Hnc wan the first to explain the strange law which presoribes that women
shall t l ~ u sconceal their good looks. Hooker, in h L Hitnalaycra Journals, doubts
thia oxplanation, asserting t h s t the real object of daubing the face is to preserve
the skin which the dry wld wind would peel off. As usual Hno is here again found
to be correct ;but Hooker's explanntion may form an element in the maintenance
of the custom. Indeed all our native explorers who have visited Lh6sa confirm the
truth of the existence of this law which is not however held to be penally binding.
Urgj-en Gyits'o, in his report, romnrks that every article of dress the L h b a women
wear, such as the striped petticoat and the head-drees, is n reminder of the pnins
and pellnltiea wllioh once atteuded any lapse from the paths of virtue.
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temples and monastic establishments within the precincts of the city
as we might have expected. Small shrines and Buddhist inscriptions
with figures are numerous ;but the larger temples and the monasteries
are few-some 10 of the latter a t the utmost estimate, including only
one twn.a or nunnery.
The first place of sanctified repute to which the new arrival
hurries is that which we have designated the Chokhang or " House of
the Lord'' and which is likewise the
BUDDHIST CATHEDRAL OF LHASA.

The huge edifice of the JHO-KHANQ
or Chokhang which is known
familiarly also as the " Jho " and " Kinkhording," is situated in an open
space in the heart of the inner oity ;and the four gold-plated concave
domes which crown the roof seem everywhere visible. However, tho
general look of the building is poor. A lofty flag-pole stands in front
of the gateway. The portico of the main building is raised on stout
pillars of mood barely 12 feet in height imparting a mean aspect to the
entrance. From this porch (which is under the upper storeys of
the temple and contributes to their support) a few steps bring the
devotee into the presence of tha presiding genius of the fane.
Here, in the Ti-kang-kRalqg-aa the hall is termed-is seated on
s throne a stupendous effigy of Buddha Shakhya T'ubpa. This famous
image, always spoken of as Jho-o Bimpochhe " The most precious
lord," is said to be " self-sprung " and to have been brought to Lh4sa
by the Chinese wife of king Srong-tsan-gampo as her dowry circa
640 A.11. It represents the Buddha as he appeared when 12 years'
old. Diamonds, emeralds, rubies, lapis lazuli, and gold have been lavished in profusion on the costume, which is not a priesfs but that of a
royal prince. A monster umbrella of plated gold stands hoisted like
a canopy on four pillars half gold half silver. Right and left are
posed images in bronze of Jhampa Gompo (the Buddha to come) and
Jam-yang the Bodhisattwa dear to the Nepalese. Behind Shakya T'ubpa stands Buddha Marmedze; while to the rear of that figure is
seated a being styled Gang-chire?&T'eo Gyalpo, " the king of the lake
of glaciers." Shakya himself sits attended by twelve solemn embodiments of Buddha's disciples. I n this same chamber is an image of
Tsongkhapa with a rock and a bell beside him.
However the most remarkable-looking e 5 g y here has yet to be
indicated. It is a representation of tlie great Chenraisi, the being
whose successive incarnations the Grand Lamas of Lhlsa are held
to be. 'I'lie reputed work of king Srong-tsan-gampo, the souls of that
mouarch and of his two chief queens are believed to have been absorbed
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within the image after death. I t exhibits eleven faces and the materials composing i t are thus enumerated :-A branch of the Tree of
Cogitation; the soil of the mystic island of Yocian; the pith of a
sandal-mood tree; the sand of the river Narainjana; and earth from
the eight sacred places of India. These, together with other articles,
have been pounded up into a paste with the milk of a goat and of a
red cow ! Hard-by, inside a small chamber guarded by iron net-work,
is seen a large statue of Tsong-khapa with attendent bronze figures
of Bu-ton the historian, Prince Yogmed, Chhyakna Dorje, and two
of the SBkya hierarchs. There are many other images within the
Tsaag-khang and its side-chapels. Such are T'onyerchenma (goddess
of anger), Dolma, Tamdin, Otzerchen, and a curious antique figure of
the Buddha-to-come nursing a sandal-wood doll supposed to be
Jamyang.
I n the k4yarnra or courtyard of this the main shrine, is a collection of sainted personages : Man-lha (the patron of medicine), T'mgtong Gyalpo (a Tibetan engineer), Bil-ma-bas, Padma Jungnas, and
Kamala Shila. Many of the effigies are very ancient, some of them
being ascribed to the period anterior to the days of king Langdarma,
the iconoclast, whose zeal they seem to have evaded. On festival days
the courtyard is illuminated with 5,000 butter-fed Iampleb.
After visiting the shrines on the ground-floor, circling round the
more sacred items, and offering butter and burning scented tapers before favourite deities, the Buddhist votary climbs the wooden stairladders to the second storey of the Jho-khang, which is called the
bar-khang. We need no more than enumerate the notabilities personated there : Tamdin, the horse-man deity ; the goddess Lhamo Magjorma ; Ser-t'ub; Nampar Zigs ; Korwa Jig, etc. There is also a
series of paintings pourtraying the bloody deeds of the terrific goddess
Panden Lbamo, said to be over 1,000 years old.
Lastly, in the uppermost storey are found the collection of dragahed or wrathful deities; with a special chapel belonging to Panden
Lhamo, having her gigantic e 5 g y within, its face veiled in order to
conceal the grotesque horrors of the same. Upon the walks are pointed out frescoes said to have been painted with blood that flowed twelve
hundred years ago from the nose of the sainted Srong-ban-gampo.
Other chapels up here are sacred to Dolma in her terrific aapect, to
Chenraisi wherein he is made wit11 1,000 arms, 1,000 eyes, and eleven
heads, and to the sixteen Nai-ten or chief disciples of Buddha. Everywhere in these upper chambers mice are seen racing about ; and, though
their presence is much to the detriment of the venerable objects stored
in the place, nobody is permitted to molest or destroy them. Indeed
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they are gazed on with reverence ; for do they not hold the t'ransmigrated essence of lamas of by-gone times, who even in their degradat'ion
haunt the chief asylum of the saints and gods in Lhiea?
THE DALAI LAMA'S HOME.1

As already mentioned, the supreme ruler of Tibet resides in his
palace on Potala hill. The proper appellation of this pontiff is GyBts'o Rimpochhe, " the most Precious Ocean " ; while the Mongols of
Tartary, over whom his jurisdiction extends, style him Dalai Lotnu or
" Ocean Lama." As to the prefient occupant of the throne, he is now
30 years of age ; and it is a remarkable fact that he should have been
suffered to reach an age so venerable for a Dalai Lama. H e is indeed
the first of all the Grand Lamas of the last 100 years who has been
permitted to live beyond boyhood, his five immediate predecessors having all been poisoned, under Chinese instigation, before attaining their
18th year. A t 18 years of age, it must be borne in mind, the sacred
lad assumes full sway, temporal and ecclesiastical.
The buildings on the hill, which is 14 mile in circuit and about
300 feet in height, are piled in curious confusion up the steep sides.
The whole mound, in fact, is covered with halls, chapels, colonades,
and tombs, which spread in an ingenious fashion until they overhang
the hill, where they are borne up by other buildings erected to a great
height and starting from the base. Five gold-plated concave cubes
surmount the whole mass. A large plantation encircles the base of
Potala, through wllicb are avenues leading to the various ascents, some
of which are merely a series of rude ladders. A t the S.E. is the
chief entrance. Here is a long hall into which one can ride. Riding,
also, up some shallow steps a t the further end, you reach a monolith
named Doring Nangma. Thence you mount by innumerable ladders
through the entire height of the Red Palace, an edifice of 13 storeys.
Most pilgrims appear to find ready admission to the holy personage who is the object of their fervent adoration. As the re-incarnation of a Bodhisattma, he receives them seated in a gold chair placed
on an altar five feet in height. H e is very chary of speech.
THE CITY MONASTERIES.

Every morning the denizens of Lhbsa-or a t least the newly arrived
whom custom has not yet made unconscious of the sound-are aroused
1 A complete description of the Dalai Lama's surroundings would require an
article in itself. Only a few leading points have been noted here; and the present
writer would refer those interrested toa full account contributed by him to Murray's
Magazine for October 1891, also to his paper in the Nineteenth Century, October 1889.
When those papere wero written the Dalai Lome wns still only a youth.
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about 5 o'clock by terrific blasts from gigantic trumpets. The blaze is
emitted by the famous silver gya'lzng 8 feet in length, which are blown
a t that hour in the great lamaseries of Tengyai Ling and Ts'omo Ling
to call the inmates to the early readings in the respective worship-halls
of those establishments.
Tengyai Ling (4yT3NrnC) is the principal one of the great
metropolitan houses known as the Four Lings of LhBsa, from the
four heads of which the d e facto ruler of Tibet, the Gye-po or Regent,
was up to very recent times always selected. The high position of
the presiding lama of each as well as the wealth and antiquity of the
institutions themselves have combined to give the Lings their preeminence. Otherwise, as m o ~ ~ a s t iestablishments,
c
they are neither
very popular, nor renowned for the learning of the inmates. Various
restrictions and considerable discipline cause the number of lamas in
these city houses to be few. However, i t is suggested that the rich
properties attached to tlie Lings of Lhtisa and the desire of those
already in possession, who are men of influence, not to have too many
to share the good things with them, are the real barriers against
admission.
The heads or khempo of these monasteries are all of them accounted
Incarnate Lamas, being each invariably imbued with the tulkz~of
some particular hero of past history who becomes incarnate in the
successive heads for the porpose of defending the Grand Lama and
the kingdom of Tibet.
Lately, for political reasons which need not be here detailed, the
circle of choice for the office of Regent has been widened and the
abbots of other great lamaseries have been made eligible.
W e find the Tengyai Ling in the N.W. corner of the walled city
standing in its own grove of walnuts and poplars. The endowment
is very large, comprising tlie lordship of great estates in Kongpo wit11
the land-dues and other revenue from 5,000 householders resident there.
Its abbot or Mempo is the incarnation of Gar, the famous prime
minister to Srong-tsan Gampo, and like that hero is commonly styled
Demo Ri~ttpochhe. I n the same quarter, but nearer to Ramochhe
temple, is the Ts'omoi Ling; not a t all so wealthy an institution,
having only 1,000 householders as tenantry, but of prestige, because
the great Desi Regent of Tibet 250 years ago was head of this ebblishment. It was the khempo here who was accused of murdering
three successive Grand Lamas just prior to the arrival a t Lhlisa of
Fathers Huc and Gabet in 1846. Tlle incarnation of Ts'omoi Ling
i s known as Ts'ak-tur Nomenkhan.
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At the northern base of Chakpo-Ri near the entrance to the outer
city from Daipung stands the Kundu Ling, a richly-endowed foundation with 3,000 householders on its books, the head of which is possessed of the psychic essence of one Ta-tsag Rimpoclhe and is therefore
so called. He was till lately the chief executive minister, but not
technically Gyal-tsap or Regent as the Dalai Lama had passed his
majority and become full ruler of the country. Now the office seems
to be vacant or suspended. As to the fourth Ling, T'se-chhok Ling,
it lies away from the city, on the southern bank of the Kyi Chhu;
Yong-dzin RimpocAAe being the incarnation there. He is lord of
only 1,000 tenante.
The other chief monasteries we can only mention ;the " Moru " or
Meru Shi-dk, in the extreme N.E. corner of Lhhsa ; the Tsi Namgyal
TBts'ang; and tlie medical lamasery, the Waidurya Tb-ts'ang, on
Chakpo Ri.
R A I O C H H E TEMPLE.

The street of shops on the western side of the Jho-khang runs
up due north to meet the Ling-kor road. Where this intersection
takes place, at the left-hand corner after you have turned into the
Ling-kor road, is the entrance to a courtyard with a large and curious
structure considered to be the oldest temple in Lbisa. It was built
originally more than 1,200 years ago by the Chinese wife of king
Srong-tsan Gampo; and a crystal-place of Lu, or serpent gods, is
believed by the vulgar to exist beneat,h its foundations, but the temple
was erected to counteract their evil influence. The present edifice is
900 years old.
The Ramochhe seems to be the only fane in Lh6sa where heterodox rites are permitted ;and if the visitor is fortunate he may arrive
when a band of Ser-kycm-pa sorcerers from Sera Gompa, with red instead of yellow pyramidal hats on their heads, are performing some
of their necromantic jugglery.
Entering tbe courtyard, you find it containing many decrepit
poplar trees of great age. Within to the left .is a detached building
known as Ta'ey'ag LAakWa'ttg. I n front of you stands a line of
chhortens beyond which is the antique temple of Ramochhe three storeys
in height faced with an inscription in Chinese characters and surmounted by a simgle gold-plated gye-ui of large size. Under the templeportico, in a room to the left with wire lattice-work before the door,
are collected certain images of great antiquity. The chief treasure
seems to be a huge gilt representation of Mik-kyo' Dorje, one of tbe
Dhyani Buddhas, brought from the Rasa T'ulnang shrine in LhCisa
where it had been placed by Za-khri, the Nepalese spouse of Srong-
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tsan Gampo. Other figures here are Dalma (carved in sandal-wood),
Chhakna Dorje (made of dark blue mumeta stone), Chenraisi (two
curious images, one carved out of two huge conch-shells, the other of
sandal-wood) , Ton- yodub (of jade), Ts'e-pakme (in coral), another
of Dolma (cut out of a single block of turquoise), and T'o-wo Yukngiin-chen.
Inside the temple, eight old statues denote the disciples of Shakya,
while t,wo monuments are pointed out which are reputed to cover the
actual remains of Srong-tsan Gampo himself and his Chinese consort.
Along the malls stretch strange daubs depicting in lengtby series the
1,000 Buddhas of the countless ages preceding the advent of Shakyat'ubpa.
Before quitting the shrine me must not omit to view some famous
and venerable effigies of the five queens of the khadroma fairies, otherwise styled Mi-gyltrrna. These are made in five different materials, one
for each, namely, amber, turquoise, muman, conch-shell and coral.
Moreover, there is an old mirror of magical capacities to be shewn, as
well as a number of very ancient war-implements, Tibetan and
CtI mese.
.
No lamaa reside in Ramochhe. It is n shrine referred t o in all
the old historical works.
WANO-T~.SHINOKHAMARKET.

I n the heart of the city, and reached by a few lanes passing east
from the Cho-khang temple, is to be found the most popular bazaar
where anything, from tea to silk-robes and from radishes to a pony,
can be purchased. The market or tJom consists of stalls over a large
open space surrounded by shops of a mean appearance which, however,
are capable of competing, in what they can ~roducefor you from the
depths within, with the larger emporiums further west. As with
markets all the world over, the time to visit 7Yang-f6-aliingkla

(@TY~F.~)
is early in the

morning from 8 to 11 ; but fen

Tibetans are astir in Lh4sa before 9 o'clock. The foreign traders
lodge in Panakshol close by and spread forth their wares to lure the
motley crowd which surge round the stalls nnd the outer square.
Here are silks and carpets from Chinn; and, near these, the
humbler native-made carpets from Kotsi near the Sikkim border.
Here, from Sining in the Koko Nor district we see gold lace,
presentation scarfs, red-leather, gold and silver ornaments, side by side
with large awkward-looking saddles. Here are the ever-in-request
teapote of hardware ranged in rows, red and black; and there,
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Khampas and Chinamen with tables covered with beautiful bronze and
copper bells and other metal work from Derge in Eastern Tibet.
Amongst the latter assortment are also to be seen p'urbu daggers,
dorjks, nnd many small effigies in brass of Tsong-khapa, Pema Jungne,
Dorje P'agmo, and other popular saints. From Darchendo comes the
stock of tea-bricks which that woman is wishing to sell. The tea
looks like lumps of dirty Cavendish tobacco, and the womm's face
with its purple-black stains looks as if it had bee11 tinted with juice
from the bricks. Musk-pods, cut from the musk deer, are often offered
for sale in large quantities here by merchants from Chhamdo; but
usually those goods are hidden away in lodging-houses and the dealers
in them lounge about the market-place ready to begin bargaining if
opportunity offers.
Meat is not usually on sale in this part of the town ; there being
a special Sa-t'om or meat-market just off the S.E. corner of the great
Cho-khang square. Quantities of fish, however, are often to be seen
here. Our informant mentions three kinds generally to be had; one apparently a large coarse sort of river hake sold a t about 1s. 2d. a
piece; another very cheap, about ten inches long, and a third
kind six to eight inches. The last two are plentiful in the Kyi
Chhu.
Among the more curious articles presented for sale one notices
baskets heaped up with piles of long thin tapers. These are the famous
poi-ref~gbu or incense sticks which when lighted fuse away with a
fragrant smell and are in large demand for burning before sacred
images of every degree. Vast quantities are sold, not only for use
in the temples of Lhlisa, but also for export into Mongolia aud China.
Round the taper-sellers are ever gathered a knot of Mongol and
Khampa pilgrims. Another queer commodity is observable a t one corner
of the bazaar : you may observe there a collection of fossil bones, alld
so they are; but not as curiosities for museums. They consist of
jaws of strange animals and leg-bones, ribs, and vertebrae, evidently
ancient and ready to drop to pieces. They have been dug from the
low hills round Lhisa where they exist in large quantities. It is as a
sovereign remedy for wounds and bruises that people buy them ; first
crushing them into powder before applying them. Here you see this
]luge headpiece ; it probably once belonged to a Tibetan iguanodon or
an ichthyosaurus several thousand years ago. It is only a part of
its skull, for the points of the long jams are wanting, yet i t measures
3 feet long and a foot and a half in breadth. It will ultimately be
smashed into soft powder and the cuts and sores of several hundred
lamas will be thus healed by the rotthg jowl of the extinct monster.

Such fossil bones we are assured are famous remedial agents and are
known as dzrk rupa or dragon's bones."
But turn aside up this side lane. Here are the green stuff and
vegetables.
Lripb, Ia'pt~k,"cry the female vendors lustily, and that is
the one cry everywhere along the line; for i t refers to the mounds of
enormous radishes which all Tibetans love, and which in Lhisa are
made into a dish of some kind a t most meals. Besides radishes,
bright and clean and fresh, you have heaps of carrots, turnips, and
small red potatoes, with bundles of various green leaves, some like long
broad grass, others more like spinach, which are all wild herbs of sorts
and much affected by the city folk.
Near the vegetable stalls and baskets, certain Kashmiri dealers
sit impassive, waiting custom, but not requesting it. Beside them
are ranged on ascending shelves, trays made of matting, each receptacle holding grain or dried fruit or nuts. The commonest articles
are dried apricots and peaches from Ladak (called nydri kAambu)
raisins or gundcm and walnuts; also queer little sticks skewering
numerous morsels of dried curried-meat highly spiced from China.
Here, too, in small bamboo tubs is rice brought straight from Sikkim
for those who a r e for it, but Tibetans themselves dislike rice.
Once more, look in this odd sheltered nook under the vaulted
entrance to a court-yard. It seems a sort of rough-and-ready eatinghouse and i~ continuo~lsly tenanted by customers. But the most
prominent and important object in the archway is the gleaming filthy
face of an active woman with never-departing jollity on her broad
visage. She has a large flat iron slab on the top of n big stone, and
ranged on the iron are many rows of pastry puffs simmering and
spluttering as she moves them about, turns them over, and every now
and then tosses one into the outstretched bowl of the hungry eaters.
These fried dainties are the famous mokmo-pastry of a heavy greasy
kind stuffed with chopped meat, onions, barley-meal and sugar. Every
true-born Tibetan goes into raptures over mokmo; so no wonder the
den of Mrs. Jorzom is so popular.
It is now high time to quit the purlieus of Wangdusiga. We have
no space left to notice tlie side market where live stock are on shewwhere you see great Dumba sheep from Chhamdo, ponies from
Gyangtse, valuable horses from Sining, and the trim little L h k b r e d
cow styled da-chu, all for sale. Neither can we pause and watch curiously
those silent men whom we are told are bargaining. Each has grasped
another's right hand with his, their sleeves drawn down so as to hide
the signs they are making, and thus by pressing and pulling a t each
other's fingers they chaffer in a dumb language of their own and come
24
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to terms without letting the bystanders into the secret of their
arrangements.
THE RAOYA-PA OR SCAVENGER BEGGARS.

W e said it was time to leave the bazaar. But we had best have
done so earlier. W e shall not leave it in peace now. For here, making their way across the market square, and parting the crowd as they
go, comes a squad of ruffianly-looking men, clad in filthy garments,
who by their looks and gesticulations evidently have us in view ns a
sort of prey. They are led by a tall blackguard who wears a great
yellow turban instead of the ordinary turned-up black wide-awake. W e
know who they must be then' and try to hurry away, but it is no use.
They are the villanous band who dispose of the dead a t the cemeteries,
carry away the garbage of the streets, and when not employed thus
roam about the lanes of Lhbsa to beg from, insult and rob the inoffensive. -They appear to believe that every new arrival in t,he sacred city
owes them a tax, as it were in payment of his footing in the place;
and thus they levy black-mail upon all fresh-comers. As these Ragyapa or corpse-finders have set afloat a current superstition that every
pilgrim who refuses tribute is destined never to regain his home but
to die in L h h and so fall eventually io their hands, they are generally
successful in their demands. If not given enough, they persecute
their victims every time he walks abroad.
But .now the Ragy6pa are upon us, and we record our interview
both in English and in the Tibetau vernacular :-

'

An alms, an alms ! Give, give :
I have nothing to give you :
We are very poor men :
You shall bestow some present:
Get away, you rogues, you vultures :
Give, give ! you are rich :
I shall call the watchmen :
Call, call! you must give four or
five tanka :
Not even one tanka !
You have been a month in Lhasa,
yet there is nothing at all for

So-ra, su-m ! n a y ro nang !
Ngd khyo'la ter gyu clung me.'
NgdcM wiil-p'ongpa re.'
KhyB' la cha8-gdshik chin go.
Hd-la gyuk! ngempn-po kkyii! el&ldk kkyii'!
Chin! Chin! RlLyii' chhuk-po re.'
hrgd korchakpa-la ke tang-gyu-re.'
Rrik ! Rdk ! Khyv' la tanka shi, ngd,
ter go.
Tanka clri' kt-re me.'
Dd-wd chi' mi kl~yv'rang Lhdd-la
p'ep rung, ngd-ts'o-la clung me.'

US :

Whb cares! Who cares ! I shall not
give you anything :
Ah then! wait until we get you
(lit : come to us) :
Don't bawl like that, filthy Ragya-

A'-u-se ! 6-u-se ! hrgdmng ye ter-gyr
ma re.'
Ohyd-ra! ngd-ts'o-la bb-pa t'uk gzckte du' clrik.
Rngyd-pn ts'ichen ! Te@e cld-tho
ma gyap.
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r i g h t ; listen h e r e ! when you
m e a corpse, t y i n g a rope to
y o u r neck, me will drag you like
. a dog outside t h e gates of L h l s a
city.
W e will t e a r you to pieces :
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nk-t'ik; di-la ny& skik! Khyorang
row p'o-wa-la, rang-gi ke-la t'o'kpa
chking-nni, khyi tang da-te khyiirang Lh&a t'il kyi go-mo p'enckb'
drii' yong.
[ re.'

Uhhcs'k-turn-la khyij'rang-Le ehml gyu-

The dwelling-places of these gruesome rogues are one of the
sights of Lhiisa. They stand in two quarters on the S.E. and E.
confines of the city near the cemeteries. They are large huts built
entirely of the horns of rams and oxen, tlie former being black and the
latter white. The different colours of the horns admit of their being
arranged in various queer patterns; and when the interstices are
plastered up with mortar the walls are fairly solid. These horn-dwellings are the only houses in Lh6m left without whitewash. A mying
is quoted by S. C. Djs concerning the wealth which the Ragyapa are
reputed to to amass, somewhat thus :
Though outside their houses bristle with h o r n s ;
I n s i d e t h e y a r e smooth end g l i t t e r with coins.1
THE OCRPSE YARD8 OF LHK8A.

Outside the brokeh walls which enclose theeastern side of the inner
city stands on a slight eminence an ancient chhorten of gigantic size.
It is commonly believed to mark tlie spot where the Chinese princess
on reaching Lh6sa made profound salutation towards the Potala hill
and to her saintly husband king Srolig-tsan Gampo. Around this
monument is the space where the Rogyapa dispose of the bodies of
the dead. On the rocky surface of this dismal mound is embedded a
large flatstone said to have been brought from India, on which places
have been liollowed out to accommodate the general outline of the
human frame. Each body is laid here, face upwards with the arms
~ sdogs and pigs
and legs spread out to the; widest extent. ~ r o i of
swarm round on t,hese occasions eager
- to tear and devour. However,
it is considered more auspicious, and calculated to shorten the
period before re-birth, to have one's remains eaten by birds
instead of by quadrupeds. Accordingly, if appeased by an ade1 I n his report, the secret explorer U.G.mentions them men whom he styles
Rappan." He says they are not a raoe b a t merely persons out-aasbd for wrioua
offcncea,and that, however rich they mny be, they are not permitted to live anywhere bnt in the horn-built hnta. Be himself had a risky encounter with them.
They hunted U.G. into the rnnrket-plaae of Lh6ea where, to his dismay,
they began to denoanae him as a British apy. I t seemed that amongst their
number wns a man who had served ns a jhampani a t Darjeeling who recogniwd
him. However he avoided exposure by bribing the Rspyapa.
"
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quate fee, the Rogyapa will ward off the dogs and pigs until kites and
vultures arrive. While the birds are a t work the human ogres hack
a t the corpse to facilitate the process of dessication. Others prefer to
have their friends buried and others are partly devoured by the pigs
and then buried. Burning is not practised in this cemetery. The
exact mode of disposing of each body is determined by lamas who
are sent for at their death and, facing the corpse which is bound wit,h
ropes and placed erect against the wall of the room, they divine by
certain auguries this point as well as the exact hour and day when the
disposal ought to take place. Bodies of lay-folk who may be buried
are interred anywhere in this Aceldama around the chhorten; only as
the ground is rocky and hardened by continuous frost, burial is always
an expensive method of disposal.
There is another dw-loi or cemetery further south round another
chhorten; but it does not appear to be so popular as the larger place.
U.G., the survey explorer, peaks of a burial-yard within the city walls
near the chief temple, where only the bodies of the highest classes
are done away with We have not been able to trace this locality.
WATER SUPPLY AND CANALB.

The Lhiea anthorities are not so backward in sanitary matters as
one might have supposed. Every house has its ashpit and cesspool, t,he
contents of which are first sold and then carefully carted away for use
on the fields outside the city. And, although the suburbs of the city
are left in a revolting condition, those streets within the walls as well as
those in the deahol of Potala are always well swept; certain prisoners
from the jails assisting the Rogyapa in this duty.
But the plenteous water-supply furnished to the inhabitants is
worthy a more advanced civilisation and more cleanly habits than
Tibetans can boast. Two large conduit-like canals have been cut from
the Pempo Chhu, an affluent of the Kyi river, in the mountains to
the N.E.; and these bring the water a distance of 5 or 6 miles.
Xntering Lh4m in its northern quarter, the canals are immediately
subdivided into a remarkable network of by-channels which permeate
every corner of the city. One large branch is carried past the base
of Potala hill to meet the demands of the sacred community there.
Another main artery styled the Nyamo Chbu runs down to the Yutok
Sampa bridge a t the entrance of the inner city. Unfortunately the
customs of the citizens are strictly oriental ; and, although the drinking water is nominally separated from those conduits which are contaminated with sewage, yet in the sout,hern parts of the city the
amalgamation between the two seem to be practically complete.

.
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There, our native explorer, A.K., remarks significantly: ('the water
is no longer nice."
By-the-way, it appears curious to learn that each householder in
Lhfisa is subjected to a water-rate; but i t is a commendable rule, we
submit, that it is restricted from exceeding the sum of 9d. a month !
All the canals, together with one which brings down the refuse
from the cemeteries, are eventually conducted into the "River of
Happiness "-the Kyi Chhu-to the south of the city. This really
fine-proportioned river runs mainly 3 mile distant from the southen
walls; but to the S.W. it flows up almost to the Ling-kor road, where
a massive revetment has been built to secure the city from inundation.
OOUNOIL OHAYBER AND PALAOE OF JUSTICE.

LhBsa is possessed of its Government Offices, its treasury, its
lam courts, like other great cities. The Privy Council or Council of
the Regent with his four colleagues, the Kalons, assembles in a chamber
called the KIishak in a wing of the Chokhang, and thorein they sit
sometimes to cogitate over the affairs of State, sometimes as a court of
justice. The present Dalai Lama has, however, this year (1904) d k
missed and imprisoned all the Kalons, and chosen a council of his own
composed of 4 monks; whereas the Kalons ought to be laymen, according to the Tibetan constitution.
Popularly a member of Council is known as a ship&, and that is
the title which used to puzzle people in the newspaper reports of our
operations in 1888 against the Tibetans. It means "the lotos-footed
(ZAd6sqad) and is likewise applied to other high functionaries besides
the Kfilons.
When the ShBpk are deliberating on political matters, their sittings are private; but when they meet as a court of appeal, like the
Judicial Committee of the Privy Council in Whitehall, respectable folk
can obtain admission to the KBshak. There they squat cross-legged
on square ottomans, clad in long rich yellow silk robes, and crowned
with tall Mongol hate edged with scarce fur and with a large coral
button on the front ! They are deliberating on the fate of an unhappy
prisoner who is present loaded with chnins. They may order him to
be drowned or strangled or beheaded, or else to be blinded; and the
question is which punishment shall be recommended to the Regent as
appropriate. Beside each judge is the inevetable teacup, and every
now and then it is solemnly repleinshed by a stately attendant. I n
other rooms the dzcngrERor or clerks are seen a t work. They are the
civil servants of Tibet; and they, too, are imbibing tea in the same
official manner.
jJ
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Other Government officers are those of the Chhat~dzoChhempo
or Chief Treasurer of Tibet housed in a wing of the the Cho-khan%
istelf; anothcr treasurer for the Dalai Lama's household is in Potala
Sliol nt an old castle known as Dekyi Ling (commonly " Diki-ling.")
These exchequer officers in all are five in number and to them the
Jongpons in the provinces send in the revenue they have collected for
Government. Here are more ~Ezctzgkhorpa registering the receipts
derivable from the land-tax, the traders' tax, the pig-tax, and other
sources of revenue. But the clerks cannot work so freely as would
be the case in England; for all acco~intshave to be "cooked" in Tibet,
every official taking his pickings, from the Chhak-zo Chhempo in the
Chokhang cathedral downwards.
TEE PRISONS OF LHXSA.

Beneath the Treasurers' offices a t Dekyi Ling is one of the
prisons; but i t is only used for a few prisoners prior to trial. The
great central jail is within the city walls, being situated next door
to the graud temple, the Cho-khang; and it bears the designation
of N6gtsa Shar. Adjoining the prison, and in a separate building facing T'omsi-gang, ia the court where the judges of first
instance sit; to wit, the chief justice the T'impiis-cliyi,and another
magistrate with the suggestive title of Slial-chhe-pa "the Big-faced
one." Torture is a frequent concomitant of judicial investigations in
Tibet; and this court-house of the chief magistrate, as well as tbe
adjacent prison, contins all the adjuncts for extorting confessions
by the aid of physical pain. The infliction of torture is conducted in
open court; and several methods of so dealing with criminals have
been borrowed from the Chinese. The Chinese wooden collar, known
in Tibet as fa'o-ding, is in common use. There is also another courthouse in Lh6m styled KQshak Lho.
Sarat Chandra Dhs has furnished a few particnlars concerning
the NQgtsa Shar Jail. The most cnrious part of the system there is
that no food is supplied to the prisoners by the authorities; but the
inmates must be fed by their own nearest relatives, or in the casewhich often occurs--of no relatives being available, the unfortunate
culprit is solely dependant for rations on the casual charity of the
kindly-disposed. Foreign traders, especially the llusalman merchants
from Kaslimir, are said to be the most beneficent in this way; many
making a practice of seuding food to the friendless prisoners starving
in NLgtsa Shar. All the inmates of the jail are technically considered to be incarcerated for life; but it is always possible to obtain the
release of any convict, no matter how heinous his offence, by a money

payment styled ta'e-ria or "life-price."
As a religious act,, rich
persons coming on pilgrimage occasionally cause one or two prisoners
in the Lhdse jail to regain their liberty by paying the required
ransom.
Both women and men are kept in this prison. There is much
association allowed not only between male convicts but also between
those of opposite sex. Men and women, according to Sarat Cliandra
Das, are occasionally suffered to live together as husband and wife, and
children are born and reared in the jail.
Executions are conducted in the open street before the people, and
apparently culprits suffer not far from the temple and not outside the
city, Buddhist injunctions notwithstanding.
When Nain Sing11
visited Lhbsa, he saw a Chinaman beheaded in public for having endeavoured to raisc a quarrel between the Sera lamas and those of
Daipung, with alleged political motives.
W e conclude this description of the capital of Tibet with n
lengthy extract from Sarat Chandra DBsYsfamous "Report,"
in
which he describes minutely a circuit he knade by the road which
runs completely round the city and which is known as the Ling-kor
road.
" From Potala," he says, " we returned by the Ling-kor road. I
have already mentioned that an extensive marsh lies to the north-west
of the road leading to Lhasa from Daipung, intervening between Sera
and Daipung, drained by numerous tiny outlets in summer. A t the
entrance of the city there was a stone bridge over an outlet of the
marsh, about 40 paces long and 1 2 broad, with parapet walls 3
feet high on both sides. The two piers of the bridge, roughly and irregularly constructed, mere about 10 feet high and 6 feet thick. The
stream a t this time was teeming with fislr. From this bridge the road
goes towards the north-east by east for a distance of 200 paces to its
junction with the Ling-kor, or circular road round LhBea. From the
bridge, Potala stands due east, Chagpoiri south-east, while Kunduling
lies in a south-south-easternly direction, and Kesar Lhakhang, which
stands midway between the Kaling Chhorten and Kunduling, bears
slightly to the south-east. To the south, beyond the river Kyi, mere
two Zhakha (flags placed on the tops of isolated peaks in honour of
the sylvan gods) visible a great way off. Far to the north of LhAea
mere to be seen three lofty peaks of barren mohntains without any
votive flags. From the junction of the Ling-kor road with the roads
coming from the bridge, a t a distance of 200 pnces, was a rivulet
stocked with fish crossillg the Ling-kor road and bridged by a culvert
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about 20 feet long and 9 feet broad. The grand road extends in a
due easterly direction from this culvert up to Chhorten Kaling, the
entrance of the city where it slightly bends northwards to join the
Potala Slio road. A t a distance of nearly half-a-mile from this culvert, in a north-easterly direction, we came to a small culvert under
which flowed a tiny stream. The Ling-kor road thence runs in a
north-easterly direction for a furlong, and then turning due east passes
by a park on the left side, where we saw a shed for an elephant. The
elephant itself was standing in a barley-field. A hundred paces further
on was the gate of the temple Lukhang T'amo (house of piebald
Nagas) situated exactly behind the hill of Potala. This shrine, which
had a small gilt gya-plig (dome) on it, was about 60 feet long and 25
feet broad. Some 200 paces further along this r o d there branched
off a lane leading into LhRea. To the right-band side were numerous
groves and gardens, and to the left suburban villages with numerous
barley-fields now green with barley and pea plants (in June). The
Ling-kor road runs next 300 paces and slightly bends southwards
whence the monastery of Ri gyal (where the Dalai Lama resides during his infancy) is clearly seen. From this point Sera, which is about
8 miles off, bears to the north and Potalrt south-west by west. A
road from the suburbs coming from the north joins i t here. Proceeding on our road for half-a-mile we pass the gateway of the celebrated
shrine of Ramochhe, and 200 paces further on this road me come to
its junction with a r o d leading to Sera and another leading due south
to the Chokhang. The latter is rather more than half-a-mile down
the r o d thither. Our way by the circular road now bends south-east
and pmses for a distance of nearly 300 paces beside the filthy village
of the Rogyabas (scavengers) which is distinguisl~ed from others by
its huts made of horns. The road continues running in the same
direction for about a furlong more, and then bends towards the south,
joining a street coming S.S.W. out from LhBsa. Then running still
due south for about 3 a mile it skirts the walls of LhBsa, here about
10 feet high and 4 feet wide, and passes by the antique chhorten which
commemorates the site of the spot where the Chinese princess, on reaching Lh6saJ made profound salutation towards the palace of Potaln and to
her saintly husband king Srongtsan Gampo. Now-a-days the space
round the chhorten is used as a cemetery where the dead bodies of the
town people are disposed of. The pigs which feast on the dead bodies
here are said to yield most delicious pork. Every day a t least one
dead body is considered necessary for the preservation of the honour
of the cemetery, otherwise it is deemed an evil omen for L h a h .
The Ling-kor road now turns towards the west, and running for about
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500 paces makes another bend at a second chhorten surrounded by
another cemetery. The entire land to the left of the road and the
Blcrtoi (cemetery) is filled with the horn huts of Rogyabas. From
this Dzbrtoi cliliorte?~at a distance of perhaps 700 yards, is the junction
Ling-kor, the Ferry-ghat road coming from Ts'eof 3 roads-the
chhog-ling monastery, and a broad street coming from the interior of
Lhhsa. The Kyi-chhu makes its appearance here. On the left side of
the Ling-kor road up the bank of the Kyi-chhu the entire land ie filled
with gardens and groves tastefully planted with different kinds of trees
and containing tanks and nicely-lined avenues. The Kyi-chhu, nearly
a mile wide at this place, running due west for a distance of 300 paces,
passes by the residence of the Lhading family of L h b , the chief of
whom is one of the leading dung-khors under the Government,. From
Lhading, the southern gate of LhAsa (LAO-go) is only 100 paces,
whence the city wall runs westward. At this gateway several helpless
beggars were supplicating for alms, and many pariahs (dogs) were lying about the road. The street leading to the interior of the city
from this gate is about 30 feet broad, and is irregularly lined with
many old willows and other trees with large stumps. Some of thew
are said to be upwards of 100 years' old. At a short distance west
from the gate the river bends southwards, where an extensive park
comes into view. This is the famous Norpu Linga; and thence Potala
bears north and Chagpoiri N.N.W. About 150 yards further on a road
from the interior of the city joins the Ling-kor road and tlie wall
(encircling the inner city) turns northward up this road to the site
where stands the Doring column. There is a huge cairn which receives
a stone from every passing pilgrim or traveller as a tribute of reverence to the sacred city and particularly to the grand sanctuary of
Potala. At a distance of 250 paces from this cairn there lies another
still larger cairn. From this latter to the Chhyag Chhe Gang (the
place of offering great greetings) which contains about a dozen small
cairns, the distance is 100 paces. To the right-hand side of Chhyag
Chhe Gang lies a garden, the walls of which are low and adjoining
the road. At the distance of 200 paces from Chhyag Chhe Gang
there is an approach of a deep channel of the Kyi river, which, for a distance of another 200 paces, runs touching the Ling-kor road. Here the
Tibetans, fearing further encroachments of the river towards the city,
have erected a revetment wall from the very edge of the Kyi. Had
it not been for this wall, the river would have ere long washed away
a part of LhBsa. Further on, the river recedes leaving a sandbank
between it and the Ling-kor road. People come here to bathe during
the summer and autumn. From beside the sandbank the road now
25
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bends northward, and running for a distance of 500 paces stops at a
culvert constructed across a deep cannl teeming with fish. Tlle
culvert rests, on the road end, on a single pier and spans over to a
bluff rocky ledge of Chagpoi Ri which juts over the stream. A steep
passage along the souther11 flank of Chagpoi Ri now takes the place
of, and forms the continuation of, the Ling-kor road; and in one part
i t traverses for some 200 paces immediately above a precipice overhanging a stagnant pool of the Kyi Chhu. This path seems very dangerous for passengers on account of its extreme narrowness
well as
from the rough forky rocks projectiug overhead. Here many niches
are cut out in the rock-wall, within which have been carved in relief
figures of Buddhas and saints. Many of these carvings, we saw,
were painted blue, red and yellow. Certain monks, who are almost
constantly engaged re-painting and furbishing the faded frescoes in
these old niches, supplicated for alms as we passed by. This is a kind
of livelihood to them. At a distance of 400 paces from the culvert
was a sentry-house where the Government had stationed guards to
match the movements of strangers and travellers. The passage after
t l ~ gradually
i
becomes broader, and, running past a pair of chhorten,
in about 100 paces from the guards-house joins a well-beaten road which
comes from the Norpu Lingrt. The Ling-kor road now runs directly
north for a distance of 500 feet, leaving the gateway of Kunduling
to the right-hand side and that of Norpu Linga to the left. Then
leaving the gateway of Norpu Linga the road travels some 300 paces
trending slightly to the north-eastward, and thus meets the main
thoroughfare from Daipung by which we eutered Lhfrsa on our arrivd. The grand street of Lh6sa runs from this point in a N.E.
direction, the distance between Chhorten Kaliug and the Doring being
700 paces."
The writer's circuit of the city ended however here at
Chhorten Baling.

CHAPTER XI.
T H E MYTHOLOGY OF TIBETAN BUDDHISM.
Whatever praises modern enthusiasts may lavish on Buddhism as
a pure and philosophic form of belief, they cannot long observe its
practice in any country where it actually prevails without discovering
that it is largely idolatrous. Certain recent writers on the subject
would have us think that the Buddhism of Tibet is singular in this
respect-that
there oi~ly,of all Buddhistic countries, the worship of
many deities and demonology are to be found. But one haa merely te
visit Ceylon and Burmah and examine the popular faith and practice
in those lands to discover that European preconceptions and theoretic
readings are fat astray even in the homes of what is generally styled
Primitive Buddhism. Demonology and idolatry are intrinsic parts of
the religion of the common folk of Ceylon though not so tyrannical
as they are with the people of Tibet.
Moreover, no impartial student can read the earliest writings of
Buddhism, whether in Sanskrit, Pali, or Tibetan, and fail to confess
that from the first this religion bad its mythology, together with 8
considerable phalanx OF gods aud other spiritual personages. This we
aver; even while we admit that as the centuries progressed a Buddhism
arose much less simple and much more idolatrous and superstitious than
the pristine forms. Furthermore, Tibetan phases of this creed may be
said to surpass in these departments the Buddhism of the Southern
'School, in that they have incorporated more seriously and philosophically the fantastic mythologies which Time developed. I n T ~ b e the
t
exorcism of devils and mystic rites involving the invocation of deities
of many orders are believed in and form part of the daily religion in
the case of the learned and the upper classes. I n Burmah and Ceylon,
on the other hand, such ideas and ceremonials are now mainly confind
to the general ~ublic. The lettered and philosophic among; Burmese
and Sinhalese Buddhists, having been re-instructed in thelr Faith as
interpreted by European theorists, have eradicated froni their Buddhism
even the mythology which from the earliest promulgation belonged
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that religion. But their religion is no longer Primitive Buddhism, but
Christianized Buddhism.
Buddhism may be said to deal in three departments of mythology :
pi788, may be mentioned, though they do not rank the first, the
gods adopted or adapted from the Hindu pantheon. From the commencement the leading deities of Brahmanic creation were incorporated
into Buddhism, forming an integral part of the scheme propounded by
Gautama. The thirty-three chief gods of Hinduism, such as Indra,
known in Tibetan works as Gya-jyin-wang-chbyok,' Vishnu styled
Kyab-jug, and Brahma known as Tangpa, are frequently mentioned
even in the earlier classical works.2 They dwell on the top of Mount
Meru-which the Buddliism of all countries agrees in locating in Tibet,
and which we shall see is referred to the modern Kailas abutting on the
Manasarowar Lake.8 Representations of these primary deities are very
seldom to be met with in Tibetan temples, and they are as a rule unknown by name to the general populace.
Secondly, me have the various classes of supernatural beings specially belonging to Buddhism in general and probably first originating
with that cult. These comprise Buddhas and Bodhisattwas, Dbyani
Buddhas and Dhyaui Sattwaa, together with certain orders of minor
gods and demons and other nondescript spiritual creations to be enumerated later on in these pages.
TAirdly, may be ranged the many local gods and goddesses not belonging to Buddhism generally aud varying with the different countries
where the Faith is professed. Thus, the Buddhism of each land has its
own special national deities, some of which have arisen since that religion
maa imported and some of which survive from anterior beliefs of the
people. To these may be added the direct analogues and local variations of Indian originals, which now form distinctive deities peculiar to
1 The Mongol synonym for Indra in Mongol Buddhism is Khormusda; and s t is
not withont sig~~ificance
that they should hnve imported a term from Armeniau
Onostio literatnre, Hormusta being the Deminrge or crenting deity of Gnosticism.
We say imported; because Mongol BnddhLm was long post-Christian in origin.
8 Qanesb, theelephnnt-faced god,is included among these and is often mentioned
in early Buddhist writings as " the Remover of Obstaoles."
8 Theoretically, however, in Buddhist cosmogony, Mount Meru is in the centre of the nniverae, the pivot or axis of a series of flat ooncentrio rings of land and
water lying one within the other. Water snrrounds Mount Meru, and ontside that is
a oirole of Innd, and so on land and water alternately ;eaoh land with its ring of
water representing a world. Outside the lnst girdle is our earth consisting of 7
oontinenta (Sansk. d d p , Tib. gling) afloat on a huge ocean parted into seven seas.
The oontinenta are : Jarnbudwipa (Drambu-gling), Parbstedwipa, Apnregodiua, Uttarukurn, Vayndevudwipa, Yarnnnadwipa, and Priyaugudwipa; besides which are
~ariolleialandi, aa Lanka, Tamradwipa, eta.
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the country where they have been adopted. Perhaps it is only natural
that in every land we should find that the most popular objects of veneration are such as were indigenous to the soil, though now they form part
and parcel of its Buddhism.
So much for the divinities of this Creed when viewed as d e c t i n g
in common all varying national forms of the Faith. We now turn
to the consideration in detail of the members and orders of the mythological cabinet as it exists in the Buddhism of Tibet.
BUDDHAS A N D BODHISATTWAS.

These are undoubtedly the leading sanctities of Buddhism everywhere; and theoret'ically all the gods, however great and formidable,
rank below them. Buddhas stand above Bodhisattwas, and are known
in Tibet as Sanq-gye N F N 9 N a desgination which probably may be
rendered as meaning Purity increased." The Mongol denomination
is Burkhan or BorRan, an appellation which the by-gone missionaries
to the Buriats a t Selenginsk have unfortunately used in their translations to signify " God."
Originally we may take it there was only one Buddha or Sanggye ; that was Shakyamuni or Gautama, the founder of the religion,
who is styled in Tibetan Shakya-t'ubpa. But he is now only one of
many others of his class ; and he is held in point of time not to be the
first oE his order.
Shakya-t'ubpa, however, may be said to take
precedence of all the Buddhas, in that he is the special human Buddha
belonging to and presiding over the current Kalpa, that is, the Age
now in progress. The successive ages which preceded the present period
had each its reigning human Buddha, by whom (it is now alleged) the
same doctrines were preached to the people then living as Shakya-t'ubpa
taught to the sentient beings of the current age. All these Buddhas
in their time, after many anterior lives under various animate forms,
were a t length-everyone in bis respective Kalpa-born as a Bodhisattwa who after some years of earthly life suddenly developed into a perfect BuddAa on eartk, when they diligently promulgated Buddhist
doctrine (or as it is technically phrased "turned the wheel of the law"Tib. chkos sgyurbn), and after much success mere sublimated out of the
world into Nirvana. Before they become Buddhas in actuality they
seem to earn the title of BcAom-lda18-adaa (Sansk. Bhagavan) '(he
who has passed through possessed of victory," or as the early German
translators have rendered it, Siegreich Vollendete " the victoriouslyconsummated." When they quit the world they have benefited, they
gain the appellation of Be-biitt-gshegspa (Sansk. Takhcigafa ; Mongol :
('
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7'egiin-zlilen-ireksen) generally rendered " he who has gone (or come)
like the others."
When the present age terminates, another human Buddha, the
successor of Shakya-t'ubpa, may be expected. His name will be or is
-for he already resides in the Galdan heaven and has many worshippers even now on earth-Jyampa, " the loving one," the same personage as Maitreya of Sanskrit and Pali writings. Other Buddhas will
follow Maitreya, eg., Simha, PrabhBsa, Muni, Pushpa, etc., to the
number of 1,000.
Of the many human Sang-gye, orthodox Buddhism of the
Hinayana School knows only five, and even the Mnhayana School only
cares to specify eight, d.e., the six predecessors of Shakya-t'ubpa,
Shakya-t'ubpa himself, and his immediate successor Jyampa. The
Madhyamika treatises mention and give names to 1,000 terrestrial
Buddhas. As being frequently mentioned in religious works
end, to a limited extent, finding a place in the modern popular creed,
the names of the seven may be set forth in order as follows :CI

(l)-$V4T'q39]N
through ;"
(2)-q&7y?'9

Nampar Zi
Tsugtorchen :

'He

:

" Tbe Fire-crested ;

"

( 3 ) - 4 4 ~ ~ 4 ? Wmche
#~
Kyob :

(4)-4ri4*9g7 Korwa Jig : *
(5)--~N'r\'44Sert'ub
-

:6

who saw through and

"

"The Preserver of All ;"

Golden Might ; "

" The Guardian of

Light ;"

U

( 6 ) - q 7 ~Od Srung :
w

Dissolver of the Hound of Life ;"

(7)-qJZ'qq4Shakyn-t'ubpa
w

:7

The Mighty Shakya ;"

Buddhas of this class may be said to lie beyond the pale of mor-ship or petition; always excepting Shakya-t'ubpa who is dill petitioned,
it mould seem. Having been sublimated within the impalpable region
Nirvana, they are, in theory a t least, as if they were not; and, having
no' longer any individuality, could hardly be considered to take
1

Sanskrit: V i ~ y a Pali:
;
Vipassi; Mongol : Babashi.

s Sanskrit: Sikhi; Mongol : Shiki.
Sanskrit : Viewabhu ; Mongol : Biababu.
vel Kuku-chhanda ; PaIi : K a k t ~ t s a q d h a; Mongol
Qargasundi otherwise Ortshilanggi sbdekhi.
6 Kanakamuni or K a n c h a a ; Pali : Kondgamana ; Mongol : Altan-chidatchi.
8 Sanskrit : Kasuapa ; Mongol : Qa'ahib.
1 Mongol : Shigemiini.
8

* Sanskrit : Krakuchhanda
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the slightest interest in human affairs. Thus we rarely meet with their
effigies in temples. Three exceptions, however, are notable. One is
that of Od-sruug Buddha, who is likewise linown in Tibet aa ZEKSEN
the Atom-eater."
Not only is this by-gone personality represented
in tangible figure, but large portions of his actual corporeal substance
are held to be still in existence. I n fact the elements of the bodily
frame of Zeksen are universally regarded as of marvellous efficacy in
revivifying the expiring life of man and in imparting youth to those
who are aged. Accordingly la'e-rid or " life pills " composed of atoms
of the Atom-eater are in grent request and much traffic is done in them.
Nevertheless, it seems they are not obtainable from anyone save two
or three of the higher ecclesiastical dignitaries, who have apparently an
inexhaustible supply of the earthly relics which once made up the carcase oE the saiut. Such functionaries as the abbot of Mindolling
monastery and the lady a t the head of Samding on Lake Yamdok have
good store of the pills, which, however, they are said to bestow gnrtuitously and never to sell.
Another Buddha frequently represented is, naturally, Shakya-t'ubpa
himself; but this is the case not so commonly as might be supposed.
While in Burmah, Siam, and Ceylon every shrine has a huge image of
the founder of the Faith; on the contrary, in Tibet, only the very
large centres of worship find a place for the figure of the hero. M o r e
over, the majority of these effigies are not of great size. I n tile
Jho-khang at Lhiisa is the principal representation of Shakyet'ubpa,
who there appears as a lad of twelve years. Other famous images of
the Jho-o, or rrLord," as he is designated, are in Qyangtse chhiirten and in the Kyilkhang college of Tashilhiimpo monastery. The
truth is that in Tibet other more sublunary personalities have displaced
the Buddha from the central position in the hearts of the people
Nevertheless, there is in the teaching of the books this contradiction
that, notwithstanding the allegation that Shakya-t'ubpa has passed
into nothingness, yet all Buddhist votaries are exhorted to cry up t o
him for assistance and are taught that he still concerns himself for
their welfare.

..

THE MAITREYA CULT.

MaitreyaL or Jyam-pa, the Buddha-to-come, is the third member
of the Human Buddhas' circle, who still remains an object of devotion.
Inileed his supposed positionof waiting, in one of the Heavens adjacent
to this world prior to his terrestrial advent, probably conveys the notion of accessibility. A considerable number of Tantraa or treatises
1 Pali : Metteyya ; Xongol : dfaidari.
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have been written giving special instruction as to the manner in which
he may be brought to the aid of worshippers, and as to how his particular votaries may even get him into their own control so as to work
out their own projects. Certain establishments are exclusively consecrated to the propitiation of Maitreya under his Tantrik aspects of
Jayam-kar, the White J y a m p and Jyam-nag, the Black Jyampa.
Other places hold some mighty figure of the coming Buddha, which is
styled in that case a Jyam-clhen. Several of the images are truly
enormous, reaching over sixty and seventy feet in height, and in fact
the representations of this being are made infinitely larger than those
of any other object of worship in the land. Such are t,he Jyamchhen
a t Jyampa Ling near Yamdok, at the Daipung Monastery, and a t
Tashilhiimpo in the Thoisamling chapel. Near Leh in Ladak, a huge
figure of Jyampa has been cut out, bas-relief fashion, on the face of a
lofty rock. I n Mongolia there is even a lama incarnation of Maitreya
or Jyampa known as "the Maidari Hutuktu."
BODHISATTWAS.

The proper term in Tibet for this order of personage is JangeAAub
Senpi, but this name is restricted to earth-born Bodhisattwa and is
not to be applied to Dhyani Bodhisattwa the correct term for whom is
Ye-slim Sem~a'.
A Bodhisattwa may be defined as a candidate-Buddha, and is sup
posed to have attained the stage in the chain of re-births immediately
next to that of Buddhahood. I n some cases he dies as a mortal man,
though by the act of dying he becomes a Buddha. I n other instances
the Bodhisattwa seems to pass into the final stage while still living, and
to continue the current life as a Buddha. The last was apparently the
method adopted in the career of Shakya-tJubpa. I n the early years of
his ministry we find in the clas~icaltreatises that he is oftan designated
" the Bodhisattwa." However, he a t length acquires Buddhahood
while seated in meditation under the Bo-tree, and yet he does not die,
but continues his eartllly mission some years longer. I n numerous
instances, however, a Bodhisattma does not after death reach the final
position, but is re-incarnated as a Bodbisattwa. But when that occurs,
we believe the continuance of the lower birth is at the request of the
individual himself, who voluntarily defers his Buddhahood in order that,
by re-incarnation, he may help the sentient creatures of the universe to
emancipate themselves from the thralls of this life. I n fact the special
vocation of a Bodhisattwa is to convert the world from ignorance (i.e.,
the desire to live), to point, out the path to Nirvana, and thus empty
the cycles of existence. His great virtue, therefore, consista in

.
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foregoing hie own deliverance from the c b i n of birth and re-birth in
order that by continuing upon earth he may be of service to others.
This conception is certainly a noble one; and we should be disposed
personally to rank the Bodhimttwa as occupying a higher level than the
Buddha who is interested in nobody save himself.'
The Mahayana School-the T'egpa clilmpo or "Greater VehicleJJ
as it is termed in Tibet-claims
the credit of having constituted, or
rather of having brought to human knowledge, the order of Bodhissttwas. Its votaries scorn the tenets of the supposed earlier School (if
ever actually existent concomitantly with the Mahayana) the Hinayana
or 'fLesser Vehicle " system, as inculcating the rankest selfishness,
Hinayana Buddhists being occupied only in attaining their own salvation. Mahayana Buddhists, on the other hand, assert that they regard
the salvation or "emancipationJ' of others as being of greater importance
than their own; and the Bodhisattwa order revealed by their system is
the embodiment of that idea. So far as presenbday Buddhism g w ,
various members of this order are still working, or supposed to be working for the good of others, and together with those who belong to the
special class of Dhyani Bodbisnttwas, carry on operations by repeated
incarnat,ion in the persons of certain highly-glad monastic dignitaries.
Such inhabited individuals receive divine honours and are regarded as
objects of worship. Nagarjuna, Atisha, and Tsong-khapa, who became
or were born as Bodhisattwas when on earth, still continue as Boddhisattwas in one of the heavens concurrently with their incarnate representatives now living in the world.
Finally, the actual technical instrument whereby ipso facto any
Sattwa or ordinary man is made a Bodhimttwa must come direct from
one who is already a Buddha. Its usual form is that of a beam of light
from the Buddha.
THE DHYANI BUDDHAS.

The Human Buddhas having gained Nirvana, and having been
absorbed therein into the general ethereal nothingness, are evidently outside the pale of human tears and human prayers. But the natural instinct
of mankind craves after personal deities who shall be in some sort
comprehellsible to his thoughts and accessible to his petitions. Consequently it was necessary for Buddhism to devise an expedient whereby
the highest beings in the religious pantheon might be capable of
1 There ere, besides the Bnddhee who worked for ell oreatnres' welfare end who
nre styled perfeot (samyaksaabodhi), other more sel6eh Buddha8 oalled Pratyeka
Buddha that only worked for their own abeorption into Nirvaae. Them rank next
below a11 Bodhienttwne.
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intercourse with the world. To meet that want there came to be
or the Buddhas
devised the series known as the FIVEDHYANIBUDDHAS
of Contemplation as distinct from the Human Buddhas who have
p s e d away. By the Mongols these Dhyani Buddhas are styled
2Z'ti?ntfbBurklian and by Tibetans Ye-sieaSang-gye.
There are several accounts, not very reconcilable in detail, as to
how the members of this spiritual order came into existence. It is
commonly set forth, however, that the general desire to bring about
happiness (which mas allowable even in Nirvana so long as i t took no
personal form and had no definite objects of compassion), innately belonging to the Human Btlddhaa dissolved in Nirvana, a t length took
visible shape. Their conjoint quintessence evolved a ray of pure white
light, which, shooting forth, entered tbe regions of the material universe.
There the ray of light wss disintegrated, as by a prism, into five rays,
each of which yielded by contact with the five different Heavens a new
and "self-sprung " Dhyani Bilddha, each of such being correspondent,
respectively, to the Five Human Buddhns from whom the white light
had collectively proceeded. Thereupon these new Buddhas took up
abode one in each of five heavenly kingdoms or Bhuvana over which he
now presides though personally he is ever mrapt in mystic meditation
(Tib. Barn-tan). The Kalachakra cult (vide post Chapt.-.)
makes a

M Z ~ ' ~ ~ inTibetan,
C ~ ~ N E
Y C 4 '

primal oncreated Being, termed

(familiar to English readers as lfAdi-Buddha ") the creator of these
heavens (sometimes increased to 13 in number) and both the evolver
and the president of the nhyani Buddhas.
The namee of the Five Dhyani Buddhas or Ye-shes Sang-gye are
in Sanskrit, Tibetan and Mongol, as folloms :1.-Vairochana.

Nang-pa Nang-ts'e.

8.-A

Mi-kyo Dol-je.

kshohhya.

3.-Ratna

Sambhava. Zingsten Jungdo.
U

Mashi-geiguliin- Jokiakchi.
Olu-kiidiliikchi ;
or
A kgAmaBAi.
Erdeni-yin Oron
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Of these, the first-nnmed one, i.e., Vairochana, resides in the highest Central Heaven, denominated in Tibetan GALDAN;
and the others in
heavens situated to the east, south, west, and north, respectively. However, the Dhyani Buddha who concerns himself mostly with the affairs of
this world of ours is Wopak -meJ. He dwells in the Western Heaven,
the beautiful realm of DEWACHAN;
and, being aa Number Four correspondent in his origin to the great Human Buddha of the p r k n t Kalpa,
Shakya-t'ubpa, it is only natural that he should be the one who is
chiefly drawn in sympathy towards the present inhabitants of the earth.
Of course, he especially affects the sacred land of Tibet where he is
known by several namea besides Wo'pak-me' (" Immeasurable Light "),
such as TsJe-pk-me' (" Immeasurable Life
and Nang-wa T'A-ye
YIllimitsble Brightness").
Moreover, in order to prove of still
greater benefit to the people of Tibet, he appears continually there in
human form, being incarnated in each successive Panchhen Rimpochhe,
the head of TBshilhumpo Monastery and titular ruler of the Province
of Tsang. Wo'-pak-me', the often-mentioned Amitabha or Amitayus
of Sanskrit writings, seems to be the only Dhyani Buddha that undergoes a regular series of incarnatio~~s
upon earth; although Mi-kyo~
Dorje, otherwise Akshobhya, is a deity not unknown to the populace
so far as pictures and figures in temples can make him. Moreover, the
famoua religious masquerade a t Hemis Monastery, Ladak, and a t
Darjeeling, is styled the Mi-kyo' Dorje K y i l kWor. It is held in honour
of the saint Padma Jung-nas, but is under the patronage of Akshobhya,
who dwells in the Eastern Heaven.
jJ)

This, the Heaven of the West ( 4

q ~ 9possessed of bliss 3

of the Tibetans, and the Sukh4vati of the Indians, is the realm that
mainly concerns mortal man. Thither, when a man of virtue dies,
does his spirit depart after a short period in the Buddhist purgatory,
the Bardo. There, moreover, does his '(astral bodyJJcontinue, even
after his re-incarnation, if he be a saint who engages incessantly in the
Sam-tan form of ascetic meditation.
The delights of Dewaclian are fully set forth in a Sutra of the
Mdo series of the Kangyur. There, as we read, does the fourth
Dhyani Buddha, Wo'pak-me' or Amitabha, preside and is ever preaching the Doctrine. It is edged all round with piles of gold, silver, glass,
and topaz; has seven promenades with seven avenues of palm-trees;
and is diversified with huge lotos-ponds in which grow four kinds of
lotos, each of a different colour, that ia to say, blue, yellow, crimson,
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and white. It is full, moreover, of swans, cuckoos, and peacocks; and
"in that Buddha country music is always being played." Indeed a
portion of this description (written in Sanskrit probably four hundred
years, or rather more, after CHRIST)recalls similar descriptions in the
Book of the Revelation of St. John, of which it is possibly in part an
imitation. Again, for example, we have there the Sixteen Nai-ten, or
chief disciples disposed in places of honour.
DHYANI SATTWAS.

I n order to bring the new Order of Buddhas into closer relationship with mundane affairs, an intermediate series of spiritual entities
has been devised. The members of this series mnk as Bodhisattwas
and bear the same position of subordination to the Dhyani Buddhas
that, ordinary Bodhisattwas hold to human Buddhas. While the
Dhyani Buddha is, as a rule, tied to one of the heavenly paradises and
does not personally communicate with beings upon earth, the Dhyani
Sattwa's special vocation is to be born and re-bbrn in mortal guise in
order to lead all sensate creatures to a right understanding of the Doctrine. Thus, each member is repeatedly incarnate in tho bodily frame
of the successive holders of some particular ecclesiastical office, through
whom he is supposed to work for the welfare of others.
The genesis of the Dhyani Sattwrts or Dhyani Bodhisattwas is not
dissimilar in character to that of the superior Order just dealt with.
Rays of light issuing from the head of the first Dhyani Buddha were
the means of producing the first Dhyani Sattma Kun-tu Bzangpo; and
from the latter were evolved, by connubial conjunction with his
spiritual yum or sakti Kuntu Bzangmo, other rays which created other
four Sattwae correspondent to the four other Dhyani Buddhas. There
are, however, different versions of this event. A special origin, moreover, is usually assigned to the fourth Dhyani Sattwa correspondent to
Wii-pk-me' and who plays an important part in Tibetan religious
affairs. While in general Buddhistic lore Kuntu Bzangpo is considered to
be themost important of the Five Dhyani Sattwas and is often confounded popularly with him who in the Kalachakra system is styled the '(Adibuddha," yet in the particular cults of the Faith prevailing in Tibet and
in Japan i t is the Fourth Sattma that has acquired the place of preeminenceL Before, however, entering into details concerning that hero
1 In Chins the fourth Dhyani Sattwa, i.e., Avalokiteswsra, in as popular an in
Tibet; bat there, by a onrioae development, he hns been transformed into a goddess
Kuan-ehi-yin " the hewprayer Bodhisattws " (Vide Williams's Chinese-Engliah
Diotionary, p. 666). Not eo, however, in Korea, where the name of the Bodhisattwa
hse beaome I Koan Syei Yumpo 8al.
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we must first give the individual names of the series ; remarking also
that the number prefixed to each Dhyani Sattwa indicates the particular Buddha to whom he is appendant :1. Kuntu Sangpo (Sansk. Samlrnta BAadra).
2. Dorje Chhang (Sansk. Yojrapani).
3. Jam-yang (also Jam-pal) (Sansk. XanjasAri).
4, Chenraisi (Sansk. Baalokitemartl).
5. Dorje Semp4 (Sansk. Yajrasattwa).
Of these beings, the most popular in Tibet are Nos. 2, 3, and 4 ;
but No. 4 highest above all. Nevertheless we find No. 5 often set
down to be equivalent to the Adi-Buddha Dorje Chhang, who is likewise known as Chhyakna Dorje, may be found represented in metal in
every temple and religious establishment of the country. He is a prime
defender of the Faith, generally pourtrayed with a so-called " terrific"
cast of countenan~e,meant to appal every would-be assailant of Buddhism. This effect is enhanred by the image being invariably painted
scarlet. Thus Milaraspa invokes him as "Thou great red Dorje
Chhang ! " Jam pal or Jam-yang, who is supposed to be endowed with
a voice of magical power, bccomes incarnate in endless repetition in the
successive chief lamas of the once puissant Sakya Monastery. Tsongkhapa mas also tenanted spiritually by an emanation of Jampal. Jampd
is held, however, to have cared always less for Tibet than for Nepal,
and was originally instrumental in converting the latter country to the
true Doctrine. And next we come to one who claims a paragraph
special to himself.
TBE DHYANI LlATTWA CHENRAISI, PROTECTOR OF TIBET.

Each one of the Dhyani Sattwa is deemed to be the vice-regent or
deputy upon earth of the particular Dhyani Buddha to whom he owes
hi8 origin and whose spiritual son he is accounted. Chenraisi, then,
has been embodied upon thc world in order to second personally the
designs of the great Buddha of the Western Heaven, Wo'pak-me' or
AmitabAa. I n order to perform this work the more effectually, he has
arranged to inhabit in perpetuity the corporeal form of every Grand
Lama of L h h that rules the destinies of Tibet. The Dalai Lama of
L h h , accordingly, is the tulku or apparitional form of Chenraisi
and receives the homage and worship due to that benevolent
being.
The full name of thie, the Fourth Dhyani Sattwa, may be set
forth. It is S'an-ras-gzigs Dbang-p'ytcg, in present pronunciation
eounded Chanraisi Wang-Chhyuk, and signifying 'c the Rich Power
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of the Seer (clad) in a Garment of Eyes." His origin from Wo'pakmeJ is thus described. A ray of pure white light streamed out from
the left eye of the Dhyani Buddha and flashing on to a lake teeming
with lotos buds impregnated one of them with divine progeny. This
lotos blossom attained a stupendous sizc and beauty; and when the
king of the land came to view it he descried a youth of 1 6 issuing
out from the inner cup. Received as a divinity, the youth proved
to be a Bodhisattwa, whose mission was the emancipation, of
every living creature that should ever be born, from the wheel of
transmigratory existence.
Thus was Chenraisi first manifested.
Labouring unremittingly from l ~ i splace in the Dewachan Heaven
under the direction of WoJpak-me', the Dhyani Buddha, to effect
the abolition of metempsychosis, he found creatures continued to be
born and re-born. He was then endowed with eleven faces and
eleven mouths, the better to preach the Doctrine ; but still, notwithstanding much success, the wheels of life went round. Next, he
developed one thousand hands and in the palm of every hand an eye ;
but although the thousand eyes evinced immeasureable powers of discernment, the Bodhisattwa was still disappointed-the
end was not
yet. SO, while remaining true to his vow not to cease from his selfimposed task until the cycles of existence were empt.ied, he turned to
more sober and slower means. He joined his spiritual essence to that
of the great ruler of Tibet, King Srong-tsJan Gampo, and determined to labour upon earth through that monarch's mind and body for
the general good. Thereafter he inhabited the forms of other mighty
sovereigns, such as Bromston, Jenghis Khan, Kublai Khan, and
various Chinese emperors. At length he has settled down to occupy the personality of the Dalai Lamas of Tibet even to the present
day.
I n order to further the accomplishment of his mission for the
deliverance of mortals, Chenraisi devised the famous formula Om mani
padme durn now used so widely throughout Tibet. It is composed of
six magical syllables, each of which when uttered is of great effect in
procuring the deliverance of one of the six classes of living creatures ;
the six syllables together promoting the good of all six classes. It
is a ~etitionto Chenraisi, who is animated with greater and still
greater power for his worlr, the more human beings that repeat the
sentence and the oftener they do so. Hence arose the inmeasurable methods for giving vent to the Om ma-?ti pad-me htm, which
have become prevalent in Tibet. So, whether the winds, the waters,
or the human hand revolve the wheels which thus mechanically
grind forth the the syllables, they are regarded by tlie votary as ad-
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dressed, through the Dalai Lama of L h b , to Chenraisi. Thus does
everyone unite to speed his sacred work.'
DEIFIED SAINTS.

After the Bodhisattwas may be said to rank a large number of
personages famous in the history of Buddhism or locally famous in
Tibetan annals. Some of these attained the position of Bodhisattwa
during life and therefore may be classed as the equal of such beings;
others were emanations of Dhyani Bodhisattwa. Nevertheless these
saints in themselves, independently of the Ins or karmu carried from
other personages preceding them, earned apparently a new celestial
entity dserentiating them permanently from such heritage and initiating a fresh lineage of their o m . In this new personality, according
to modem ideas in Tibet, they inhabit one of the heavens, whilst if
necessary (in order to continue their labours for Buddhism) they
can, in nirn~a'!raform, be incarnated in successive generations on earth.
The highest of all such creations are the pair of pupils who were
with Gautama during his early asceticism and who after their first
disgust a t his change eventually became his devoted followers. They
died before their master's demise. This couple of disciples, Shari-i-bu
or Shriputra and Mo-u-gal-gyibu or Moggalana, are known in Tibetan
mythology as zE'q&y '[the best pair." Very few images of them
are to be met wit11 in Tibet, save in the largest monastic temples
and in the Lhasa Cho-khang, and then only as attendants oa Shakyat'ubpa the Buddha.
known as
' I Nailer "
Next rank the sixteen STHAVIEAS,
in Tibet and as Balrc-akciti in Mongolia. These disseminated the
Doctrine in divers countries in the first 4 or 6 centuries d t e r ShakyaJs
death, but not in Tibet.% Their names in Tibetan are :-

-

vfS45q

1.

5 3 the
~ fire-born.

4.

a. a;l'qacl'q the unconquer5.

able.
3.

WTqY
saint.

TN'qq the opportunist.

w

qE'b;lyQthunder-born.

forest6. 4 ~ T t t h good.
e

1 The six-syllabled ejaonlation is both a bija muntra and .a dharani. It is
paralleled in Korea by the utterance of the syllables No-mu a-mi toh-bu, to be heerd
at all times in the mouths of the religions.
a One tradition, however, mnkes Me-skyes, the 51nt Naiten, preaoh in Ladak
and Ngari Khorsnm.

7.

fllE.-47

-

protector

of

bds.

11.

qq4di-4

the guide in

narrow paths.
12. Bharadwadza the meditator.

8.

Bharn-dmadza.

13. fld;rqVq the pat,h-shower.

9.

q 4 C the weasel.

14.

mq- or Naggasena.

ys~qqMUL, son of

15.

T v Gopaka.

--

CI

w

10.

3-37

Shakya.
16.
the half-humanone.
There is some variation in the nomenclature of these sanctities
and in the choice of the particular individuals who ought to be included among them.' They are usually, however, spoken of, and represented as, a sacred group not as separate personalities.
After the Naiten come a numerous body of saints deified and,
whether regarded as sublimated into Nirvana or as in Galdan, Dawnchan, or other of the heavens, still to be appealed to, coerced and
conjured up, and in some instances as still taking earthly incarnation.
There are certain orders or ranks in such n pantheon, naturally.
First stand those who from their splendid effect on the-reli,'~ I O U S
4world are entitled to the pmnomen of P A G ~ O( N
b
(
l
q
)"splen-

7w'

did lord" in Sanskrit : Si.inafda. These are only four or five in number,
including Pad-gon Llc-Qa6 or Nagar-juna, P o p - m e d or Aryasanga,
Tsong-khapa, and Bu-ton.
Secondly, are ranged the series of
DUB-CHHEN,
in Sanskrit Maha SiddBa, said to be 84 in number. Among these are Naro and
Tilo (so often mentioned in Milaraspa's Gtc~.bnrn),Sha-wa-ri-pa, Dzawa-ri-pa, Nya-lto-ma (i.e., the Fish-bellied), Nagpo Spyodpa, Sgrombi-wa, and Chsng-kya b l p a i Dorje, the last-named being the deified
saint who still inhabits the chief Incarnate Lama a t Peking,

vzq

1 A. Griinwedel in Mythologie &s Buddhismus in Tibet gives the namee of the
16 Sthevirns enbetantially m above, with the names in Sanskrit of 15 out of the
16, the list running aa follows: Agniya, Ayita, Vsnavssa or Khadiravana, Kalika,
8arnqa Vatsapntm, Bhadrs, Knnaksvatea, Kanaka-bharadvnja, Vaknln, Bahnle,
BaQ-pant'eka, Pindola-bharadvaja, Psnt'nke, Nagaeenn, Gopaks. Neverthelees
in e lint oconrring in the short recension of the Snkhavati Vynhm, translated from the
Senekrit by the late Professor Cowell, in the series " Saored Books of the h t , "
e very different list is given, manifestly inoorrect in that Sharipntm and Mandgalyayana with othere are included 8s of the 16. This series rune: Sharipatrs,
Naha bfaadgalya-yana, Maha Kaehyapa, Mahe Kspp'ina, Maha Katya-ynna, Maha
Kannshthila, Bevats, Snddhi Pant'aks, Nands, Anands, Bshnla, Qavimpsti, Bhanrdwiga, Kilodkyin Wakkola, Anirnddhs.
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Chang-kya Hutuktu. All of the foregoing mere great masters of
Tantrik Meditation.
Thirdly, may be placed those entitled to the style: f l ~ ~ l

74E'37 "Rich

U

Power of Meditation," commonly abbreviated into

w

qc74E' DUB-WANQ.Of

such are Milaraspa and Padma Sambhama,
8 e latter in his manifestation as Humka~a.
pus-CHHOK,
to which belong
Another rank is that of ~ f l g q
U
the engineer-saint Tang-tong Gyalpo, Dampa Gya-gar, with others.
Atisha, the great Indian missionary who lived for and died in Tibet,
- 4 c
seems to stands alone, bearing the designation E4.674 ((Oreat
.cI-4
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Lord." His full Tibetan style is E'9'6q'4'3w'w Jmoo Chlienjo
V
P'zd Jri n.q.
Finally come the large band of
JB-TSUN
or '' reverends."
The appellation, however, belongs to many in the preceding classes
as an additional title, e.g. to Milaraspa. This large body includes such
as Zla-ma Gragspa, Sgampo-pa, Zhima Lba, the lots'ama or translator
Marpa (Milampa's instructor), Zhima Ts'o (an Indian pandit), Sangsrgyas-bskyabs, and a host of lesser lights.
Images of most of those sacred personages are to be found in
numerons temples, especially in the particular localities where they
made their fame. Effigies of Padma Sambhama, or "Pema J~bngne"
as he is known in Tibet, abound in Tsang and Sikkim as well as in
tlie Derge province of Khams. I n Eastern Tibet Tsong-khapa or
'' J e Birtyocliie " usually predominates. I n Galdan Gompa, Samye
and Kumbum are the finest effigies of the latter saint.

2.4d4

GODS AND GODDESSES.

All Buddhas and Bodhisattwas (as also many deified human beings) rank the highest of the classes of spiritual beings to whom attention is paid. All gods and goddesses, styled lha and Mamo in
Tibet, take a somewhat subordinate position. Nevertheless, in the
popular conception several of tlie latter are practically of more importance than any Buddha. However, as n matter of fact., the Buddhas
nnd Bodhisattmas whose images are set up in temples are held to be
deities and are worshipped in common with ordinary gods and goddesses. Little distinction comes from tlie mere class to which any of
these beings belong; the favourite and most revered effigy is that
which popular feeling has singled out to be the most accessible and
27

&
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the most powerful. The individual deity chiefly venerated in one
district may be, moreover, but little regarded elsewhere.
THE MOTHER GODDESS.

Perhaps the goddesses are considered of highest account. Certainly the most widely-esteemed deity in Tibet, and the one most commonly resorted to, is a Iha-?no or goddess. This is DOLMA(lit. Sgrolma,
('The Deliverer ") known variously, according to the pronunciation in
different parts of the country, as BoLma (in Ladak), I'd-?tta (in Tsang),
and Droltna (in Khams). She is often distinguished as Ytwz., ((the
Mother," and asserted to be "the mother of all the Bodhisattwas."
I n Mongolia Dolma seems always to be called Bn~a-eke "mother
Tara" or more fully : Kelel-ghekdi eke " the mother who rescues." She
was introduced into Tibetan Buddhism as the counterpart or synonym
of the Hindu goddess Tara. Her genesis and her after history do not
wholly tally, however, mith the Hindu narratives concerning Tara.
Although Dolma is supposed to have existed through many ages
and to have taken many forms under the guise of wliich she has engaged in various enterprises, she is supposed to have been first enlisted
in the cause of Buddhism through the agency of the Dhyani Buddha
WB.-pak-me.'
A t the moment when the white ray from his left eye
brought Chenraisi into being, another ray of green light from his
right eye was made to evolve the goddess whose essence had passed
from distant regions into the Demachnn heaven. Being thus twin
with Chenraisi, she waa thenceforward ever confederate with him in his
great projects for the spread of Buddhism and the emancipation of
sentient creatures. So do we always observe Dolma aud the elevenfaced Dhyani Sattma coupled together in Buddhist legend.
Her earliest appearance incarnated in human form was contemporary mith Cl~en~aisi's
adoption of the bodily frame of King Srong
Tsan Gampo. The spiritual essence or l~llwaof Dolma then divided
itself into two ; and each half became incarnate one iu each of the two
chief wives of that king. Dolma, having been thus split in two, continued so both in her spiritual existence-her astral body-as a goddess in Dewachan and in her manifestations upon earth. Accordingly,
among the images of temples as well as in tho Tantras and in Tantrik
ceremonial, we meet mith two principal impersonations of this goddess.
We have Dol-kar or the White Dolma and Dol-jang or the Green
Dolma; the King's Chinese wife being the former and his Nepalese
spouse being Dol-jmg. W e say ('principal impersonations," because
two other wives of Srong Tsan Gampo were further forms of Dolma;
while in more recent times the emanations from the goddess have been
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multiplied into as many as twenty.one, mhich form so many branch
t ~ ~ d - k uA
. Dolma /la-klnt~gor "god-house," of which every larger
monastery boasts one as a separate shrine, contai~lsthe complete range
of those impersonations.
At the present day, as we gather from Prof. Albert Griinwedel's
work, the incarnations of the goddess assume, curiously enough, male
forms in Mongolia and Siberia. The Tsars of Russia successively are
now deemed by the Buriat Buddhists to be the incarnation on earth
of the White Dolma; while the Green Dolma, known in popular Mongol Buddhism as Nokogl~anKetelghekchi Eke " the green delivering
mother," is s u p p o d to be now corporeally manifest in a Mongol
male Irzbbilglan (=Tib-tt~lku) resident in Trans-Baikal.
Other branch emanations or "aspects " of Dolma are said to be
the goddesses Woaerclenmn, T'onyer-cien?na, and the three-faced Lomag y h m a , the lat,ter represented as dancing clad only in a girdle-band
of leaves. The second-named is a wrathful form of the goddess.
PALDAN LHA-YO.

Tbis goddess, who seems to be always of ferocious and bloodthirsty mood, is deemed to be one of the most redoubtable defenders
of Buddhism. She appears to have been originally the daughter of
Gya Jin or Indra. After her first period of life, she went a progress
of visits to the regions of the various orders of beings dwelling on the
slopes of Mount Meru, in each of which successively she was born and
spent one life-time. Being naturally of a lustful disposition, she led
a most abandoned career in each of those spheres. Her warlike character and physical strength, furthermore, enabled her easily to dispose
of her several lovers as she grew tired of them. But, in spite of her
licentious and murderous career, the goddess, because of her devotion
to Buddhism, is supposed to hove attained to the tenth stage in the
Lam Rim Chhenpo or Mahayana road to emancipation.
This deity, whose name of Paldan Lh4-mo signifies merely " the
splendid goddess," is also often termed Lhl-mo Mag-jormo "the
goddess addicted to mar." I n mythological art she seems to be pourtrayed in two chief styles. I n one she stands in rampant riotous attitude, a wreath of skulls over her shoulders and reaching to the
ground, the mangled bodies of one or two of her lovers trampled
under her feet; and holding aloft a skull from which she is quaffing
blood. I n her second attitude, or milder aspect, she is seated on a
mule which she guides with a bridle of snakes, holding an umbrella of
peacock's feathers over her head.
The fact that in her second aspect the goddess ie riding her mule,

seated side-ways as an European lady, has given currency to a curious
idea which deserves to be mentioned. Many years ago certain pictures
from the ~llqcstkledLolldon News,in which Queen Victoria wns shown
in early life sitting on horse-back to review the troops, found their
way into Tibet. As the great Empress of India was commonly accounted in Tibet as a personage warlike as well as of far-reaching
sway, those pictures started the notion that QueenVictoria was an incarnation of goddess Paldan LhLmo.1 And so in Tibet a t the present day
i t is always held ; the mild-hearted sovereign of Great Britain embodied
the blood-thirsty goddess-otherwise how could she rule over so
mighty a realm of which the vast Dzambu-ling (India) forms only
one fragment? Now that Queen Victoria has passed away, we do not
know whether the goddess hns become re-incarnate in King Edward,
whose sex, aa we have just seen, would not preclude the succession.
It. was the Empress Katharine of Rossia that set going the Dolma
incarnations on the Russian Throne. However, it is perbaps a pity,
from the political point of view, that th8 British sovereigns should be
held in Tibet to represent the redoubtable but blood-loving Paldan
Mag-jormo ; whereas the Russian royal autocrats embody the mild and
motherly and popular goddess Dolma.
TAYDIN: THE GOD WITH THE HORSE'S NECK.
" A neighing waa heard and then Tamdin appeared "-that
is a
frequent assertion in fantastic Buddhist legends; and this deity shows
himself redoubtable in his power of terrifying by cries or by his uncouth appearance all demons who would molest the faithful votary of
the Buddhist persuasion. Tamdin is the Tibetan analogue of the
Indian Hayagt-iwa, who is also denominated Hayagriwa Mandhawa in
order to distinguish him from Hayagriwa, a demon whom he fought
with and overcame. The Indian deity seems to be as great a favourite
in Assam as is his Tibetan brother in the land of snows; and nine
miles north-west of Gaul~ati in Assam stands a very ancient shrine
to Hayagriwa used in common both by Hindus and by Buddhists.
Tamdin is represented in images as possessed of a horse's head
with streaming gilded mane and large protruding eyes, but with the
remainder of his form like a man's. I n Tantrik ceremonial he is addressed as Pa'-wo Tamdin !" Brave Tamdin."

DORJE P'AGMO, THE SOW GODDESS.

The Sow with the Thunderbolt as a deity shows Buddhism in
deliberate opposition to the religious susceptibilities of the professors
1

See h m e e g ' s Rrestern Ttbetan Dictionary.

of three other chief Faiths of Asia-Judaism, Hinduism, and Muhammadanism. Buddhism claims that in past ages even that animal which
is an abomination to the other religions enlisted itself to promote the
spread of the new tenets. Doj e P'agmo, who was once in the flesh
voluntarily aa a female pig, is a t the present day incarnate as a woman
who presides as lady abbess over a hybrid monastery in Tibet wherein
are housed both nuns and monks. She is the only woman in Tibet
who is permitted to travel in a sedan chair; and slie is supposed still
to retain the power of transforming at will herself and the females
of her community into a troop of sows. The incarnate goddess
is alleged to have a goitre in the shape of a pig's head behind her
right ear; and the small images of Dorje P'agmo carried as charms
are always so designed. Apparently, besides the Incarnate Sow of
Samding Monastery-the lady who claims the right to the sedan
chair-other incarnations exist. For example, one is said to have
taken form as lady piincipal of a convent situated on a small
island on the frozen waters of the great northern lake, Tengri
Nor.
GODS OF THE SOIL

Throughout the snowy land, nevertheless, perhaps e range of comparatively inferior deities are most thought of and more earnestly
striven for to be propitiated. We refer to the Sa-dag or Sa-dagpo

(~q~'~1'r)
"lord of the ground ") deities which dif£er in every
village, valley, and river-side, and which are esteemed to have jurisdiction over the earth or soil of the locality assigned to each. They' appear not to be endowed with individual names, being only known as the
CI

Sa-dag or Shibdag

(Yq'4';\7)

of such-and-such a village or, per-

haps, district.' To offend the Sa-dag is dreaded by all housewives,
as he exercises special sway over the hearth of a house or tent. Milk
or broth must not be allowed to boil or spill over on the fire, as the
smell of such when burning is a t once apparent to him and is most
abhorrent. Butter is thrown into the fire to propitiate his anger on
such accidents, but in cases he may be implacable and bring terrible
ill-luck on the denizens of a tent or hut; and then Ngag-pa monks
must be had in, the whole hearth dug up, and various rites of Tantrik
character be nicely performed. Sometimes the T'a6-Iha or '' hearth1 In Milarespa a Shib-dag, whioh appesm mounted on 8 hare and carrying a
mnehroom as a shield and blades of straw a8 weopone, is introduced as " the ruling
deity of the dietrict of Gro-t'ang!'

god " is held to be not the same as the Sa-dag, but the two are generally considered identica1.l
Chhu-llin " water-gods " and also the various river gods are likewise
to be reckoned as of the class of Shib-dag or Sa-dag.s
Such is a general outline of t,he mythology belonging to the
Buddhism of Tibet and Mongolia; and in its leadlng features, we may
reassert, it is in close agreement wit11 the mythology which Buddhism,
even in its early beginnings, gave adherence to.
A t the present day in Burmah, Ceylon, Siam, ss well as in Japan
and Korea, the main public concerns itself not with the Eight-fold
Path or the Four Noble Truths, or Nirvana ; but mainly with the subjection of and ministry of demons, mountain-spirits, and the various
gods of the soil. Incarnations, indeed, are more distinctively the
property of the Tibetan and Mongolian creeds. Demonolat.ry, however, is not merely Tibetan, but is common to every indigenous form
of Buddhism.
Accordingly, the inference seems irresistible. When Buddhism
was introduced into all these different regions, she probably found
demonology already a pafamount force. Nevertheless, far from eradicating these superstitions, she incorporated many of their elements
into her own system; sometimes developing them further, but giving
to them all her own peculiar colouring, modelling them after one
general similitude, which, under various modifications, is now found
bequeathed to every Buddhistic land.
1 Among the Mongoln an image of the god of the ground is placed on a small
alter near the door of esch tent ineide. Be is styled QZjarun Edzen, " landlord of
the ground."
The great rirer-god of Arndo in N.E. Tibet is ~ '-~ ' & < @ y $ 6 ' $I1lord
of the grent peacocks" and exercises sway over the whole of the Hoang Ho.

-

-

CHAPTER XII.
T H E TANTRAS AND TANTRIK RITES.
I n the early centuries of the Christian era, the votaries of Buddhism seem to have become dissatisfied with the vague method for
reaching wisdom, perfection, and Nirvana, prescribed by the primitive
teachers. Simple as the Noble Truths and the Eightfold Path might
look on paper, they were rather too general for practical and personal
application. Something less etherial and more defined was called for.
The Mahayana, the Thegpa Chhenpo. of the Tibetans, the greater
vehicle or method of conveyance to perfection, satisfied this want in
some degree. The six virtues or paramita, subsequently subdivided into 36, proved a more articulate monitor to right conduct than the older
precepts; but the appeal to personal Bodhisattwas for assistance and
the fascinating methods of scientific meditation were a stronger influence. But much was still too theoretical.
I n the second century A.D., however, came Nagarjuna to the front
promulgating the Madhyamika system, the Buma-pa ( T g V W 4 )
of the Tibetans. Systems which are based on via" media principles and
compromise make a good bid for ~opularity. But there is evidence to
shew that Nagarjuna made his tenets more inviting by initiating
the ideas embodied afterwards in the Tantras. Later, the Yogacharya
school developed the same ideas so as to apply them to all sorts of
particular wants mundane as well as spiritual. Padma Sambhawa and
his successors brought the system to its grossest development mith
machinery and purview most material.
The Tantrik system started mith the profession of high perspective and lofty aims. Its goal was wisdom, perfection, and Nirvana,
as much as any other Buddhist philosophy; but it made use of all
the powers and resources of man's being nnd all the help of an enlarged pantheon of mythological personages in order to attain the
end. Men's powers of memory mere to be availed of to the full by the
exercise of learning strings of innumerable syllables, nonsense in
exterior form, but said to be replete intrinsically with mystic meaning

-
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and supernatural force. These were nnmed dharani-or

more expres-

sively in Tibetan 891FSqZC "spell-holders."
Men's powers of
systematic contemplation or meditation were to be definitely improved
by marrying the mental to the physical. Psychical force by meditation could not only be made to animate the arterial blood but also
(which was a very elemental and animal truth) make flux with the
seminal or generative faculties of the body. Concentrated thought,
the blood, the semen, were in some subtle manner to make an ecstatic
conjuncture somewhere in the physical arteries thereby imparting
miraculous powers. Thirdly, by the Tantrik system, man's dominion
over deities great and small was to be asserted. He was to gain by
perseverance complete control over certain divine beings as well as
demons and use them to accomplish his own will and fulfil his own
wants.

The resources of this power of coercion-in

Tibetan flT4
J

agrtdbga-to be acquired over supernatural orders of beings mas enlarged by allocating to the deities the property of appearing under
two or more earthly forms br aspects. These " aspects"-in
Tibetan

aq'y "!rtM11"-were
w

benevolent and as

classified ordinarily as

-.
q4 d i - w a mild or

Ey k h m w o wrathful or Sy'y drag-chon savage.

Under the first form the deity soothed and supernaturally helped;
under the second aspects he terrified and took vengeance.
I n process of time, as may be readily snpposed, Tantrik learning
and the acquirement of powers promised to votaries mere sought after
not for high and spiritual ends but for the mundane advantages and
position they were believed to confer as well as from the love of the
recondite and mystical which are innate in man's mind. The object
of many Tantrik ceremonies is seen to be purely material and in order
to bring about worldly sweets.
WHAT T H E TANTRAS ARE.

We now come to see what the so-called Tantnw are. They are
the guidebooks, commentaries, exposition and ritual of the system.
The science and practice of Tantrik arts and magic are crystalised in
the T a n t m . But therein not only are particulars of the various
rites and ceremonies detailed; but the history, the tenets, and the
philosophy of the different schools and systems are fully expounded.
To commit to memory any of the Tantra books is the vocation of the
Buddhist mystic quite as much as is the endeavour to practice the arts
and performances prescribed. Moreover, he who is expert in such
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knowledge and who has coerced to his mill one or more of the Bodhior deities is considered well on the road to perfectness, disillusion,
and Nirvana.
brgyul or
rgyzrd a word
I n Tibet the Tantras are styled

497

97

w

which means literally " a string" or " that which connects; " and the
method of advance upon the upward road through Tantrik learning
and Tantrik ritual is known as the Dorje Theg-pa-the Dorje vehicle
or method of conveyance. I n the Llgyud sections of the Kah-gyur and
the Tangyur may be found an immense collection of Tantrae or
Tantrik treatises. These set forth ceremonies of every imaginable
description: to bring success to one's own projects, to do injury to one's
enemies, and to thwart or to obtain the help of innumerahle superhuman potencies, with divers other mystic operations such as the examination of dreams. All such ceremonies are to be accompanied by many
gesticulations with the small dumb-bell-like dorje I~eldin the hand and
with various ringings of a small drilbu or hand-bell. Hence me read
in Milaraspa : " His dorje revelling in the profoundest of Tantraa."
Hence, also, the name of this Tantrik system, Dorje Theg-pa.
The Tantras are technically said to be divided into four classes
which we need not enumerate as the classification is purely arbitrary,
and ~imilar treatises are placed indifferently in one or more of
the supposed divisions. Those designated Mula-tantra in Sanskrit
and in Tibetan 4 W 4 '4
are of a more concentrated and

3 Qg

subtle character gathering the forces employed into a bundle.
, Doubtless the earlier treatises of the Madhyamika and the
Yogacharya scliools were translated into Tibetan by Bimala Mitra
and others in the reign of Ti-smug Deu-tsan (680-700 A.D.). But
the more eclectic rites and extravagant modes of magic based on socalled new series of Tantras are generally ascribed both in invention
and in introduction to the versatile saint and sorcerer Padma Sambhawa
-the Guru Pema of the modern populace of Tibet. He founded
a sect with rites degenerating into mere buffoonery which still holds
4C
firm sway in certain large districte of Tibet, i.e., the q N ' T 4
Dzokchenpa S e c G t h e prevailing form of Buddhism in Sikkim and
in the Derge and Jogchen districts of Eastern Tibet. This echo01 sets
forth three Theg-pa or Vehicles, to be chosen as separate methods
of advance, namely, the Ati-yog, the Spyiti-yog, and the YangtiYO@;-

Much Tantrik ceremonial was introduced by Atida, the Jo-wo
P'ul Jung of Tibetans, circa 1020 A.D.
28
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Finally Tsongkhapa, aa part of his reforms, condensed and codified
the Tantras in his famous work Lam-rinc Chheti-mo. However, the
usual term in Tibet for Tantrik practitioners, "Ngakpa," is derived
from the cult to be next explained.
THE KALACHAKBA CULT.

I n the 10th and 11th centuries, A.D., the eclectic and magical
practices founded on the Tantras were still further elaborated. The
system known as the Kalachakra came then into vogue. It was des'

~ ~ ~ 3 h 4

cribed as a new " vehicle " the
l r Ngag-kyi Thegpa,"
but did not profess whdly to snpersede the time-honoured Dorje
T h e g p ; only by its expanded mythological scheme and its fascinating and even sublime mystic conceptions it claimed to crystalise t'he
old Tantrik methods into a regu111r science as complicnted as it was
resourceful. It was alleged to have arisen and to have been revealed
in a city, probably an imaginary one, named Kallrpa, situated in the
country of Shambhala, 8 region said to be real and to have been a
province of Bactria lying beyond the Jaxartes river in the plains of
the Sea of Azov. The iuitiator and expounder of the new vehicle
was one Sri Kalachakra or, as styled in Tibetan, Pal Dus-kyi Khorlo,
and the system came to be named after its originator. He is a l ~ o
often styled Dus-k hor P6h-cl~ig(

3 ~ q T q 7 4 9 ' 7 3).

0ther aaints

who aided in its exposition and became deified thereby were Rigden Padma Karpo, Rig-den Jampal Dag (

S ~ w q q - q ~ v y) m - ~

(g~%nl'd~),

and Chh6-gyal Da-dag
the lastnamed
whom waa king of Shambhala and a special incarnation as we1l.l

of

1 The Brst book of tlie Tantra section of the Tanmar is headed with the title
of the primary work of the Kalachakra cult nn follows :-

T~w3qF5Fi.q*4q';ig49.~p3zw~q&~q**~
w
w
4g$w4*5-~*Gf4q*sw9'4 1
V

The first leaf is deoorated with rude printe, one on each side, of FW'QpX'
r;'qqvqSq Dne-khor Pi-chig and
Chld-gyal ~ : - d ~ ,the
ormer with his Ynm or Sakti enfolded.

ZV'~Q'~'$~(V'
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A leading feature of the Kalachakra or Dus-kyi Khorlo cult
was the evolution in Buddhism for the first t'ime of the idea of a
Supreme Personal Being, most likely in rivalry of the great doctrine
of both Christian and Mohammedan teaching which, in the 9th and
10th centuries AD., mas being ardently pushed by Nestorian and
Muaalman missionaries ill Central Asia. We are introdrlced to a
Central Arch-God or Supreme Meditative Buddha high above all other
Buddhas or deities. He is denominated Adi-Buddha (or in Tibetan

-

*

rc*.

f l & ~ 49
~ NEWtIJN
~ K

" the

first best Buddlla") ; and many

fine and distinctively theistic characteristics of the Deity, his
disposition, purity, fatherliness, benevolence and isolated power are set
out in the Kalachakra t,reatises. I t is only an effort, however, to erect
a Supreme Being. He is still very like unto an ordinary Buddha. and
is even often spoken of as a Tath6gata-in Tibetan Be-bzhin Shegs-pa
"one who has gone like those others." Indeed, by the Tibetans his
personality mas allocated to the place of a Buddha proper with the
name oE Dorje Sempa; and, later, we find the Dhyani Boddhisattwa

-

(3TTTa)

Chhakna Dorje
assuming the full r6de of Adi-Buddha,
sometimes in that aspect wherein the Bodhisattwa is regarded as
Lord of the Noijin or mountain spirits (i.e., as Kuvera), and sometimes under the generative or de~nkrgeaspect with the designation of
Dorje Chhang Yab-yum.l Be this as it might be, the main revelation
of the Supreme Being himself was held to have been brought about
by his incarnation on earth in the person of King Da-cjag
or Da-wa Zang-po, the great sovereigu of the country of Shembhala.a

(qflq)

The treatise opens :Balntation to the anblime Dne-kyi Khor-lo !
Possessed of Compasaion itself u thousnnd-fold,
Born in the three epheres and void of feur,
A body knowing and to be known both in one ;
Balntation to Doe Khorlo the eplendid !
1 Vide DO8 Pantheon d e n Techangtecha Hutuktu, by Engen Pander nnd Albeit
Griinwedel, page 69.
8 On pwge 2lb of the flrst of the treatise8 of the Tantru Section i n the Tangynr we extmct the following :-
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An important feature of the system mas the series of Dhyani
or Meditative Buddhas and their evolvements. These beings had
already been in evidence in the earlier developments of the Mahayana
cosmogony, but they mere now brought out and properly defined.
To each mas assigned a separate heaven or paradise, as a realm where
he dwelt and which he governed through a deputy called Dhyani
Bodhisattwa.' With characteristic inconsistency, as me have seen,
the Adi Buddha himself was one of such Bodhisattma. He mas probably t.hus doubly personified because of the intimate relations existing between these deputies and human beings. They mere the

-

The particular Dhyani Buddha a8signed to each henven varies in different
accounts. Amitabha always is found placed over the West seated on n red lotoe,
and Amoghasiddha on II bluish-green lotos in the North. Dorje Sempi or the Adi
Buddha nometimes ocoupies a Paradise in the Zenith, hut is also found in the Eert
on a white lotor.
1
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Powers chiefly to be conjured with under the ceremonies and meditative exercises detailed in the Kalachakra treatises.
ASPECTS A N D EMANATIONS.

Both Dhyani Buddhns and Dhyani Bodl~isattwaswere already
believed to be endowed, the former with three, the latter with two, forms
of existence, having bodies palpable or impalpable (Sansk. kaya ; Tib.

Pil

akr). The #tarmakhya or

K V ~('d l c k n

V

"

waa the body of the

V

Buddha impalpable in Nirvana ; the aambhogakhya or

TC;N'~~
V

waa the palpable form of both Buddhas ant1 Bodhisattwaa manifest in
some particular heaven as Galdan (Tt~ahibn)or Dewachan (SzlklrivatzJ ;

-

and the nirtnanakdya or r3ry.q

-

u

"

txlkw " was the form always present

w

on earth incarnate in some human personage.
4-

form the qCvfj('fiJ

-

Now it wrts the second

the astral or heavenly b d y , capable of deeds

U

and accomplishments, which had to be influenced by Tantrik ritual.
This could be managed by mysticism. The heavenly form
or astral existence could be made to act invisibly or, more frequently, in sensible apparitional ways ; especially in being made by
means of Tantrik sorcery to animate the various effigies and metal
images prepared for him by the expert devotee. Such could then be
effectively dealt with.
A further and ingenious expansion of the khya theory waa tliis :
that the Bodhisattma or deity could in the aambhga or heavenly form
assume a t pleasure a variety of both spiritual and earthly manifestations in order to carry out its special business of preaching the Doctrine
and repressing the enemies of Buddhism. These manifestations of

-

qwq " f ul-pa " or emanations, and
U
often took a permanent form whlch almost served to differentiate them
the kiyo or

81~1'

were termed

into separate personalities. This .was hardly tlie case in the " tnl-pa "
of the first degree.
Here, for example, the Dhyani Buddha Amitabha
or

('Wii-paktnc " who

as

" immeasurable

light"

already appealed to the eye, was given another permanent variation of
4

form or t ~ l - p aas Amitnyru or

r(immeasurable life,"

thus appealing to all the senses. Nevertheless, though mythologically
represented in a style quite apart from Amitabha, the other form
Amitayus is popularly deemed to be one and the same with the first.

eee
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Again Manju-m' or

Jnmpal took the variety form of

Manjtd-ghoaha or Jam-yang, appealing to the ear; but though permanent varities they are hardly considered two personages.
However, when we come to the further and more important subdivision of these emanations we find greater differentiation of personality. These further manifestations of the one deity are styled
VCIfl yang-(rl or Emanations of the Semnd Degree. Under
this head me have the power whereby
dhisattmas and greater gods could assume
or yang-~ILZ being broadly divided into
of Mild or Soothing and Wrathful or
served for the friends, the other for the

ss ynng-Cd the Bod-

" Aspects," these aspects
the two main sections
Terrifying, the one reenemies of Buddhism.

-.

The first section comprises the aspect called santa by Indians, q 4
ahi-tau by Tibetans, and amarZinyghzci by Mongols. It may be taken
aa a rule that, with one or two exceptions, the normal attitude and
appearance of Buddhas, Bodhisattmas, and the greater gads and goddesses, is under the Shi-ma or Mild Aspect. This is indeed their
primary sambRoga form, to soothe and to help. Certain such as
Amitabhn (Wo-pak-me) seem never to take any but the Mild Aspect.
Jampal and Jam-yang also are both to be taken as generally of this the

84

aspect, though the same Bodhisattwa has his forms of the opposite disposition.
4 Khro-wo or
The second mode of manifestation is that of the
Wrathful Aspect (Sansk. krorlhn, Mongol kilingtu). Under the Kalachakra system most Bodhisattwaa and deities have this power of terrifying which is almost that of perso~iatinga new and wholly different
creation, and under which they assume a different name. The characteristic in Kho-too effigies is a figure with gnashing teeth, hair on end,
three bulging rolling eyes, many arms clenching weapons or bloodfilled skulls, and often trampling on victims. Of the Bodhisattwas,
Dorje Chhang most freqnently assumes this Aspect, having more thau
one variation of it. Thus, whilst as a mild deity he appears aa the

-.-

Green-robed Lak-na Dorje ( ~
dor the Teacher

-4

4-

4-

~~ W ' q~ ) and
4 ' as'~Chhak- ~

(mT~d.5)
on the other hand in Khro-wo
U

Aspect we have him as the rageful Chbak-dor Khorchen. Jampal
or Maiiju-Bri in the same may becomes another deity Jampal
Dorje also Jampal-sgra-seng. Dolma or Mother Tars (the Dara-eke

~

aas
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of the Mongols), usually so beneficent a goddess, now shews herself.
4-

transformed into

Eqqqyq "She

who is wrinkled with anger."

Other lesser gods are permanently wrathful and terrifying, having no
mild form of apparition. Such are Tamdin (Sunsk. Haya-griva),
Shinje Gyalpo (Yamn), and Shinjema the Death Goddess.
A third Aspect is that of the Cruel and Violent who execute
vengennce on the enemies of Buddhism. This is termed in Tibetan
fil-toa Ikag-po (

l

~

4

'

~ and
~ the
r )creature itself is styled

w

Drog-ds ( S ~ N ' T ~ T )(' the cruel killer."

The Sanskrit equivalent

for both Aspect and personage is bfiairnra, the Mongol ayolgakdi for
the former and doksAiC for the latter. These beings seem to be proe4

perly eight in number: Tamdin in his manifestation as

7FJqT37Ng

--

T 4 . Y ((; Tamdin with the hair of whips "), Paldan Lha-mo,

g&gy, ~ ~ ' ~the Six-handed
~ ~ Lord
~ orf 7TTgT
l ~ ,
w

.

--

b

flg, Dorje Jig-cle ( ~ T ~ ~ ' J ~ F S Cham-shrang
$~),
(3acl'qr)
U

a i d the lord of the five door-keepers who guard the threshold of
4-

-4.14

Buddhism, namely, 6 ~ - ~ . ' ~ ~ nMoreover
l ~ Neach' of. the Dhyani
Buddhas seems to have either a Drag-po Aspect or else a special Dragshe in his service to do his bidding.
Yet another expansion of the Emanation theory is that whereby
a deity having become embodied in some great saint, henceforth a
new line of what me may term Branch Emanations is started wherein
the saint is differentiated as a deity from that being of whom he was
an incarnation. He still carries la8 or karma from his primal embodier,
but now in himself he has his aamblroga and nirmana bodies or forms,
capable of independent aspect9 and of independent Earthly Incarnations.

Such Branch Emanations are styled

Tgwlq

arm+l or

w

Emanations of the Third Degree. An example will do something to
make this idea clearer. The founder of the Gelukpa reformation,
Tsongkhapa, is held to have been emanated as an incarnation of Manjuiri or Jampal in the Second Degree. That saint (Tsongkhapa)

) particularnhiie on earth by dint of his perfections ( ~ ' E - q qand
w

ly by constant meditation

(qflfl'w)

gradually created for
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himself an astral counterpart or sa~nbiogaform of himself in the Dew*
chan heaven, which became thereby an Emanation of the Third Degree
of the Bodhisattwa Jampal with the name of Jampal Nying-po
C4

-

(qEWT4fl'yc4 )

Henceforth, as an entity separate from the

Bodhisattwa, this Jampal Nying-po, the astral form or body

(q) of
U

Tsongkhapa is capable of incarnating himself in nirwtana or earthly
form in the successive abbots of the Kumbum lamassery near Tankar
in Kansu. This personage the Kumbum Tt~lk14is, accordingly, not
only an incarnation of Tsongkhapa but also of Jampal in the Third
Degree.
I n a similar manner as a Yang-@Z Emanation did Jampal in the
guise of Jam-yang (Mafijugioslla) become embodied in Sakya Pandita,
of which saint the successive abbots of the great Sakya Gompa are
now incarnations and at the same time Emanations in the Third
Degree (azcm-tul) of Jampal. So, too, did the same Bodhisattwa in
his Jam-yang aspect embody Padma Sambhawa whose astral body became an Emanation in the Third Degree under the differentiated -personality named

~l~6~v~~'q.k
(Jam-yang-mra-seng), the future

embodiments being the abbots of the Ri-wo-tsenga mbnastery
(Chinese: Nu-tai-shan) in Shensi in China. Once more as

qEw

74~6'3was the great pandit Bimala Mitra procreated and transmitted both in astral and earthly forms to the present day.
THE SAKTI FOBMS.

Finally, when represented together with their sakti companions
the Dhyani Bodhisattwas seem to appear as in yet another Aspectthe yfl'43m Aspect as i t styled in Tibet. Under the Kalachakra
development which could assimilate Brahministic as well as Christian
theories, gods and goddesses, both Indian and those local to the country
where it might be introduced, could also assume the dserent manifeetations and be generally utilised under lams like unto those asserted to
belong to Buddhas and Bodhisattwas. Moreover, the sakti ideas of
Hinduism having been adopted by developed Buddhism (even previously to the Kalachakra system) the respective goddesses soon became
not merely the qN'A

"

nu-ma " or female energy of a Bodhisattwa

v

or a god, but eventually his wife or concubine. Under the Kalachakm
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regime in this aspect, the Bodhisattma or the deity mas styied the
YABor father, and the goddess his female companion the Yuu or
Mother. Thus the Dhyani Bodhisrtttwa Chenraisi (Avalokitadwara) has
for his Ykm the goddess Dolma Karmo ; Jampal (Mafijuam] is yoked

to the goddess Yangchenma ( V E W Y f l ) . the Dhyani Buddha
3
Dondub clasps to his breast Dol-jang or the Green Dolma. The male
gods such as Tamdin (Eayagriwa) and Dzam-bba-la had Yum, also,
assigned to them. Images representing the deity with his female'
consort being among those most frequently made use of in Tantrik
ceremonial are known in Tibet at the present day aa Yab-yum, and are
especially classified as

rcNgak-lii.'J
w

Other series of divinities included in such rites are the eight

S ~ w ~ yRik-zin
q

with their leader s Wrathful Manifestation

of Padma Sambhawa styled Lo-piin Hum-kara. Another Tantrik
form of the latter saint when pictured sporting with the Kha-dro-ma
fairies (Sansk. Dakint] is known as Pema K b d r o Wang-dii

(4:'
&I

The Yidam deities or tutelary manifestations of all the Dhyani
Bodhisattwas, the deified saints, and the gods both general and local,
make up yet a further band for Tantrik conjuration. With these may
e4

be classed the

q784

42

qT4

Shrimpo (Sansk. Rakairasa) or rock-ogres, the

w e 4

Noijin (Sansk. Yakaha) or mountain deities, the

(Smsk. Naya), the

3 Lu
w

p'qgfl Dul-bum (Sansk. K ~ m 6 h d d aor) cemew

e4

tery-ghouls, and the $.g Driza (Sansk. Gandhnrva) or musical
smell-feeders, The latter as a rule are repressed or made truce with by
the recital of mystic formulae and by small offerings. Also the four

.- . or Guardian Kings and the eight ~

F or eightw

Protectors of the Points of the Compass.
I n the older Buddhism among the more powerful tenants of
Mount Meru, the centre of the universe, were these Four Kings the
protectors of the four quarters of the mountains respectively. These
e 4 - e 4

were the Dik Rajaa or Lokaj~a/aof Sanskrit terminology, qET*TTfa'
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-+

b(lTdj4 cc Lords of the world " of the Tibetans. Their personal names
are given usually as

T~QTV~N'B
(Sansk.

@k'q~(Dhritardtm), -8

Pinrddaka),

(firujadk8h) and

YW

q~%

U

who is also Kuvera the king of Noijin or Yakshas.

I n Tantrik

mythology, however, these protectors of the world have been converted inte protectors of the Doctrine or defenders of the Faith, being
placed among those deities known as Chhoi-kyong

-

(&N .-8E') or

in

Sanskrit Bharmajaala. They are, moreover, no longer four ; but have
been assigned a chief or head in the person of the Sharnib god PeRar, and hgether these have become known as

qy the Five Selfs
w

or Personalities. The Chhoikyong kings especially guard the portals
or entrances of temples and monasteries, and their figures in monstrous or terrific aspect are generally to be observed painted on or near
4

to the chief door of the temple and that of the monaatic q E T F
or Treasury. These Chhoikyong have been, furthermore, incarnmted,
and the individuals wlmm they severally inhabit are deemed the very
kings of astrologers and soothsayers; the well-known Naichhung
Chhoikyong of Lhhm being considered the incarnation of Pe-har
Gyal-po, and the Karmasha Chhoikyong there personates one other of
the protecting kings.

I n the conduct of these magic rites considerable apparatus
are deemed necessary. The correct robes and head-gear are first
essential, the former being the full ge-long apparel, the latter either
the

mflq (aha-mar) red hat or the more elaborate ~ L J Ia' tawdry
~
d

W

crown of five tiers-the hair, moreover, plaited with red riband. The
chief apparatus may be at once enumerated with brief descriptions:-

--.
q'E

dorje or Indra's thunderbolt: a small open-work dumb-

bell 4 or 5 inches long, with two knobs grasped in the right hand between the knobs and worked about as directed in the ritual. Sansk.
Pdjra ; Mongol otsliar.

5q3

drilda or tilb~c: a hand-bell usually ornamented on the
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handle with a tiplet of mythological faces and the cup of the bell
chased on the outer surface; held in the left hand. Sansk. gAa!~ta;
Mongol Rongkho.

TwS

damarlc: a small drum formed of two skull crowns

fastened back to back and the apertures covered with parchment or
bladder; two large d s or cowries dependent to two short cords are
made to play on the drum by a quick turn of the wrist. This the
4

Sanskrit term is generally used but

4R4 hwn-pn (also WWgq

aE'5 d a n g t e

is also heard, and

aK$'gq)

tes-potAke vessels

and

U

with long spouts, curled handle and inverted cover, of various forms ;
filled with consecrated water and often crowned with peacock feathers.
Sansk. mafigala-kalaia ;Mongol torkdo.

TE'YE' kang-tung small trumpet which ought to be made out
w

of human thigh-bone or else the tibia bone ; decorated with silk taesela
and pieces of skin (preferably human) ;blown a t certain ceremoniels.

-

qy4

w

tlropa and

4y4q tho'pen

human skull, often an appen-7-

dage to and symbol of various deities in their fl4 or wrathful
aspects in form of brass bowl with foaming blood in metal imitation
in Tantrik rites, and when thus supposed to be full of blood it is termed
- -

V

4TmV;

and in Pon ceremonial is even a real skull filled w i t 6 a n ~ a l s J

blood ! Sansk. kapala; Mongol gabo2a.

q879FT~n.&ai-khorloprayer-wheel ;but not often introduced
in Tantrik ceremonial. Mongol mdni-firdin.

@
I
v
slldkik-pa
q sacred

leash; a cord of many strands with a

small dorje a t each end, as s u p p o d to be used by divine defenders
of the Faith in noosing and holding-in the foes of Buddhism, and
employed now in certain Tantrik rites. Sansk. pasa ;Mongol eGr.

gT'g phrcrba a bronze or bell-metal peg with three-sided unsharpe n d blade supposed to be useful as a dagger for exorcising demons and
subjugating malevolent deities. The whole is usually about 8 inches
in length, there being at the top an ornamentel knob of three faces
with necks running down and coalescing in the blade. I n some pAllrh8
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the knob is further crowned with the slender neck and muzzle of the
horse-headed Tamdin.

ygyT$ mWo-dmjc

two dojes fastened one across the

other forming a Maltese cross, sometimes artificially conjoined but
usually cast and made in this complex shape. Sansk. viwavajra.
w

4-V

qqgq

being a finely-

cAWO-kyok ia a variety of

chased metal bowl, fashioned as a skull, and used as libation bowl.

~dmar-me small brasa cups filled with butter in which floats a
tiny lighted wick, set out in large numbers.
4-

VWE' me-long oval convex mirror, over which in forecasts holy
water is poured.
The next important accessory in Ngak-pa or Tantrik ceremonial
is the metal image of the particular deity dealt with. Moreover this
image must be clad in the garment proper to him and to the occasion.
Such clothing ia styled wbea, and bells, drums, hmpa pota, and books
used in the particular rite have to wear nabsa corresponding in colour
to that in which the deity is arrayed. The colour is the main thing
and that concerns both the painting of the idol and the clothing.

Red and black are employed to p i n t and array

5 7 7% Cruel Manifestations ; yellow,

--

19 9

Wrathful or

white, and green belong

to the Mild or 84 forms.
I n this business the mystic circles and other geometrical figures
known ae &id-klror in Tibet (the Sanskrit ma!rdala) play a conspicuoue part. These are dmwn with charcoal-ashes or coloured paint on
the ground, or else are formed with heaps of grain usually coloured
and arranged in the required lines and circles. The image of the
deity or Buddha has a particular position within the kyil-khor! and
the expression used is "to offer " a map$ala or kyil-kWor, When deified
beings are invoked in behalf of lay-folk, the kyil-klor is formed
of coins given by the latter or even out of jewels and gold as most
efficacious.
M A N T U B AND DHARANI.

Another part of the ritual and that of great importance is made
up of the incantatory exclamations and magical sentences and
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syllables which differ according to the deity invoked and the purpose of
invocation. The virtue lies in the particular verbal formulae employed,
the strings of syllables being rapidly repeated in certain prescribed
order. Their variety and combinations are infinite, and whole treatises
are occupied by them both in Sanskrit and Tibetan collections. The
language used is almays Sanskrit, though the stream of syllables has
mostly no apparent meaning. These magical utterances are the
famous Sanskrit mantra and dz'ja ma?ttras, the first being designated
" n g q " or
and the dija nontrar or
in Tibetan

FqW

" seed

SL~-F~N
TNE'pV. The

mantraa " being styled
first are usually
sentences more or less translatable into some sort of significance.
h

Thus Om ma'?tipadme hum and Om vadzra sita durn are forms of 5 7

p v ' mantra ; whereas

the dija mantra or

qNC;'pqNare sets of

incoherent syllables, of which the following Romanised example may
be quoted as used in the coercion of the Bodhisattwa Jampal :Dots6 ta na kri ta'm ya yhdt,
Pleat kri tdm ta r u pa ya phdt,
Pi sha tsa ro sha na ya phdt :
Swaha !

I n the foregoing will be noticed the recurrence of the syllable
Phc'it. This is an exclamation of notable virtue. Indeed, according
to Milaraspa, the most powerful and comprehensive word which can
be employed in such form& is the syllable plrcit, which as a word has
certainly no meaning a t all.
' When going about you are always sayingphcit, ' remarks the
philosophic daughter of a poor old woman whom the saint haa effectually brought to his knees. ' W h a t is the meaning of y ~ u r p h c i t ? ~
And then, of course, our worthy sage has his 'song ' in readiness for
response :Outwardly, phdt is the condensation of the items of Discriminative PerceptionTheir amalgamation when those items have been too minutely subdivided
and scattered ;
Inwardly, pi& is the revival of one's sinking soul ;
Rationally, p86t is the classification of things according to their primary
nature
And the triple essence of a Naljor exists in the sphere of phdt.
There is, ss we believe, a certain rhythm and half coherence about
all mantras a t least in their form; but in another class of formula
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even the semblance of order and swing seems to be utterly abandoned.
W e refer to the dharani, termed in Tibetan

~

~

~ ffcncng~
f

?

ngak " or spell-holders. These differ from mantras, in that they are
not meant to be uttered but only written. They consist of sets of
Tibetan words trailing off into Sanskrit syllables. Written or stamped on paper or cloth they are used to wrap up images of deities in
ceremonial, and are furthermore largely employed on the cloths in
which saintly corpses are enfolded. The term dharani, however, seems
to have acquired likewise a much extended application. I n the later
works of mysticsm, after the introduction of the Kalachakra cult, we
find even lengthy treatises, coherent in language but of deeply mystical character, styled jharani. These treatises are chiefly designed
for the subjection to human power of demons, nagas, etc., but they
are not ritual to be read or recited, and are meant to be used silently as
of inherent magical virtue and of intrinsic power by mere prese6tation or, perhaps, requiring audible mention and allusion to be
effective.' They are supposed, also, to contain a anying-po, an essence
or quintessence, of that which is required for accomplislling a powerful supernatural result; the main characteristic of all mantra and
dharani being their compendious embracive quality, that of "multum
in parvissimo."
SPECIMEN CONTENTS O F BOOK OF TANTRIK
TREATISES.
Tangyur : Div.

9y

Vol.

@ (44th.)

U

General Title a t commencement of volume :-

-.4 q F
4yq

-c

(Sansk : NBma Sangiti Brilti NdmLrtha Prasakkir-

U

Praise be

Salutation :
w

w

unto the renewer of youth (re-juvenator) Jam-pal."
Cut on right hand of page a t opening: the L o h m a Gityag
dznya'n; on left hand JAM-DBYANGS,
with brandished gad&or mace in
his right hand and dorje in his left. Blue lotus sprig clasped in bend
1 See the titles nnd the character of tho treatises published by Professor Laufer
.
Q in the Journal
~
of thew Fioniah
under the designation ~
Ugrian Society.
3

-
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of his left elbow. Feet with soles upturned. Head encircled with
diadem. Necklet with pendent round neck. Figure sits cross-legged
on large lotus flower.
Begins :-

, "When salutation has been m ~ d eto Jam-pal

Possessed of profound and prodigious form,
Whosoever made holy by meditation (Y6ga),
If he would cause the attributes of the Reverend one to be understood,
Exerting him~elfand relying on the oral precepts,
The Tantra of Exposition must be preached.
Then, when the door of the Five Modes of Exposition is set open,
And an many ss six classes ranged together,
He will have both the benefit and the explanation."
This the first treatise in this volume is comprised in 41 folios and
concludes with the following subscription : l r Composed by the teacher
Bimala Mitra st the request of his spiritual son ( ~ Y F S ~ Nyang
~ W )
w

Ting-nge-dzin.

).

Translated a t Ngeg-ngb (

q(fl~4i'gy4'(Sansk : Arya

Mafijus'ri

NBma

Sangitgartba

LokaranBma).
salutation : ~ ~ w ~ v n l ' U S ~ ~ ~ a c l ~ ' ~ q y r y * ~
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Treatise open;

:-

%q@qqqs~y4pq~j~'
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Has no Sanskrit title. When Buddha gives complete
enlightenment, to define the Very Void (Sunyata')in its essence.
(4) f. 52. o .

qvq77~4'8y4"I.%'%r%'9~3'34 p ~

4-

4T

A Mirror, which is free from both origin and
cessation, for instructiou in t,he mennings of Wisdom.
N o Sanskrit title.

I'HE TANTRAS AND TANTBIK RITES.
e 4 - 4 - 4

e

R35

4-

~ ~ j ' i . 9 ~ ~ . 4 . & ~ Subduing
4~EflN
the great

(6) f. 64. 6.

mountain of the world, i.e., Mt. Meru.
(6) f.59. 6. Title illegible.
(7) Apparently omitted.

(8)f. 65.

a.

% 4 . 4 ~ * s p y ~ m ~ ~ 8 y ~ 4 ~ ~

The Enumeration of the great things which ought to be taught with
a mystical voice.
(9)

f.

bl~~~*~~41~'4~4~~41T'4~

67. a.

4

w5qT
4-

(Sanskrit title illegible). A thoroughmethod for epitomizing

the enumeiation of actual characteristics (of Bodhisattwas and
deities).
Salutation to Jampal the renewer of Youth ! A lengthy ritual
subdivided into 10 sections.

$41T'4q~49.4~4~vq7~'3~qk4p~
w

(lo) f.91.6.

w

qbl&@@@

lr

The lantern of signs aud their meanings, col-

lecting as in a handful all which call be brought together,"
Opens as follows :-
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A lengthy treatise subscribed as having been translated into
Tibetan by the great yogi Prajnya S l ~ r Dza-na
i
Kilti.
(1r )

~4~rrl'q~~*~4nl~G.~N~N'fl

i 38. 6.

41

45'5y4 (Sans: Arya Dznya-na Sattwa Mafijus'ri Nopikan4ma)
Translated by Prnjnya Shri Dzana Kirti.
(13) f. i 40. a. ~

E W . ~ ~ V G ~ ~ W ~ ~ V
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~fl*~5'q~
Ritual
t b 'of~ the stainless precious gestures of the
Dhyani Snttwa Jampal.
(14) ful. 141. a.

~4~~rrl'~~q*~4~@~~$a

w

5 v Y (Sans: Arya Dziiana-Sattwa Maiijadri Nipakan4ma) Ex-

amination of the Bodhisattwa Jampal.
(15) fol. 143. a. "Ceremony of the most precious stainless geeturn of the Dhyani-satt,wa Jampal."
(1 6 ) fol. 143 6 .

*-

%c~@~LJ~~N.~~~~W
w

(17) fol. 144. a.

kq~4rjy'q(Sans:

SmapneksRa) The Ex-

amination or Scrutiny of Dreams.

( l a ) f. 145. a .

N

E

N

~

w

~

~

c

~

U

~ F w AY lamp
~ which cleanses from poison the k d A i meditation
of a Buddha
(19) f. 146. a. The Wheel of Meditation which enters the mind
of the Dhyani-sattwa Jampal.

(20) f. 149. a. $

7 3 ~(Sans.
~ ~Tila-bxka.dnz)
4

method of Seminal Contemplation."

"

The first

~

N
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(21) f. 150 a. ffCoercion of the heart of the Dhyani-sattwa

Jampal."
(22) f. 151. a.

(23) f.169. a. <' Method of Verbal Coercion of the actual bodily
tokens or characteristics of Jampal."
(24) fo. 191. a.

~ 4 ~ 4 S y ~ q ~ r ~ ~ n f T q ~

~ T ~ ~ ~ ~ ' ~ % ~
The NCoercion
' A ofNthe'sublime
w ~ ~ v
Bhagawan Ralpachigpa, as performed in secret by the great teacher
Mip'am.
(25) fa. I 91. 6.

~ 4 ~ 4 * y ~ ~ ~ n ~ ~ n f T ~
w

Salutetion : " To the Sanctified

($4@

) Ralpagchigma I "

(26) to. 19%. a. T ~ 4 @ w 3 ~ ~ 7 % 4 k g The
~ 4 4 ~

Coercion of the Glorious Chomdendd Ralpachig-wa."

the Glorious Ralpachig-ma."
Salutation : To the Blessed Mistress !

( F;"g~4a4ffa4' )
Concludes :-

-

4-

-4-

(28) fo. 194. 6. 4 ~ ' q ~ T . g ~ ' ~ K

The whole follows :-"The
Precious Ritual."

" Lamp of

Lamp of the Jewel Devotion," or

y~@~acl~y4yWg~~dh%
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End of treatise.

~ w ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ w ~ w ~

(29) to. 194. t.

Praises to the Sublime Bliagaman Ralpachigp.

(so)

to. 197. a. T E $ ~ ~ w ~ s ~ F s ~ w ~ w ~ .

~ 4 5 ~ 4 ~ ~ 9 cc3Twenty-five
' ' ~ 4 * directions in verse for saothing

k

\D

one's own mind."
Y

(31) fo. 198. a.

57~q4r74.3~&~
The Thirty Aphorisms

of Per~eption.'~
Salutation : To the Rich Power of Chenresi ! "
Last verse (quartette) :-

~ * N T ~ ~ w ~ W ~ $ ~ ' ~ W ~ ~ M W

"

He who perceiveth the nature of Illusio~i
Hath acquired knowledge of the truth.
He abideth not in ignorant delusion,
But presseth on beyond mere goings and stsyings ;
And findeth indeed jewels most preoious."

Subscription :-

--

Translated by Nubs the Lotsa-ma.
Salutation : To P'ags-pa Chenresi.
(33) fo. POO. a.

~

the two No'jin brothers."

~

~

w

~

~

~
w

$

NCoercion
' ~ of P

"

w

N
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Salutation : To Pal Dorje Dzin.
Opens :-

qr~~~aqtyhq&q~'qPi.qpqw

(34) fo. a o i .

a.

? q s l N ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ j s l ~ ~

e464.q*9q~flcy4'The enlighinxnent made by the Reverend
lc

Mahima for the coercion of Rigs-kyi Jig-ten G~mpo.~'
(36) fo. 204. a.
Acta.

"The Explanation of Fifty

J J

Or8 more fully :

?

~

-

~

Wh.

~~ 4 g ~
yN'@
~ 'q *

A lengthy treatise in Three Sections : translated by Yarlunge-pa
Sbud-kye Grags-pa MtsJanJ as uttered by the great man L b j e
Megahng in the monastery of Pal SB-kytr.

(37) fo. %dl.6.
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I
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''

Ritual for committal into the charge of P'ags-pa Chenresi, Protector
of the World of Races" (i.e., the inhabited world.")
Translated by the Lotso-wa Lobten (845457 )

-

v

Method of Coercion by means ,of @e seven initial

letters of Phaps-pa Sypan-raa-gzigs-dwang-phyug.
Subscription :-

(Sansk : Aparimithgur Dzfiana SBdha Nam) ~ & o dof Coercion
which is immeasurably wise and is everlastiog. .
.
4-

4-Y,

(41) £0. 229. 6.

&

TE*~N~~TT

"Ritual for the Mandal of Bhagavan Gon-po whose life and
wisdom are immeasuwble."
Subscription : Ye-shes-kyi Mk6-agro-ma grub-pai rgydmos
mdzad-pa--" composed by the queen of such as have become contemplative fairies."
(42) fo. 239.6.

%74q.s~3'84*444~.
Coercion of
'I

Ts1epag-

-

U

me."
Subscription :

~ ~ X ~ 4 ' f l ~ * ~ ~ . M ' & n l ' ~ ~ ~ ' ~

X

w

Salutation : To Chomdende Ts'e-pag-me.' !
Same translation as preceding treatise.
h h

(44) fo. 249. 6.

m -

H y ~ q ~ i ? i - q ~ - g('B~u r ~
nt ~ q - & .

offerings to T'se-pag-me'.

"
h

h

(45) fo. 961. a. SM4JT4JgQT44K(Sansk : Haya-griwa S6dU

hana)
"

The mode of Coercing Tamdin."
31

2 411
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Salutation: To Padma Sung-gi Lha (Lotus God of Speech)!
The whole treatise is given below :-

G ~ T y y w g @ awq - q w
4q4q*y~oyq4~'4-~~'
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(46) fo. 2 51.6.

11 -1
~ ~ q ~ ~ 9 ' ~ ~ $ ~ ~ ' ~ 4

3

Salutation: To Chomdendas Jampai Dorje !
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.The Great
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Wheel Method for

the ~ 2 r c i o nof the Green-Robed Lag-na Doj e , the Mighty Ruler
of the NiiJjin."
Salutation : To Pal Chhak-na Dorje !
Concludes:-"The Great Wheel Method for Coercion made by
the Great Teacher Dza-ma Ri-pa is ended."
h 4

-

4

4-

4-4 4-

4-.-

(48) £0. 267. a.

4

S ~ g ~ N ' ~ q 4 ' ~ ~ N ' 4 ~ ~ 8 . ~The
9 ~Drops
' 4 ' of Nectar
w

, a .

Method of coercion of the Strength of the Green-Robed Lag-na
Doj e , the Mighty Chief of the No'jin."

4qN'Z;J' <'Abridgement of Method of Coercion of the Green%

Robed Lag-na Doje."
(50) fo. 27 0. a.

g . S s ( ~ - q R q ~ q"qThe~ Mode of
w

Coer-

w

cion of the Four kinds of Lu (NBgas)."
Salutation : To Pal Chhak-na Doj e I
Concludes :-"The
Mode for Coercion of Lu made by the Teacher
Dza-ma Ri-pa is finished."

44q

"The Method of Coercion which is styled the Purging and

Cleansing of the chiefs of the No'jin."

--

(52) £0. 2 74. a.

~ . ~ s ( ~ 'ynfgq*
q c TE'BWT~~C~W
* ~ ~ ~ ~
w

U

q f l * 4 5 * ~ ~ * q ~ ~ n l'
' The
4 ~ Mode
~ ~ 4of* Coercion
~ 9 ~ which

."

complctely purges and clcanses away Yidags and ShB-z6 and pul-bum
and Sl~rulpo."
(Sansk : Kushmandodshdha Preta Pishltsct Yewishodha Yahara
SQdhaN4m.)
The whole treatise is here transcribed :-
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(53) fo. 275. a.

247

~ ~ w ~ ~ ~ ~ $ T N ' ~

iTlq%~Torma Ceremonial for the Support of the Green-Robed
fc

Pal Chhak-na Dorje."
(64) fo. %76.a.

3 ~ v~ ~ "The
5 7Sii~O dse s . "

(55) fo. 278. b.

7~5.4'47/*37F
"The Nectar which nouw

rishes those who have been killed."
(56) fo. 280. a.

4yy?qb;~9.b(l%$'qThe Offering of
w
-

Nectar."
Salutation : To Dorje Snams !

Milk-

--
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(57) fo. 280. 6.

~ l g . 4 ~ 7 ~ 7 q q 9((The
4 rDeeds
~ ~ 'which
U

-~

are destroyed by Fierce Lu," or "by Lu in an angry condition."
(58) fo. 282. a.

m

~
w

cr

Ceremonial for

~

keeping under the Four Species of Lu."

'Burnt-offering Qeremoninl to the Green-Robed ~ h h a k - n aDorje."
(60) £0. 283 b. Treatise with name precisely same as the preceding one.

3

~ ~ ~ ~ $ ~ ~ q %

--7.

(61) £0. 286. a.

9

rr

Ceremonial for the adjustment and ar-

rangement of the Green-Robed Lag-na, Dorje, the Great Chief
of the NoJjin."
(62) £0. 296. a.

((

..

The Characteristics of

Cancer (Inner Leprosy)."
(63) fo. 298.
4-

5-4

4--

Twq*~Fi
-vqgB-

~+@q*'i$q$.Z~
J)

F ~ ~ ~ ~ * n l . q ' 4 ~ ' ~ ' 6 ~ Nhe
' noffering
l'4W
of 4
Praise
. to
.(

the pantheon of the Great Wheel of the Green-Robed Lag-na Dorje,
O r a t Ruler of the NoJjin."
h

(64) fo. 299. 6.

((The amulet
w

b

which produces the connection between Cause and Effect."

-

The foregoing is a lengthy work in 12 chapters or
(66) fo. 344. a. ~

" Coercion of

4-4-

4 ~ ~ . 4 * 3 ~ ~ ~ ' 1 ~

-

w

the Green-Robed Chhak-na Dorje."
4rrh

(67) fo. 349.6.

CI.4

-

4

-4-

-

qrr

~ ~ j ' ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 4 T*KTNNFTrf
6T4'nl~~f

Y $ ~ ~ * VCoercion
N'
Ruler of the No'jin."

$3

of the Green-Robed Lag-ns Dorje. Great .

THE TANTRAS AATB TANTRIK RITE'S.
(68)

£0.

358. a : Treatise with same title ss foregoing one.

Salutation: To the Three Most Precious Ones

-
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(~TTs~~T~w)

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ $ ~ ~ ~ ~
? 6 4 ' ~ 7 ' ~ 3x7
~ 9 ~ 5 Ceremonial for the arrangement of the
(69) fo. 360.0.
h

4-.C*%+

c(

Green-Robed Lag-na Dorje, Great Ruler of the Noijin."
(7 0) fo. 367. a.

Y C ~ S ( ~ ~ ~ 'ci ~ ~ ' ~

rnollial for arranging in rows collections of Precious Works."
This treatise concludes the volume which comprises 386 folios
in all.

T H E POET MILARASPA.
Everywhere throaghout Tibet and Mongolia are the writings ascribed to this poet and mystic read and quoted. Composed in language differing considerably from the stilted artificial style of the
Kangyur treatises and much akin both in vocabulary and in construction to the vernacular of the present day, the works of Milaraspa
can be listened to by the people with comprehension. Thus they
are perused not merely as a formal religious deed of merit-as is the
case with the older standard books-but because of the real interest
of the matter they contain. I n Mongolia they are met with tl.anslated
into the Mongol-Tartar tongue as well as in the Tibetan originals,
which fact is a certain indication of a popularity not only coaventional.

) is said to have
The Reverend Milaraspa ($qd4'$*~qq*~
been born 1038 A.D. in Gung-t'ang on the borders of Nepal, a little
to the east of the modern Kirong and only a few miles to the west
of the peaks abutting Mount Everest,. His father was one Mila
Shesrab Gyal-ts'an and his mother bore the name of Myang-tsJa
Kar-gyan. At an early age both parents died and he mas brought
up by an aunt and uncle who treated him with great harshness.
Quitting their protection, eventually, he attached himself to religious
studies and became the pupil of a famous lo-tsa-wa, or translator of
Sanskrit works, named Marpa. Having taken the fullest vows, he
began to qualify himself by systematic ascetic meditation to attain
the position of a Nal-jor

(d(nl'7T~)
the

Tibetan form of Yogi.

When his spiritual father, Marpa, had quitted this sphere, Milawspa
forthwith took to a calling which he adopted as his especial function,
that of a peripatetic missionary. I n that character he traversed all
the mountain ranges along the Tibeto-Nepal frontier, visiting Pulang, Dengri, Kirong, Lake Manasaromar, etc. His plan of operations varied. Sometimes he abode near villages expounding, both in
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prose and verse, Buddhist doctrine to many hearers. At other times
hc withdrew to caves in inaccessible spots and remained in persistent
mental absorption for months and even years. The result of such
a line of life was natural in a country where learning and lonely
mystic contemplation are held in the highest repute. H e obtained
a large following who were known by the designation of Ras-dhungwa or "the little cotton clad ones." These disciples appear to have
usually wandered about with their master, and to have shared in a
much less measure in his austerities; but, according to the narrative,
they were also often absent from him.
A s his name indicates, one of tbe principles of Milaraspa waa
to be clothed rnerely in cotton, eschewing the customary wearing
material of Tibetans which is invariably of wool. In that respect
his votaries were expected to imitate him. I n spite of the icy temperature of his haunts, the ascetic went about clad only in one thin
vestment. He thus describes himself in one of his exordia :
I am Milaraspa great in fame,
The direct offspring of Memory and Wisdom.
Yet an old man am I, forlorn and naked ;
From my lips springs forth a little song,
For all nature at which I look
Serves me for a book.
The iron staff that my hands hold
Guides me o'er the ocean of changing life.
Mester am I of Mind and Light,
And in showing feats and miracles,
Depend not on earthly deities.

The particular Buddhist sect to which Milaraspa belonged was
.
a hybrid one, formed of the K&-dampa school, and the Kg-gyiid-pa
school, which had been started in rivalry to each other. A powerful deity, Lag-na Dorje, prince of the Noi-jin or gods of the
mountains, mas- held to preside over the sect, and was, in fact, the
tutelary deity of Milaraspa. The leading theories set forth in the
sage's songs are those of the universal illusiveness of all thoughts
and possible conceptions as well as of all material things, and the
advantages of various mecl~anical methods of meditation principally
induced by suppressi~lgone's breath, and so forcing it to enter certain
specified bloodvessels of the body. To these processes we shall refer
more particularly later on; but it was, he averred, by the artificinl
warmth, which the Tzm-mo or meditative ecstasy induced, that he
was enabled to withstand the extremest cold.
We are about to examine a t considerable length the productions
which are assigned to Milanspa. But we should first mention that
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these are only two in number, although certain reference is made to
a third worlc which, however, if ever current, is not in circulation

a t the present day.
The chief work is that which is known familiarly as the GUUBUM
or " One Hundred Thousand Songs." It embraces a sort of fitful
narrative of a portion of the worthy man's wanderings which in
places are described wit11considerable topographical detail. Thisaccount
is plentifully interspersed with his ditties and metrical expositions of
doctrine. The " songs," nevertheless, number only some 200 instead
of 100,000 as stated in the metaphorical title-the full designation
being

~ 4 < ~ ? n l ~ N ' 4 ~ 4 ~ ~ . ~ ' ~ ~w' r ; l ~ ~I n~ the
'b;l~~.~

course of the narrative Milaraspa instructs his votaries, preaches to those
whom he chances upon, works spells and mit.acles and falls in with
divers adventures. His practice, mhen asked a question or mhen relating past experiences, was to drop a t once into verse. Thus the
Ourbum takes the form of a record of travel in which metrical digressions-which by the way have no particular metre whatever--are
peryetnally recurring. It should be noted, however, that the whole
recital is not supposcd to be told by the hero himself but by some
third person u ~ ~ n a m ewho
d relates the doings and sayings of Milaraspa.
Tlie other book is less in bulk than the Gurbum and differs from
i t in form, in that it runs in the first person; Milaraspn himself being
personally the narrator throughout. Accordingly, we have this work
generally distinguished as the Nu-T'AR,although that designation
occurs in the title of the first mentioned work also. Nam-t'ar, which
means literally " the full deliverance," is the usual term in the Buddhist sense for biography or even autobiography and in the present
case carries the latter signification. The complete title of the book
1 The title of this Ourborn seems to vary in dBerent copies. We hare two
specimens of that work in our possession. One bears the title as given above and
a block-print of 269 leave; printed on both sides. The other oopy hoe the im-

--

-

print on the o u t a leaf as f o ~ ~ o w
: s

C\

4

w
-

-.4

4.~4679~

-

4.7~ ~ 4 s l . ~ ~ ~ '.4~~4~
~t will
b ;be lobserved,
~ ~ -then,
~3
thatb * 1 '
i n this edition the name hfilaraspa is omitted from the title, the appellation Gahadpa Dwje (i.e., "the Laughing Dorje") being substituted. Tbis la8t is a fine issue,
very clearly printed and comprising324 leaves. The St. Petereburg example has,
we see, 842 leaves; and is therefore another edition still. Onr oopy of the,
Nem-t'ar or
sided.

volume is n well-printed speoimen'consisting of 144 folios, double-
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the Course of Life of the Great Holy Rich Power of Meditation, the
Reverend Milaraspa."
Both compilations are frequently found between the same pair of
boards as if they mere two volumes of one and the same work. I n
this arrangement the Nam-tJar always comes first, being labelled as
first letter of the alphabet, and the Gurbum follows as
The vocabulary and linguistic forms of these narratives make i t
a moot question as to whether or not Milaraspa, who lived 800 years
ago, actually himself composed them or not. Much of the phraseology
agrees with the current speech. Whoever may have been the author,
there can be no question that he possessed the faculties of a true poet.
Assuming that he may have been Milaraspa himself, we call plainly
assert that the quaint old sage had not only an eye for the beauties of
nature but also words a t his command wherewith to record the feelings with which such beauties inspired him-all nature, as he avers,
was to him "a book." Thereih he carries the poet's credentials.
Tibet is a land abounding in the more fantastic phases of geology
-everything
there on a stupendous scale; and weird, forbidding,
mysterious. And the influence which mountains, great snows, darksome glaciers and unfathomable gorges, exercised over the writer of
Milalaspa's memoirs is evidenced in almost every page. So, it is this.
sensc of the romance of God's handiwork in its mildest developments
which justifies the claim we have placed on a previous page-that the
Tibetans are a people by no means devoid of poetical tastes.
Milaraspa is full of interest and novelty not only for the frequent
depth of feeling displayed, but also as setting forth the recondite philosophy and mysticism of the northerm cult of Buddhism. That fact
causes his writings to be of some importance to the student. It is our
purpose in the ensuing pages to confine ourselves to one work, the
Ourbum ; but we shall introduce lengthy quotations from our author
supplementing the extracts by such commentary as shall best serve
the purposes of elucidation. The amount of particular information
into which me shall thus be led derives its chief interest in that it
concerns the more advanced school of Buddhistic thought.
Plunging forthwith in nledias res, our first translation may appropriately be taken from the opening pages of the Gurbum to which our
remarks are to be confined. The narrative begins in this way :a i l Teacher! That rich power of Meditation, the Reverend Yilaraspa

7'

7
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himself, under the influence of the Great Translucent Charm, was sojourning in the district of Chhong-lung-jung. I t happened one night he rose
n p to prepare his food ; but there was not even a piece of wood in the outhouse-not to mention, no flour, salt, water, or herbs. There being neither
water nor fire on the hearth, he reflected: ' I t is indeed too much for me to
have suffered my thoughts to slip to a degree so great as tbis ; and it will
now be necessary to go and fiud room for some faggots in my coat-skirt.'
So departing ; when he had lighted on as much wood as he could manage, a
high wind sprung up. While he carried the wood, the wind seized on his
garments, and whensoever he clutched hold of his garments, i t seized on the
wood. Then the thought arose in his mind :
'Though I have been sitting in times pmt so lengthy a space on that
ridge of hills, yet was I mentally absorbed in attachment to self. I may
hare indeed succeeded with the doctrine of mental absorption within my
very self, but what do I now propose to do? Then let me say-If the
garment be pleasing to me, !et the garment be taken away ;or, if the wood
be pleasing, let the wood be taken.' Having seated himself, he lost consciousness from the effects of poor living and the cold. When he roused
himself the wind had lulled and his garment was fluttering from the top of
a tree-stem. I n the depth of the mental weariness which succeeded, he placed
liimsclf flat against the perpendicular surface of a boulder of the size of the
body of a sheep. Just then there floated up from out a reddish-grey
valley on the eastern side a white cloud. Below the white cloud in the
reddish-grey valley was a gompa (i.e., monastery). He revolved : There
did my lama, the interpreter Marpa, sit translating. I n the midst of the
group of my father, mother, and fellow-disciples-the brethren of the Dorje
-was he." And recalling the substance aud style of his precepts, together
with his powerful expositions of the Tantras, he thought: " If only he were
seated there now, whatever might intervene, I would go to salute him." Being carried beyond bounds with despondency a t these vivid memories of his
teacher, many tears were shed, and he uttered this ode-a song of yearning
grief-in his keen remembrance of the lama, :Recalling my father, and following the steps of MarpaHe who was the remover of longingsYearning dirges should vanish away.
0 Marpa the Master, on the red rock to the east of the valley of Chhong !
Ah, that rock beneath yon holder of water,
The white cloud soaring upwards,
The floating white cloud !
On a rock backed by a hill beside which huge elephants are despicable ;
On one which is faced by a hill beside which great lions seem but
pigmies.
I n the Gompa of the rcd-grey valley, a mighty residence,
On a stone prodigious, the throne of AmolikaA divan covered with the skins of lions' ears,
On which to be seated is not to sitI t wes there sate Marpa the translator ;
Oh, if now he were sitting, how would I rejoice!
Of small consequence though I be,
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Yet from my heart should I wish to do homage
Though undue yearnings should be little.
I remember this lama possessed of mental and bodily graces,
I remember Marpa the lo-td-wa and his meditations,
Flames more holy than a mother's couch.
Oh, if now he were sitting, how would I rejoice !
Though f a r distant and inaccessible were his seat
I should wish to do homage.
Comely nnd thonghful is the lama I recollect;
Marpa the lo-lid-wa I recall as he meditates,
His dmje revelling in the profoundest of Tantras.
Oh, if now he were speaking, how would I rejoice !
Though poor be my powers of mind,
From my heart should I crare to rehearse what he said ;
Remembering the lama, his mental and bodily graces,
Recollecting Marpa the lo-tsi-wa as he sits meditating
Tantras, mighty in gesture and sound.

It mould seem that his spiiitual instructor, this Marpa, over whom
our poet thus 1 1 t h lamentation, had once enjoined his pupil to proceed to the summit of a lofty mountain which may be certainly identified as Mount Everest, for the purpose of ascetic meditation. Thus,
the earlier peregrinations of Milaraspa are in the region of this the
highest peak of the Himalayas and of the world, which is known to
modern Tibetans by the name of Lap-chhyi-gang, and which k mentioned by Milaraspa under that appellation. W e find in the Gurbum
some curious information concerning the famous mountain; and, a s
no European has ever penetrated within 50 miles of Mount Everest,
such information is worth noticing. It is described as a lofty pinnacle
of snow and ice on a desolate and uninhabited chain of mountains,
and on the top of it reside five fairies named Ts'e-ringt.de (or " life,
long life") who became deeply attached to the poet. The glaciers of
Lap-chhyi-gang produce five lakes, situated on the northern flanks,
the waters of each differing in colour one from the other ; and these
lakes mere dedicated by Milarasp, one to each of the five fairies
aforesaid. Further north of the Everest range mention is made of a
vast lake named Kyema Ts'o, and of a mighty snow-capped peak
styled Jomo Gang-karmo.
I n his ascent of the hills which buttress the mainsummits of
this range, Milaraspa has several adventures. One of these may be
here introduced :
Then roving upward to fulfil the command of his lama, he reached the
outworks of Lap-chhyi-gang. On the approach to Lap-chhyi, when he
cnme to Nyinam, he found the people of the neighbourhood celebrating a
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great beer-drinking revel. Now in the beer-house gossip, there was babbling of this sort : Well ! as to him who is called Milaraspa, he seems to be
leading a penitential life. I s it possible that he is that devout hermit who
has located himself on this very range of hills, where no man dwells? '
As they were talking thus praisingly of the Reverend one, he presented
himself a t their doorway. Whereupon a young woman, adorned round the
face with goodly ornaments, came forth making numerous exclamations of
welcome.
' 0 Naljor ! ' she cried, ' whence are you? '
Said his Reverence : ' He who is now speaking to you is one Milaraspa,
a great meditator, who has been abiding on a mountain the whereabouts
of which I am not sure of. You, hostess, must bestow as alms some fragments of victuals.'
She returned: 'Sufficient to feed on shall be brought forth. But are
you indeed that very one who is called Milaraspa ? '
Quoth he : ' I t would be without sense to tell a lic nbout it.'
The woman ran in brimming over with joy, and said to the revellers :
' A delightful monk is here who says hc has just now come from a distance,
and he has cast himself down this moment at this very door.' A11 rushed
forth, some welcoming him, others inquiring his history; and when they
were certain it was his Reverence, they invited him indoors, and offered him
distinguished attention. 'L'hen the young woman, a rich householder and s
Bon priestess, who was a t the head of the revellers, said: There has taken
up his abode in the hollow of our valley a goblin, and you must therefore
by blessing purge the ground. We will then afford you all the servicc in
our power.' The other folk added : ' Splendid indeed ! For our pastures are
most pleasant lands, but we ere so dreadfully sfraid of bodily injuries from
this goblin that we no longer wish to occupy the same. Pray come quickly
now.' All assembled beseeching him, his Reverence retorted : ' I am indeed
going quickly, but it is not on accouut of your pasture-lands that I go. Because of the command I have from my lama I am going, to meditate.' They
replied: 'That is quite sufficient for us. Wc will grant you servants, together with good food.' The Reverend One rejoined: 'Being e man who
relies upon himself, there is no need to me of companions and good provisions. I am going quite alone to the uppermost regiol~s. We will see efterwards about these marvellous services you arc going to render.'
So saying, his Reverence set out by himself for Lap-chhyi-gang. Arrived
at tho pass-top, terrific npparitions of those who were not human appeared.
As soon as he reached the cnirli on the pass the sky was convulsed, the
thunder rolled savagely, and the lightning darted gleamingly, whilst the
mountains in the valleys far and near seemed to shift ! The mountaintorrents, whirling together, grew into a huge lake whose billows boiled
violently. H ~ E
Reverence east a mjstic look, and plunging his staff into the
h t e r s , the lake, though deep, disappeared, and was resolved into mist and
pools. Then, coming up for an instant from below, supernatural monsters
puffed forth their breath aud broke d o ~ mcrngs far and near. Numerous
boulders sprang out, clashing and fighting one another in a turmoil of billows.
Thereupon the sky-walking witches opened a pnth in between the valleys
like a mountain-serpent running do~vnwnrds;and, standing on the path whou
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the rolling of rocks was abated, he shouted a t the hill. Thereat the
demons of the feebler kind became quiet; whilst the larger species,
though they could not find any opportunity, sought for another chance
just where the Ilill-path of the witches terminated. Accordingly, the
Reverend One cast a magic glance which drore them back subdued. All
being quietened by enchantment, a footprint arose on the stone in the place
where he had sat; and after n little while both earth and sky resumed their
joyous aspect. Then, seated on the hill-spur, he meditated lovingly on liring
creatures, and with such profit thnt he named the place the Spur of Love.
Afterwards, reaching some pleasant waters, his mind in meditation entered
into union in its very easenco ~ i t hthe flowing of the stream. And thus
closed the tenth any of tho firat nutumnal month of the year of the N ~ l o
E'ire Tiger.

Our next extract is introduced with a view to justify the essertion already put forward, that the author of theee memoirs is certainly more than a poet in name. We have many passages to choose
from; but here may be given as a specimen the description of a wooded mountain-slope, prefaced by the following quaint incident :The Reverend Milaraspa himself hrrd come from Rag- to the fortreso of
the skies, Kyang-p'an. One night, at the time of seating himself (for meditation), there appeared a monkey riding upon a hare, bearing a fungns es s
shield, and carrying arrows and a bow made of straw just as if looking for an
opportunity to use them. Thereupon a laugh slipped forth from hisbverence.
The other (i.e., the monkey) exclaimed : 'I have come hoping to frighten
you ; but, if you are not afraid, I shall depart.'
On the other saying this, his Reverence remarked: 'Having m e to
the conclusion that all things that have appearance are imaginary, and believing the imagination itself to be only as the body of the Doctrine (i.e.,
impalpable), whatever feats of jugglery a goblin like you may exhibit, i t
will be an occasion to laughter to a Naljor like myself.'
Thus he spoke. Whereupon the other, who was the ruling deity of
Orot'ang, made verbal engagement to render him fealty, and departed with
speech and countenance as of the rainbow. Then the householders of Qmt'mg, who had arrived for the purpose of saluting his Reverence, enquired :
' What are the good points about this locality P ' So, replying to their
question, he uttered these verses:Let salutations be thrown up to the venerable lamas !
Know you, or know you not, the virtues of this place P
If not ; let me describe them :
Kyang-p'an, the fortress of the skies, is a lonely spot;
The fortrees of the skies is, as i t were, in a palace.
Above it, to the south, lie clouds filmy and purple;
Below, fall down waters transparent and green;
Behind, are red rocks and the-expanse of the heavens
In front, are meadows piebald with flowers;
On the borders, the roaring of beasts issuer forth
In the air insects like finest rain are descending,
The bees keeping up a perpetual song.
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Deer and wild asses-mothers and their young-frolic and stamp ;
Apes and monkeys are gambolling on the sward ;
Young larks interchanging notes in many voices ;
That divine bird, the Gongmo, pouring out its l a p
[rated.
The clayey streams chatter softly and harmonionsly below:
Their voice is the voico of Time-of friends whose friendship has degenePa!the virtues of the place cannot be penetrated by one's thonghts ;
But the joyous soul lends them captive into song,
And speeches sage are driven forth into tho mouth.
Ye fathers and mothers of households here assembled
Do as I do, and regain your name ;
Renounce your deeds of sin and a t t d n to happiness.

Occasionally, however, our friend seems not to have been received
by t h e denizens of the places h e visited in t h e amicable spirit he
deemed his due. Such slights h e meets with unruffled composure,
apparently; b u t then, forthwith, ss we shall find, he shows himself
to be a past-master in the a r t of ingenious abuse, and rapidly succeeds
i n reducing the most churlish to abject docility. Let us see his method
with a n old woman who accused him of coming after her daughter :The Reverend Milaraspa resolved to proceed for meditative purposee to
Jbng-tagoi Gang ('the Glacier of the Northern Horse Gate '1. Arriving one
night in theautumnal month, he presently went to greot the people with
three baaketsful of gourds. The country-folk were all busy reaping the
corn. In the upper part of one large field in particular a young woman
ebout twenty-three yeare of age was superintending. She was poimessed of
all the tokons and marks of a wise Khlrdoma (fairy), and was placed over a
band of reapers composed of many men. ' Good people,' said he, ' pmy beetow
some victuals upon me, a Naljor.' Said the girl: '0 Naljor! go ye and
enter in a t the gate of yonder castle. I shall be coming there immediately.'
Thereupon the Reverend One proceeded to the castle-gate, and, having given
a push with his hands to the door, had entered eomc distance within the
gateway. At that very moment, however, an old woman of unprepossessing
appearance came from indoors. She wm meanly clad, and was carrying
her hande full of ashee.
'What beggars you Naljor are ! ' she exclaimed. ' I n the summer-time
you ask alms of white food, and in the winter you come begging for sour
things. There is never for you any season of sitting still. You fancy you
are going to get my daughter as a bride, and steal her goods as a dowry.
Have you come from the East just a t this time, when there are no men
about P ' AE she spoke her body trembled with passion, and she made ready
to fling the ashes and to brawl much more.
'Old woman,' cried out his Rererence, 'there will be plenty of time
afterwards to throw your ashes; but listen a little while first to this song of
Milarmpa.' And he proceeded to set forth some verses conteining conundrums for the old dame:My first is the bliss of those who escape to the heavens above ;
My second, the woe of the three classes of the damned below;
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My third, the loss of all power of tho& who may be in the intermdfata
worlds :
I n conrso of time these three will meet throe.
Black-hearted old granny, bearing spite against religion,
See that you consider this closely in your heart.
I n your doings, perform the doctrine of the holy gods ;
I n relying, depend on some accreditad lama ;
When you return to yonr homo, &st reflectHas such an one appeared P
My first is she who gets up the earliest in the morning ;
My second, she who lies down the last at night;
My third is the labour which is never finished :
8ome day these three will coalesce in one.
Skinny old woman, servant of servants and void of a stomach,
See yon revolve that carefully in your heart.
I n your doings, perform the doctrine of the holy gods ;
I n your relying, lean on some orthodox lama ;
B e d e c b H a s such an one appeared P
My first is the lifting action of one drawing tent-pegs from the ground;
My second, the walking aotion of one creeping after fowls;
My third, the crouohing action of one breaking stones and clods :
Some day these three aotions will be combined.
Old woman, dejected in mind and decayed in the intestines,
See that you revolve, kc., $c.
My first are the wrinkles puckering the skin without;
My second, the flesh, blood, and decaying bones left within ;
My third, the dull, dumb, deaf, blind, dazed, crippled being between :
Some day those three will be united in one person.
Old granny, ugly in appearance and wrinkled with wrath,
See that you take this to heart, h.,
$c.
Rarer than stars in the day-time
Are they who're set free in the heavens above ;
More plenteous thtm tiny chips of gravel
Are those doomed to woe in the spheres down below.
Just now, when body and soul must part company,
The mind feels dejected.
Old woman, conscious of guilt, hopeless, and without appetite for death,
See you take to heart andconsider this !
I n yonr doings, perform the divine precepts ;
I n yonr relying, lean upon some orthodox lama.
Having given ear to the song poured forth in condescension by the
Reverend One, faith devoid of self-reliance was born in the ancient dame. 81.
lowing the ashes in her hand to drop through her fingers, theold woman
celled to mind the actions committed by her in past times, and repented.

Thereafter Mjlaraepa endeavours to instruct this old eon1 and her
daughter-who, coming in, and finding her mother in tears, is near

aso
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picking a quarrel with the Saint-in the rudiments of hie doctrinal
theories. As is invariably the case in Buddhist philosophical statements, were we to quote here (as we do later on) these enunciations,
they would be found to contain no real recondite wisdom, nor even
any scheme of metaphysics and morality which could be dignified
with the title of an ethical system. They are mostly mere pretentious phrases which have little consistency, and the profundity is only
apparent, and will not bear analysis. There is nothing ennobling to
the individusl, or calculated to make the world the better ; or, even in
the Buddhist sense, less steeped in misery, in the doctrines of sublime
vacuity and indifference to all earthly claims, with which Buddhism,
whether Indian or Tibetan, occupies itself. It is essentially the religion of phraseological forms and onomatopoetical positions. Even
the universal philanthropy preached becomes degenerate when it would
condescend to practical individual exercise.
There is, nevertheless, one great principle in which the Christian
and the seeker after the highest happiness in any Faith might acquire
improvement a t certain junctures of life from the Buddhist, and t,hat
is the principle which expresses the unimportance and indeed nothingnew of the good things offered by the world as compared with the
consolations and changeless attitude which Religion presents to him
who yields himself up to ita sway alone. This, of course, is no new
dmtrine. Solomon in Hebrew ethics had preached i t long prior to
Buddhism. But the Baddhist, that is the Buddhist who may reslly
endeavour to fulfil what he professes, accepts no compromise with the
material world on the subject. The greatness and happiness of human
l i e are, a t least in theory, not even to be reckoned as considerations
in the question. 01 course the reason assigned is that all visible and
physical advantages are not only merely temporary but are in themselves complete illusions. While such a motive may indeed appear
inferior in ita moral sanction to that which can animate the Christian
to any like attitude or similar sentiments, nevertheless as an impulsive
force as observable in Buddhist practice it seems stronger than the
Christian motive. Christianity, however, is infinitely superior when i t
teaches the nobility of this present life, its joys and its possibilitee.
Now we find in Milaraspa many expositions of this Buddhistic
high principle, and firm and fine is the position which he personally
assumes in the matter. But we shall make a lengthy quotation
from the Gurbum dealing fully with the Buddhist point of view:Heil to the Teacher 1 The reverend Milerespa himself was dwelling in
the cave of Nyi-shang Uiri Katya in the South Himalayan country and
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sitting in mystic contemplation of the current of the river. At mch a
time it happened that certain huntsmen coming to Nyi-shang observed his
reverence seated and with mystic look composing verses. They were consumed with perplexity and afraid ; and one and all fled. However, coming
back agein, they planted their bows upright and exclaimed :
'You are either a man or a demon; and if you are a man you seem
much as if you were taking count of something.'
But the reverend one sate on giving no reply, wrapt in his mystic expression. Whereupon those men, stationing themselves above, shot down
many arrows, but did not aim sbraight. Then, desisting, they were about to
cast their weapons aside, but found themselves incapable of stirring their
bodies. A t length flames of fire broke the spell, scorching yet not consuming them. So they hurled themselves down into a ravine a t the base of a
rock where a large river was tumbling. Writhing and twirling they did not
so much as rest on the surface of the water, but were tossed back upwards
from the midst of t h e river, flying aloft again and arriving a t their former
station.
Yet the other, uttering not a word, sate on enthralled. Then, all of
them brought
back, filled with amazement, cried out: ' Did ever such a man
as this sit in a mountein cavern? '
One of the cotton-clad (rae-chhungpa) of the men of that place, overhearing the huntsmen, remarked to them :
'Thet is my lama, a good and genuine Nal-jor of Tibet. He has the
tokens of one who has reached the final fulfilment of such things as can be
gained and accomplished. He can throw the spell of his meditations even
over the beasts, and thus has even fastened his own meditative powers upon
both dogs and deer.'
Such accounts of what his doctrine had brought about having been set
forth to them, ell were turned humbly to the Faith, and the fame of the
reverend one filled the whole country of Nepal. Thereafter, he who heppened a t the time to be king of Yerang and Kho-khom heard the reports of his reverence; and he, too, marvelling, humbled himself and
believed.
Then spake Dolma (the goddess) to this king of Kho-khom : " There is in
your treasury a piece oE Benares cloth, alclo some of the ever-victorious
Arum fruit. Now he who is abiding in the cave of Nyi-shang Katya in the
mountains of the southern district is a Tibetan Naljor, a great Bodhisattwa
of the Ten Continents-offer those to him ; and he will foretell what should
be done to bring to you the greatest benefits in this world and the next.
Thereupon that king desptltchcd a man acquainted with the Tibetan
tongue to search for him. He, meeting with his reverence, observed all that
had been attained to by entirely abandoning this life ; and he was filled with
wonder and converted. Then did he reflect: This man seems from every
point of view to be Milamspa; yet it is necessary to make sure.'
' 0 Teacher,' he inquired, ' what are you called ? Also, being entirely
destitute of food and drink, have you not come hither for relief in your
went P What is it then that you desire in order to supply such necessaries
of life as you may lack.'
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I n reply to questionings of this sort, his Reverence made answer t

' I am a Naljor of Tibet, Milaraspa so-called. And to lack of necessaries
forsooth is due my being entirely free from wretchedness ; and what that is
equivalent to let me duly describe in a song :
To the lords lamas, let salutations go up !
I am Milaraspa so to be styled.
At present I am free from desire of wealth,
I wish not to heap up earthly pelf;
So, firstly, am I without the misery of getting,
And next, I: am free from the misery of guarding,
While lastly, I am without all misery of coveting more ;
Thus that lack of having nothing at all is good.
Again, at present I am free from desire for relatives ;
I wish not to be encompassed by love and cheerfulness;
So, firstly, I am separated from attachmente of mind,
And next I am free from bickering8 and retorts,
Lastly I am subject to no separations ;
T h u deprivation of the pleasures of love and cheer is well.
At present I desire not to be fnll of news,
I wish not to listen to rumours and reports ;
So, first, I am free from the trouble of making enquiries,
And next I escape the perplexity of hoisted signals,
Lastly I em without any fears of injury;
In being set apart from gossip and news I am heppy.
At present I am devoid of the desire for one's country,
I wish not eny special land to dwell in.
So, first, I am rid of the misery of partizanship;
And next am I free from the thraldom of government;
Lastly, do I escape the trouble of watching faces (or " opportunities ;")
The want of any certain dwelling-place is good.
The emissary having come before the king, related in fnll the account
of his adventures, adding : " Such as this is Milaraspa."
Thereupon the king, confident in faith and humility, rejoined : 'See if
you can entice this Milaraspa hither; but, if he will not be persuaded,
offer him both these things.'
So he despatched the Benares cloth and the infallible Arum fruit to influence him ; and (the messenger), having met with the reverend one, said :
' I have been deputed by the pious king who resides h Kho-khom and
Yerang to summon the Naljor of Tibet; it is necessary that you attend.'
From the mouth of his Reverence: ' I n general when I arrive et towns
and villages I make not the acquaintance of men, and in particular I make
not the acquaintance of kings. I have no wish for delicacies of food and
drink; and as au individual practising religion I am without any relation
or story about dying from hunger or cold. The man who adheres. to a king
will cast aside a lama. As for me, as I am carrying out thc precepts of
Marpa of Lhobrag I shall not come. You yourself go back again.'
The other replied: ' When a mighty king summons a mere man who
is a yogi is it not seemly that that one man should set out and come to do
homage at his feet P '

Quobh hie Reverence: 'I am also a mighty king of the wheel that rererolres; and a king who abounds in richrn is hy no means happier or
mightier than I.'
The other retorted : 'You king of the revolving wheel, where, pray, are
your seven kingdoms P As you are going to be a great aud rich king, if
those exist, point them out."
From the month of the Reverend One :'Ye circle of offlcers of the kingdoms of the world, if you but followed a
kingdom such as mine is, you would yourselves be changed into the p e a t est of monarchs ; while the power and the wealth belonging to everything
would spring forth (for you). And thus let me express this in a song :Ye courtiers desirous of joy and happiness !
Such as this is the kingdom of Milaraspa :
I n its sway it is blest to everybody both here and hereafter.
Mila's government is like this :
There is Faith, the most precious of things that revolve,
Which unites itself with deeds of virtue night and day;
There is Wisdom, the most precious of jewels,
Which fulfils the hopes of all for themselves and others ;
There is Religious Duty, the most precious of queens, which is d o m e d
with ornaments of surpassing beauty ;
There is Complete Abstraction, the most precious of offlcers,
Which amasses both i n t e w t y and wisdom ;
There is Chastity, the most precions of draught beasts,
Which carries mighty loads of the teachings of Sang-gyns ;
There ie Diligence, the most precions of horses,
Which bears you into a land where Pain itself is not ;
There is Attention, the most precious of generals,
Which routs the armies of the enemy Wrong Perception.
If you gain possession of a realm like this,
You will acquire the glory and fame of a sovereign ;
Perpetually will you triumph over that which is hostile ;
Vassals will become feudatory to the works of the Ten Virtues ;
bensete creatures without exception will become as mothers.
Come, then ! Be a king according to my plan ! '
Thus did he speak ; and thereupon the other exclaimed :-' Most wonderful muet it be to be moulded in such fsith as that a yogi should be unmored
by anything. However, the king bestows on you these two gifts.'
So saying, he presented into his hands the Benares raiment and the infallible b r a fruit. The other, taking them, blest them ; and offering up
prayers, he accepted them.

We oannot attempt to follow this peripatetic saint systematically
in hie wanderings, but must content ourselves and seek to interest the
reader by picking out the more characteristic pieces. The next quotation is a lengthy one, and may be regarded, in a sense, as valuable
archmlogically, inasmuch as it includes elaborate descriptions of certaiu
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articles of ordinary use. Our narrative being severaI centuries old, this
means that we have minute accounts of these everyday t,hings afi they
then mere known :That rich power of meditation, Milaraspa himself, had been engaged
(luring the summer-time in contemplation, seated on the southern slopes of
the Shri monnbnin. I t being now autumn, when harvest-time had arrived,
one evening when tired he set forth in quest of food-alms. On the way, in s
hidden nook in the desert, he fell asleep. Then there appeared to him a
woman with both eyebrows and beard gleaming yellow in the clear blue of
the night. She was leadiug her son, a small youth, as much as twenty years
of age. ' Milaraspa, ' she said, 'you possess eight hearts in a bunch, and one
of them really belongs to this led ; therefore bestow it upon him.' Having
thus spoken, he dreamt that she vanished. Thereupon Milaraspa, arousing
himself, began to revolve the matter.
' Evidently, ' he mused ' ' that woman must hare been a khldoma ' (i.e.
aerial female sprite), ' and there will come to me eight pupils ripe for karma
-human beings, or, as it were, hearts sifted unto the uttermost. Only this
very day shall I meet one human being whose fate must be determined by
his actions ; and I must set myself to be really useful to him.'
Proceeding upward to the side of the r u ~ g e droad into Tibet, he sat him
down and slept for a while herd-by the River of One Hundred Thousand
Silver Eyes. After which there came up a stripling riding on s black horse.
' 0 Naljor ! he exclaimed, ' what are you doing lying down there P Then,
mid his Reverence : ' 0 citizen layman, whither are you going P ' He replied
that when he had got across the river he would pursue a way straight forward into the midst of the Ding-ri mountains.
Thereat the aged Nsljor remarked that he, too, wae going over the
river, and requested that he might mount on the back of the citizen's horse.
Said the youth : ' I am hastening away to see sights and to obtainlknowledge in the East. If you get up, too, my horse will be injured.' Having
thus spoken, hewent on ahead, not wishing to keep company with the
Naljor.
Then the Reverend One, mystically drawing in his breath in the very
ecstasy of a saintly lama's meditation, started off, and walked onwards up
and down upon the surface of thelriver. Yet he did not sink in the waters.
' Look with one eye behind,' he cried; for he who a little time ago went
on ahead was now being tossed and turned by the frothy waves in the midst of
the waters. Looking back, the youth beheld the Reverend One walking
forward, and not sinking in the water. I s it an illusion of my eye P ' he
thought, 'for he is actually not sinking in the water.' When he had reached
the farther side of the river, he approached right in front of where the
lama had taken up his position, snd gazed a t his feet. ' The water has not
risen even above the soles of his feet ! ' he exclaimed. Thence belief snd
love were bred within him, and to the lama who had attained to such accomplishments he said : ' I beseech you to credit that I was ignorant, end to
pardon me for not mounting you just now on my horse.'
Moreover, taking the ends of the bridle of his black horse, and placing
them in the hands of his Reverence, he besought him in a song as follows :-
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Here is a saint who beholds everything beforehand ;
A being who has escaped from human life ;
A Buddha whom it is rare to encounter face to face ;
An emanation whom it is difficult to speak and listen to.
As to his name--now I hear it, now I don't;
As to his person-now I recognise it, now I don't ;
As to his hands-now I grasp them, now I don't ;
As to his health-now I inquire after it, now I don't.
Overwhelmed by your graciousness, I crave forgiveness.
My black horse is able to cleave through the winda,
I t s neck ornaments waving as if lifting up praise ;
The harness is of choicest quality,
The saddlecloth of the softest strips,
As firmly stretched as the saddle of Ped-knr the Master.
With an apron in front and stirrups suspended ;
A crupper tied with red ribands end magical knots ;
A bridle which would pses for a jewelled collar ;
Eyebrows swept aa with smiles by tassels of tiger-skin,
Above eaah a mirror embossed like the great northern star.
The bit, like an officer, governs the mouth,
And a white whip lets fall its instructions.
I, who am marked strongly as a worldly man,
Would offer the horse to my reverend father,
And beg you not, as a magician, to deliver me into hell.
Thus humbly speaking, he offered the horse ; but his Reverence would
not accept it. ' I have, ' he said,' ' a horse superior to that of yours'; and then,
at the other's request, he poured forth this ditty 1Hearken here, 0 son ! to what may be useful :
I have a stallion of the wind-even perfect knowledge ;
My flag, though folded up, lifts up praise ;
My harness is the entrails of him subsisting on snatches of food between
meditation ;
The saddle I stride, the clearest self-knowledge ;
The stirrups I press are mental objects-the nails of concentration !
My bridle is Rlung, which I draw in ns my breath ;
That which flits before my eyebrows are three knobs on my nose ;
That which embosses my head are waves of tranquility within ;
And to govern my mouth there is the life of illusion without.
The switch I strike with is the beating current of thought;
Whilst the Uma vein is that which capers and heads and leaps upon the
plain.
Such is the steed the Naljor has beneath him.
If i t flees, he escapes from the mire of the cycle of life ;
If it pursues, he arrives on the dry ground of Perfection.
Thus I do not desire the charger of you, a mere man ;
Therefore, young fellow, hasten to depart yourself.
The Reverend One having thus delivered himself, a e i n the other
thought : ' Though he has declinedmy horse, nevertheless, as his feet are bare,
34
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ho may be able to make use of my boots'; wherefore, pulling off his best
boots, which were an ornamental pair, he made a proffer of them in rhyme :0 Naljor, accomplished and preciona !
As you are attaohed to no country yourself,
~ uthrough
t
the realm you roam aimlese,
Perchance some angry dog may snap your toea,
Or jagged thorns may wound your feet,
Or walking barefoot may bring fatigue.
These boots are fine, with green-hued tags :
They have laces made of silk most costly ;
I n front they are worked with handsome braid,
Whilst projecting brass nails are beaten into the caps.
The fur of the KhehcE deer is let into the middle of the upper parts.
The hide of the wild y&kforms both the soles,
And a cunning workman has atitched the whole together ;
The overflaps guard the toe-nails from mischance,
And cling firmly, so to speak, as the water-leech to a lion's head.
These are the patrimony of me, a young man,
And I place them a t the feet of your Reverence.
But the Reverend One refused acceptance, remarking : ' I have boots of
my own surpassing any of yours; ' and then, at the other's request, he spoke
these lines :Listen faithfully, little man, my son !
Here in my fatherland, the circle of the Three Kingdoms,
The dense darkness of Ignorance has beshrouded ;
The meadows ere filled with the swamps and mire of Lust ;
The mosa-lands bristle with the thorns of Envy ;
The wild dogs of Anger bark and bite ;
The mountaks and rocks of Arrogance are lofty and steep.
I, having picked my way across the four rivers,
Have sought to flee to the plains of mighty Bliss.
There Ka-shi fur is illusive and perishable stuff,
Your two leather soles are the perverted longings for existence,
And are stitched together by belief in the fruits of karma;
The green tags ore, as it were, the pleasures and property in the land ;
The silk laces give freedom of attachment to one's own ideas ;
Memnonio verses to induce meditation are the beaten brass bosses,
While the buckles compressing them are the three physiciel fetters
restraining meditation.
The best boots of the Naljor are not such as that
I do not desire your adornments ;
Depart, 0 citizen, to the home to which you were going.
Quoth the youth : ' Be it so, your Reverence ; but if you decline the
boots, is there not any single article of clothing you would like, es you will
feel the cold P Here, indeed, is a red and green overcoat for a bed-covering.'
And with the view to his taking i t he sang as follows :Preoiom lama and finished saint 1
As you bind not yourself to any place,
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But rove about void of store and provisionAt one time you wander to the top of a mountain,
At another you sleep in the street of e townAs you are without a single cotton cloth for raiment ;
Your body, being in nakedness, must needs be cold.
This, which has been worn by me, a youth,
Is dyed red and green with the juice of the m n d i plant aud the water
of olouds;
A skilful worker haa out it out end put it together ;
Inside it is finished with fleecy lining white as the clouds ;
Above it is satin-trimmed with marmot's fur;
Round the lower part %refastened flounces of lynx skin ;
The border below is turned in with otter-skin ;
On the shoulders silk ribbon-streamers are knotted.
Now, by wearing this, not only will it look dashing and lustrous,
But alao you will not dread the cold piercing wind.
On the whole, it is a robe for an envoy or a Brahmin.
The Buddhism of Milampa is almost identical with the philosophic Buddhism most popular in Tibet a t the present day. Although
Milaraapa lived some 350 years previous to the period of Tdongkhapa
(the reformer of Tibetan Buddhism), he is supposed to have professed
similar principles. His creed maintains the utter illusiveness of all
material things, the world itself only existing in the imagination of
ita inhabitants. All mental reasonings and earthly knowledge (Rtokspa) are despised, as obscurations of higher perception (rig-pa), intuitive learning (ahea-rub), and the perfect wisdom of e saint (ngosgruba). Compassion for the physical sufferings of men and a n i d
must be swallowed up in an impersonal and unimaginative pity, prompted solely by the fact of their being still the subjecta of ignorance and
mistakes. Divere difficulties and foes stand in the way of attainment
to this effulgent state : not only the allurements of the appetites and
passions, and the seductions of science, but ale0 the many supernatural
beings of Buddhist my thology--demons, goblins, gnomes, etc. On
the other hand, there are spiritual agents who, on propitiation, can aid
or snake
the aspirant, such as the Noi-jin, or mountain-gods, and the h,
gods, dwelling in the utunerous lakes of Tibet. B u t demons, gnomes,
and gods have more than a spiritusl influence. They have the control
of diseases, and are the cause of most temporal and bodily ills ; they
have the disposal of earthly abundance, are the arbiters of good and
bad fortune, and can make a man impervions against the schemings,
snd even the physical attacks, of his human enemies. The Naljor
or the Buddhist sage, according to the extent of his ascetic and mag i d
attainments, possesses more or less power of coercion of deities and
devils for those mundane purposes ; and the populace in general d u e the
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expert ascetic chiefly as a guide to earthly acuteness and ss a medium
in dealing with invisible protectors and foes. The Ngag-pa sorcerer
is now, however, the miracle-worker in modern Tibet; and he is altogether a more mundane personage than the Naljor of the older
days.
Now, it is a cardinal doctrine of Buddhism, both ancient and
modern, that none can hope to gain perfect wisdom and the miraculous pornem of a saint unless they practise continuous and systematic
meditation. Meditation consequently assumes the position of a
science; and its methods and stages have been studied and shaped
to such a nicety as to form the science into an abstr~iseart, the rules
varying, however, in different schools of philosophic Buddhism.
M i h p a , who belonged to a sect of the Madbyamika school of thought,
itself a sub-division of the great Mnhayana branch of Buddhism, lays
down the stages of systematic meditation as four :-
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Ohyblpa.-Consummation, and the Very Self seen.

gqq

hi-bu.-nuition,

T6-wa.--Contempltion or concentration.
Qom-pa.-Complete

abstraction.

with new faoulties under one's u.ill.

Such meditation, before it ripens, must often be continued for
years, and with only the most necessary relaxations and the scantiest
diet. The majority of the hermits found dwelling in averns throughout
Tibet never reach further than the Gom-pa stage ;but, properly or theoretically, a Naljor-pa, who is also a miracle-worker, is one who haa
gained the third stage. As to the curious artificial means employed to
induce meditation, and the weird fanciee connected therewith, they have
been ,described in another ohapter. So far, enough has been said to
enable the reader to follow more intelligently further extraots from
our author :l%e people begging to be given the opportunity of learning and bringing into easy comprehension the arts of contemplation, meditative abstraction, and consummation, in reply thereto he sang to them this ditty :May the lama's benediction enter your souls !
Blessed is it to perceive the Very Void !
In returning thanks to you householders who believe,
Accept a song which my tutelar gods delight in.
That which is apparent, that which is void, that which is liberated from
discernment of distinctionsThree are these ;
.,
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And these three sum up the rules of Contemplation.
That which is plain, that which is unrecognisable, that which didwbg
not either wayThree are these ;
And these three make up the sum of Abstraction.
That which is free from all attachment, that which ia without any cravings, that which bears one on to the endThree are these ;
And these three make up the sum of Consummation.
Freedom from hope, freedom from fear, freedom from mistakesThree are these ;
And these three make the sum of one's Final Recompense.
Freedom from maintaining appearances, freedom from secrecy, freedom from craftThree are these ;
And these three make the sum of what one vows.
Having thus spoken, those people went away believing, and for some
days many inquirers came to meet him. They who had been before would
then ask : ' I s your Reverence well and comfortable in bodily health ' P I n
response to those inquiring after his ailments he delivered these verses :I bow to the feet of the holy lamas
In the forest-glades of places lonely and void of man ;
I n the manner of his meditation Nilarespa feels happy.
He is well in his illusive body when it is free from disease and h a t ;
He is well in being free from sleep ;
He is well in such meditation as is devoid of effort ;
He is well in the meditative warmth that escapes any chill ;
In penitential exercises void of despondency he is well ;
I n husbandry requiring no exertion he feels well ;
I n solitary places, while undisturbed, he feels wellAnd such are the comforts of the body.
I n the vehicle of skill and knowledge combined he is happy ;
When the mind compasses Arterial Absorption,
At both the generation and the expiration of the process he is happy.
When his consciousness regards not the ebb and flow of rlung he is happy
In severance from conversation, being freed from babbling comrades, he
is happyAnd such are the comforts connected with speech.
I n pure enlightenment, changeless and unpremeditated, he is well ;
I n felicity, whether in its elements or in bulk, he is well;
In the ceaseless undulation of ideas he feels well.
Thus is the region small where much joy can exist.
I n a song the soul's gladness has been now poured forth;
Colltemplation and Consummation have been harmonised.
They in the future who strive for perfection,
Let them retain things such as these in their minds.
At these words the listeners remarked : ' Great and most astounding are
the methods of happiness belonging to the carriage of body, speech, and
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mind in a lam. But whence do they origin& P 'They eriae,' replied he,
'from the understanding of one's own soul.'
I f the essentials of systematic meditation, ,both spiritual and
artificial, are continuously persevered in for years, then rapid and
assured advance through the stages of ascetic rank proceeds. From
the grade of Ihrl-fop

(94.B
) that of

4rr
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w

v
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is

attained ; and when the subsequeu t stage of ATaZjorie a t last reached,
miracles such as those described in our next and concluding extracta
are rendered possible.
Due north of the Kumaon portion of the Himalayas, and just
within Tibet, is a region famous both mythologically and geographically. Here are situated the cluster of peaks known aa Mount Kailas
and the pair of lakes named in our maps Manassrowar. Geographically the lakes, which bear in Tibet the names of Ts'o Mbpang and
Ts'o Lang-gak, are of importance. From the latter issues forth the
Sutlej river ; while three other mighty rivers-the Indus, the Karnali,
and the Yeru Tsangpo-are bred from monster glaciers on the surrounding mountains. Kailas, styled Gang Ti54 by Tibetans, continues absolutely unexplored; but i t has a central summit measured trigonometrically a t 21,830 feet. Desolate, even for Tibet, though the
locality is, eight monasteries stand on the shores of Lake Mh-pang
and four others on the slopes of Gang Tisi.
I n the course of his travels, Milaraspa with a band of hie pupils
reached the great snowy mass of Mount Kailas or Tisb. He found
the sacred mountain in possession of a priest of the Bon religionthe aboriginal cult of Tibet previous to the introduction of Buddhism,
and which has a considerable following still in the remoter districts of
the country. On Milarasp's arrival he claims Tis6 as the inheritance
of the Buddhists. This claim the Bon chief repudiates, and comparing Milaraspa and the sacred mount as being both of them nothing
close a t hand, but famous only a t a distance, he proposes that they
sl~ouldcompete in feats of jugglery, the winner to hold sway over
TisB. The heretic begins by straddling over Lake M6-pang, placing
one foot on either shore, and opens thus :Great is the fame of white, frosty TisB,
Yet for helmet has the mountain only snow.
Great, too, is the talk about MI-pang, the turquoise~lakc,
Yet, being merely water, by water is it torn apart.
Big, likewise, by report is Milaraspa,
Yet is he bat an old man bound to lie nnked;
From his mouth a puny song flows forth,
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And in his hand he g m q s an iron staff.
If miracles be wrought, like this should they be shown.

Because the Bijn thus spoke his Reverence proceeded to sit down,
and, though his body did not become larger, and Lake MA-p'sng did
not grow smaller, he oovered the entire surface. Then this song did
he utter :Ho I ho ! then hearken, gods and men P
On the hill of the Vulture's Peak
The victor, Shikya T'ubpa, sits.
There, too,the Sixth Buddha, Dorje Chhang ;
While the mighty mother, his other self,
Born together with him, revels in his essence.
Mila, with name all famous, am I ;
And, fulfilling the commands OF Narpa of Lhobrag,
I come to meditate here on the snows of Tis6.
As to you, you heretical Biinpo,
I will measure in my verse answers to your dicta.
Great is the fame of Tis6 white and frosty,
Snow is the covering of that mountain's crest :
Snow-white also are the teachings of Buddha.
G r a t indeed is the talk about Ma-pang,
The lake so like unto the turquoise ;
Being water itself, by water is it rended :
So do existing things pass into the ground and are consumed.
Great, too, is the repute of me, Milaraspa ;
That old man, bound to lie naked,
Has issued forth from the overthrow of all his tastes.
From his mouth proceeds a littlo song,
And all he sees takes form as in a book ;
I n his hand an iron staff is poised,
Which has steered him o'er life's ocean.
Ye Biinpo, embrace the Doctrine, and be useful to all I
Not doing so-conquered by my mystic artsDepart ye to other lands and countries ;
And look, moreover, on this feat.
Thus speaking, he held forthwith Lake Ha-pang on the tip of his
thumb; and this he did without injuring the living creatures which dwelt
in the waters.
The Reverend One enunciated : ' Though the stare in a body compete
with the sun and moon to give light, nevertheless it is the sun andmoon
only that dispel the darkness of the Four Continents. So dso, though SOU
and I make trial of our skill, you cannot match yourself with me. Tis6 is
my property. However, as much for your own immediate satisfaction, aa
well as in order that all may behold the might of the Tantrik achievements
possible in my religion, the exhibition of magic perfomnces is allowable.'
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Having spoken, his Reverence all a t once transferred himelf to the
Lotos ~ a v s i n i h evalley on the western side of Tis6, where he, seatecthimself ; and whilst the Bonpo remained on the east of the mount, his Reverence
stretched forth his legs Erom the west, right round on to a rock in the religious cell of the-Bonpo, and left his footprints there. ' You do like that! ' he
cried.
The other stretched out his legs towards the west, but they did not even
reach down to the margin of the water. Thereat the demons which were in
he sky set up a peal of chuckling laughter.
Although the Bonpo was cdnfused and ashamed, nevertheless, 'Once
again,' he e~claimed, 'let us test our magic! So the Bonpo started out on
his Bon circuit round the mount (i.e., from right to left), while the Reverend
One went forth on the strictly orthodox rouqd. Once more meeting, this
time on the southern side of Tis6, a shower of rain began to fall. As it
seemed needful to make some shelter from the rain, his Reverence asked :
' Will you build the walls below, or will you construct the roof for the top P '
'You build the walls ; I shall put on the roof,' was the reply. Then his
Reverence beckoned to a huge boulder as big as three men to ascend upwards. ' Oh now, pass over to the farther side,' he said. ' I do so,' it said,
and went. Looking a t the back of the walls, he noticed that as much in
height as the body of a child of eight years was required to finish them,
and that just such a piece had been rent from the boulder. Casting a t it a
magic glance and lifting his index-finger, he cried : ' Let that stone be cleft
in the middle and brought to me ! '
'That piece is mine which you have broken,' said the Bonpo.
' If you vie with me in miracles, then you can cause that it be unbroken.
You csnndt make the magic glance that broke it. However, break it, and
fetch it if you can.'
Then the Bonpo-able to break a piece like the firstattempted to lift it
up ; but the other with his magic glance made it incapable of being raised,
and the Bonpo stood with averted eyes.

CHAPTER XIV.
T H E PRACTISE O F MAGIC AND SORCERY I N TIBET.
Amonpt the Buddhist fraternity the highest ambition in real
life is not the attainment of Nirvana, but the acquirement of m ~ i cal powers. This is believed by all Buddhists of every land,-whether
of Burmah, Ceylon, or Tibet,-to be actually possible to any man with
sufficient learning and earnestness of purpose. It is cos~idered,
also perfectly legitimate, in that the possession of such skill is in itself s sure sign of the sublimest sanctity.
The general works of classical Buddhism teem with examples of
Buddhas and sainta who acquired supernatural capabilities of this
sort. Unlike the miracles of the Christian Scriptures, which in
every case were executed evidently from motives of the highest philanthropy, the Buddhist miracle appears rarely as a deed of direct
benevolence. It is rather intended to startle, a msrvel to strike awe
in the hearts of beholders and to testify the holiness of the performer.
Thus Shakyat'ubpa is related to have requested that a tliousand hmpwicks might be inserted in holes made all over his body. This having
been done, they were lighted and fed upon the fat of his frame without causing him any practical inconvenience. Again, Milaraspa, the
Tibetan ascetic (as we have seen) displays his power by h o l d i ~ gup
on the tip of his thumb the Manasarowar lake, and i t i s chsrac&ristid l y mentioned that he did this so carefully that none of t i e living
creatures i n tie lake were injtrred ! Sometimes, indeed, the wonder is
worked with a result which is ~roductiveof benevolence of n certaip
type, but the good object seems generally of secondary importance.
I n this way we firid Atisha, the Indian sage, washing in a lake, and
causing a stream of water to issue from the back of his head. A
number of yidak orpreta, observing the spouting stream, drink thereof and obtain some release from the torments of hell.
Buddhist miracles are nearly always of this fantastic nature. Very
different both in intention and in mode of performance they appear
to those wrought with such self-restraint, such deep meaning, and infinite compassion, by the Founder of Christianity.
35
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I n Tibet the arts of occult mystery
- (which include all departments of magic, ramifying into necromancy, astrology, demoniac
agency, and into every branch of sorcery) are studied with different
purposes by two different clmses of persons. The larger body are
those who apparently devote themselves to the pursuit with the object
of gaining wealth, power, and influence. And these, me must admit,
are intensely practical. Consciously or unconsciously, they indulge in
many forms of trickery which are sheer charlatanry and imposture.
Nevertheless, there can be little doubt that in the efficacy of certain of
their magic rites they are as frank believers as those who pay them
for their services. Indeed there is often considerable bond-jdes on the
part of the sorcerer ;and some of the results brought about are not
always to be explained by " common sense " investigation. As to the
other and numerically smaller class of occultists, they seem to follow
their
. -profession rather from an honest desire for the possession of
myetic knowledge and miraculous powers than from any mercenary
motives. They submit eagerly to privation, solitude, and systematic
meditation with a single-mindedness which in the abstract is certainly
to be admired. One might compare these, perhaps, with the astrologers of the middle and early ages in Europe ;only the intelligence and
the partially true science of the latter are here replaced by gross stupidity and a routine which never seeks to pass to new methods or
dreams of fresh discoveries.
Between the two classes we have mentioned, moreover, there are
of course other shades and orders partaking more or less of the
characteristics of either class. Mixed motives prevail here as everywhere. The magician, who works for a mundane recompense, is not
always devoid of ambitions which concern his own sanctification ;
while there are certain ascetics who intermingle with their ghostly
meditations considerable efforts after the earthly offerings of the
faithful. But we shall now venture to describe the practical dabblers
in magic, together with their methods and the uses to which their
arts are put. Moreover, as a matter of convenience, we shall, for our
purpose, divide the magicians into two general classes, namely, (1)the
Practical Sorcerers to whom the public resort, and (2) the Philosophical Ascetics whose aim, ostensible or real, is to compass their own
sanctity and increase their own magical powers.

In Tibet the public workers of magical ceremonial are usually
known as ETN'q N&pa

I n their neophyte days many of these
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have belonged to the school of Tantric learning or Ngakpa Ta-ts'ang
in one of the great monastic establishments where instruction in the
philosophy and the ritual of occult rites is regularly given. One of
the most noted and frequented of these schools of magic is the ~ h o i ssmling TBta'ang in Tashilhiimpo monastery.
There is a general impression among Tibetan lay-folk that hembers of the Gelukpa institutions are not versed in Tantrik arts and
that it is always best to resort to monks of some Nying-ma or unreformed monastery or even to the Banpo priests who possess many
Buddhist treatises garbled or doctored so as to suit the Bon shibboleths. Tsong-khapa, however, mas a great Tantrik teacher and
one of his chief works for the reformed or Gelukpa Buddhists was one
dealing with these rites and their intelligent performance. Still,
except in LhIsa itself, the fashion is to prefer a Nyingma monk;

&@@c

and in the districts a graduate of the Yindol Ling
can carry all before him, being also consulted hy Gelukpa priesta themselves. The more learned men of any very large establishment are

7q44~

known as Ge-she
and these have often a considerable "pmtice."
For special prognostics, as to the right day for starting on a jourhey, the best day to commence harvest, the interpretation of a dream,
particular prescription of ceremonial in the case of severe illness--in
such business it is usual to resort to a Ge-sAe or man of reputed learning or else to the head of a monastery, particularly if the latter should
be a lulku or incarnate lama. But for ordinary rites of kmrim, cases
of sickness, services for a safe journey, child-birth conjurations, etc.,
etc., sets of Ngakpa readers and Gelongs are employed. I n LhSsa
those ritual reciters belonging to the guild of Serkyempa or dealers
in the golden drink--especially the band attached to the Ramochhe
Temple-are
in general request. I n the same city, the common folk
go for consultation to such popular sorcerers as the hermit of Talaluguk cave near Chakpo Ri ; while the rich may betake themselves
to the State Astrologer the Nai-chhung C h h ~ i - K ~ o n g But
. ~ in
1 Mindol Ling is the chief Nying-ma, or red-cap, monastery in Oentral Tibet,
and is considered the head-quarters of the Dnkpa sect. It is built on a hill ten miles
south of the Yern Tsang-po and not more than 15 miles from the famous Gelnkpe
establishment of Samye.

a Also styled Tak-la-lu-bup
rock."

the hole of the n & u in thd
$Tlw4*gP
w
' I

8 Besides being the State Oracle the Naichhung Chhoikyoog is also open to private consoltntions by the general pnblio. Bin ordinary fee is sbted to be 10 srang

Daipung and Sera monasteries there are many consulting lamas of
reputid learning, each of whom have their votaries ; and thus Lhisa
people have a wide choice.
2.-PHILOSOPHICAL

ASCETICS.

Pereons of this dass devote themselves, with a t least a certain
amount of solitude and privation, to systematic meditation of a settled
and peculiar quality. Moreover, by dint of such meditation, they arrive at, or are supposed to arrive at, certain defined stages in the art
which bting with them accompanying degrees of spiritual perfection
es well as of physical adroitness.
Before describing the character and the stages of this ascetic pursuit, the individuals who practise it should be briefly denoted. Some
of them are among the regular dwellers in monasteries. I n nearly all
each d e s , if a personage devotes himself to any marked extent to the
art, he is a man of learning and position. Occasiotlally he may be a
Tulku or Incarnate Lama, but one of that order-though he is always
supposed to engage in systematic meditative functions-has rarely the
privacy or the leisure for anything prolonged of this nature. His
p b l i c duties, and sometimes his private business avocations, where he is
to manage the monastic revenues, would probably preclude
the due concentration of one's whole being which is believed to be indispnsable to any perfection in the pursuit. Generally, however, where
any resident in a gompa devotes himself to exercises of this abstract
quality, he is the head of some mystic school such as the Ngag-pa TBts'ang in the place. Such a man has usually considerable knowledge
of technical doctrines and occult ~ i t e s a set
s fort11 in the books. Others
who are Kd-ram, or members of any school established for philosophical
study, often like to pose as gom-chhe?~or systematic meditators. I n
these cases i t is the custom for the devotees to withdraw for lengthy
periods to certain sets of caverns or to artificially-constructed cells, a
series of which are available in the rocky heights adjacent to all the
larger monasteries. These cells are styled Qxb-khmg. When the
spell of mental concentration is over, they return to the community and
After wnsnltation 110bestows a scarf stamped with sung-ngak or dharani set~ter~ces
in oolonr either red or white according to whether the man is married or a celbete.
A great deal of outward reverence seems to be offered to the Naiol~hungChhoikyong,
aa the incarnatiou of the god Pe-l~ar. No one, for instance, nlay look a t him when
1le prooeeds into Lhisa. Incenee is then burnt before him nnd he is attended by
a retinue of 70 tra'pa or religious. Even high state officials have been fined for looking on him while passir~g. Members of the recent " Mission " to LhRsa who visited
his oraole-ohamber describe i t ns fittea up in most exquisite taste and 8s being
M e r e n t from ell other ellrines they saw in it^ superlative cleanliness.
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resume with ardour their studies. For there in the treatises, which we
have already alluded to a t some length, they will firid everything that
is calculated to render them experts in the mystic profession they have
adopted.
I n villages and country-places, the lama or head of the local
gompa will occasionally retire for mystic contemplation. There is
generally to be found for such purposes, on the slope hard-by, a rnde
circular hut of rough stones, well lime-washed outside, with no aperture save a t the top in the roof. Sometimes this cell stands even in
the centre of a village. Wherever i t is placed, hither the lama shuts
himself up for several days or longer; he holds no communication with
anyone during his incarceration, and the little food he allows himself is
shut up with him. While there, he is said to be taAam-la W ~ R N ' W
You cannot have a jalkha or interview with the ktlsho orholy one," is
often the rejoinder. Karh chhir-la, c'wherefore," you demand.
Taham-la duk, " he sits in the mystic enclosure," is the couclusive reply.
I n certain parts of Tibet, particularly in the eastern districts east
of Kong-po, and in localities of special sanctity everywhere, the gomchhen are usually hermits who have broken connection with monastic
life and who dwell apart from their fellows in a solitary cavern or built
hut perched on an inaccessible mountain-ledge, or else form one of a
colony of such ascetics in a series of caves or cells. I n this case the
gom-chhen is generally designated a rit'oi-pa like any ordinary hermit
(or simply a rit'oi) and his abode a tak-p'uk rit'oi.
However, if he is
known to be a profound meditator his particular cave is dignified by
the appellation of ?ub-y'uk.
The inimitable Hnc has given us, as might be expected, a graphic
account of these abodes of the Ri-t'oi-pa :" The rocky and rugged mountain which backs the lamasery, serves as
an abode for five contemplative monks who like eagles have selected as the
site of their aeries the most elevated points. Some have hollowed out their
retreat in the living rock ; others dwell in wooden cells stuck against the
mountain like enormous swallows' nests ; a few pieces of wood driven into
the rock forming the staircase by which they ascend or descend. One of
these Buddhist hermits, indeed, who has entirely renounced the world has
voluntarily deprived himself of these means of communication with his fellows ; a bag, tied to a long string, serves ns the medium for conveying to
him the alms of the lamas and shepherds."

Certainly it is a fact-as Huc goes on to a s s e r t t h a t many of
the dwellers in such places have embraced the life merely because they
have read of holy lamas doing so. These pass, as he states, their waking hours in prayer, and when they are tired of praying, relax in sleep.

Moreover, they personally collect alms from the neighbouring hamlets
and monasteries.
But if the recluse aspires to become a gom-chien, or perhaps eventually to attain the sanctity of a nal-jor-pa, such as waa the great Milarasps, solitude of a complete nature is imperative and he must for
lengthy terms renounce intercourse with outsiders. Philosophical ascetics of this type, accordingly, make their habitations on the loftiest
ledges without leaving access from below ;but the bags which they let
down the face of the cliff and which remain permanently suspended are
always sufficiently filled with food and fuel by villages living hard-by.
Certain anchorites of this class located near Tse-t'ang, nt a place
named Yarlung Shos on the Yeru Tsang-po, do not dwell in caverns or
high up; but pass their existence in small stone hovels by the roadside
built without doors or windows. They hold no communication with
the outer world except by means of one hole in each hut through which
offerings are received from the public, and on such they entirely depend
for subsistence. The sanitary state of these abodes must be truly awful; yet the occilpants are asserted to attain to a, great age.
THE SOHEME OF MEDITATION.

And now for the employment to which the genuine gottlchhen
adapts himself. This is, as we have said, systematic Meditation.
The mode of operatio11 appears to be something thus : An object is
first selected upon which to concentrate the thoughts. For a, beginner
it must be something of tangible shape and mystic import. I t may
be a small metal image of a deity or a saint; or it may be a rlorje or
other sacred priestly implcment set up in a corner of the cave ; or an
iron nail or a peacock's feather. However, the best outward object on
a the mind and the eyes is considered to be the Tibetan
which to f
letter

which is the last character in the alphabet and is in shape

of particularly subtle import.
Having set the go^-ttn or visible focus of meditation a t a convenient distance, and haviug abstracted his thoughts from all other
subjects, the devotee seats himself in a prescribed attitude in front of
it. Sittiug thus he gazes a t it intently measuring with his eyes its
colour, size, shape; a t first abstaining from thinking of its inner
meaning or symbolism, merely contemplating its outward aspect from
every possible point of view. As he looks thus, he must strain hia
gaze by degrees more and more, until the object wavers and swims
before his eyes, and until a t length his whole mind becomes absorbed
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in it. H e will then find that he loses all visual sight of the outward
figure ; but his eyes are not shut. However, the figure itself has been
transferred to his brain where it is seen as a black outline edged with
crimson and floating in a sea of pale-yellow light. That a t least is
the description given by commencing ascetic meditators.
Older
practitioners profess to behold notlling either outwardly or mentally.
This portion of the course when successfully carried out brings
t h e votary to the first stage in the meditative art. He is said, then,
to have accomplished Ti-WA or CONTEMPLATION.
H e must, however, persist in repetitions of the process, practising i t daily and for
several hours together until expertness becomes so great that little
effort is required to throw him into the half-trance-like state which is
stated to supervene. The main requisites of Contemplation are laid
down as abstinence from food not only during, but for three hours
previous to starting off, and also freedom from all outward objects of
distraction, which therefore means solitude and an unfurnished and
completely empty cell.
The second step in systematic meditation is considered infinitely
harder to perform than the first, and he wlio acquires any degree of
sucoess in effectuating it is far on the path to sainthood. This stage
ABSTRACTION
takes rank as being
which is styled GOJI-PAor COMPLETE
a real part of downright Meditation; compared with which Ti-wa or
Contemplation can scarcely be named beside it.
Except when he wishes to co-erce or acquire power over some
particular deity (a business already explained fully) the devotee
who attempts the Gompa stage of the art, dispenses with any outward
figure to steady his mind. He has grown adroit enough to disdain
the helps which novices demand. H e requires, to begin the process,
some mental object iqdeed, but it is carried entirely in the mind's eye.
Moreover it must not be any idea which shall call for intellectual experience-toppa or mental knowledge, as commonly understood, being
a positive failing in a saint--or for any worry or excitement. It is
therefore always some suppositious thing, not an abstract train of intelligent thought even, but a fanciful object which could never really
exist.
Accordingly, among the favourite mig-te' or mental concentrators
me find Mo-earn kyi Ba or the Child of a Barren Woman, and Ribongg i Go-la Ru or the Horn on a Hare's Head. Says the ascetic Milarasp :-

MJ-sons, wander not, wander not, in the midst of a lesson !
For if you wander in the midst of instruction,
Sometimes there cometh up the appearance of food
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Whensoever the semblance of food ahall arise.
Instead of food, swallow untainted Contemplation ;
Know all the sweetest flavours to be illusions.
Sometimes there cometh up the appearance of raiment ;
Whensoever the aspect of raiment shall arine,
Instead of clothing, be clad in the blessed warmth of the Tum-mo ;
Learn that all softness and finery are illusions.
Sometimes there cometh up the semblance of wealth ;
Whensoever the semblance of money shall arise,
Instead of money, seize on the Seven Jewels of the Saints ;
Learn that all things costly are illusions.
Sometimes there cometh up the appearance of Friends ;
Whensoever the semblance of friends shall arise,
Instead of friends, confide in the Wisdom that is Self-sprung ;
Know all comrades and acquaintance to be illusions.
Nevertheless, knowing everything to be illusive,
That which is profound may arise-THE HUE WITH A HOHN.
That Horn is as a King seated on the divan ;
Behind, it is like a white flag uplifted on a hill ;
I n front, it renombles a mound heaped with precious things ;
At the summit, i t is like a jewelled cock's-comb ;
It is as officers bending low on seven mountains ;
It resembles a mapjal of gold in a wooded meadow.
Those destined for conversion are on such a hill as that;
And you, when you have gone thither, acoomplish their oonversion!

Having devised some such imaginary mig-te' as the above, the
Meditator must assume the prescribed pose of the body. I n order to
take this attitude the limbs a t ~ dfacial organs
should be disposed
in
accordance with the following seven conditions known as the
Nedtin :I. ~

~ ~ ~ N ' w ~ ~' ~ a~n d ~
sloosely
~ united
~ ~ Q T ?

-

over the stomach, the fingers
enfolded but the thumbs extended apart.
4-4 CI

2.

q$ E

' ~ ~ ~ E The
' ~body~seated,
~ with
w the
~ legs
K
w

V

folded inwards and crossed, with the top of each foot turned over resting the toes on the thigh opposite and the soles of the feet turned
uppermost.

3.

% ~ % l ~ . b ; l ~ y y ~The
q ~backbone
~E

s t r a i ~ h as
t an arrow.
LI

v

4.

-

on the alert

U

~ ~ q r f i ~., q ~ The
q yshoulders
~ ~ slightly
q q ~

rounded but on the watch ae the

Gok

of a hovering eagle.
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TheTeyes looking
~ down
~ on~the tipN

.

~

of the nose.
6.

WaTCq4TT4qTWT

the other.

~

T

7.

-

'

~

The lips adjusted one upon

~

'

T

The tip of the tongue adhering

to the roof of the mouth.
I n order to pass beyond the second or ffompa stage and so to reach
the third and supreme position, that of

g4.4'

Sgrdpa CONSUMMA-

Gi

TION, the devotee must acquire and become a complete expert in a certain physical process connected with the breath. This process isknown
as Arterial Absorption.
It is part of Buddhist Tantrik science to believe and teach &at
the breath may be drawn in by numerous successive inspirations, with
as little expiration as possible, so as to he forced into the main arhries
of the body. Practice, they allege, produces great expertness in holding in the breath and pumping i t into the blood, where it causes a
magical warmth and an ecstatic giddiness in the head. Three conduit8
are supposed to proceed from the heart, and by this process theairy
humour in the body known as Rlung is said to be drawn from two of
these-the ro-ma and the kyang-ma-and forced into the centre one-

the u-ma.

The Tibetan letter

is said to be a diagram of these

conduits and passages. It is when the Rl16ng is in the p-ma that a
mystic heat is promoted throughout the whole frame, necessitating the
gradual casting aside of every garment in the coldest weather. With
this, meditation waxes hot likewise, and a t length the intense mental
concentration causes Sem-a vital elixir which nourishes the soul during
its residence in the body-to pass also into the u-ma, where i t a t Dnoe
onites with the Rlung present. That is the zenith of the process, a i d
a t this stagc the devotee is believed to be emancipated from the laws
of gravity, and to be able to expand and to contract his body to an
indefinite extent, causing monstrous illusions t o by-standers. The fit
of Turn-mo, as it is termed, then subsides ; but the meditative glow or
de-tij continues, enhancing the power of contemplation for days, and
advancing him along the path to qoi-dup or transcendental wisdam,

~

CHAPTER XV.
MAMMALIA OF TIBET.
The fauna of Tibet is, like all else connected with this land, singular and set apart from that prevailing in other countries. It may
be said to possess two remarkable characteristics. First, the extraordinary abundance of animal life, both wild and domestic ; secondly, the unique nature of nearly all the species found.
I. For regions so elevated, the quautity and variety of quadrupeds are certainly phenomenal. I n a country of great fertility and
with temperate or tropical climate, one might expect to find in the
sparsely inhabited districts a surplusage of wild animals. But in a
land such as Tibet, notable for its scanty vegetation and the rigour
of ita seasons, with an altitude of unparalleled loftiness, such profusion as really exists is somewhat startling. Especially on the great
northern tracts, where the elevation ranges from 15,500 to 17,500 feet
above the sea, does this plethora of mammalian life prevail. During
the summer season the Jhaog-t'ang (as those parts are styled) teems
with all kinds oE game. Herds, numerically immense, of the herbivorous species such aa yak, antelope, wild ass, goat, a l d wild sheep,
roam everywhere over the open, shallow valleys. Nor are the carnivora wanting ; for wolves, lynx, and bears haunt in large numbers the
same realms, preying on the grass-feeders, while, again, a multitude
of smaller rodents, aa the hare, the marmot, end the lagomys-each
in several varieties-are never absent from the same wondrous grounds.
Neither in the depths of minter are these tracts altogether destitute.
The brave travellers, who in recent years have crossed the upper regions
of the north when valleys were snow-fields and rivers lay icebound,
report the presence of yaks and hares and antelopes which they have
observed scratching below the snow for the possibly-surviving herbage
in January and February.
However, the southern districts of Tibet are hardly aa prolific as
the northern steppes. The elevation is generally of much lower average-the upland pastures and lake-side fens varying from 13,000 t~
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15,000 fcet, the river-valleys from 11,000 to 15,000 feet. But here, too,
exist large quantities of mammals-wild ass, ovis ammon, gazelle
and ibex on the mountain crags ; stags on the scrub-yielding plains ;
musk-deer and napo in the lower valleys-while, to the S.E., the
fauna, though different, seems quite equally abundant.
I t may be interesting at this point to supplement these general
statements by quoting from the reports of recent travellers particular
instances of the vast concourse of various animals observable everywhere in Tibet.
Mr. Rockhill, passing through the country some 90 miles S.S.W.
of Koko Nor a t an average altitude of 11.,000 feet, towards the close
of April, remarks : " The country was everywhere literally alive with
game ; yak and wild asses were particularly plentiful, but mungo and
tse'rin antelopes, wild goats, hears, wolves, hares, ducks, geese, sheldrakes, sand grouse, and partridges, were also met in vast numbers."
A. K. brought back extraordinary accol~ntsof the herds of wild
creatures encountered by him on the plains just north of the Dang
La range, circa long. 9.2"-93" E. in October 1879. He speaks of the
country being over-run with enormous numbers of dong (wild yak),
ciro (a deer), goa (chamois), nu (wild goat), nyen (ovis ammon), c h n g k u
(wolf', y i (lynx), kyang (wild ass), dip; (marmot), and so forth. The
elevation here averaged 14,700 feet.
Dr. Thorold, summing up the animals seen during his journey
across Tibet, keeping between lat. 33' and 34" N. and thereabouts in
the height of summer, writes : <'The high central plateau of Tibet
appears to be densely stocked with animal life. Yak, Hodgson's
antelope, ravine deer, kiang, barhal, ovis ammon, mild dog, gray wolf,
were the larger well-known animals met with in suitable ground,
often in immense numbers. Herds of PO to 80 yak-bulls, cows,
and calves together-were seen grazing in sheltered valleys on the
hill-sides. As many as 300 kiang, 700 or 800 antelope, and 80 or
100 ravine deer, were sometimes viewed on the same day."
Then, in quite a different district a few miles east of the easternmost upper waters of the Indus, one of the Survey pundits-when
crossing the NagtsJal range 60 miles N.E. of Manssarowar Lakesaw: "a very large herd of wild yak ; his party counting aver YO0
before the herd ran off. Those yaks, called " dong," were mostly seen
between Majin Kinglo and the Manasarowar lake. Great herds of wild
asses were observed throughout, some ZOO in sight n t the same time.
The Hodgsonian antelope, wild goats, and sheep (the latter inaludiq
the gigantic ovis ammon) were all seen in numbera. Large grey
wolves were constantly noticed, but never more than two or three a t s

time ; and packs of mild dogs mere h a r d yelling a t night. Numbers
'of reddish hares and a kind of fox were seen on every march."
Finally may be quoted an extract from the report on the lofty
plateau separating the two branches of the early Indus in the Gartok
district of Ngari Khorsum : " I n spite of the desolate aspect of the
mountains traversed, the number of wild animals was remarkablequantities of Tibetan antelopes, wild asses, yaks, yellow \valves, hares,
rtnd marmots. Wild fowls swarmed on some of the small lakes, and
ravens used to visit the camp in pairs."
From statements of this sort i t may be assumed, me imagine, that
any sportsman lucky enough to be admitted on a leisurely trip through
Tibet would most probably be able to rival the bags of large game once
to a Gordon Cumming in South Africa. But, personally, me
shall be truly overjoyed if the mere slaughterer of animals be forever
excluded, lest this land also become one day as bereft of magnificent
herds as is the greater part of the Africa of present times.
Now, me do not a t all consider i t to be either necessary or possible
to discover set causes for every remarkable fact in the physical world.
The vagaries of nature, particularly when they prove inexplicable to
modern science, are a delight to us. Yet, in the present case, it may
be owned, that reasons apparently sound can be assigned in part explanation of the phenomenon of the crowded state of animated nature
in these regions.
Accordingly, first, let it be observed, that explorers of the territory under review, such as Przhevalsky, A.K., Captain Bower
Obruchev, and Mr. St. George Littledale, unanimously agree in noting
the abundance of coarse grasses which for some four months cover
valley-bottom and undulating hillside through the major extent of
North Tibet. The curious rapidity of its maturation combined with a
certain uncouth luxuriance are features of these vast stretches of pasturage. Much herbivorous food for a certain short space of the year
is accordingly provided for the troops of living creatures existing
+here. During those months, at least for animals, the food supply is
practically inexhaustible ; and the fact that they increase prodigiously
and appear well-fattened, indimtes that the herbage, though of coarse
quality, must be exceedingly nutrient. One other fact, moreover,
should not pass unmentioned. While the beasts flourish on the yield of
grass, so does the grass in its turn derive rich sustenance from the
feeders in the shape of ample snpplies of manure. Thus the pendulum of inter-dependence once set swinging, the eource of mutual
.eupport h o m e s ceaseless. Such is the reciprocity which the Creator
has made inherent throughout nature.
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Bnt there is a fact unexplainable in the existence of animal life
on a scale so enormous in these inhospitable heights. How do the
countless thousands find the barest sufficiency during the winter-in
many parts for a t least seven months in the year? Grubbing beneath
the snow would appear hardly likely to afford any sustenauce for the
majority. Great numbers miserably perish, as their skeletons fully
testify. Whence, however, so considerable a portion dram their winter
supply of food is still not evident.
Secondly, in seeking to account for the vast army of mild quadrupeds in Tibet, another plain reason can be reckoned. With tbe
Buddhist population of Tibet there is ever the strongest repugnance
to the slaughter of game. Altl~oughtheir doctrine of transmigration
does not seem to hinder them from being mighty feeders on the flesh
of domestic animals which they have certain methods of slaying satisfactory to their religious sense, yet the killing of wild animals is
greatly disapproved of. Carnivorous beasts are rarely shot by Tibetans ;
while near monasteries no wild creatures whatever are permitted to be
molested. Such localities as the Yamdok peninsula, the banks of the
Yeru Tsangpo between Shigatse and Tse-t'ang, and the beautiful
valleys of Riwochhe, are described by travellers as magnificent gamepreserves, stocked with pheasants, hare, and deer, of many kinds, which
are never disturbed or shot over.
Although we have thus endeavoured to point ont that a t certain
seasons of the year there is an ample provision of food for the sustenance of vast nr~mbersof animals, we do not pretend to account for
their actual presence in the country in such force or to have solved the
problem of their support throughout the year. No one can term t l ~ e
vegetation of Tibet in any sense luxuriant, yet the fact remains that
animals of the larger kinds flourish there in astonishing profnsion.
Tibet is not, however, the only region of the earth where conditions of this apparently contradictory nature prevail or a t least once
prevailed. South Africa is or was a case in point. Dr. Charles
Darwin, in his fascinating Journal of lire Voyage of H.H.S. Beagle,
draws special attention to the case of Africa He places in contrafit
the wide plains of that country wit11 their wretched poverty of vegetation and the swarms of wild animals, mostly of great bulk, inhabiting
and multiplying on those plains. H e does not profess, moreover, to
account for the puzzling fact. H e only concludes that no close relation, therefore, exists betmeell the number of animals or their large
size, and the quantity of vegetation in the countries they inhabit.
Thence, also, he deduces his desired point, that the fact of many large
quadrupeds found fossilized in the strata of the tertiary epochs dace
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not necessarily prove the existence a t those periods of a luxuriant
vegetation to sustain them.
11.-Passing, next, to the second feature of the Tibetan fauna,
let the unique quality of the species be considered. Mr. W. T.
Blanford, the most discerning of modern naturalists, has in his zoological papers more than once pointed out what he terms " the remarkable
specialization of the mammalia~~
fauna inhabiting the Tibetan plateau."
Mr. Blanford gives a list of 46 different mammals known to
inhabit the tracts north of the Himalayas and south of the Kuen-liin
and Nan-shan ranges a t elevations exceeding 12,000 feet. Out of these
46, he distinguislles no fewer than 3 1 as animals not known to exist
beyond tile confines of Tibet ; and among these ; i l he notes that in
addition to so many species peculiar to the country there are five new
genera of which no representatives occur elsewhere.
W e should hardly venture to avow any difference of opinion from
so high a zoological authority as Mr. Blandford, nevertheless me shotild
like to point out that his list migllt be legitimately extended. For
example, if he includes B~~dorcas
taxicolor, he can hardly with justice
omit Nentorhedws Edwardsii, Hoschus StJaf~ic~~s,
Ke~nascinerea, and
814s Molyinensis, all of which were met with first and are still found
in approximately the same quarter of Eastern Tibet. Then we should
like to see the yellow wolf and the black wolE differentiated as species.
Can they be local variations of the same wolf, ns they both occur in
one district and side by side? Moreover, the natives regard them as
distinct kinds; they have different names for them, and aver that they
never interbreed. General Kinloch, also, has noted several radical contrasts in their structure as well as in their colouri~ig. Again, from
information supplied us from Tibetan sources, there seems little room
to doubt that other species of fox, besides $avescens and ferrilatus,
exist in the country. Tibetans themselves count four different kinds
which are styled wlimo, wa'tse, wcitrotro, and wa'nn'k respectively. Next,
must be put forward the claims of both the tiger and the leopard.
The thick-furred, broad-headed, Chinese variety of the former is frequently seen between L i h n g and Darchendo, a t heights approaching
12,000 feet; while both the tiger and the leopard were reported to
PBre Armand David as occurring htwecn llis " Moupin" and the
Derge territory to the west, i.e., still further within Tibet. Also two
leopard-cats hail from these districts, and another cat has been described by the various Russian travellers who have explored the southern
or Tibetan base of the Kuen Liin range.l Furthermore, with regard
1 Mr. Blanford hna inoluded Paradosurus lnniger in his list ; but perhape thie
mythioal oreatrue ehould now be omitted from zoological eoamenrtionr.
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to the smaller insectivora and rodentia the principle of selection for
inclusion in Mr. Blanford's list is not clearly apparent. Where, for
example, are " the musky mole " ' Scaptochei~oen~osdatus' and that
nondescript outcast from the genus Talpa ' Scaptonyx fuecicazcdatua,'
together with U~opBiltdeeoricipee, all of which frequent the Taaidam region south of the Altan T a g range nmr the head-waters of the
Hoang-ho? Where, likewise, are many items of Lepus, Arvicola,
Mus, and Hystrix
Finally, Mr. Blanford has entirely barred out all
Quadrumana and, with the exception of Eupetaurus, all the Pteromyids.
On the whole, we think, it ie undesirable in compiling any
catalogue of Tibetan mammals to fix any limit of altitude as s condition of admission thereto. Many writers are unaware of the v a r i e
bility in the range of elevation occurring in every part of the regions
in question. Thus Mr. Blanford names the geographical boundaries
of what is commonly designated " the Tibetan plateau "-though
plateau it is not-and takes the lowest limit of altitude within those
boundaries a t 12,000 feet. A9 a matter of fact, no river-valley of
Central Tibet east of longitude 90" E. and south of the latitude of
Lh6sa attains that height. The extensive valley of the Yeru Tsangpo
east of Shigatse and wcst of Tse-t'ang (both towns in the heart of
Tibet) averages 11,000 feet; and east of Tse-t'ang (lat. 29, 15. N.
long. 91' $YE), i t rapidly drops towards 10,000 feet. But in estimating the fauna of Tibet it would be ridiculous to exclude from our
purview the river-valleys, to which, moreover, such characteristic items
as the musk-deer, otter, and hedgehog are confined. Down to the
south, towards one portion of the Nepal frontier, Tibetan territory
sinks still lower ; and Kirong, an important Tibetan town with small
district attached, registers only 0,07.5 feet above the level of the sea.
Again to the far S.E., still in regions legitimately assigned to Tibet,
tile descent to lower levels becomes truly extraordinary, and the extreme
point is reached in Zayul, where the chief town Sl~ikhais marked a t
only 4,650 feet in altitude.
Avoiding, however, the inferior elevations in the southern parts
of the country and proceeding due east only, towards the confines of
China, me come down to 9,200 feet without leaving Tibetan soil.
This is the altitude of " Moupin," and that districGalthough i t is nearly 3,000 feet under his 12,000 feet limit-is undoubtedly not excluded
from the jurisdiction of Mr. Blauford's list. Moreover, it is in these
eastern extremes that some of the most curious and distinctive of the
quadrupeds occur. Thus both Bel?uoptcs rnelanolezlczre and Budorcaa
do not seem to prevail a t higher altitudes than 10,000 feet ; but
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injustice would be done to the peculiarities of the Tibetan fauna if we
fail to reckon these and others as within its sphere. However, on a
later page, we shall venture to present a list of wider scope than Mr.
Blanford's and one which will afford, as we believe, a fairer view of
the variety and specialbation of the mammals of Tibet. All forms
occurring between the southern and northern barriers of the country
and between Ladak and the Szechuan-Yunnan frontier-line, a t whatever altitude, have a plain right to be classed as Tibetan animals.
Our list, however, is in a measure a speculative and therefore a n unscientific one, several items being discriminated as species solely on
native evidence and native opinion.
I n examining the leading characteristics of the genera of mammalia found in Tibet, we cannot fail to notice the large number of
herbivorous animals and small rodents. Of the deer and antelope
kind, no fewer than 25 different species are met with ; while as akin to
these might be added thereto the mild yak and four wildsheep, together with two species of wild pig. Then the little creatures of the
marmot class are an especial feature. Everywhere throughout the
length and breadth of thc land do their warrens extend. So perforated
is all ground, save that on the steepest hill-sides, with holes and
burrows, that riding is beset wit11 continual peril. As many as four
species of marmot are already known ; whilst of the lago/nys or "tailless rabbit" a t least six kinds have been discriminated. With these
might be linked the large variety of rats, mice, voles, and shrews,
some of them of considerable size, notably Mus j?avipectws, a huge
fellow measuring 15 inches from nose to tail-tip. Of these smaller
rodents and insectivora about 34 species have been recorded within
the confines of Tibet.
I n truth Tibet appears to be the land of borrowing animals.
Numerous are the kinds of every class which resort to such methods
of habitation or shelter. And that i t should be so is most reasonable,
considering the intense cold and the poverty of scrub and underwood in
this barren-looking territory. Great numbers of quadrupeds live t l ~ u s
beneath the ground. W e find for example the foxes with holes hardly
larger than those of the marmots; and that the 15 kinds of martin,
we;lsel, and badger-not
to mention the otters, the porcupines, and
hares-dwell down below goes without saying.
Glancing over the members of the fauna, still in a general manner,
another observable point is that while several of the animals distinctively Tibetan, and found nowhere else, have a very wide range, being
met with in every quarter of the prescribed regions, on the other hand
a much larger number are extremely local. The wild yak, the wild
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ass or kyang, the Tibetan wolf, the Ovis nahura, the musk-deer, the
Goa, and HodgsonJs antelope, although known only to Tibet, nevertheless occur everywhere throughout that country. Again, in one
quarter particularly, down to the far east and south-east, is found a
bevy of curious mammals distinct not merely in species but even in
family from animals belonging to any other laud, and which are not
seen elsewhere in Tibet. And under this head a few remarks should
be made specially in the following paragraph.
That part of Tibet lying to the east and, more peculiarly so,
to the south-east has certain unique characteristics. I n its greater
portion i t is of considerable altitude-not indeed so lofty as further
to the west, but much loftier than the outside countries immediately
ndjacent to it, i.e., than the contiguous districts of China and Burmah.
But in addition to its great general elevation, ranging in its average
plane from 8,000 to 18,000 feet-the lower height along the eastern
and south-eastern fringes-in addition, me say, there occurs this exceptional quality, that the country is mostly well-wooded and subjected
to exceeding moisture. Moreover, for dampness of climate, we need
not travel so far to the S.E. as Darchendo or the Yunnan frontier.
Much further north, as far north indeed aa Latitude 33" N., heavy
rains in summer and deep snows in winter seem the normal conditions
on the eastern borders. And the result of such unique circumstances--a
position on the Earth's surface not greatly removed from the tropics,
considerable altitude, and excessive rainfall-appears to have promoted
a richness and peculiarity of animal life comparable to Sikkim or
Malaysia I n the south-eastern corner of Tibet, in the wooded heights
and deep river-beds abutting Yunnan, we have indeed the greatest
variety of novel species to be met with anywhere out of Mada,pcar.
Semi-tropical forms congregate here with others almost of palearctic
type, but all unique in actual species, sometimes even in their genera.
Carnivora, large and small ; quadrumana, simial and lemuroid ; rodentia, arboreal and terrestrial, present a wealth of curious fauna
which affords some half-dozen new items to every naturalist fortunate
enough to penetrate these localities. If one form of deer, or leopard
cat, or bear, or porcupine, or monkey, or civet, be found either in
Nepal to the south of the Himalayas or in Tibet to the north, you are
fairly sure to obtain related forms but of distinct species in the
triangle of country between the three points Bat'ang, Darchendo, and
Torong-all technically within Tibet. Our remarks are necessarily
restricted to the mammalian fauna, but it may be mentioned that both
the reptilian and the residential bird life are of a character equally distinctive and novel.
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This district, which is watered by the upperportions of the Mekhong
and Yang-tse-kiang, includes the S.E. part of the sub-prefecture of
Bat'ang and the whole of the Tibeto-Chinese chieftainry known aa
Chien-chang T'ing. Forest, luxuriant thicket, river-gorge, and lofty
mountain-ridge scaling up to 15,000 feet, are the physical features,
with a general elevation not often under 8,000 feet. The region has
been explored only in places by travellers such as Gill, Baber, and Prince
Henry of Orleans and by naturalists such as Pratt and John Anderson,
and by native collectors whose spoils have been assorted and appraised
by Milne-Edwards, W. T. Blanford, G. Dobson, etc. So far as we
know, the following are the species occurring in this region and nowhere
else, save perhaps in contiguous districts :--

Macacus cyclopis.

Capra Heurdii.
Plerontys caniceps.
K e r n grisem.
Mu8 Yunnane?m's.
Felis Iristis.
Nemmh~duaSumatrensis. MZCS
grisez$ectus.
Prionodonpardicolor. Budorcas faxicolor. Mas viczclorzcm.
Aelzcrz6s ochraceus (var.) PteromysYz~nsa?zen~s.
Hystrix Yzbnnanensis.
Lutra Salwinemis.
Pleromye albortbfus. Matzis aurita.
Another portion of the eastern border-land of Tibet which has had
some measure of exploration from the zoological purview lies further
north, about 150 miles or so E.N.E. of Darchendo. I t is often referred
to in works of Natural History as Moupin, and always as having yielded some rare finds brought home by the Roman father Mons. David
and described by Mons. Milne-Edwards. But where and what is
Moupin? The name is given with such grave pronouncement by
zoological and botanical writers that one would fancy it was as certainly
known and well-established a locality as Assam or Yunnan. We verily
believe that scarcely one of the writers who mention it so freely have
anything but the vaguest notions of either its situation or ~ h y s i c a l
circumstances.
As this Moupin affords a fair specimen of the country and products of the " no-man's land" running down from the Huang-ho due
south towards Darchendo along the Tibetan fringe of the Chinese pro&ces of Shensi and Szechuan, me have taken some trouble to make
out ite exact whereabouts. It is a district or sub-prefecture lying
between Latitude 31" 30' and 33" N., ant1 between Long. 102" 30' and
Long. 102" 50' E., and is so small a t'ract that to write, "this species
inhabits Moupin " would be paralleled by stating as the general habitat of the English weasel "it is found in Gloucestershire." The name
Moupin occurs in no map, the fact being that the Abbe David has
told ue the Frenchified form of the Chinese name of a Tibetan
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district. Moupin, which should be " Mnping-me," is a Chinese designation for Nang-chhen Sbring-ma, commonly known to Tibetans as
Drumba or Jumba. This Drumba, otherwise " Moupin," is occupied
by a Sifan tribe and is shut off from China by a lofty snow-capped
range styled by Tibetans Gyalmo Mordo. The average elevation
may be set a t circa 9,000 feet, and the climate is exceedingly damps
rain or anow fallizg, it reema, nearly evrey day. Though the Chinese
are fast immigrating and burning the timber up in wasteful fashion,
the country is still well-wooded and encradled amid lofty heights
covered with trees and thicket.
W e have made so lengthy a digression as this, because a full
knowledge of the exact situation and physical features of the locality
in question supplies us wit11 a ready explanation as to why the
animal-life there prevaili~~g
should be in any way specialised as i t is
from the rest of Tibet. On the whole, too, the country there, in
quality and in its natural history, may stand as a sample of the entire
mountainous region which separates Eastern Tibet from China. W e
shall not, however, here specify the considerable number of quaint
mammals which mere collected by Mons. David in Drumba or
Muping-sze and made public by Mons. Milne-Edwards, as sufficient
enumeration occurs in the general list of Tibetan quadrupeds to be
introduced presently, and sufficient description of certain items is
given subsequently. It may be as well to mention that a Mr.
Kricheldod, a German in the employ of Mr. A. E. Pmtt, the
naturalist, visited this district in 1891, but did not add much to the
previously-ascertained information.
Reverting to the animals belonging to the main territory of
Tibet,, passing reference may be made to the curious under-growth of
delicate down or soft silky wool which is a characteristic feature of
the greater number of these qnadrupeds. This paehm--or Zem, as it
termed by Tibetans-grows
beneath and at the root of the outer hair
which forms the ordinary coat of the animal. Hardly a single species
of mammal appears to be unfurnished with such accessory covering.
The goat is provided with it in its t l ~ i c k e and
~ t most perfect form; but
in fact every tame animal, save the sheep and the horse, and among
wild animals all except the marmot, hare, and lagomys, are supplied
more or less witll this warm under-clothing. Even the dog aud the
wild ass, the wolf and the yak, rejoice in their down of softest growth
and finest texture.
W e now proceed to display our speculative and tentative catalogue of Tibetan quadrupedsJ which relates to all animals found a t any
height within the prescribed limits, and including also a few domestio
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animals. However, in common with Mr. Blrtnford, the entire series
of Cheiroptera has been omitted by us from the list, as forming an
anomalous section entitled to separate classification. Comparing,
then, our list with Mr. ~lanford'sand on that account excluding the
domestic items of it, we find there are 146 different species of
.mammalia occurring somewhere or other within Tibetan territory
while he has reckoned only 46, exactly 100 less1 Of these, 70 are,
species peculiar to Tibet, in which number we do not include several
kinds so far found only in the KSkG Nur tracts but which may be
reasonably supposed to extend into Mongolia and Western Chin:%. As
to unique genera confined to Tibetau regions, they may be estimated
a t five, or, with the peculiar insectivora of K6ko Nur, at nine. We
are fully conscious that many items deserve to be erased by the
new school of zoologists who prefer the word "variety " to that of
"species," but we leave erasure to them.
The Tibetan native synonyms are in many cases here first
published. I n other cases a more accurate version of the name than
those quoted in zoological works have been given.

(Being such as occur between Ladak and the Szechuan-Yunnen
frontier and between Northern Tsaidam and the Indian Himalayas.)

Scientzfi Name.

I'ibetan Name.

Macootla Assamensis:

Macacus Tibefanus :1
Semnopithecua
tacetla :

$3

Teu

&, , ,

schie- ~
ww

4 g4c b

Locality frequented.

Kirong, Lhobrak, Dza
YU~.

Chhamdo, Derge, Zokchhen.
Lhobrak,
Subansiri
upper waters.

1 Mona. Bonvalot hron~ht home a speoies of monkey alive from Eaetern
Tibet, which WILE p l ~ din the Jardin des Plantea at Paris. This was a female
and was proonred by him near Ohhamdo. I am unable to trace any desoription or
roientifio ideutificetion of this monkey. Pmbbly it proved to be M. T i l e t a m .
Koelov slso found monkeys in that region.
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Darchendo, Mouping,
Huang-ho basin.
$ik
Bat'ang and to south
thence.
Sa (in Ngari: Ubique.

Felis tigris (var. Chinensis) :
Pelis leopardus :

Ysr

Felis irbis :

qqy S h n )
Pmg73E'T'q mdr

Felis macrocelis :

Tdk

Ma'lor
name)
Oetii

Felis mdun' :
Felis pallida :

7"
w

Felis scripta :
Felis domesticas
Tibetica) :

7%
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Kirong, Chhumbi.

(Mongol Kuen Liin ravines.
Tsaidam, Amdo.
Mouping, Teirong.

Gung

(var- qW'9 S h m b u

U bique

w

Ubique.

Felis manul :

Southern Tibet.

Felis ieabellina :

Viverra civettoicies :

qqTJE*

Vivem

nqdiyy

Prionodon pardicolor :

$74%

Canis lycson ( ~ a r . ) ~

ft"7'

SdDengri, Lhobrali.
dirong
A - L h h , East Tibet.
dm-ad

Bit;orn

Darchendo, Dz6-yul.

C&an$rok

Western Tibet.

1 Qaptain Iloborovski lately sent to St. Peteraburg severs1 ekins of this
wild mt whioh he shot in the defllee of the southern h e of the Knen Liin.
9 The domestio oat of Tibet is a most peonliar animal certainly entitled to
varietal dietinotion. It is clothed not with hair but with close thiok onrly wool
like a young Iamb. I n oolonr i t is a dirty oohre 1 and Tibetans aver that i t is invuiably deaf. Mr. Paul, when a t Derjeeling, had a speoimen of this cat given him
It onme from L h b , and was undoubtedly atone deaf.
8 On the finelogy of Qray's Canis chonco aa the name for 0. lanigw, I
would m-t
0. chung-mk aa the eppmpdate designation for the b l ~ kwolf of
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Cuon alpinus :

4TF

Cuon primaevus :

4y4' P a r - 8

U bique.

Vulpes flavescens :

'tf3

S. Tibet.

:
Vulpes ferril~~tus

T

Vulpes m o n t a ~ ~: a

-

P a r - d o n g N.E. Tibet.

W8tse
Wd-trot,.~

q%

Whmo

Kirong, Purang.

mna

Vulpes Tibetana :

-

Central T~bet.

Central Tibet.

w w

Marks flavigula :

53*nlW2'011lo

Ubique.

Martes toufieus :

75

Putoriug Tibetanus :

qqnl'$ fl/l*l-j/li

Ubique.

Putorius zibellina :

qy%.qw
Khiiin-sham

N.W. Tibet.

Putorius auriventer :

rj'NF

Btclakn

Tsang, Dok-Jtol.

K$a;

Dang La range.

4/

1

-

Dengri, &c.

w

U

Mustela erminea :

PqflW

Mustela temon :

-.*-

qpfl'

Mustela Maupinensis :

-yflc.

Mustela astutas :

Srinoltg

Mustela canigulit :

Temong

South Tibet.

Lltkyimo

Western Tibet.

Stre-mong

Eastern Tibet.
Dza Chhu valley, E. of
Derge.

Muatela Dnvidianus :

qeny'

Helietia moo tioola :

.

K6k6 Nur, Tsaidam.

D z r i ; h n d a k sour-

Meles leucura :
Tibet, should it be accorded specific dignity. The black wolf hns beeh encountered
not far from the Manasamwar lakes by three Eumpeane on separate occaeions :
Oolonel E i n l ~ h Cept.
,
Biddulpl~,and Mr. H,Barage Landor.
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Melee Kumbume nsis :

-.-

Lutra leptonyx :

CYV ChAu-sliatn

L u t r ; ~Salwinensis :

5

Kok6 Nur district.

Doqo

Lho-yul, P'o-yul.

&Ya;l' CLAW-stram Ba-t'mg district.

Aelurus ochraceus :

Wokdongka~

Ursus pruinosus

%96

Zayul ; Subansiri
valley.

TWO
Ybrn

:

$7-Tc

4

Ura~lshgomynrius :
Aeluropus melnnoleucus :

Central Tibet.
N.E. Tibet, Amdo.

Be'

mmtg
Dik- Derge, Chhamdo, Szetompa
chuan frontier.

Q4(Tq*q-

TUPATIDB.
Tupaia Chinensis :

I%

4'

.
I
% I%

SAiptg

5C'2C yy!gns-

Nyagrong, Mtikham.

zlizng

ERINACIDB.
Erinaceus auritus :

~E.+K GanpN.W. & N.E. Tibet.

Erinaceus Amurensis :

f q Zara'

Koko Nur, Amdo.

Erin~ceus--:

gq

Central Tibet.

uerma

a

ZaAra

1 Tllk is a purely tentative name which I have ventured to introdnoe in
order to designate a species of otter noted by the French mission~riesne oocnrring
on tributaries of the Upper Snlmin. From their information it ie clearly to be
differentiated ma a speoies peculiar to S.E. Tibet and Y u n ~ ~ a n .
8 A hedgehog oocnrs in the L h h a distriot, and I think i t most improbable
t h a t it sl~onldprove of any known epecies when it8 isolated habitat L borne in
mind. 1 have only general allusione to the animal.

' y w r d p a ~'0 p a d s - l ~ o p y h
9pq UCNf pelU!qU0JeEp 89 01 d[JV0[3 0! Wq!J. UJeqqJON )O W W W D #!no eqJ, g
.ow-os e[smoj oq?
puq o,d-or pel413 s! qo!qn 40 eprn eyq 'pee~q-ssoaoeqq s! q e q ! ~n! qtld o!qeeolop 40
maoj qsenommoo eqq ' ~ o u q11" BM BY -8n)ntu .d emun eqp K~dds6eqq qo!qa jo ouo
oq L ~ w 10
b se!oedw o ~ 8n!quu!mpos!p
q
jo puoj maes sqs!luanqsu uqesna 1

dvie Hodgsoni :
Ovis nahurtr :

vyq

Ovis vignei :

43

Ovis aries (var.)

9F'w-

Capra Kashmirensis :

5'4s

C a p megaoeros
~
:

chhenmo).
T 4's Rap'mAlie W. Tibet (Guge, &c.)

Capra Heurdii :

Y% ~

N6p,or Ubique.
Nd-0

N.W.Tibet only.

Shdp.
Jhnng-

Ubique.

Zwk

W . Tibet

R&hu

(Chang-

.-

Capra sakeen :

k

e Easteim Tibet.

Ubique.

@in

Capra sibirics :

Kuen Ltia, Tseidem.

Ogctltaa
w.

Hemitragus jemlaicus :

W q N

;fAota

'~'q
~&a

Kemae goral :
Kemaa cinerem :

Y ~ n g i Yaman
r

Kemw griaea :

:

Kirong, Chhumbi.
Dengri, Chhmbi.
Eastern Tibet.
B6tJrmg, Dayul.

4

Nemorhadus bubalinue

4qs Sera

Nemorhadus Edwanlsii :

~ c Q
ShngZi

Budorus taxicolor

787

Tiikjin

TB

~ o l

:

Prornpra picticaud'atn :

Southern Tibet.
Derge, Kokii Nur.

{DBrchendo,MQkham.
~ ) ~ ~ - ~ Dk-ynl,
~ l ,
Derge.
Ubique.

1 Of the Ovis Hodgsoni and Ovis nahura Mr. Littledale reported: "After
leaving Tengri Nor on our return journey, we never mw but one lot of Tibetan a n b lope the whole way to Leh, but we pawed through e grand Ovis Ammon and Burrs1
oonntry." H e wae travelling westward from Tengri Nor mainly between the 88nd
end 3ard parnllela of latitude, making for Rudok through the lake country.
S The Serow is frequently referred to under the more oorreot nbme of
renr in Tibetnn vernaoulpr literature. Milaraspe severs1 timee allude# to it, and
one of his favourite similes is : " Ionel J aa a aeru."
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Proo~praga-:

@ydpa

Pmcapra subguttnrosa :

q x ~ r D( d~m

' 4jg/

Pantholope Hodgeoni :

ZLO~;also

Cervus d n i s :a

47-4 S k u

C e m Thoroldi :

4q54s'

Cervua e n s t e p h u e :
Cervulw lacrymane :
E l ~ p h o d wcephdophlu :

Kakif Nur
Amdo.

Kuen Liin west range.

7

Purang,
Tsang,
Chhumbi.
Shd-a- Eastern Tibet.

Bugu

~3

district

Nip'i

Kuen Liin terai ;
Amdo.
South-East Tibet.
Muping, Lit'ang, Batang.

Mowhua Sifanioos :

~w 4 ? ? 7Kfideri
~ Khame

Moschue moschifem :8

mq

A M

province and
ZJayul.
West Tibet, Nepal.

La'9'o

Central Tibet.

Y

Moeahue

Saturatw

(aoa9.)

-

rNgdmong

t ' ~
(wild
(camel : N.E. Tibet, Teaidam.
1 Thfa antelop war observed by Mr. Littledale M fsr north an the neighbonrhood of Qhemhen, some 60 milea north'of the Akke Tag, the Tibetan b o n n d q
( O w . Jwwbal, May 1896).
Thrw apeaimens of thir fine stag were ohot by the offloere of the m o t
Tibeten osmpaigu in the Qhhnmbi valley ; end one wan oaptnred alive by Csptsin
Ottley on the Lingma-thang in tlie same distriot.
8 H. B. Hodgson differentiated no fewer than three s p i e s of m n l - d ~ r8a
inhabiting the Nepal and Bikkirn Himalaya, namely: Mmehw ahrysogar*, M.
kwcogaatw, and Y.Mturatur (see Journ. Askat. Boc. Bsngal, 1899, p. m).

5%4.

Equw c \ h l m VM. Tibeticue :
~ q u mtuinm WM. mbe- ~
ticae :
Equne kiang :

Lhh.

' L J T ~w-0.miqoe,
w

g='

Sus Moupinensia :
Sub wrofa :

T m g and north of

Tdrgnn

.

KY~W

P

,.

Ubique.

a

Bodmg Qdhai

Derge, Muping, Tak
rong.
Tsaidam, Shmg, Ika.

Sciums wbneoventris :

%w 8&?~98d~9#East Tibet.

Sciums Sladeni :

~ET*

Scinrne Nipdensis :

~3

Eupetanrus cinereus :

mF

Jakmong Kimng, Chhumbi.

Palyi

T d d a m Shigatee, Kyi Chhu.

Pteromys Y i~nnsnensis:
Pteromys melanopterus :
Pteromye albornfne :
Pteromys Montgomerii :
Pteromys magnificns : JAiyam CAAenspo.

-

Pteromp albiventer :
~temmyaaniceps :

Yeru Valley, Kimng.

-7
C4&~&
~4

Zaynl, Darchendo.
Muping, Derge.
Hor-chhok, Bat'ang.
Lit'ang, Darchendo.
Yarlung,
8ubansG.i
valley.
Ngsri gho-.

Bat'ang.

Biynm-cAknpo
Ptemmys alboniger :

f f W 5 &+a
w

Pteromya villoaue :
h d m p Himlapm: T F ~ W ~
U
Kardn&s

Lower Yern and Sub s i r i banke.
Chhumbi, Bimng.

k c t a m p mudotus:
kchp?s#4W8m :

E
J
q c&.>;
Piyd

,

Ubique.
W. Tibet.
Mouping, Derge, N. E.
Tibe&

-+

Lagomys Roylei :

5E'TE' 2Zang-rong Sutlej Valley.

Lagomys Curzonim :

wq

Lepue pallipea
..
:8
Lepus hypsibine I
.. . :
Lepus Tibetsnw

Tsang ; L h h .

B~+UIC Rodok &striot.

Lagomys auritue :
Lagomya grieeua :
Lagomys Ladakensis :

AIra

Prdli
Pitoi kyaring

'

North and Cent. Tibet.
Changchenmo.

qv
OI CI

Ri-ko?'$
~ i - aOr~ Cent.
~ g and East Tibet.
~
i
Lingzhi-fang
~
~ ; N.W.
Tibet.
yqTyT
wmt and cent. abet.

Lepns Yarkanbnsie :

TaIshagd Base of Kuen Liin.
CIIy

Lepus oiostolus :

q4'

L e p tolai
~ :

Tq

Xi-bong
fiZa

Dengri, J o n g - n p

Kijko Nur district.

' Oaptain Wellby noted the immense sire of Tibetan m ~ r m o :t ~ I happened
"

be b h g shelter under rr rook from

a storm of Jeet, when

I naw sitting np below

me eome huge marmob. They were of an enormous sise, Be large an men." Again
he onoe mbkmk a marmot with its young for a man k t h dog ( T h r w h U n k m
Tibet, pp. 169 and 186-87). These marmote omorred in N.E. Tibet near the early
w a t e n ~of the Di Ohhn north of the Dang La range.
s Tibetans
if eyer will eat harem. hey ~ e i g naa a reeaon that they
belong the bsme family of animals the dome8tio as8 Moreover they d v e t h e
ME and ham dmilar namer, the former being oalled bong-gu, the latter + s - b ~ s
or "
Lspw hypsibiue b found in W. T i k t a t elemti~mawn
o f , q ~pqpnfi)ily(,"
~

ovar 18,000 it.

Mmu~~t.
,

Gerbillus unguiculatua :
Cricetus songarus :

Neaokia Scullyi :

*

m'ki

Mus nitidus :

ft.).

9%J h W
B i d

Mus fiavipectus :

cALe

Darchendo.

3%

Mna viculorum :
Mus sublimis :

Ubique.
Darchendo.
Riwochbe, Ba-t'mg.

79~'9582;Zayul, Dayul.

Mus griseipectus :
Mus chemieri :

(11-15,000

Ubique.

Jiri-nak

Mus mlldatior :
Mus Yunnanensis :

Mus W a n g T h o p e :

(3)

Pang-gi tsi-tai Pumng

Leggada Jerdoni :

.

Koko Nur district.
h h w a l frontier.

Ti~i-tai

Eaatem Tibet.

Bitsi

S.B. Tibet.

~ @ q 'Qd6idik

Ngui Khorsum.

Mus pygmmus :
Mus confucianus :

Hor.chhok, Derge, &c.

Arvicolp Roylei :
Arvicole Stracheyi :

Ngari Khorsum.
Budok, Pmgkong.
Pwgkong, Changchenmo.
Tsang, SikEm frontier.
Tsaidam, Sining.
Muping, Zokchhen.
Hu-wg-ho sourcee.

Arvicola Blythii :
Arvicola Sikkimensis :
Arvicola, mandarinus :

Arvicola melanogmter :
Arvicola Pnhevalslqi :

Hystrix leucura :
Hystrix Yunnanensia :
Hystrix dophm :

4'

y'

s&n9pri~

@

T-w,,

Mania anrita :

T m a - Darchendo,'
t'ang.

Ba-

THI YAK.

N o a r ~ ~ a ~ ~ m a ~ . -scientific
The
name Poephagt~gmnnims Lin.
is by Russian naturalists and some German writers restricted to the
tame variety, while the wild yak is discriminated se PogAqus m ~ t w
Przhev.-Mongol:
bukia, wild yak, sarlok, domestic yak; East
Turki : Kutag ; Chinese : changm~) nkr ; Hindustani ; ban-cholm.Tibetan: dong (spelt
yak ;ryag

4P(W

odrmg) wild yak; dong-dri, female wild

tame male yak, drCao

@a

tame female;

drimdw, cross between common Indian ox and ctrk-.mo ;dzo o r j o m s s
between yak-bull and common Indian cow, jomo (or dzomo) female of
this breed and the most widely-used domestic animal in Tibet; gay0
and gamo (sometimes kanoa) male and female resulting from further
crossing of jo o r j m o with Indian cattle; t o h o further cross, back
towards the yak, by interbreeding gamo with pure-bred yak-bull.
The dzorno or jonu, is styled pien niu by the Chinese and iinye by
Mongols.
GEOQWHICALRANGE.-The yak cannot in ordinary life exist
below an altitude of 8,000 feet ; and in the wild state it rarely wanders
below 14,000 feet in summer or 11,000 feet in winter. It lives
with ease a t elevations of 19,000 feet; though, occasionally, numbers
succumb to the extreme cold of great altitudes in wind-swept regions.
The habitat of the yak in ita wild state is the whole of Tibet save
the South-East extremity. It occurs nearly everywhere from the
Depsang plains near the Karakonuns in the far North-West to the
vicinity of the Atag Gang La in South-East Tibet and from the
Sutlej and Indus valleys in South-West Tibet to the borders of
Koko Nor in the North-East. In the direction of Amdo the wild
breed probably penetrates, in places, over the Chinese frontier, but
keeps always to the south of the course of the Hoang Ho. I n the
bounding mnges of Northern Tibet the wild yak is often shot, being
systematically hunted by Taghliks of Lob Nor and Cherchen on the
Akka Tag range as well as on the Chimen Tag, which is a direct
1 Mr. Pratt reported seeing in the market at Darohendo skim of " a ~
anndillo!' In dl probability t h q were &ins of the above-named pangolin.

o of
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western continuation of the South KakS Nor mountains. A.K.
mentions the Sait'ang plains north of the latter range and lying
between lat. 38" and 39" N. as visited by wild yak ; but, a t any rate,
i t never crosses the Altan Tag range, though said to resort to the
southern slopes of those mountains. On the Ladak side a few are
found on the northern epurs of .the Karakorums and a certain number
annually visit the Chang Chhenmo Valley, specially in the Kyobrung
offshoot; also the southern shores of the Pangkong Lake. I n Ngari
Khorsum a t the present day none of these animals are seen west of
the Sutlej, but one of the Survey Explorers reported a herd
in the upland country North-East of the Manasarowar Lakes.
Mr. Webber, forest officer, has also shot several in Purang beyond
Taklakhar.
Passing t o the domestic yak and the cross-breeds, those naturally
have a wider sphere of habitation. Besides a widespread distribution
in Tibet itself, they are common ae beasts of burden and farm animals
much further to the west than is generally supposed. They are in
everyday use by the Kirghiz of the higher districts of Ili and Kuldja,
and are met with in most of the Kirghiz villages of the Pamirs.
Sven Hedin states that the inhabitants of the Eastern Pamirs live
chiefly on yak's milk and on mutton ; whilst i t was on the back of a
yak that he made his famous ascents of the Mus-tag-ah, and reached
on this yak a point 20,660 feet in altitude. Again, in the Indian
hill-states of the Himalayas, the domestic animal is reared in plenty.
I n the higher valleys of Bhutan, Sikkim, Nepal, Kanawar, Kuln,
Lahul, Spiti, Rupshu, and Ladak, droves of yak form the most
coveted possession of the people. I n the Chinese province of Kansu,
the slopes of the Nan Shan &ord pasturage to vast numbere of the tame
variety, and between the towns amid these mountains the traffic is
carried on chiefly by yak-labour. East of Sining-fu, however, this
animal is hardly seen, being replaced as a beast of burden by the mule.
The domestic yak cannot live in Mongolia Proper or north of the
Nan Shan.
PHYSICAL
C ~ a ~ ~ r n ~ ~ ~ m c e dong
. - T hine general outline is not
unlike the American bison. It carriea its shoulders very high, the
neck sloping sharply downwards to the head, which is large and heavy
,
from the
and borne hardly a foot from the ground. A&
shoulders backwards there is a slope, though not so steep, to the tail.
The appearance of massiveness arises from the enormous masses of
long woolly hair which adorn in an extraordinary manner the sides
and flanks and hang in thick festoons to the hoofs, insomuch that
viewing it sideways no dayhght ie viable between the fore and
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hifid-lega Nevertheless, the belly itself is really destitute of this
drapery. The bull yak is naturally much larger than the female wild
yak, many specimens of the former measuring 11 feet from nose-tip
to tail-root, while the average cow does not exceed 8 feet. But the
wild yak, though of great girth and considerable length, is not a
tall animal, the male a t the shoulders rarely, if ever, exceeding
6 feet and the female standing under 44 feet high. The horns curve
beautifully and present the points forwards. I n the bull, their
length ie 30 to 83 inches ; in the cow about 18 inches. I n the
domestic kind the horns are shorter and much more slender.
I n the wild yak, its great peculiarities are the tail, the tongue,
and the hoofs. The tail is a huge and singular appendage expanding
in a d
e of bushy hair towards the tip, often measuring nearly
4 feet in length and 44 feet in circumference. Tibetans designate
it Jt~kmaiyad, "the father of tails," and regard i t aa sacred. In
the wild animal the colour of the tail is jet black, now and then
speckled with silver; in the tame and cross-breeds i t ie pure white
or else don and sometimes a beautiful buff, generally one colour
throughout. A pure black wild yak's tail of enormous bulk and
spread fetches a large price as a cRolary for importation to India or
China. As the dong ie an expert climber of mountains, the hoofs
are adapted to that end. They are often as large as a camel's, even
18 inches in circumference. There are two toes, and these are of a
prehensile nature enabling them to cling to rough and rocky points.
Behind the toes are, as i t were, large secondary hoofs generally
carried off the ground but capable of expanding downwards to give
a hold on glaciers and steep slippery rocks. The yak's tongue is a
formidable object. It ie armed with veritable hooks of horn, the barbs
curving backwards down the throat. These are necessary to help to
tear out and triturate the coarse wiry herbage, the camel's thorn, lichens,
mosses, and rough astragali which it delights i n ; for, curiously
enough, the yak will not eat corn, barley, or gram, though fond of a
truss of hay or soft grass when available.
The tame breeds and jmo are much smaller in size than the
dong. Miss Gordon Cnmming alludes expressly to the former as
a the little ox."
Their general outline is the same, though in the
domestic animal the arch of the shoulders is less dome-like than in the
other. While the wild yak is pure black throughout, save for a few
grey streaks on the neck, the tame besst grows large patches of
white, yellow, and brown hair, and presents in general a variegated
appearance. I n July 1903 we saw in the Antwerp Zoologicr~l
Q d e n a a herd of 19 yak, but they were dl colours aud smdl in sixe.
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H a ~ ~ m . - S t o nvalley6
y
and the roughest mountain-aides are the
yak's delight. Such desolate regions ae those in the far North-West
corner of Tibet encloeed between the Linzhi-fang plains and the
Kuen Liin mountains do not repel it. Moreover, it takes a pleasure
in clambering up perpendicular mountain-sides to protruding ledges
which seem inaccessible to anything which is without wings. I n
summer-time, when the rolling shallow valleys of the Jhang-t'ang
are clothed with their luxuriant and miraculous grasa-crops, then the
yak in vaet herds roams with the wild asses and antelopea over
the comparatively flatter grounds. But when the weather becomes
too ~ v a m ,the herd will suddenly retreat up some mountain-side
even to heights above the snow-line. I n winter i t climbs to any
altitude, rooting up the snow with its barbed tongue in search of
yellow herbage, eaueeurea, and mosses hidden below. The snows of
winter, however, often drive the animals to lower grazing grounds.
Thus, to the Chang Chhenmo valley and to the Pankong h k e
district, considerable numbers descend from higher regions in the
winter, roaming there plentifully from October to March; luckily
for their preservation, just at the season when want of leave shqts
out the panting subaltern from these his happy hunting grounds.
I n the summer only a few stragglers come so near civilised territory.
Small herds of from seven to sixteen animals are usually met with
in the southern and western parts of West Tibet; but in the lake
district of North-West Tibet the herds run to 40 and 60. I n Centre1
and North-East Tibet yaks roam in large troops nutnbrieg often
ZOO and 300. Captain Wellby, when travelling along the b w of
the Kokoshili mountsins in North-East Tibet, notes : " On one green
hill we could eee hundreds upon hundreds of yak grazing; there was,
I believe, more yak visible than hill." Mr. Rockhill, also, remarks
upon the countless herds in the vicinity of the Dungburs Range, and
estimated a t " thousands " those which he observed, much further
lying
East, in and about the Tsulme-fang and Karma-t'ang-plains
just Eest of the sources of the Hoang Ho. The natives of NorthEast Tibet and of Tsaidam make a regular profession of yak-hunting,
sending the products to Sining and Sa-chu; while Taglik hunters
from the Lob Nor region take back their spoils for sale in Chcrchen
and Khotan.
Bull-yak when hard-pressed in c h w will readily charge, and
native huntsmen regard the animal as ferocious at all times. On
the contrary, however, Captain Wellby ridicules the allegatio~~s
of
Pmhevalsky as to the perils of yak-stalking. Mongol and Tsglik
hunters, however, will never stalk the beast except in couples.
39

The skin, the flesh, the horns, and the hair of the wild yak are
all prized. Leather of exceeding toughness and durability is made
from the skin of the Lack, which the Kosoa Nye-klien of Derge
end Lhasa manufacture into saddles and harness of great repute.
Boats, for transport purposes on the great riven, are made from the
untanned hide. When cleaned and combed, the long hair forms
the staple of the famous blnck felt tents of the Dokpa nomads of Tibet
and of the Tanguts of Koko Nor. Felt and a rough unyielding ~ 8 ~ ~
ore both woven from the hair, which is of a coarse silky quality, and
blankets styled clildli from the soft wool growing a t the root of the
hair. The fat is considered a sustaining and portable comestible.
Captain Wellby notes : The fat of the yak was so precious to us
that we used to boil down every ounce of it and put it into our old
cocoa tins. These cakes of yak's fat were very much appreciated by all.
We used to knock off bit4 of it and eat it as if it were Everton
toffee."
USES OF THE DOMESTIC
YAK.-As beasts of burden in the
mountains the domestic breeds are in request all over Tibet as well as
in the adjacent Himalayan states wherever the elevation does not run
below 8,000 feet. The trading caravans comprise many hundreds,
that proceeding nnnually between Lhasa and Sining often consisting
of 1,500 yak. Their rate of progress on comparatively level paths
when loaded, is a steady 3 to 34 miles per hour. Their agility and
hardiness in surmounting passes deeply embedded in snow renders
them invaluable for draught purposes. Though loaded, they will
leap down sheer depths of 6 to 8 feet, alighting, heavy beasts 8s
they are, without shock on their feet. They will climb ice-encrusted
rocks and hard snow-bankq scraping out with their fore-hoofs
lodgment for their steps as they advance. Again if the animal
fall througll a treacherous surface of snow into a crevasse of a glacier,
i t will, if not sunk too deep, arefully adjust its chin on the opposite
edge and heave itself out on the other side by a superlative effort of
leverage. So sensible is the brute that on suddenly dropping into
some bottomless crevasse it will sometimes manage to root its body
across the depths just in time and hold itself as still as death until
the drivers loop a rope round it and cause the other yaks thus to haul
it out. Father Huc, moreover, described long ago how yak are often
driven on ahead over newly-fallen impassable snows in order to trample
a paasage for men and homes. Yak are likewise safe though d i ~ agreeable riding-beasts. Dr. Sven Hedin's experience of the Mustagh-ata mountain on this kind of steed is worth quotation : " You
reqnire some practice before you can feel at home in the eaddle.
((
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One moment the heavy animal balancee himself on the sharp edge
of a rock ; the next he jumps incontinently over a yawning ohaam,
and somehow manages to secure a foot-hold on the opposite side.
Sometimes, again, he pulls himself together and, with rigid immovable legs, proceeds to glissade down a precipitous gravel slope, where
a two-legged being mould inevitably come to grief. Riding a yak,
however, is a trial of patience, by reason of his absolute sluggishness
of temperament. He often comes to a dead stop, and has to be
reminded of hie duties with e cudgel. To any application of the
whip he is absolutely insensible, whilst he looks upon 8 moderate
blow as a sort of caress, and ansmere it with a cheerful grunt."
As a dairy animal the jomo or hybrid animal is pre-eminent.
The milk is singularly rich in cream, notwithstanding the pasturage
is of the poorest. When on a long march their nourishment ie often
mere scrub and picked up where they can find it. Girls tend the
yak and accompany them, in parties of three or four, quite unproteoted
by male eecort, to lonely and distant valleys for pasturage. Batter,
which forms mch a staple article of food throughout Tibet, is obtained
in double quantity from a given amount of yak's milk as compared
witb that derived from an equal measure of cow's milk. Butter,
made from the two kinds of milk mixed, keeps the longest. Placed
in sheep's stomache it will remain good in the elevated regions of
Tibet for many yearn. On great occasions this butter, 35 to 45 years
old, is brought out as a delicacy with the same pride that s British
connoiseeur shows in producing his rare old port. Tibetan physicians prescribe this ancient butter, mar-nyiffigby name, as a remedy
for epilepsy and madness.
WOLVES.

N o ~ ~ ~ c ~ ~ ~ u s ~ . -: ~voik
u s sand
i a nbiryuk ; Turkish : bord;
Eaatern Turki (Ksshgar) ; burl6 ; Persian : gtirg ; Armenian : ka Al ;
Thian Shan Kirghiz : Wrii ; Siberian Yakuts : biiro ; Mongol : clotbo
(spelt : JG&) ; Buriat : s l m o ; Nepalese : botod%gso ; Tibetan :
clangkt6 the grey wolf ( L u p ~ slaniger) and changku nagpo the black
wolf ( h p m niger) ; in Lahul and Spiti chafrgku becomes shangku.
I n parts of Tibet as well as in Mongolia there is a prejudice against
using the proper term for the molf in common conversation, and to
use i t is thought to portend the destruction of flocks by wolves.
Accordingly a paraphrase is employed, kliyi-go '' wild dog" and
sometimes jzrkvna tiilpo or juk-tiil "blunt backside." The Siberian
.Tstam have a similar superstition and etyle the molf by an epithet
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almost identical with the seoond Tibetan expression, namely aodun
kwznrrfbk " stumpy tail." Mongols use the paraphrase giiriisiin naloi,
" wild dog," when talking of the wolf.
G E ~ ~ E A P H I C~ANQB.-General
AL
Kinloch's reasons for differentiating the black and the grey wolf of Tibet as distinct species are so
well put, that we can only refer the reader to his remarks on the
oubject. The black wolf, there is the best evidence to believe, is
restricted to the westernmost districts of West Tibet. It haa been
seen, or shot, or captured alive, near Hanle, Lanak La, the Pangkong
Lake, and about the Sutlej tributaries in Guge. Mr. Savage Landor
records having seen a black wolf on the southern shore of Tdo Langgak (Ralras Tal) a s he was gazing a t mount Kailaa across the lake;
and, indeed, the Manasarowar Lakes are known by natives as a baunt
of this rare animal. General Kinloch procured two cubs in the
Indus valley, and these eventually reached the Zoological Gerdens,
London, where they lived 8 or 9 years and bred together, the cubs
in w h of these litters being all pitch black in colour. The grey
wolf of Tibet is found plentifully in every part.
THE MUSK DQEB.

The species found so extensively throughout Central Tibet and
in the eastern sub-provinces of Kong-PO, Kyung-po, and Chamdo,
as well as in Tsang, is the type JfvscAlls morcifSerrrs. Skins and
dead animals brought into Darjeeling vary considerably in certain
points from this type. I n parts of Tibet other species occur.
This dear is as an adult male about 3 feet 3 inches in length
from nose to the root of the tail; rather less in the female. It stands
much lower on the fore-legs than on the hind, being about 33 inches
from the shoulder to the ground but 37 inches to the top of the
rump. I t hoe several rather curious points.
First, as to the hair, which is of singularly spiky texture. I n add&
thiu is of a dark umber colour, glossy, and of a close deep pile like
a bed of soft pliable thorns packed together, the hairs almost rat*
when sharply rubbed over. Secundly, the scrotum is in colour of s
vivid scarlet, very peculiar in appearance. Thirdly, as to the two
foremost canine teeth in the upper jam. These protrude downwards
out of the mouth, one on each side of the muzzle, from beneath
the upper lip, imparting the appearance of tusks. They are employed
by the animal in digging and scraping up scanty herbage on steep
rocks and often beneath snow. During the rutting season the d e ~
wbm fighting are said to inflict downward blows with these
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However, even when extracted, the length of the tusks rarely exceeds
4f inches.
The third and greatest peculiarity of the musk deer is the small
hair-covered pendant pouch attached to the abdomen of the male mimal and yielding the curious intensely-scented substance known as
musk. The musk-bag hangs by a very short valve or stalk close in
front of the genitals of the male, and in size is not often larger, in the
Tibetan species, than a big hen's egg. I n the Siberian animal the
pouch is iibout half ae large again. The bag of HoecAna altnicala is
smaller than that of any other species, and is perfectly ball-like and
covered with hairs of yellowish hue. I n the very young animal the
bag is quite empty, while in the old and feeble the musk is small in
quantity and poor in strength. A t most, the best bag yields barely half
an ounce, the usual amount in a good mature animal being one-third of
an ounce of pure musk. In one of his voyages to Patna, the old traveller
Taveruier mention8 buying 1,663 musk-bags which weighed 1,5574 oz.,
while the musk taken out of the bags produced only 452 oz. This
allusion, moreover, shows the immense slaughter of these deer which
then prevailed. The musk is said to be secreted stronger and in
greatest abundence in the r~lttingseason. The secretion hae s much
stronger odour in the animal which inhabits Tibet and China than in
that which frequents the more northern districts of Siberia I n the
fresh state the musk has an extract-like consistence, and a reddishbrown colour, with an odour so powerful that the huntsmen can
scarcely endure it. By drying this odour diminishes, and the musk
acquires a friable granular state, and a dark-brownish colour. I n
Siberia the chaw occurs in spring and summer. I n Tibet the pursuit is
restricted by the government to certain periods, and the bags which are
obtained are stamped with the Government signet.
By careful removal of the bag, there remains the musk, which is
solid, 111 grains of different sizes, adhering to each other, aoft, snd
unetaous to the feel, of a reddish-brown colour, like a clot of blood dried,
having frequently a number of hairs intermixed, derived from the inner side of the orifice already described. The taste is bitterish, acrid,
disagreeable, and somewhat astringent. The odour is strong, peculiar
(musky), ~enetrating,very lasting, and extraordinarily diffusible. It
is s t a H that a single grain can constantly fill the air of a large apartment with a sensible impregnation for many years, without its weight
being perceptibly diminished; and one part can communicate its odour
Co 3,000 parts of an inodorous powder.
It should be kept in glass-bottles, very closely stopped, and p w
served in a place neither very dry nor too damp.

By the analysis of Geizar and h i m a n it appears to consist of : 1,a
peculiar volatile principle (which a n exist in a free state) ; 2, ammonia ;
3, a peculiar, fixed, uncrystallizable acid (these three are in undeterminable quantity) ; 4, s h r i n e and oleine ; 5, cholesterine ; 6, a peculiar
bitter resin ; 7, osmazome, with several salts ; 8, a mouldy-like substance,
in part combined with ammonia, and numerous salts ; 9, sand ; 10, water,
acid, &c., with some volatile odorous matter.
I t has been hardly ascertained upou what musk depends for its
peculiar properties beyond ammonia and some animal oils. Take11 in
the dose of a few grains, musk rouses the energy of the digestive organs; and it soon afkrwardfi produced sympathetic phenomena, the
powers of the whole animal system appearing suddenly increased. By
repeating the doses till half a drachm or a drachm is consumed, the
active principles penetrate the whole frame, influencing all the tissuee,
and exciting effects demonstrative of its stimulating property; the
blood circulates with more force, accompanied sometinles with bleeding
from the nose : the perspiration and other secretions are perceptibly
increased.
It also act9 strongly on the brain, epinal chord, and nerve centres,
producing by large doses strangely severe spasmodio actions. Accordingly, on hommpathic principles unacknowledged by those employing
it in their practice, it was formerly in vogue both for hysteria and epilepsy, administered in small doses. It has been similarly tried both in
typhus fever and in Asiatic cllolera; and in the latter disease it ought
from its " provings " to be useful. In old days musk was mid to exercise
a powerful effect in cases of hydrophobia in the human subject; and in
Tibet and Mongolia, where hydrophobia is often prevalent through the
number of rabid dogs, it is now highly valued as an deviative of tbe
tetanus and as a professed cure. So, too, in Arabia.
The demands in Europe for this curious product has greatly decreased for the last SO years or more. Its use in England both medicinally and as a perfume is now almost in abeyance. I n Poland and
parts of Germany musk is still employed for both purposes. I n
Cliina and Eastern countries, including North Africa and Egypt, a considerable demand conti nnes.
I n commerce the "pods," as the musk receptacles are termed, are
discriminated as of three varieties, which may be thus described :1. The Tonquin or Tibet musk, received from China, also imported direct into Kashmir and India, is made up in small oblongrectangular boxes, lined with lead, and covered with paper or silk.
Eaal~bag, or pod, as it is termed, is wrapped in thin blue or red paper,
on which are marked some Chinese characters. Sometimes tbe bags
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are enveloped in a deep yellow-brownish nearly transparent paper,
which becomes brittle by time. The most distinctive mark of this
sort of musk is, that i t is slightly flattened, nearly round and very
rarely pear-shaped. The yellow or yellowish-brown hairs, chiefly a t
the sides, are often cut, while those which remain in the centre are
darker coloured, finer, and less bristly. Generally the hairs converge
or point towards a small natural opening. The pods are mostly about
two and a half inches long, and one and three-quarters broad. The
weight of different specimens varies considerably, some being merely
three drachms thirty grains, others nine drachms forty-seven and a
half grains ;the average is six drachms twelve grains. The average
quantity of musk contained in the sacks is about two and a half
drachms.
2. Kabardin, Russian, or Siberia11 musk, is either received
through St. Petersburg, or, it is said, sent to China, and laid for some
time among the bags of genuine Tonqnin musk, to acquire the odour
of the latter, and then forwarded to Europe. The pode of this sort are
in general larger, more oval, more compressed, and the margins often
have large portions of the skin of the abdomen attached to them.
The colour of the hairs is a dirty milk-white. The musk exhibits a
more homogeneous and less granular appearance, having a much fainter odour and taste than the preceding kind. The odour is augmented
by moisture, but is somewhat nauseons and disagreeable. Musk ie
more soluble in water than in alcohol. Of 100 parts of genuine Ton(pin musk, boiling water dissolves 90 parts, alcohol only 50. Of Kabardin musk, water dissolves only 50 per cent. I t is likewise soluble
in ether, acetic acid, and yolk of egg.
3. A very small kind of pod is sometimes met with, which is
not flattened, but perfectly round, the hairs of a yellowish-brown
coloiir. This is probably the musk bag of the Moschus AltaIcus.
It is safest to purchase the musk out of the pod, as there is then
less opportunity of adulteration. Infusion of genuine musk is not
precipitated by n soliltion of bichloride of mercury (corrosive sublimate);
but genuine musk is precipitated by nitric and other strong acids, by
acetgte of lead (sugtr of lead), and infusion of galls. The musk bags
are used by perfumers to prepare 'essence of musk.' An artificiel
musk is sometimes made with nitric acid and oil of amber.
I n spite of its general disuse in England, we still observe i t quoted
in drug prices current; and it still stands a t a high price. Thus in
the List of the London " Army and Navy Stores " for 1905, pure
musk is priced a t g0.1 1s. Od, the dram ; that is, £8 13s. per ounce.
Per grain it is put a t Kd.

CHAPTER XV.
T H E FLORA OF TIBET.
I n considering tlie botanical chacactcristics of Tibet, i t might be
deemed impossible to treat so large an area as a whole. Moreover,
the general altitude of one portion of the territory is so much above
that of other portions, which also in their turn vary in elevation, that
the vegetable productions could not conveniently--one would suppose
-be estimated on any common footing. However in the case of
Tibet the difficulty of such general treatment is curiously small.
Strange to say, notwithstanding the variety of range in the height
above sea-level in different districts, the flora throughout these regions
is with certain limitations remarkably uniform. Thus the main body
of plants occurring in the lofty valleys of North-Western Tibet is
analogous, a t least in genera, to those found in the central provinces
of U i nnd Tsang, where the average elevation is some 4,000 feet lower i
while, again, we do not meet with a dissimilar flora far to the N.E.
and E., in the Koko Nur region and on the borders of Northern
Szechuen, altho~ighthe main level oE the territory there is from
2,000 to 3,000 feet under that of the central provinces. When i t is
borne in mind for example that the ordinary elevation of the country
around the lakes visited by Captain Bower and by Major Dewy in
N.W. 'Tibet scales some 17,000 feet, yet the lands abutting the
head-waters of the Hoang-ho average only 11,000 feet or less, the
kindred quality of the botany of the two arms is a little inexplicable.
Nevel.theless, it must be noted that the similarity only extends to
genera and but rarely to individual species. But on this l w t point
we shall enlarge later on.
I n remarking the uniformity of the flora in its leading members
throughout the regions under review, certain important exceptions
have to be named. As you enter the south-eastern parts to the east
of longitude 9z0 E . and to the south of latitude 30" N., the analogy to
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the other districts of Tibet becomes less noticeable. Going further
S.E. (and approaching the confines of the eouthern portion of the
Chinese province of Szechuen), even where the altitude maintains a
level above 11,000 feet, a vegetation arises radically different in many
p~lintsto that prevailing on the lofty ground west of long. 92" E.
Again, the flora of the lower reaches of the Yeru Tsang-po, having an
elevation ranging from 7,000 to 8,500 feet, although occupying a
position north of latitude 29" N., cannot be classified with those of
either of the spheres just mentioned. Still more distinctive is the
botany of Zayul, lying between the 97th and 98th meridians and
between the latitudinal parallels of 28" and 29" N. in the furthermost
south-eastern angle of Tibet, but still within Tibetan territory. The
flora of this district, together with that of the district further to the
east just south of Bat'rtng, resembles very closely in fact that belonging
to Yunnan. Indeed we have noticed that certain items brought from
those parts are wrongly accredited to Yunnan alone in botanical
descriptions, perhaps through misconception as to the exact situation
of the localities named.
Accordingly, in dealing with the present subject, i t will be found
on the whole that, ABOVE THE ALTITUDE OF 11,000 BEET, THE FLORA OF
TIBETIS GOVERNED LES9 BY THE DIFFERENT ELEVATION OF THE VARIOUS
DISTRICTS THAN BY THEIR LONGITUDINAL POSITION.
I n fact, so much
does longitudinal position seem to influence vegetation that planta
found at 17,000 feet in Western Tibet occur a t 11,000 to 12,000 feet
in the North-East; and such occurrence is rendered more anomalous
and unacwuptable when it is remembered that the eastern park of
this territory experience a considerable annual rainfall and are therefore in climate much damper and probably much warmer than the
elevated districb to the west.
There can be little doubt that in surveying the vegetable phenomena of the county in question, one portion of these regions must be
of dominant interest. Tibet is mainly a territory of singular loftiness.
Accordingly the character and details of the botanical yield of the
higher tracts must form the central object of our investigation. We
shall consequently limit the present account in its particulars to the
country lying west of the 92nd meridian, which embraces all the most
elevated districts, although a t the same time it includes the valleys of
some of the larger rivers and those valleys, even so far to the west as
this, sink in a few places to a level rather under 11,000 feet above
the sea.
For the purposes of any exact enquiry, which ours is not, it would
be'proper, as we think, to divide the regions west of long. 9%"E. into
40
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three separate a r m dependent chiefly on the leading physical c h a w
teristioe of each. To apportion these areae, first we should split the
prescribed territory horizontally into two great stretches of country,
one lying to the north and the other to the south. The two belts
may be taken to bo demarcated by a sonthernly dipping line from
west to east-dipping from about latitude 34" in the extreme west
down to latitude 31" just beyond the meridian of LhCisa ; long. 92"
being our esstern limit. Such a division is in some respects purely
arbitrary and as a distinctive botanical line will not carry throughout.
However, we may take the area north of this line as embracing a
botanical zone fairly consistent in its products in every part, the
general altitude, apart from the traversing mountain ranges, being
from 15,500 to 17,500 feet. The southern belt of country, nevertheless, ought to require further subdivision, and cannot be viewed as a
single botanical zone. The western parts of this southern portion are
much higher than those to the east; and the latter, moreover, are
everywhere cut up by ramifying river-valleys. Irrespective of the
uniformity in genera which, as we have stated, governs the flora of the
whole Tibetan plateau, there is in particulars a decided change noticeable in the southern zone as we proceed east beyond the 85th degree of
longitude. Unfortunately we can only speak of the difference here
in general terms. So, while me indeed imagine two botanical areas to
the south, this meridian forming the boundary between them, nevertheless we shall treat of these hypothetical areas of the south under one
heading only.
Our three areas might, bowever, be thus summarised :(1) The Northern ; comprising the north-western districts
north of 1st. 34" N., and the north-central districts
north of lat. 31" N., bounded to the eaet by long. 92"
E. Geographically this area includes the Jhang-t'ang
with the stouy deserts along the base of the so-called
Kuen Liin range ; also the Salt-lake tracts lying N.W.
of Lhhsa.
(2) The South-Western; comprising the country bounded by
Ladak and Rupchu on the west, by the Indian Himalayas on the S.W. and S., and by long. 85" E. on the
east; the northern barrier being a south-essternly
dipping line from Lu-Kong a t the head of Pang-kong
lake to the point of intersection between long. 86" and
the latitudinal parallel 31" 35' N.
(3) The South-Central ; comprising all territory between the
85th and 9%nd meridians, south of let. 31" N. and
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north of the frontier line of Nipal, Sikkim, and
Bhutan. Geographically this area includes the great
valley of the Yeru Tsang-po along the central portion
of its course through Tibet, together with the valleys
of its many affluents ; also the whole of the two central provinces of Ui and Tsang with the savannahlike valleys lying N.W. of Lh4m to Nam Ts'o
Chyidmo (Tengri Nor).
I n examining these portions of country the main difference
observable in each is said to be t i e d a t ~ g e in qeciea of the plants
represented. With a certain number of important exceptions where
the genera of one area are not found to intrude within other areas,
we shall usually find a particular species belonging to one area disappearing in another but still replaced inevitably by another member
of the same genus. This is especially noticeable in the case of genera
so distinctively Tibetan in habitat as Meconopsis, Delphinium, Arenaria,
and Pediculrtris. Indeed the species of Pedicularis seem to vary with
every district of the country, two or three species being peculiar to
each district. SoJ too, with the many kinds of Astramplusand Oxytropis, plants conspicuously characteristic of the flora of Tibet. But
instances of these and other genera with regard to the replacement of
correspondent species will be particularised under the respective ereae.
Our leading keys to the botany of the southern belt are the results of
the reeearches of the late Dr. Thomson and of Sir J. D. Hooker, supplemented by the information and specimens furnished by Strachey,
Royle, and H. A. Jaeschke, as well as by Dr. Prain's native collectors.
Dr. W. G. Thorold and one or two of the companions of Pevstov are
for present purposes the sole direct reporters upon the northern flora ;
besides which we now have the collections made by Messrs. Wellby,
Littledale and Deasy, sent to Kew to be adjudicated upon by Professor
Hemsley. We regret that this chapter has been written before Professor Hemsley has reported.
The existence of any vegetable products whatever a t the heights
where they are found in Tibet seems almost beyond belief. We have
in N.W. Tibet a vast series of broad shallow valleys generally of
little concavity and developing almost into plains. These are often of
great extent and bounded by low undulating hills not of any considerable elevation above the far-reaching bottoms. When occasionally
the 6ounding ridge rises steep and rugged from one open valley, i t
f a away in gentle slopes into the level of the next on the other side.
This contour is a common feature both in the northern and eouthern
belts of the territory we are considering.
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But in the northern parts the general altitude of these shallow
valleys is 16,000 feet and over. Nevertheless vegetation is by no
means absent. Where the ground is formed of dry biscuit-like flakes
of black calcareous soil, not a blade of grass will be probably found.'
But the usual constituent of the valleys is a loose sandy gravel. I n
fact almost everywhere it is gravelly; and, when July has fairly
begun, a coarse yellowish-green grass covers the whole of these steppes
in innumerable isolated knotty tufts. The grass between 16,000 and
18,000 feet above sea-level is nearly universally various species of Poa,
chiefly Poa alpina, but seven varieties or species have been noted.
Also Glyceria and Festuca grasses have been found plentifully up to
16,600 feet. It is on these Gramineae, which spring up, mature, and
ripen with incredible rapidity, that the mighty herd8 of antelope, mild
asses and yak of these regions and the myriads of marmot and lagomys
chiefly feed. Poor enough herbage i t looks, and of miserable fructification and seeding power; nevertheless vast is the amount of animal
life i t sustains.
Eaat of longitude 81" these extensive valley-plains of the north
are known as the Jhang or Jhnng-f ang ;and except when the deposits of
nitre and soda are in surplusage-for a certain saline taint lies everywhere in this region-the abundance of gnus on the JAang for 3
months of the year is proverbial throughout Tibet. Yet such pastures
here in the north range from 16,600 to 17,000 feet in general
altitude! And up there in summer the great herds are nourished and
multiply. Moreover, Captain Bower writes of " long grassy plains"
a t an elevation of 17,600.
However, where Nature is less grudging in her inducementa to
vegetable life, grateful indeed is the response. Brown and yellow,
purple and ochreous-red are these hills you are mounting; but now
you look down from the top of the ridge, and lo I a t the rook of the
spurs, close below you, the brightest emerald green skirts in fringes
right and left and thus marches forth into- the plain. The truth is,
amongst the gravel down there, a secret stream exudes ; not indeed a
gushing running brook, only e sort of watery suppuration. But it is
1 Moreover extensire plaine exist in these northern tn&a when, no g w s or
regetation of any kind ia poesible. Bnoh are those parb where the ohief deposits
of borax are found ; for example the vast desert wnntry known M P'a-ynl Bnl-ynl
lying e.st of the T'abchhab Glangri monntains and north of lat. 33". Soda and
bonx oooarin snoh plenty in that dintriot that the whole plain'whioh takes several
days to oroes, b a ghteuing dazzling white, so trying to the eyes thnt all Tibetans
journeying there wear specteolea of yak-hair. Similar dietriots stretoh E. 13. B. of
Bodok end nsar the Lingrhi T'aag in the far N. W.
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sufficient, and in the damp and spongy beds i t makes the yellow wiry
Poa nemwalie become soft and verdant and luxuriant ; whilst amid
the muddy stones sprout up such small reeds as caZamagrosli8 dolciformi8 aud Biuetum eubpicatum with the feathery St@a pmnata and
perhap the glaucous-looking Elymus S i b i r i w with its s t 8 spike
and long creeping roots netted among the stones. Hard by are sure
to be patches of that grass-like sedge so widely distributed throughout
Tibet which was first discovered by the ill-fated Moorcroft and named
after him Carex Moorcroftii. This sedge grows on sandy gravelly
soil even up to 17,600 feet, a t which height it was gathered by
Dr. Thorold, and is greedily eaten by many graminivorous animals.
Indeed this cares in certain districts forms the greatest part of the
pasture. l
Happily in these lofty regions there is water provided beyond
mere dribbling mountain rills and stony puddles. Travellers have
recently revealed to us the existence of extensive lakes even a t the
gimtest altitudes in Northern Tibet. I n the N.W., amidst the long
transverse mountain ranges and the broad-breasted valleys mentioned
above, lie the large lakes visited by Captain Bower and Dr. Thorold in
1892. This group is distinct from the series along the central axis of
Tibet made known by Nain Singh, and those of the group more to
the west are not so saline in their waters as the central series. These
sheets of water are the kbest-placed in the world ; nevertheless, such
stupendous elevation does not prevent them proving a source of life to
the country around their shores.
So far as we have spoken only of grasses, reeds, and sedges ; but
now, besides greater plenty of herbage of that kind, we shall also bear
of small shrubs and flowers.
One of the lakes discovered in the N.W. by Messrs. Bower and
Thorold was that styled Horpa Te'o. I t is no paltry pool, but a fine
sheet of water some 18 miles by 15, and lies a t a height of 17,930 feet
above the level of the sea. Not only was pasturage found bordering
this lake, but even flowers--dwarfed and stunted, it may be, but etill
flowers. They, moreover, were not all of them the mere stemless
ground-buttons met with on the higher Tibetan pass-top, but regularly -stalked blossoms. Those collected here were :-Ranuncdus
1 Among the grasaee of thin elevated region, s p e o i r n e ~of whioh were bmnght
home by the Bower Expedition, wan a new Agropyrnm gathered at 16,600 feet.
This new species hes been desoribed by Profemor Daniel Oliver and nlrmed by him
A. Thoroldian~tmafter tba discoverer. For dewription see " Iwnea Phntarum "
for May 1893 (Dulau & 00.).
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cymbalariar and Coelilearia q @ w a on streams running into the lake ;
P a r y a lanuginoso with small purple flower, the blue Trelocay a pratensis and the humble yellow-blossomed Cremanthodium dnmile growing
among muddy stones; also a new Braya, and finally a Crqis, probably
Sibirica. We partic~~larise
these as they are evidently prominent
members among the loftiest-blossoming flowers known, namely those
growing at heights closely approaching 18,000 feot.
Again, a little further east, on the borders of the Tear01 Chhe
Ts'o (Bower's "Lake Aru Cho ") a t an altitude of 17,200, the dventurous captain records how they travelled " up the west side of the
lake over a plain lying between the water and the mountains covered
with gram and $ewers." From Dr. Thorold's notes we find that
these included Adonis cmulea, Tanacetum Tibeticum, Erysimum fmimloanm, Saussuretz szcbulata, Saussurea sarocepkala, Crepis glauca,
Taraxacwnc leucanthus, Nipeta longebracteata, and a new species of
Saxifraga as yet undescribed. This seems a goodly list from an
altitude of over 17,000 feet. But more occur than those. Amongst
other plants met with on the more fertile high-level plains aud
valleys, the following occurring above 17,000 feet deserve to be
mentioned : Ranunculzcs prrlchelltrs, Corydalis Rbetica, Sisymbrium
hurnile, Braya unzjwal (at 17,600 by Dr. Thorold), Braba aZpina,
Capsella Z%moni, Arenaria muact~wmis,I'araxacrcm ofiinale (up to
18,000 ft.), Senecio arnicdes, Potentilla pumila, and Gentia~ia
squarrosa.
Naturally one must ascend to the passes to ascertain what are the
lughest-growing planta on the Tibetan plateaux. Even on the passtoys of the (lark ranges separating the valleys of Northern Tibet, vegetation of a hind occurs. But the plants are mostly of tufted habit,
nearly all stalkless and clinging closely and desperately to the ground
as if to derive all the warmth and nourishment possible from the sterile
soil. A small, number only are woolly or hairy ones growing in matted
tufts; and, strangely perhaps, the majority are bare and unclothed
species. The chief exception is the Saussurea gosqpina, known to
Tibetans as Ya'kyima, which assumes the form of clubs of the s o f h t
1 Of this onrions little plant whioh was first found by Dr. Thomson in Nnbm
(Ladak), and subsequently opecimens brought home by Henderson from Parkend
nnd by Thorold from near Mangtsa Ts'o in N.W. Tibet, Professor Oliver writes : " I t
ia the only member of the large and familiar Order Cmoiferm-so far as my experienoe goes-in which we have true oohesion of the sepals. ...It is singular that in an
Order of cot~aiderablyover 1,000 speoies, iu a very large number of which the sepals
am e m t and olosely applied in their imbricate aeetivntion, a tendency to n gamosepelons oslyx should uot be more frequent
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white wool ;its flowera and leaves, as Sir J. D. Hooker quaintly remarks,
being uniformly clothed with the warmest fur that nature could
devise.
One of the most curious growths to be found on passes, up to I&
altitude of over 18,000 feet, is a sort of sandwort of monstrous development, which forms great helnispherical balls on the ground eight to ten
inches in diameter. This is Bretraria holosteoides, and is termed by
Tibetans cAiki or "furry rabbit," who eat it cooked as a vegetable.
Hooker states that it greatly resembles the Balsam-bog found only in
the Falkland Islands and which grows amid very similar scenes.
Perhaps the plants met with a t a higher altitude than nny others
are the two DeZplinia, namely D. Brzcnonianum and D. glaciale,
which are found on passes up to 19,000 feet, the first in Western
Tibet, the latter in the neighbourhood of LhBsa. The flowers are m a l l
but beautiful, of two or three colours; but they exhale a musky scent
of a rank and penetrating character. Tibetans style both of them
lhaiskar or '(star of musk." Glaciale is also called liddra. Two other
species of Delphinium not growing a t such extreme heights seem to
have been collected by Dr. Thorold in the heart of Tibet, N.W. of
Lhlsa. Next to Delphinium and probably occurring equally high up
;Ire several Artemisia, Sedum, Astragalua, Sawrsnren. Some to bespecially mentioned are Sawrsurea tridactyla found at 19,000 feet, Suwrsurea
glandulipera, Microula Benthami, Dracocephalum Aeterophyllum (which
also grows on passes in Ladak, where it is commonly designated eiIangku " the wolf "), 8edum S t r a dyi, Arenaria Roylea, TiLmop&a inflata
(found by Dr. Thorold a t 18,500, with yellow flowers in bloom). On
passes up to 18,000 feet are many others such as, Potentilla polychn'sta, Corydalis l'ibelica, Pedicularis tuh)fora, and including several
species of a genus, O;~-ytr&s, which seems particularly to d e c t the
Tibetan plateau ; six different kinds, three of which were a t least new
varieties, haviug been obtained by Dr. Thorold. Some species, as 0.
cliliyliylla and 0. plysocarpae, form great circles on the ground ;for,
being peGnnials and the centre annually decaying, the new shoote grow
outwards and are constantly enlarging the circle.
It must not, however, be assumed that only hardy and tufted
vegetation with inconspicuous flowers can be seen a t the climax of
Tibetan passes, even though the altitude be considerable. Some
most delicate and fragile-looking plants with large and beautiful
flowers are occasionally found withstanding the keenest winds and,
though the season is summer, having to undergo a t night-time a temb
perature little above freezing-point. The stalks are under 6 inches or
less, and they cmuch to the lee of sheltering rocks if possible, bat shill
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they are there. One of these is the Tibetan blue horned-poppy
(Meconopsis m~leata),which occurs up to a t least 16,000 feet. So
likewise grows that specimen in Dr. Thorold's collection described by
Mr. W. B. Hemsley as iKeconopsi8 h r i d u l a , but which possibly is
not quite the same. Miss Isabella Bird refers thus graphically to
this flower : "In the midst of general desolation grew in the shelter
of rocks poppies blue as the Tibetan skies, their centres filled with a
cluster of golden-yellow stamens-a most charming sight. Ten
or twelve of these exquidte blossoms grow on one stalk ; and stalk.
leaf, and seed-vessels are guarded by very stiff thorns." Other slender
and pretty flowers are a purple Aster, ( A . Ti6etcm) found up to 17,800
feet, the strong-smelling spikenard Nardostacllys Jatamansi up to
18,200 feet, and a new species of yellow Iris gathered by Dr. Thorold
on the top of a pass of 17,670 feet in lat. 32' 28' N. long. 85O52' E.
To these should be added the Tibetan forget-me-not, MyoeotG alpest i e ( a h i s ) , with clear blue flowers much larger in expanse than its
English relative ; also AncErosace cham~ja8me.
And now we might introduce the trees and shrubs of these regions. Unfortunately in the northern tracts of Tibet, trees are utterly
unknown ; though in the river-valleys of the south, to which we are to
refer later, the case is otherwise. Very few also are the plants in
these more elevated parts which can be described as shrubs; and such
as may be so specified are exceedingly low, trailing, and decumbent.
Perhaps the commonest ehrub, and one familiar to all travellers
in Ladak and Tibet from its universal employment as fuel, is the
Earolia known everywhere as 6urtse. It developes above ground
an extensive meshwork of woody roots which can often be collected
in large quantities ; and being exceedingly dry they ignite readily and
maintain heat a long while. I t grows up to 18,000 feet and is rarely
absent where the country is broken up into crags and ravines ; but in
the great savannahs of the salt country between long. 8%"and 88' E. it
becomes very scarce. There i t is frequently replaced by a low bush
bearing red berries known to travellers as " camel's thorn " and which
is met with in the most barren and salt-encrusted deserts throughout
Central Tibet, the Koko Nur district, and Mongolia Camels readily
devour the whole shrub, thorns and all ; the men relish the berries, which
are dried and are said to resemble raisins in flavour. The scientific
name is Nitraria Scho6eri, and in Tibet i t is called tam, the Mongols
styling i t Aarmti. Then there is the yellow-flowered Tibetan furze,
Caragalra pygmaa, the " dima" of the natives, differing slightly from
the European in not being quite so thorny. Its bushy growth afTords
exoellent fuel; but i t is less abundant in the Northern tracts than
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in Southern Tibet, where i t is very ~lentiful. It lies in ptches on
hillsides, however; and often the more sheltered valleys even up to
16,800 feet have their gravelly bottoms covered with a luxuriant underwood of furze, perhaps swarming with hares which get up as you approach on all sides.'
Other woody shrubs are Myricaria Germanica, akin to tamarisk,
called "ombu," growing thickly on the alluvial fans of rivers; Zonicera
glauca ('<shedo") up to 16,000 feet; Ephdra Gerardiana, up to 17,000
feet; and another miserable stunted species of honeysuckle with brittle
twigs (Lonicera quinqwelocularis) None of these stands more than
6 inches from the ground in the higher altitudes.
We have now apparently set forth a lengthy list of the shrubs
and flowering plants of the Northern zones of Tibet; and indeed these
names might be considerably added to. The collection brought home
by Dr. Thorold numbered 115 species, all of which were obtained a t
latitudes north of the 34th parallel and a t heights varying from
15,000 to 19,000 feet. However, 17 of these were sedges and
grasses. Mr. W. B. Hemsley of Kew described and classified the whole.
Nevertheless, although Dr. Thorold avers he gathered laboriously
specimens of every scrap of vegetation he could find, his collection
is not considered an exhaustive one even for these starved and frostbitten tracts. For example, his list does not include all the species
occurring in the herbaria amassed from the various Russian expeditions made to the south of the Kuen Liin mountains.
Taking the whole flora of Northern Tibet and separating from
these all such plants ss have been found a t an altitude higher than
17,000 feet, we ascertain the remarkable fact that over 200 species
occur above this height. Large though such a number, which does
not include mosses, may appear for a region so elevated and exposed,
we must put away all conception of anything like luxuriince or profusion. Beyond the growth of abundant grass, which from 15,000 to
over 17,000 feet is certainly phenomenal, the character of the general
vegetatiou in these tracts is as miserable as it might well be expected
to prove.
On the whole, we shall be sufficiently impressed with the real

.

1 Although the Myrioaria, Enrotia bnehee. and Tibetan fnrse are eo dwarfed in
the lofty ports of the North aa to rarely exoeed 6 or 8 inohee in aotnal height from
the ground, yet in the leseelevated regions they present a very different appearance.
Thus in N.E.Tibet, in the country lying between the Altan Tag range and the upper
Di Chhn and in Sonthern Tsaidem, extensive thickate and almoet wwde of enoh
ehrnbe occnr where Nitraria ("camel'e-thorn"), Myricaria, and Enrotia flourieh rui
small tree8 7 and 8 feet high. The elevation there ie about 8,700 feet.
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charaoter of the botanic productions of the northern district9 if one
fact is borne in mind. Of all the plants brought home by Dr. Thorold
and gathered a t heights exceeding 15,500 feet, not a single species
even in the middle of the summer season grew more than six inches
above ground, while the majority rose out of the soil only from Q of
an inch to 23 inches.' Densely tufted and mith leaves and blossoms
closely packed on the ground is the prevailing habit. These often
form sub-globose and hemispheric cushions, as we have seen is the case
with the several Arenaria and is especially so for instance in TAyZacoapernzzm q q ~ r a g u m . Both the scanty rainfall and the continuous
violence of the daily wind have probably as much to do with the peculiar and restricted growth of the flora ns has the excessive cold.
Another curious charaateristic of all these Tibetan plants has yet
to be mentioned. Their contracted and scanty appearance above ground
is to some extent compensated by the extraordinary size of their roots
below. To the meagre and often minute leafage and flowering apparatus seen on the surface, there is attached in nearly every example
some enormous tuber or a long fleshy tap-root or an extensive system
of underground runners, or in the case of the so-called shrubby plants
a maw of woody fibres which eventually become exposed and dry up
into a wiry tangle on the surface. I n the Astragali and Oxytropea of
Tibet, though the show above is so trivial, large 'fleshy appendages
penetrate deeply in the soil. Sometimes the rootstock of the tiny
plant is ridiculously long and creeping, bearing in its course many
small fleshy tubers, as may be observed in one or two species of Cardamine. Moreover, in those cases where the rootstock is woody mith a
stout and heavy crown it is generally thickly clothed with the withered
petioles and leaf-sheaths of past seasons. The Tibetan species of
Anemone and Corydalis are quaint examples of the persistent manner
in which the remains of old growths cling to the ancestral stock.
Other types of the Tibetan style of root are to be met with in
the underground developments belonging to Braya, Meg-,
1 The self-restraint in growth exhibited by ~ i b e t a nplants is strikingly exemplified in the genw Meoonopsis, which in all the more remarkable becanee that
genw in eaaentially sub-alpine and alpine in it8 natural distribution, being confined
to oold and inolementi olimates. Thue we h d these speoies of Meoonopsis wltioh
aotaally w o w in Tibet either stemless or nearly so, while the EIOape8 from the root
which beer the flowern are extremely short, i.e., from 8 to 6 inohee in N.horrhwrtdula
and 2 i to 6 inohes in M. pprimulina (Prain). By oontrest, however, the membem of
the genw growing jnet outside Tibetan limits have tall and even branohing atemr
withlengthy-w, raohes and petioles. 80 M.Nipalensis, found in N i p 1 at altitudes
between 10,000 to 13,000 feet, has stems 4 to 6 feet Liyl~; aa nleo, M. robuuta whioh
beam floral cymes 2 feet long and leaven of 14 inohee.

Choriepora, and Meconopsis-the appendage in the two last-named
genera being spindle-shaped.
As one might well expect from the substantial nature of the
roots, Tibetan plants are almost without any exceptions perennials.
Such genera as Artemisia and' Arenaria, which in other regions number
many annuals among their species, are here strictly perennial plants,
although the Tibetan species are comparatively numerous. Perhaps
the only annual in Tibet is an Erodium ; and it ie eaid to be usually
biennial in actual growth.
The curious amplification of the subterranean parts of the members of the Tibetan flora cannot be regarded otherwise than as a provision of the Creator for the preservation of life to vegetation in so
rigorous a climate, where the extreme cold is generally unaccompanied
by the preservative pallistion of heavy falls of snow.
The inhabitants of these desolate steppes are not slow to avail
themselves of this excellent subterranean supplement to the scanty productions of the surface of the earth. Several roots of plants are favourite articles of diet in Tibet. One kind is particularly so ; namely,
the large knotty tubers of Codompeia mata, which are eaten either
boiled or else are roasted and grated into flour. Natives term these
Lu being the n6ga or serpent
roots Lu-dii "jknots of the Lu,"-the
god. Another root much ~ r i z e dis that of Potentidla anaerina, a little
fern-like plant called ~homa. When in the month of June the first
tokens of germination appear above ground, then the eoil is scratched
up to the depth of a couple of inches and quantities of creeping roots
are found. To these, which are long and thin like dog-grass, innumerable little tubercles are attached, filled with a very sweet juice.
Washed carefully and fried in butter the rootlets make a tasty dish, as
good Father Huc long ago testified.
Another point of great interest connected with vegetation in the
higher valleys of Tibet is the remarkable celerity with which it rushes to
maturity when once it has appeared on the surface. The necessity for
such haate is evident. I n the upper tracts of 16,000 feet or so
altitude, brief indeed is the period during which blade and leaf and
blossom can remain exposed. Three to four months only elapse from
the first sprouting above ground to the death and decay on the surface.
The small buds begin to show on the plants as July opens, and in September everything with sufficient fertility has turned into seed. Dr.
Thorold's last flowers at 15,000 feet mere plucked early in September.
But, although the process of maturation is thus hurried, there is
--especially in the all-important grssses, the Pow, the hardy fescue,
and the universai Carer Moorcroftii--a fullnesa of growth and a
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sufficient luxuriance. Though the time is cut short, each stage of
growth is complete.
Both Dr. Thomson and Sir Joseph Hooker explain the rapidity
with which, in the greater altitudes of Tibet, vegetation proceeds
to fructification by the additional power which the sun possesses in the
clear untrammelled atmosphere of such upper regions during the summer
months. But it is not only the greater vitalising influence of the sun
(which up there is also tempered from burning and scorching when thus
employed). Another force haa been previously a t work as well; and
that is the anterior tonic influence of the intense cold on the roots and
the early germination. This, as Dr. Thomson has hinted, causes primarily a checking of the vegetative organs below, resulting in a secret,
pent-up stimulus to extraordinary activity afterwards above-ground,
iu which activity the unaccustomed clear warmth of the sun is of
course a powerful factor.'
No agricultural operations are carried on in that portion of Tibet
which for the purposes of this enquiry we have denominated the Northem Belt; i.e., nothing is planted or reaped by the hand of man west
of the meridian of L h b a in all the territory north of n diagonal line
descending from h t . 8 q in the extreme west to ht. 31" in the
meridian of LhBea.
SOUTHEkN BELT OF TIBET.

As we have already pointed out, some of the conditions d e c t i n g
the vegetable world in Northern Tibet prevail equally in the south where,
ae in certain localities is the case, the plane of general elevation exceeds
15,000 feet. Moreover, aa the passes of Southern Tibet are fully as
ofty as those in the north, and indeed much higher above the surroundng country than the northern ones, me shall find practically the same
Pass-flora in both zones. As a fact the difference of flora on Tibetan
Pasees is rather varied according to the situation west or east than
Sir J. D. Hooker makes the following interesting observntione on thin subject
" Himalayan Journals " " From May till August the vegetation a t each elevation is (in ascending order) a month behind that below i t ; 4,000 feet being about
equal to n month of summer weather in one sense. I mean by this, that the genera
nnd natural ordere (and sometimes the speoies), whioh flower a t 8,000 feet in May,
are not so forward ss that a t 12,000 feet till June, nor a t 16,000 feet till July.
A f w Auguet, however, the reverse holds good. Then tLevegetatiou is as forward a t
16,000 feet ae a t 8,000 feet. By the end of September most of the natnral orders
and genera have ripened their fruit in the upper zone, nlthongh they have flowered
u late as July 1 whereae Ootobar in the fruiting month a t 1'2,000, and November below 10,000."
1
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governed by the position in the Northern or the Southern Belt. Thus
in Eastern longitudes we find Parryaplatycarpa substituted for P. tnacrocarpa of the west. Delphinit~mBrlcnorfiia#um, so frequent on lofty
Passes in northern and southern districts of the west, yet is wholly
absent on Passes of the same height in Central and Eastern Tibet,
where it is replaced by D. glaciale. Again Arenaria rnuacifornlis
found in W. and N.W. Tibet is ousted for Brenariapulvinata on the
Passes of Tsang.
Although the vegetation on the Passes in both Belts is in many
respects identical, this is not the rule with the general flora. The
main level of the southern districts west of the 9 1st meridian varies
from 13,000 to 15,000 feet, the beds and valleys of the larger rivers
being considerably lower, desoending almost to 11,000 feet. Moreover
as the same characteristics extend further east in the southern zone
we have expanded our botanical area east to long. 92".
The contour of the country now under review differs essentially
from that in the north and middle axis of Tibet. Plains and highlevel shallow valleys are no longer the feature. Numerous large
rivers cause deep and lengthy depressions, and although there are
many upland pastures and sloping hill-sides, the ranges separating
river-basins are loftier and more abrupt. Again the bases of the
mountains as they abut upon the great river-valleys are split up into
deep ravines. Indeed ravines, long alluvial flats and steep, manypeaked mountain ranges constitute the leading qualities of Southern
Tibet.
Summer being rather longer and minter less inclement at, say,
14,000 feet and under, me have more continuous pasturage, and even in
winter,except when snow is lyingJconsiderable grazing remains for cattle.
And this is a main feature to be noticed, namely that the grass is not
as in the north given up to innumerable wild animalg but is to a very
large extent monopolised by domestic flocks and herds. Every place
of importance on the map in the south-west has its double locality
with its summer and winter pasture-grounds attached. The same
name is wed for both situations, which may be far apart, the summer
quarters having yarsa, the winter guma, appended. Thus Gar Gunsa
is the winter retreat of the shepherds and flock-owners of GartJok or
Gar Yarsa, which is 30 miles distant and holds the fort and monastery.
The main constituents of the grazing herbage seem to be Poa trivialh,
a rough-stalked grass, and Pestuca duri~acula,which are everywhere
largely intermingled with the ubiquitous Carex Moorcroftii. Under
13,000 ft. Meadow Fox-tail prevails in many places.
The plants clothlug the mountain-sides on the lower epnre, a t

thirteen and fourteen thousand feet, cannot be conveniently enumerated
here. They include several varietiee of Melilotus, Taraxacum, Aconitum, Polygonum, Potentilla, Tanacetum, Pedicularis, Oxytropig and
notably Iris Kumaonensis. Long patches of rose-red primulrts are
frequently to be seen a t 14,500 feet bordering fields of snow. Saussuress and Astntgali grow higher up ; but in Tsang in South Central
Tibet are wch species as Chelidonirm dicranostigma, Aconitum lrridtbm,
Papaoer nudicaule, all found under 14,000 feet altitude.
Of course the vegetation of the river-valleys is of a different
character to that we have hitherto referred to. Not only do we have
another range of flowering plants ; but we are now introduced to the
larger shrubs and even to the trees of Tibet. I n this lofty bed of the
Indus and in that of the upper course of the Sutlej (where the altitude ir over 13,000 feet) are lengthy alluvial 5 t s and the fans of
affluent streams, upon which grow only the coarser type of brushwood.
Great thickets of the thorny Hippqhaa rhamnoi&8 and of Tibetan
fume occur there. These attain several feet in height-very different
from the " shrubs " of the northern area-and, if villages or grazing
grounds adjoin, are a special haunt of wolves, of both the golden and
the black species.
But if we paes further east to the many rivers which flow into
the Yeru Tssngpo, we shall soon find better things. On the alluvial
terraces and lower cliffs of the rivem of Dokt'ol, north-west of long. 88",
occur numerous small willows and poplars. W e have three species
of willow-Salix
alba or the "mil-chang," S. daphnoi(Zes, and 8.
tetrmperma--and three species of poplar-Populrs nigra, P. balsamifma,and P. et~phratica. Further east still and following the Yeru
the appeudaut river-valleys become more and more fertile, until in
the Penam-npng Chhu (the river of Shigatse), the Yarlung ~ h h u ,
the Kyi Chhu, and the Holkha valley we meet with the climax of
such fruitfulness as Tibet Proper can offer us. Not only do the willows and poplars continue and grow larger, but other trees, generally
cultivated qualities, namely walnut, apricot, peach, and pear ace cornmonalso. Near Lhhsa are to be seen junipers, large yews ( T mbaccata)
and ilex in plenty. Those who took part in the recent expedition to
Lhiisa (in 1904) speak of bhat city ss appearing to lie amid a circuit
of greenery, this appearance arising from the large quantity of trees
with which the suburbs and the western quarters are planted. Treea
there are most carefully preserved, and those in the city precincts are
all numbered and registered, though two to three thousand in the aggregate. Another feature noticed on thie occasion was the number of
oommon Englieh flowers oultivated in private and monaatic gardens,
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Among these, hollyhocks, marigolds, stocks of various colours, wallflowers, nasturtiums, asters and large ranunculi were especial favourites.
And this a t length brings us to an important branch of our subject-the interference of man with Nature and the extent to which
the cultivation of crops is carried on. This branch belongs essentially
to the southern districts.
Now, wherever the Tibetan can do so, he resorts to husbandry.
He is a born farmer by instinct. I n the northern parts of the country
west of the meridian of Lhrisa, neither sheep-raising nor agriculture
seem possible. But in the Southern Belt the conditions are different.
I n the extreme west indeed, outside the confines of Ladak, no cultivation of crops is attempted ; and the inhabitants devote their energies
to sheep, goats, and hybrid yak. I t is said that nothing cereal is
grown in Tibet itself west of long. 87' ; and the inhabitants there depend for their grain supplies on importations from Ladak, Lahul,
Qarhwal, Kanawar and Nepal. East of Ralung monastery near the
Yeru Tsangpo, the cultivation of the soil is first to be met with; and
thence along the great river eastwards and up the valleys of its tributaries every available spot on terraoe or alluvial flat is turned to account. Especially near and on the rivers of the central provinces of Ui
and Tsang is agriculture pursued. Here the valleys yield long flats
of rich soil, and numerous stroams of rapid current debouching from
the uplands render irrigation comparatively simple. Terrace above
terrace is cultivated, and great ingenuity--akin to that of the denizens of the hills below Simla and in the Kulu Sutlej valley-is shewn
in conducting water from below to the higher spaces.
On the Kyi Chhu or Lh4sa river, which flows down to the great
Yeru from the N.E., there is as much grain grown as anywhere else
in Central Tibet Just about L h h the valley of the river expands
into a wide plain which is irrigated profusely by canals chiefly cut
from a branch of the Kyi-the Pempo Chhu-coming down from the
nortlt. These are led from the Pempo a long distance into the Kyi
and by a minute system of subdivision an enormous range of open
country is artificially watered. Bs the general level here is only about
11,500 feet, every cereal and vegetable possible to Tibet is thus FBised
where there is naturally the largest demand, in the immediate vicinity
of the chief city. This cultivation continues along up both the Pempo
and Kyi rivers for a considerable distance. The fields are very small
and separated by low walls of massive stones.
The highest latitude, west of 92", where crops are produced in
Tibet (not including Ladak or Nubra) is 31'15' in the lake district
and 30°20' N. in the neighbowhood of L b . Ending, in elevation
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about 13,800 feet, is the most northern place in the LhLa district
where fields are seen. However, in Eastern Tibet cultivation is prosecuted much further to the north than in the central and western
provinces.
The most popular of the cereals are barley and buckwheat; of
the pulses, peas (both Indian and Chinese) and a bean known as
faichw~~g.The barley is of two leading kinds ;aoa' or so-zca, a thickshelled sort mostly glven to cattle as fodder, and ?le, the beardless
loose-grained variety (knomn commercially as grim) which needs
little manure or depth of soil and ripens at greater altitudes than any
other grain. The last-named prolific species can he readily grown up
to 14,500 feet, and in a few spots it is produced even above 15,000
feet, Mr. Frederick Drew mentioning a n instance a t that altitude
where 12 acres were sown with ne and yielded harvest. But a t Ombu
on the N.W. shore of Dangra Yum Lake in Central Tibet is the
highest place where this barley is regularly grown; i t is 15,240 feet
in altitude. On the Re Chhu and Raka Tsangpo in Tsang province
whole villages are dependent for food on the produce of this grain
grown a t 13,800 to 14,000 feet. It is from ne that the staple food
of the country, namely tsamnpa, is prepared, as well acl ckkang the
favourite beer. However, ne barley haa three different varieties, all of
which are cultivated. These are distinguished by Tibetans as yangnra
or tukcha ?re,-the early kind which springs up and completely ripens
within two months after sowing; clilie-ne, a middling sort ;and sennothe best kind, which matmes later than any other.
Buckwheat is largely consumed in certain districts, and is known
as duo or brau. There seem to be two forms of it : Pagopyrutn emargi,
statnm, a coarse hardy plant, and P.esculentum, a better kind cultivated
only in sheltered spots near Lhhsa and in the Yarlung valley. Wheat
(tro) is always raised where possible, but often fails to ripen above
11, 500 feet, though grown up to 12,650 feet. It is consumed only
by the richer classes, and the peasantry profess to dislike it. Two
kinds of oata are also cultivated, called ka'fsam and yu-ku, the former of
which ranks above buckwheat in general estimation and is sown
wherever possible, Rice grows nowhere in Tibet, but is imported
from Sikkim and Tawang. Other grains raised where feasible are
millet (ciliitse), maize (ma'mozpe Zoto) and rape (nyicngAar). Mustard
is grown everywhere in several varieties, but is more plentiful in Khams
and South East Tibet. Sometimes in the lower valleys millet can be
raised as a second crop after the early barley (tulccAtr ne).
However, the favourite crops are root-vegehbles. Radishes are
the first choice, and are allotted as much space as barley. Turnips
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~ a )carrots (lapa-serpo) are considered somewhat luxuries
only obtainable in the lower valleys ;and potatoes of two sorts-she-ko
white, and to-ma small, sweet, red ones--are largely ~ l a n t e dnear Lhiisa,
though on the Chinese borders all potatoes are a commoner vegetable.
Onions (fsong) seem to be widely cultivated ;also garlic.
Agriculture on any considerable scale can be carried on only in
the long wide valleys wherein the larger rivers take their course.
Many of the rivers flow through valleys of fine open aspect, which,
honvever, are walled in by mountainous sides, rising tier above tier in
receding series, to varying, but always lofty heights. Along t h e
banks of the river, which generally lies in a deep channel, are stretched
broad tracts of land eminently fitted, with the aid of irrigation, for
cultivation. Tllesc spacious flats have been formed of rich alluvial
soil which the waters have deposited on either side, and which q e s
of such a process have lifted to a considerable elevation. In-flowing
tributary streams, which run down from the bounding ranges a t frequent intervals, contribute materially to the process. The valleys of
this quality are always thickly studded with villages, whose inhabitants
are ardent agriculturists. Every available yard of ground is utilised,
the affluent streams, as we have said, affording valuable facilities for
irrigation.
The most fruitful valleys in Central Tibet are those of the Nyang
Chhu, the Rong N a g Chhu, the Lhon Chhu, the Yarlung Chhu, the
Kyi Chhu or Lhksa river, the Shang Chhu or Penam-nyang, the Zingchhyi Chhu, and the Tsemong Chhu, all of which flow into the mighty
Yeru Tsting-po. However the Nyang and Yarlung rivers bear away the
palm for the fertility of thelands they water. For the last 65 miles of
its course, the valley through which the Nyang runs keeps an average
breadth of 1 0 miles, every yard of which is cultivated. The produce of
wheat, oats, millet, peas, and various pulses is enormous, although the
altitude averages 12,650 feet. Along the banks are numerous flour-mills
worked by water-power provided by the ever-recurring tributaries from
the hills on either side of the Nyang. Where the hill-streams are absent
the mills are worked by artificial irrigating canals. I n places where
the slope to the river is too steep for cultivation, the banks are rendqed att~activeto the eye by a perfect clothing of Tibetan furze bushes
(Cnragana versicolor), mhich, though less handsome than English
gorse, impart in summer the gayest of colouring. The only trees are
1 In the Eestern districts turnip8 are by no mean8 scarce, cattle being fed on
a msah made from them. Horses are often fed on thin turnip pap by force, a

horn funnel k i n g put down their throat8 for the purpose.
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willows and poplar on the flats, and dense thicketa of pa-ma (Juniperus
squamosa) and fir (8orn-~hin.9)~
interspersed with a few walnuts (targhn),
covering the lower terraces oE the bounding heights. But so fruitful
is this whole valley that it has received the name of Nyang Chhu, or
"river of delicacies "--delicacies, a t least, to the poor Tibetan.
However, the Yarlung Valley and the lower parts of Lhobrak
have perhaps the greatest reputation for fruitfulness in Central Tibet
Unfortunately, althollgh explored by the Survey agent Urgyan
Gyats'o and also earlier by Nain Singh, apparently no specimens of the
flora of those districts or particulars of their produce were brought back.
Their fertility, which is a1wa.y~ spoken of as something unusual for
Tibet, is probably owing not only to the comparatively lower elevation
(Yarlung valley : 11,350-11,600 feet; Upper Lhobrak valley 10,800
-11,200 feet); but also to the considerable rains and snow they experience. Apparently the Yarlung district comes in for a share of the
abundant rainfall which Western Yunnan nnd South-Eastern Tibet
are favoured with--due to currents brought up from the ocean r i b the
Yangtse-kiang and Salwin river. These moist discharges do not seem
to reach to the Nyang Chhu or to Lhlsa. Nevertheless the Tsang
province, where the Nyang occurs, receives some slight effects from
higher currents of the Indian monsoon, the superflux of which passes in
over the lower summits of the Bhutan Himalayas. The Lhobrak
district, moreover, enjoys the moisture driven up from Bengal through
the defiles of the Lhobrak Tsangpo and the Manas river.
KHAMS AND EASTERN TIBET.

W e can hardly close these imperfect remarks on Tibetan vegetation without a few words on the Eastern Provinces. I n the northern
parts of Eastern Tibet, when the altitude of the plains north of the
long Dang L a range and south of Koko Nur runs between 10,500 and
11,800 feet, the flora which has been revealed somewhat meagrely by
Przhevalski's collections approximates to that of Westeru Tibet,
Lahul, and Phari a t higher altitudes. I n the Tsaidam salty steppes
and the region a t the base of the Altan Tag range, we have likewise
a related flora, even though the general level is more than 2,000 feet
lower.1 The collections of the Russian explorer Obruchev, made from
1 In a letter to the author dated May 1696, Dr. David Prain of the Royal
Botanio Qnrdene, Cnlontta, alluding to thie matter, my8 : " The point you raiee is
indeed a very pertinent one, and it is one that hne often pnzzled me. Why do
apeoieo occur at lower levels an we go progreeeively further eaat P I find it true
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1893 to 1895, and Major Wellby's of 1896, have not yet, however,
been assimilated, so far as published reports reveal.
South of the Dang L a range in the many districts of the province of Khams, that is, south of ht. 53" and east of long. 9e0, me
have few materials for any detailed description of the plants and
trees of Eastern Tibet.
Travellers in those parts assure us that. the whole aspect of the
country, with its vegetation, is different to the general condition in
the west. For example, in portions of the Khams territory lying so
far north as lat. 31°25' and a few miles west of Chhamdo, where the
elevation ranges between 10,800 and 11,500 feet, we are told of picturesque gorges and lovely bits of forest scenery; and there amidst rocks
flourish large rhododendrons, coccinea, and junipers, with groves of
fir trees. Pine woods of considerable growth, probably of Abies
Vehbia~ra, skirt thickly the banks of the Dzi Chhu, only a little
further south, affording timber of large girth used as roof-beams for
the Ilouses. Again in the Rimochhe district, a few miles still further
south (circa lat. 31°12' N., long. 96'15'E.) along the northern bank
of the Gylma Ngul Chhu, we find one of the most beautiful valleys
conceivable, rivalling the best in Kashmir. Forests of rhododendron
n ) fir overhang the
(probably R. Hodgsoni or R. c a v ~ y l o c a ~ u rand
river, with here and there open grassy vales with trees scattered parklike about. The abundance of wood-fuel allows of iron-smelting operations being carried on. Moreover the fields of barley are here separated'by palisading of fir branches instead of with stone walls. Yet the
observed altitude of the Riwochhe valley is put down a t quite 12,000
feet. There can be no doubt that considerable supplies of ocean
moisture penetrate even so far as this up the Gyama Ngul Chhu by
may of the Salwin River, into which the other river develops.
However, in certain narrow and sheltered valleys much further
to the north than the latitude of Chhamdo, an unexpected luxuriance
of vegetation may be met with. Thus, the Russian traveller Kozlov
writes in glowing terms of what he styles " the warm-wooded valley
of one of the tributaries of the Upper Mekong, the R a Chu," where
his party wintered in 1900-01. This valley would be as far north as
of all the Himalayan genera that I have studied so far. When the same species
does extend so far I find that plants of 12,000 ft. in the N.W. Himalaya oooar at
from 9-10,000 ft. in Sikkim and at 7-8,000 ft. in Ynnnan and Szeohnen. What is
odder still, occeaiooally we find speoies, that oconr np to these levels in the
Himaleye, still present in the Khasie Hills and at timer even in the Bhan Hills,
where they can't go above 6,000 ft., se there is no possibility of their extending
higher for want of elevation. "

lat. 32" N. and in about long. 97"45'E. Kozlov says : "The expedition
found here large forestsr of fir, and of a, tree-like Juniperus PseudoBabina, intermingled with birches, willows, wild apricots, mild apples,
and a great variety of bushes. The rugged crags, covered with a rich
vegetation of trees, bushes, and grasses, presented a beautiful harmony
of coloum. I n the thickly tree-clad gorges we found quantities of the
white-eared pheasrants (Crossqtilon tirihetanum), the green Ithaginie
geofrgi, the Tetraopia~sodscurus, the Tetrastes sewev-tzowi, several
species of woodpeckers, and a great quantity of smaller Passerine
bids. During marm and bright days the naturalist, and in fact every
person not insensible to the beauties of nature, could reap enjoyment
both with eyes and ears. Flocks of pheasants walked about the little
meadows, the %les described their curves on the blue sky, and from
the thickest of bushes, richly coloured by sun's rays, the songs of
thousands of small birds could be heard. Of mammals which me did
not see previously, me found monkeys, which mere living in large and
small colonies-very often in close neighbourhood to the Tibetans."
Further north still, in Eastern Tibet, in the valley of the Di Chhu
(the upper waters of the Chinese Yangtse-kiang), almost as far N. as
lat. 33", the same traveller found in March a surprising degree of
warmth and of advance in vegetation. " Here on the banks of the
Blue river, which flows at an altitude of about 10,500 feet above
sea-level, i t wvas also very marm, and me saw already the first appearance of spring vegetation ;the Getttiana spuarrosa was in bloom, as also
the buttercups, the dandelions, and so on. All sorts of insects and
buttedies flew about. We also noticed the bank swallow (Cotile
rbaria). TheTibetans were busy in tilling the soil, and some of them
had already begun sowing wheat and barley, while on the best fields
me saw the first seedlings of wheat piercing the ground. "
The principal trees of Eastern Tibet, S.E. of Chhamdo, appear to
be various species of pine, evergreen oak, holly, and rhododendron,
which quite take the place of the miserable willows and poplars of
Central and Western Tibet. Jun+erus exceka forms the common scrub
on the hillsides from 10,000 to 13,500 feet ; and, wherever it is,
there do the lovely C~os~optiI01z
pheasants abound, feeding on its berries.
On the mountain spars below 10,000 feet Rides shrl~bswith several
sorts of Rubus bramble supersede the juniper.
As you approach the region lying just west of Batang and you
descend to an elevation between eight and nine thousand feet above the
sea, the whole vegetation changes ; and you journey among clematis,
syringas, jessamine, eglantine, and scandent species of Colquirounia.
Past Batang, though the general level ascends to 10,000 feet, and
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along hill and valley betwectn that place and Darchendo, you arrive in
the region of the regular flora of the southern borders of Szechuen.
Here are orchids (Dendrobium chiefly), hydrangeas, varied azalens
of all sizes, purple ipomoea, crimson gloxinia, primulas, and
wild roses of the deepest red. The richness of the flowers even
a t considerable heightv in this part of Tibet rivals those of the valleys
of Sikkim. One might say this especially of the various species of large
rhododendron with magnificent blossoms of every colour. Near Darchendo rhododendrons grow in wanton luxuriance up the neighbouring
hills to a limit of about 12,000 feet.' Another feature of the country between Litang and Darchendo is the profusion of wild gooseberry,
black currant, and raspberry bushes. The black currant (Ribes ~tigrtcm)
here develops into a tree 18 feet in height and bearing bunches of
fruit 1 2 to 16 inches long. Apples, peaches and nectarines are also
abundant, while in the gorges and deeper valleys the vegetation becomes distinctly sub-tropical.
However, the wealth of flora here on the utmost confines of
Tibet is due as much to the plenteous rainfall of these parts a s to the
decided decrease in altitude.
1 Mr. A. E. Pratt, camping at 13,000 ft. near Darohendo, writes : I' The tent was
pitohed s t the head of a valley, the aidea of which oould be seen for miles down
covered with rhododendrons in blosaom of all sl~adeaof white, pink, and red-a
perfeot sea of bloom" Surely this ie 8 soene unknown even in the Sikkim of
Hooker's time ?

